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ABSTRACT

This study is an account of the diplomatic relations of 
India with Afghanistan on the North-Western frontier and with Burma 

on the Eastern, Since the ptfablems of the North-Western frontier 
figured more prominently in the Indian external policy, the major 

part of the wprk has "been devoted to the discussion of Afghan questions,
’Containment1 was the aim of the Indian policy towards 

Afghanistan until the period of Iytton’s viceroyalty. Supported by 
the Conservative government in London, Lytton almost immediately 
transformed the policy of containment into a policy of interference, as he 
v/as convinced that Afghanistan could not for long survive as an 
independent state between the two great European powers. It was for 
Britain through India to assert herself. He started by applying 
political pressure on the Amir in an attempt to dictate his terms, but 
eventually resorted to Military action.

Opposed to this ’Forward* policy were the Liberals. When 

they came to power in 1880* lytton was replaced by Ripon, who was 
charged to withdraw from Afghanistan without loss of prestige. Ripon 

with his patience and tact was successful in obtaining the friendship 
and confidence of the Afghan ruler by helping him to consolidate 
his kingdom.

The consolidation of Amir’s power and the occupation



Iv'.srv by Russia, in 1884: led. bo "the appointment of an Anglo—Russian 

Boundary Commission and finally to the delimitation of the ill-defined 
Northern boundary of Afghanistan in 1887.

Between 1890 and 1898, Indo-Afghan relations because 
strained largely over the ill-defined the boundary of Southern 
Afghanistan, due to the revival of Forward policy by Lansdowne and 
Elgin. However, the diplomatic negotiations prevented an open clash 
and culminated in the demarcation of the disputed territories.

On the Eastern frontier, Indian policy was not so 
fluctuating. The British commitments in Afghanistan prevented 
lytton^ss from pursuing a forward policy towards Burma. But 
the Kabul massacre in 1879 provided an opportunity to Iytton 
to withdraw the British Residency from Mandalay. Ripon could not 
restore normal diplomatic intercourse between India and Burma without 
publicly disowning the stand the British had already taken. However, 
the pressure from commercial quarters and danger of French intrigues

in Burma forced Dufferin to annex Upper Burma in 1886.
This study has made great use of the original documents 

and private papers, which have come to light only recently. With the 
help o&2L* materials, it has been jossible to confirm certain 
historical beliefs and demolish certain others.



Abbreviations used in the footnotes

1. L.P. For Lytton Papers

2. R.P. ft Ripon Papers

3. G.P. »t Granville Papers

4. K.P. tt Kimberley Papers

5. H.P. tt Hamilton Papers

6. P.P. or
Pari. Papers " Parliamentary Papers

7. P.S.D.E. fr. India or
P.S.D.E# P.I* " Political and Secret

Despatches and 
Enclosures from 
India

8. P.S.D.E. to India or
P.S.D.E. T.I. " Political and Secret

Despatches and 
Enclosures to India
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INTRODUCTION

Under British rule the Government of India, through 

its Foreign Department, maintained direct diplomatic 

relations with neighbouring countries* in the second 

half of the nineteenth century, e.g. with Afghanistan and 

Upper Burma. In principle, India’s e ternal relations 

were determined by the British Cabinet in London, but she 

exercised through her Foreign Department a considerable 

degree of influence over detail. Indian interests formed 

an important part of British imperial considerations, and 

the problem of strengthening Indian frontiers against the 

influence of European powers became in the later nineteenth 

century a dominant factor in imperial policy.

The material for a study of Indian policy towards the 

frontier states is vast. The subject has been dealth with, 

for example, in many pamphlets and books. A large 

proportion of these have been written either by persons 

actually involved in the affairs they describe - like 

Robert’s ’’Forty-one Years in India’’ - or by those who above 

all desired to explain their political party’s point of 

view - like Lawrence’s ’’Causes of the Afghan War”.

Valuable though both kinds are to the historian, they can 

not be regarded as works of history. These accounts 
written by military officers and political officials 

often lack objectivity, and sometimes, because of their



authors’ official positions, the necessary freedom of

discussion. The biographies of the prominent statesmen

of the period such as Wolf’s ’’Life of Ripon”, and Lyall * s

’’Life of Bufferin'1 are extremely useful, but they usually

give only relatively brief accounts of the Indian aspect

of the story, and often tend to glorify the policies of

their subjects. The materials, especially in the form of

official and private papers, are so voluminous that even

the standard works have not been able to take full account

of them. Since the publication of Dr. C.C. Davies’s
»’’The North-West Frontier 1890 - 1908 in a good deal

of information in private papers has become available.

This thesis is mainly based on official documents 

and private papers, particularly on the Political and 

Secret Letters to and from India and the Lytton and Ripon 

Papers. The available materials on the subject are so 

rich and complicated that it has been necessary to limit 

the subject to India’s diplomatic relations with Afghanistan 

between 1876 and 1898 and with Upper Burma between 1876 

andl8 ,fcuntil its annexation bj the British.in-1886.

Since Indian external policy was largely msde in 

London, a full understanding of European diplomacy in the 

period is extremely important. However, it is impossible 

to cover this aspect of the subject in detail. I have 

concentrated attention on the Indian scene and on a close
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examination of the diplomatic part taken by the Indian 

Government, and am aware that by doing so I may not have 

put the whole story in full perspective.

More than three-quarters of the present thesis has 

been devoted to the study of Afghan questions and less 

than one-fourth to the discussion of Burmese problems.

This allocation of space arises partly because the 

proportion of the available materials on these questions 

greatly differs. Moreover, this division represents 

roughly the relative importance of these two frontiers in 

the consideration of external policy by the then Governments 

of India. Por my part, I have studied the Burmese problem 

mainly to examine the general tendencies of British-Indian 

frontier policy in this period.
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CHAPTER I

THE PERIOD OF NEGOTIATION (1876-8)

The annexation of Sind in 1845 and of the Punjab in 
1849 brought the Indian Bnpire to the belt of territory beyond 

which lay Afghanistan. This territory was inhabited by tribes 
who accepted the Afghan ruler as their suzerain and rendered to 
him some sort of feudatory service. It was therefore inevitable 
that policy towards Afghanistan should have arisen as a problem 
in Indian external policy. This problem became serious as Russia, 
a great rival power of Britain, advanced towards Afghanistan from 
the side of Central Asia and threatened the safety of the Indian 
Empire.

After the first Afghan War (1859-42), the Indian authorities 

pursued a policy of non-interference in Afghan affairs. In March 1855, 
Sir John Lawrence, the Chief Commissioner of Punjab, on behalf of 
India concluded a treaty with Dost Mahomed, the ruler of Afghanistan 
and undertook to tespect the independence of Afghan territories. The 
Amir, in return, pledged to remain a friend of India’s friends and 
eneny of her enemies. By another treaty two years later, the ties of 
friendship between India and Afghanistan were further strengthened.
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Dost Mahomed, who was a staunch friend of the British, 
died in 1863, After a long struggle his son Sher Ali ascended 
the throne. During the first few years of his reign^ bloody 
civil wars took place. Sher Ali asked for British aid^ but 
the Government of India maintained scrupulous neutrality. During 
these civil wars two remarkable persons appeared prominently on 
the Afghan scene - Yalqub Khan, son of Sher Ali, and. Abdul Rahman.
Both were later to become Amir. Finally in 1868, Sher Ali, 

with the help of his son, suppressed the rebellions and 
established himself firmly on the throne of Kabul. Sher Ali 
was cleanly aware that he did not owe his throne or power 
to British assistance.

British policy consistently aimed at maintaining a 
strong, friendly and independent Afghanistan, which vrould 
keep foreign intrigue or aggression at a distance. Afghanistan 
was to be a buffer state between British India and the Russians 
in Central Asia. The Government of India therefore accorded a friendly 
recognition to the successive occupants of the Afghan throne, 
made gifts of arms and money, ----- —— -----------------^



and aarefully refrained from interfering in the internal 
affairs of the state. In this they followed the advice given 
"by Dost Mahomed himself, "If you wish to he friends with

1
Afghans, beware of meddling with their internecine quarrels."

3her Ali was never a very comfortable ally, and he seems
to have had a strong sense of the importance of the position
of Afghanistan, interposed between two great powers,
profoundly jealous of one another. He tried with Northbrook
to use the bogey of Russian aggression; but failed and

2thereupon showed marked hostility.
The Amir was perhaps not entirely at fault. The 

Russians had captured Samarkand and were approaching Amu- 
Daria. In the yeqr 1873, Sher Ali, having carefully reviewed 
his position, had realised the inevitability of accepting 
closer and more subordinate relations with one or the other 
of the two great European powers. He gave his preference 
to the British, and made a last effort to obtain from the 

British Government more definite and practical protection 
against the unsolicited patronage of Russia. The envoy,

1. Eastwick, N.J. - Lord Lytton and the Afghan war, £.13
2. according to some writers, Sher Ali was quite friendly 

until the deatft of Lord Mayo in 1872, on v/hose death,
Sher a11 wrote a touching letter. They admit, however, 
that he probably felt some resentment even before the 
UmbfeJLla Durbar, (when the Viceroy denied him an allowance 
and mixed subsidy) and because the British Government 
had not aided him in his contest for the throne.
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Syed Noor Lahomed Shah," sent by the Amir of Kabul to confer

with the Viceroy of India at Simla, on 12th July 1873 said
to Northbrook, ’’The rapid advances made hy the Russians in

Central Asia had aroused the gravest apprehensions in the
minds of the peoples of Afghanistan. Whatever specific
assurances the Russians may give, and however often these
may he repeated, the people of Afghanistan can place no
confidence in them, and will never rest satisfied unless

2they are assured of the aid of the Eritish Government. ”
Northbrook telegraphed London and suggested that the 

government should help the Amin with money, arms and troops t 

to repel any unprovoked aggression, provided the Amir 
unreservedly accepted their advice in foreign affairs. Eut 
the Euke of Argyll, the Secretary of State, declined to 
section any such undertaking, since the Iritish Cabinet 
did not share the Amir's alarm.

The Viceroy thus could offer to the envoy advice, a 
certain quantity of arms and aq\assurance that a Russian 
invasion of Afghanistan was not apprehended.-'

This refusal to entertain Sher Ali’s request* greatly 

disappointed the Amir, who then felt he coiild no longer rely 
on Eritish support. Had he been promised help in the event

1. He later represented the Afghan Government at the 
Conference.

2. Parliamentary Papers, Vol. 58, P. 112

3. Ibid. 112 - 118



of foreign invasion, the history of Anglo-Afghan relations

would have been different, for on the arrival in Kabul of

a Russian agent, in the second week of 1875, he swung over

and gave them access.
It seems that the Eritish lost the friendship of Sher

Ali because he had not understood the exact meaning of the
agreement^ made with Russia over his head, but mainly
because the Eritish had not grasped his point of view and

2understood his differences with his own people.
Earlier the Amir had been highly displeased with the 

decision of the Eritish arbitrator in a dispute between 
Persia and Afghanistan, over the rights in the province of 
Seistan, by which Afghanistan got the barren area on the 
eastern bank of the Helmand. dp eaking of the root of dher 
Ali's discontent with the British, Lord Napier of Kagdala 
said in a memorandum that "we have unfortunately managed 

Sher Ali badly .... Pirst v/e stood aloof in his struggles 
for life and empire .... Then, when Sher Ali had subdued 
his enemies, he came forward to meet us with an alliance, 
but we were willing only to form an imperfect alliance.

1. (rorfcfl&*E:off1 s assurance to Clarendon in 1869 and
subsequent agreement made years later that Afghanistan 
lay completely outside the sphere within which Russia 
might be called upon to exercise influence.
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He was willing to trust us provided that we would trust him, 

hut we felt that we could not hind ourselves to unreserved 
support of a power whose ideas of right and wrong were so 
different from ours. His friendly feelings, however, were 

not entirely alienated hy that experience of us; he 
abstained from any action towards Seistan at our desire, 
and he believed that the mediation which we pressed upon 
him would have ended by the restoration of the portion of 
Seistan that Persia had occupied in the days of trouble.

And not only Sher Ali but the whole Afghan people 

believed that we should restore to them what they had lost.
u Alien they found that we had allowed Persia to obstruct 

and ill-treat our arbitrator and to retain much of her 
encroachments, they looked upon us as a weak and treacherous 
people who, under the guise of friendship had spoiled them 

in favour of Persia." ^
Such was the situation when, early in 1876, Lord Lytton 

arrived in India charged to break away from the policy
designated as that of "masterly inactivity" and to

" initiate a new basis of relations with Afghanistan and its
VA^ (jjLA s

Amir. In London a new Government had taken office.
A

1. Parliamentary Papers, Vol. 16, fcp 225 - 6
Lytton himself admitted that Sher Ali's attitude was 
mainly attributable to the mistakes of the British 
Government, (vide L.P. 518/1 )?. 428, Lytton to
Girdlestone)



a key to the policy of the new Conservative Cabinet

is given by the Prime Minister's letter of 22nd July 1877

to the Queen. It describes the measures to be taken against

Russia, then at war with Turkey, in the event of her
seizure of Constantinople. It runs, "It is Lord

Beaconsfield1s present opinion that in such a case Russia
must be attacked from Asia, that the troops should be sent
to the Persian Gulf and that the Empress of India should
order her armies to clear Central ^sia of Muscovites and
drive them into the C a s p i a n " A n d  Lytton was considered
by Disraeli to be a good instrument for this kind of
purpose, indeed he was placed in India with that in mind.
.Yhether the operations indicated were feasible is another 

2matter. Put the fact remains that Disraeli's assumption 
of office* pointed towards a drastic change in Eritish
Afghan policy.

Lady Balfour makes this clear? "The Prime Minister 
strongly impressed upon the new Viceroy his opinion 

that the policy of Russia gave cause for extreme anxiety
and watchfulness, and that it was essential, even 
at the risk of failure, the possibility of which

1. Life of Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsf ield, by Monypenny & 
Euclcle. Vol. VI, >. 155.

2. According to Sykes "they were fantastical". Vide-
History of Afghanistan, Vol. 2, fc\ 102
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could not be denied, that an attempt should be made to induce the
Amir of Kabul to enter into more satisfactory relations with our own

Government . . . .Tt
Lyttor himself, in a very ler0' hy letter • to

\ *C. Girdles tone, the British Resident at Ahc.tmandoo on 27th August 
1376 before sailing for India, that, "Afghanistan is a state far tooA
weak and barbarous to remain isolated and \ holly uninfluenced between

o
t o gre t fcary empir< i ,c\ England r-nd Russia”."" Fe continued 
" e desire sincerely to promote his security abroad and his stability 
at home. It is our policy to cultiv te on our north-western 
border a strong bulwark by aiding Afghanistan to become a powerful 
and prosperous at; e, provided its cover be friendly to ourselves..
'e do not covet one inch of his territory, we do not desire to 
diminish one iota of his independence. But g_e c n not alloy him to 
fall under the influenc of any ■ o - r whose int. ere, t s' ■- re ant oristic
to our ovn. .. ,t|L He continued this ith his opinion th t Russia
’"would effect the disarmament of Afghanistan" and absorb the
dominions of the Amir either alone or in conjunction with England.
If the British Government failed to ag.ee to such a course, Russia 
would seek to attain it by means of adroitly playing on the hopes and 
fears of the Amir thus establishing a diplomatic influence at Kabul.
He went on to express his determination not to allow the Amir to play 
off Russia against England and thereby mainytain his equilibrium bet-

1 Lady Balfour - Lord Lytton!s Indian Administration, p. 28
2 Lytton Papers 513/ Vol. I, pp 427 - 93.
5 My italics.
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ween them. "If he does i.ot promptly prove himself our loyal friend,
\ e shall be obliged to rega d him as our enemy and treat him 
accordingly. A tool in the hands of Russia I will never allow him 
to become. Such a tool it would be my duty to break before it 

could be used"'*'
The Cabinet was united in holding a similar view that it was 

necessary that their relations with Afghanistan should no longer 
be suffered to remain in a condition hich seemed to them full of 
dan er. They therefore placed / instructions in Lytton !s hand£
when he left England. .
a. After communicatin6 with the Amir, a friendly mission be sent 
to Kabul and also to the Khan of Khelat, to ascertain the true 
attitude of the Amir towards the Government of India. Should he 
refuse to entertain the mission, the hole Afghan policy be recon
sidered and the destination of the proposed mission be limited to 
Khelat.
b. The primary purpose of the Agent will be to invite the confidence 
of the Amir; and to secure th at confidence must be the ultimate 
object of (Lytton!s][ Government.
c. The Viceroy ■was asked to be prepared to give definite assurances 
on the following quest ie*u, which the Amir ■-■as likely to raise:
1 Lytton Papers 513/1, pp.429 - 45.
2 Despatch of Lord Salisbury ^ 23t February 1376, Parliamentry

Papers. Accounts and Papers) Vol. 56, pp 156 - 159. This despatch 
of 28th February 1376, if sent by post in usual manner would have 
re .c l : -d India some three weeks before Lord Northbrook vacated 

office, but London Government preferred it to be handed over to 
Lord Lytton.
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(, j  2,'

has yet been accorded by the Government of India bo the order of suc
cession established by him in favour of the younger son Abdullah Jan.

/
3-An explicit pledge, by treaty or other ise, of material support in 

case of foreign aggression.
The question of subsidy was considered by the British Cabinet 

to be of second y import and it e.s left co the ViceroyTs 
discretion.

vVith regard to the second question, "Her Majesty’s G overnment 
did not desire to depart from her traditional policy of abstention 
from all unnecessary interference in the internal affairs of 
Afghanistan, as had already been declared by Lord Northbrook’s 
predecessor in 1865. However, the British Cabinet thought that the 
frank recognition of a de_ f-.cto order in the succession est; blished 
by a de focto government to the throne of a foreign state did not 
imply or necessitate any intervention in the internal affairs of 
that state.

As for aid in the event of foreign aggression, the British 
Cabinet thought that "England would be impelled by her own interests 
to assist His Highness (the Amir) in repelling the invasion by a 
foreign poer. “It is therefore on all accounts desirable that the 
Government of India . hould have at its disposal adequate means for

1 This assuranc • does not sound definite and , ecise, but
considering the fact that the order of succession in Afghanistan 
had always been dictated by the ruling personage, it can be 
inferred that the British Government was willing to concede this 
point.
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prevention of (such) a catastrophe" But the want of such means 
constituted the reel weakness. However, the British Government 
admit.ed that Northbrook’s declaration of 1875 justified the Amir 
in e>; ecting support, should his kingdom be subjected to unprovoked 
foreign aggression, but they considered it too ambiguous to satisfy 
the Amir. They therefore promised to support the Viceroy should 
he find it necessary to make more definite declarations on this 
question, only reserving their right of judgment as to the circum
stances involving the obligation of m terial assistance in some 
clear cu e of unprovoked ag,ression.

These instructions allowed the Viceroy considerable freedom yet 
laid down before him a clear line of action. They also manifest 
the British Government’s desire to s .cure the Amir’s friendship and 
,wood will. But the London Government was also prepared to face the 
Amir’s refur 1 to co-operate,though it is not quite clear whether 
they anticipated or a re v illing to undertake a war against Sher 
Ali if no agreement could be concluded. The whole gist of the 
instructions was that the British "were to insist on having something 
wore than they had got". The strength of arms vw s also displayed 
behind diplomacy

Not long after these instructions were issued to Lytton,
Disraeli declared in the House of Commons, on way oth 1376 "Russia
1 It is interesting to note tint this despatch was addressed to the

Governor-General of India and not the Governor-General in Councily 
For a considerable time, until.. June 1376, Lyt :on did not place
these instructions before his Council. Lady Balfour says that
Lytton was given permission to withold the despatch from his 
Council, as long as he desired. The Government of Indie sent a 
reply to this despatch on lay 10th 1377.
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knows full v,ell there is no reason hy e should view the material 
dev lojLient of her (Russia Ts) empire in A ia with jealousy, so long 
as it is clea ly made aware by the Government of this country the t 
we are resolved to maintain and strengthen, both materially and 
morally, our Indian empire ... I believe, indeed, that at no tine 
ihas there been a better understanding between the Courts of St. James 
and St. Petersburgh than at the present moment

From February 1876 until tiay 1877, there is a gap in the official 
correspondence in Afghan affairs bet-e-n India and England.^ During 
this interval, when steps were being taken to incorporate a complete 
change of policy, the Viceroy must have carried on some sort of 
communication v ith London. Perhaps, the letters were given a semi
official title, as in the c se of Salisbury Ts despatch of February 
2 3th 1878 to Lytton . 'hat was the justification of this step, is 
not known. Sir 7illiam Muir, a member of the Government of India, 
strongly relented this practice. He wrote "I must unhesitatingly 
affirm that the omission to make any official reports relating to 
Afghan affairs from the time of Lord Lyttonfs arriv 1 in April .1876 
until May 10th 1377, is without precedent, and did seriously
prejudice the right of members of Government .......n

"Very possibly Lord Lytton did ir a demi-official manner keep 
the Secretary of State informed of what was passing, but this in no

3way makes up for the absence of official reports ...... "

1 Parliamergj/y Debate* Third Series, Vol. dated 5.5.76
2 Parliament]^ Papers (Accounts and Papers) Vol. 56, pp 156 - 172.
S P.S.D.E. to India, Vol.^. p. 152.
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LyttonTs instructions directed im to despatch without 
delay a mission of compliment and courtesy to Kabul to announce 
to the Amir the recent accession of the Viceroy to office, and 
the as umption by the Queen of the title of Empress of India.
But Lytton Ts main purpose was to require of the Amir the 
acceptance of a permanent Resident and free access to the 
frontier positions of Afghanistan on the part of British officers 
who would have. opportunity of conferring with the Amir on 
matters of common interest. Those were demands notoriously 
obnoxious to the Afghan ruler and the Afghan eople. Compliance 
with them involved a sacrifice of independence, and the presence 
of British officials in their midst might well excite public 
resentment. The Amir would sc rcely have dared to concede such 
demands even on ost advantageous terms. But the terms which 
Lytton was instructed to tender in return ••/ere slight. The 
Amir was to receive a gift of money and arms, but the new 
Viceroy was to "deem it inconvenient to commit his government 
to any permanent pecuniary obligation”. The recognition of 
Abdullah Jan, a.- Sher AliTs successor, was romised, but with
the qualification that the romise "did not imply or necessitate
-.ny intervention in the intern-] af <irs of the state". The 
guarantee ag inst foreign aggression was vague and indefinite, 
and the British Cabinet reserved to itself the freedom to judge 
what circumstances should invoke such support.

On May 22nd 1B76, when notified of the mission, the Amir
replied refusing to receive an Chvoy, saying that he was quite
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satisfied Vvith the existing friendly relations, and desired no 
change in them; he could not guarantee the safety of the Envoy 
and his people; if he admitted a British mission he would 
have no excuse for refusing to receive a Russian one.^

In the meantime reports had reached India that the Amir 
had secretly held a Durbar of prominent chiefs and was 
conspiring against the British. The Afghan Prime Minister,
Sy&d Boor Mahomed Shah, who had been the disappointed Envoy 
to Northbrook in 1373, was reported to have said at that meeting 
that so long as intercourse with the English was prevented, 
the interests of the Amir and of the Afghans would flourish 
and the friendship of the Amir would be eagerly sought by the 
Russians on the side of the Oxus and by the English on the side 
of India.

This attitude of the AmirTs nrime Minister appeared to 
Lytton to confirm the opinions which he and Her Majesty 
Government had formed of Sher AliTs intentions and designs.

These reports cnrne not from the British Vakil, but from 
other channels through which many loose allegations were 
received. There is no improbability in them, but when the 
charges .vere made formally against the Amir in February 1377, 
during the Peshawar Conference, no evidence was given.

Writing to Lord Salisbury, Lytton stated ,T. .. the Amir is 
satisfied that there is nothing more to be got out of us,....

1 rlismentary Papers - Vol. 56# p. 174
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that there is not uch to be fe-r-d from us. He is also under 
an impression that if we are not positively pledged to passivity 
by some understanding with Russia, we are at least mortally 
afraid of coming into collision with her by more actively 
supporting himj"^

How far Lytton was right in his conclusions * can not be 
st ted ith certainty, but considering the repealed disappoint
ment^ the Amir had had with rega rd to his entree ties,
especially of 1871, we can s e the AmirTs point of view.

However, the Government of India neither could accept this 
rejection with dignity nor long ignore it. Regretting the 
hasty decision of the Amir, an intimation was conveyed to him 
that if he should persist in his refusal to receive the mission, 
the Viceroy would have no alternative other than to regard 
Afghanistan as a state which had "voluntarily isolated itself 
from the alliance and support of the Hritish Government".

pTwo letters were sent to the Amir on July 8th 1876f one 
was sent direct to the Amir by the commissioner of Peshawar, 
and the other through the hands of Atta*Mohammed, the British 
agent. During the discussion of these two letters three members
of t:ie Council, Sir Henry V . Norman, Sir V illiam Huir and Sir A.
Fobhouse^ dissented
1 Lady Balfour - LylLonTs IndieYiAdministration, p. 60
2 Parliamentary Papers - Vol. 56, pp 176 -178
# It is interesting to note that t this the Prime 'iniater

of Nepal, Sir Jr ng Bahadur, offered his services to the 
Viceroy to visit Kabul as his G vernmentTs authorized represen
tative. Fis offer was much appreciated but was eventually 
declined with n expression of sincere and cordial thanks.
Vide L.P. 518/2, p 427.
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Their ground was that Sher Ali w c. s within his right in 
refusing Fnglish envoys, and the Government of India had no 
right to use threats to him. Thus, .from the very beginning, 
Lytton faced opposition from his advisers.

On September 3rd 1876,^ the Commissioner of Peshawar 
received the Amirfs reply to the second letter of July 3th.
The reply was courteous and contained the suggestion that the 
native agent of the Government of India, who had long been 
acquainted with tie wishes of the Amir, should visit Simla 
carrying with him full e planations, and charged to lay before 
the Viceroy sundry grievances which were distressing Sher Ali.
"I have already made a friendly representation of my wish that 
in acrofdance with the custom observed in the past years, and 
ith existing cordial r lations, my Envoy might be received by 

the British Government. . . .
Lytton, regretting thet the question of the reception of 

a British cony limenljry mission hs^ been left in obscurity, 
accented the proposal u and Atta ahomed Khan, the British native 
agent,reached Simla on October 6th. The agent had consultations 
with the officials of the Government of India and twice during 
his stay, he saw the Viceroy. ^Tivately to Captain Gray, the 
agent * mentioned the matters -which the Amir and his advisers 
had most at hearth
1 Parliamentary Papers - Vol. 56, p,179.
2 Ibid*
3 IbidV- Commissioner of Peshai r to the Amir, dated 16.0.76.
4 Ibid# pp, i&i - 185.
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1. Th t no Englishman should reside in Afghanistan, at 

any rate at Kabul.
2. That the British Government should agree to recognise 

end support the declared heir, Abdullah Jan, and should 
disclaim connection ?ith Mahomed Yakub or any pretender.

5. That the British should agree to support the Amir with 
troops and money against all external aggression,

4. That a permanent subsidy be granted to him. At 
present the treasury of the Amir was empty.

5. Thet the British Government should refrain from 
internal interference in Afghanis’ n.

6. That the British should enter into an offensive and 
defensive alliance, equally binding to both the parties.

7. That the British should accord him more dignified titles 
He considered himself equal to the Shah of Persia.

Having studied these demands the Viceroy promised to meet 
all of them, but these concessions v re contingent on the Ajmirrs 
acceptance of British officers about his frontiers, and refusal 
of -11 communication with Russia Moreover, a mixed commission 
of British and Afghan officers re to determine and demarcate 
the Amir rs frontier. Eurther, the Amir was informed that it

r, '

would be of no avail to send hi. I finvpy, Pyud T'oor
Mahomed to the conference at Peshawar, for which sanction had
already been given, unless he were commissioned to agree to 
these conditions as a fundamental basis of the treaty.^-

1 Parliamentary Papers - Vol. 56, p»134.
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It is unfortunate that Lytton had attached these conditions 

to his acceptance of the Amirfs d'mends, at a time when the 
£ ituation in Afghanist n was so dec rly delicate and the Amir 
had lost confidence in the British. The hostility of the 
Afghans towards the 1 infidelT Christians* wag well-known and 
Sher Ali could never have agreed tc& this conditional stipulation. 
The agent too had strongly expressed the opinion that the Amir 
would not consent to the establishment of British Agencies on 
his frontier. The plea of the Viceroy 'that negotiations 
entered into without any accepted basis of principle would,after

w*protected discussions,end in a public failure and increased 
misunderst riding1 may be justifiable in normal circumstances, 

but sounds unstatesmanlike in this articular case, for it is 
too much to believe that Lytton was deliberately heading towards 
an open clash. Sir Lewis Delly, who was to be the pritish 
representative, also regretted these conditions. The necessity 
at that time was not to uphold a principle, but to v.in back 
the Amirfs confidence by compromise. Moreover, before the 
native agent left Simla, he had to listen to a truculent address 
from Lytton, in the course of which Sher All's position was 
described as 'that of an earthen pipkin between two iron pots'l 
Earlier he had said in the same address TIf the Amir does not 
desire to come to a speedy understanding with us, Russia does
1 "This", said Lytton, "is the man who pretends to hold the

balance between England and Russia independent of either.1
His position is rather that of a in earthen pipkin between
two iron pots".
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and she desires it at his expense. 'hat the basis was for 
LyttonTs claim, is not known. Or was he just thr atening 
fehe Amir?~

At the end of October* the agent returned to Kabul* with
a letter from the Viceroy, authority to communicate to the
Amir the conversations he had held with the Viceroy and an
invitation to Sher Ali to attend the forthcoming assembly at 

3Delhi. To these communications, no reply was received for 
several months. The British agent in Kabul, Atta T;rohamed, 
wrote two letters on £Ist December 1876, stating that the 
Amir, though still unwilling to receive English officers, 
vould on account of the insistence of the British Government, 
yield the point; but only after his ministers had at the 
conference^ made representstions of his vie' rs and stated all

4
the difficulties.
1 Ibid 181 - 1862 It may be pointed out that before the Amirfs agent arrived 

at Simla, Sir H. Rawlins on had published a book, in which 
he had recommended the sepa.ration of Herat and Kandahar 
from Kabul. Naturally, the Amir was greatly disturbed and 
his mistrust of the British increased. During the course 
of discussions, the Agent had frequently referred to the 
effect made by.that book on the Amir.

His fears were added to by the decisive tone adopted 
by Lytton in his correspondence with him, and S; ̂ de**kanf s 
proceedings in Khelat, backed by a strong escort. Lytton 
vas perfectly aware of this situation, which would have 
created apprehension in the mind of any ruler. Yet, he 
deliberately abstained - presumably because he hi self 
believed in the disintegration of Afghanistan - from 
assuring the Agent on this point. But being conscious of 
the unfavourable effect on the British public opinion, 
vhich public tion of this would have had, he deliberately 
omitted any reference to it from the protocol.

Vide L.P. 513/1.,/Lytton to Salisbury.
Z Ibid, p. 136 A A
4 Ibid, pp 192 - 194.
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In the meantime in Europe hostilities between Russia and

Turkey were imminent. A v/ar between England and Russia

seemed likely. On the eve of such an event, the Amir perhaps

did not wish to commit himself to an English alliance. He

desired to stand aloof and wait for an opportune moment, when

he could join the highest bidder or the winning side.

While the negotiations with the Amir were dragging on,

the Government of India concluded a treaty with the Khan of

Khelat at Jacobabad on 8th December 1876.1 Writing to

Queen Victoria, Lytton summed up the importance of this

alliance on 15th November, ”...Through the territories of this

State Your Majesty1s Indian Empire is most open to attack,

either from the Russian army of the Caspian, or from

Afghanistan, if the Amir of Kabul were to enter into any

alliance hostile to us. The assured co-operation or

allegiance of this state in case of war is therefore essential
2to our means of defence or aggression”.

Later, in a despatch to Salisbury on 23rd March 1877, 

Lytton was of the opinion, "that the highest and most general 

interests of this Empire (interests no longer local but 

imperial)

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 13* pp* 254-5• The territory 
of the Khan covered the whole province of Baluchistan, 
being bounded on the north by Afghanistan, on the south 
by the Arabian Sea, on the west by Persia, and on the 
east by the British provinces of Sind and the Punjab.

2. Balfour - Lytton’s Indian Administration p. 100.
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rendered it necessary to place our relations vith Khelat on a 
much firmer, more durable and more intimate footing than before.
hatever may have been the personal disinclination of thisV  J-

Government in times past to exercise active interference in 
Khanates beyond our border, it must now be acknowledged that, 
having regard to possible contingencies in Central Asia, to the 
profound and increasing interests ith which they are already 
anticipated and discussed by the most warlike p >pulations 
vithin rs well as without our Frontier, and to the evidence that 
has reached us of foreign intrigue in Khelat itself, we can no 
longer avoid the conclusion that relations between the British 
Government and this neighbouring Khanate, henceforth be 
regulated vith a view to more important objects than the tem
porary prevention of plunder on the British border. But, indeed* 
the experience of late years is no less conclusive that even 
the permanent protection of British trcde and property equally 
demanded a right,energetic and consistent exercise of that 
authority, which we are now invited, by its Ruler, its chiefs 
and its people, to exercise in Khelat .fT̂

The treaty made the Government of India,*, virtually the 
masters of Khelat. The first three articles renewed and 
reaffirmed the treaty of 1354, whereby the Khan agreed to oppose
the enemies of the British Government, to act in subordinate 
cooperation with it, and to abstain from entering, without its
1 vSecret and Political Despatches and Fnclosures from the 

Government of ^ i t i ndia - Vol. 13* pp 242 - 5.
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permission, into any negotiations with any other states; the

British Government on its part, agreed to respect the

independence of Khelat, and to aid the Khan, in case of need,

in the maintenance of his just authority and in protection of

his territory from external attack.1

Thus, hy this treaty, the British secured a commanding

influence in Khelat, the freedom of and security of the Bolan

pass and other trade routes, and the occupation of Quetta,
2which took place on 2nd November 1876.

The Peshawar Conference

It was then at the period of the Khelat treaty that Sher 

Ali, on 18th December 1876, had agreed to send his minister to 

meet the British representative at Peshawar. The Amir was 

reported to have taken that decision, in spite of the fact that 

his durbar had voted against the acceptance of the Viceroy!s
3proposals. The Amir’s suspicions of the British moves have

been already stated, and it is fair to indicate also the

British suspicions. Apart from their desire to maintain a

strong frontier, they were naturally worried about the corres
pondence

1. The treaty differed in two respects from the Treaty of 
1854. Firstly, the former treaty wets between the Khan 
and the British Government oply, whereas in the new treaty 
Sirdars were also made parties with the Khan. Secondly, 
it secured a permanent British Agency at the Court of the 
Khan. An annual subsidy of one lakh of rupees was granted 
to the Khan; previously the Khan got only Rs.50,000 a yr.

2. Lord Lawrence declared that this treaty was a cause of 
offence and apprehension to the Afghans. (Vide. Times 
dated 39th Oct". 1878)

3. Letters bf the British Agent, Kawab Atta Mahomed Khan, at 
Kabul, to the Commissioner of p. shawar, dated 23rd Nov. 
and 5th Dec. 1876 - Vide. Pari. Papers, Vol. 5 6 , p. 192
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between the Amir and the Russian Governor-General of Turkistan. 
This vas not secret; and was communicated to the British Vakil, 
who in his turn_passed it to the Government of India. It is 
noteworthy, however, as indicative of the greater severity with 
which Russo-Afghan relations were looked upon by Lytton, that 
on September 13th 1376, the Government of India for the first 
ime complained of this interference of the Russians. This 

matter became a subject of long corresjondence between the 
Russian and the British Govrnments from October 1876 to 
February 1877.'*'

2The Peshawar Conference began on January 30th, 1877.
The AmirTs Governmernment was represented by Syed Noor Mahomed 
Ghah and Mir Akhor Ahmed Khan, and the Government of India by 
Sir Lewis Pelly, to whom Dr. Dellew was attached as secretary.
The Conference lasted until February 19th lq77. The Afghan 
representatives were not willing to accept the condition that 
British officers should reside on the frontier of Afghanistan 
to watch outside events, as a fundamental basis of the future 
negotiations. Sir Pelly broke off the Conference on this ground, 
but later consented to refer to the Viceroy. The Afghan Amir 
was represented as having lost confidence in the British 
Government, and among the reasons assigned for his mistrust were 
the interference of the Viceroy on behrlf of the AmirTs imprisoned 
son, Yakub Khan, and the complimentary gifts and messages sent
1 Principal Blue“Book on Central Asia - 1878, pp 83 - 106.
2 Principal Blue-Book on Afghanistan, pp 194 - 2 2 1 . p. p. Vrt-Vt
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to the Mir of Vakhan without previously asking the Amir rs 
permission. He also showed displeasure at the Sistan award.
All this referred to the Viceroyalty of Northbrook. The Envoy 
said ”... the promises of your Government are of one sort and 
their acts of another”.x The Envoy also referred to a false 
accusation by Grey, that he h^d ac.uiesced^o;the residence of 
British officers at Kabul. He remarked "It was as much as an 
order of my death”.

LyttonTs re. ctions to these complaints end the non- 
commit el attitude of the Afghan representatives were unfavour
able. He regretted that the Amir had been harbouring resentment. 
He however thought that it could ha e be* n prevented by the 

presence of a discreet and intelligent British officer at Kabul.
On the question of admitting British officers to Afghan

istan, Lytton took the same position as before, that the 
Peshawar Conference should huv£ been preceded by the AjnirT s 
acceptance of this condition. He still thought it a matter 
of principle.

vriting to Sir Lewis Pelly on March 3rd 1377, he said
”... in that cn e there is nothing left to negotiate about, and 
consequently no reason why the Afghan Minister should not 
immediately return to Kabul...” and he authorised Pelly to

pclose the Conference."

1 Parliamentary Papers, Vol. 56,p. 195. (Memorandum by 
Dr. H. . Bel lew/)

2 L.P. 513/2, pp 156 - 174.



There is no doubt that Lytton hoped to settle the affairs 
of the Afghan frost’ - : ^ by peaceful negotiation1̂ but 
own terms. Had s: :e comprpmis' been allowed, a solution 
. oiald have been possible. /fter all the Amir hr./, s nt his 
Envoy, y j!■» ~r’ iis Birderfs o osit-ionf Respite .Iso 
his perturbation at the ;.ignirg* before the ?esh- r Conference* 
of the Khelat trecty, and the Briti occupa'c ion of uetta, 
hich he felt as tn encroachment on his sphere of influence, 

and as a three t of pos. ible inv: siqr. If Lytton had postponed 
the Khelat tre ty, his chance of a . ettle-.ont ith the A/dr would1 
h ve been greater. Presumably the long silence of the A air 
before he agreed to send reptesentaeives to ^esha o r, had led 

the Viceroy to loo’: for other ■ys of tulldi' a strong position 
on the Indian frontiers.

The Afghan Envoy , -s frank during the negotiations. He
made manifest the Afghan desire "or at re--?rent, though he -• s not
willing to accept a British Resident at Kabul. For this he
made his reasons clear. "In the first' place, the people of
Afghanistan ,a ve e d- d of ti is roos-1, f t' ■-j believe) if
“nglishmen or oaher liropeans once s c Td- t in their country,
it will sooner or lamer ass out of /heir nurds. In no way

7) icmi they be sssurea on this points.. The Envoy’s camme&t on 
the st'ate of i ffairs daring ^orthbrook* time, "Although there 

v are discussions ... -till he left friemdshi; ithout change,"

1 Parliamentary Vol.S*£§ P*



strong!/ sugg sts th t the /mir rins.ll/ lost confidence .in the 
British after Lytton had t-ken ov^f.

r Goi f  ̂ , whi ftfo the fir t gad little;
promise, dragged on unsatisfactorily until finally terminated, 
by the death of the Pf^L-n r / r . ntative Synd Door M* homed on 
March 26th 1377. Ev n before this, Lytt m  d instructed Pi'r 
Lewis Pelly on March 3rd to close the Con c< . • nd "klly
in a letter on harch 15th, to the Envoy, announced the British 
ithdra al fi the talks.1" as reported' that fter the %

Afghan Envoy died of illness during the course of negotiations, 
a fresh Envoy • s on his .. y to nesh-- r ith instructions to 
;,::ce..t the Br.itisl conditions. This is corrobor ted by letters 

of the British nt of December 11th s nd December 13th 1376.
Yet Lytton broke off. Fis r- . sons c n be best read, in- his own 
orbs. f?/t the moment hen fir L vis ^elly v.as. closing the 

Conference, His Highness v.as sending to the ’Tir /.kfei&r- 
to prolong it by every me ns in his a fr< |y / was
already on the way from K- bul to Peshc r; and it y.rs repgrteS1 
that this Envoy had authority to accept eventu lly ; 11 the 
conditions of the British Gov ancient. Thu Viceroy1 vss aware of 
these facts hen he instructed our Envoy to clos' the Conference; 
Put is appeared to Els llc-ncy that li 113tit ich tge •' I'b 
British Government. might properly have contr cted on behalf of

1 Lytton to °elly, -.t.D.H. from India. V(jg Ilfb U-X.
2 Ibid, p. 176 . p / f
3 Parliamentary Papers , Vol. 56, p. 133.
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tji piw -ent Amir of Kabul, if that Prince he A shown any eager
ness to Reserve and reciprocate it; friendship, could rot be 
a d v;: ntageously, or even safely, -..ccep t ed in face of the 
situation revealed by Sir Lewis Pellyfs energetic investigation. 
Under these circumstances, the prolongation of the Peshawar
Conference could onlp lead to embarrassments and ent hglements

^1best avoided by the final termination of it. This indicates 
how de ply Lytton distrusted Sher Ali.

In a secret despatch to Salisbury on May 10th 1577,  ̂he 
reported the breakdown of the confer , nee. "These 'proceedings 
hav been ^overned by the general principles laid down for 
our guidance in your Lordship fs despatches of January Sard and

November 13th 1376". The despatch is a long document and 
Lytton riv s in it his own version of events. There are. certain
1 P.S.D.E. from Government of India, Vol.14, p 20. Lytton

to Salisbury in a secret despatch ro. 13, 10th May 1377.
2 Parliamentry Papers, Vol.56, pp. 160-172. 5 members of the 

Viceroy fs Council - Sir Henry Norman, Sir Arthur Hobhouse
and Sir William Muir dissented froi the despatch, and 
desired to record their dissent, but we re persuaded by the 
Viceroy to do so at a later date. These three members in 
the end of 1371, accused the Viceroy, in'letters'written 
to the newspapers - The Observer and Daily Sews- of 

<JfcAS1 °r'riving them of the opport ‘ y of recording their 
.wP^^iissent.^The House of Lords rebate on December 10th 1373,

K*° ti U ct of LyttonZ The Government of India
made re ore ent at ion to explain their part, and the Con
serve tive Government accepted their explanation.
(vide F.2.D. . from India, Vol.21, pp. 607 - 17 and
n. \D.E. to India, Vol. 5, pp 14 - 139.
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inaccuracies, which c n be attributed to his own interpretation.
iX\4M - C < M a ^  Pg&J*Aa+>6*As

"riting to Cev gnari, nine day is later, Lytton expressed the
opinion "Idoubt if our present relations with His Highness 
v ill ever be satisfactory} but the only chance of improving 
them is to let hi first thoroughly realise the difficulties 
of the position in which he has now placed hims&lfV^

The breakdown of the Peshawar Conference and the treaty 
with the Khan of Khelat, stimulated a lively debate in the 
House of Commons on /ugust 9th 1877.~ Grant Duff, the member 
for Elgin, < nd former Undersecretary of State for India, 
denounced the permanent occupation of Quetta - a place 257 
miles beyond the existing British frontier - as a move of an 

aggressive character, declaring that /policy of active inter
ference, pursued under the influence of the fear of possible 
contingencies in Central Isia, stimulated by uneasiness about 
the intrigues of Russia in Khelat, and e a rating from the 
personal intervention of Lord Salisbury, was an unwise and 
dangerous policy, fuff represented the attitude of the advocates 
of ^masterly inactivityT. In his opinion the change was the 
triumph of the aggressive school of Indian politicians. He 
did not consider the otential danger of Russian expansionist 

. * forsaidhble enough to warrant all these military 
preparations, and builhihg of strategic positions and under-
1 L.P. 513/2* p.597.

2 Hansards PajFliameEtary debates Third eriea, Vol. 2.:£,p. 3B1''
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taking heavy expense.

In reply the Under secret cry of State for IrvM?, Lord '
George Hamilton, denied the charge that the Conservative
Government had any aggressive designs a| ipst ' n,

cu
< nd declared that the change of policy was due to change
of circumstances

The House seemed to be in -general, though not entire, 
agreement \ ith Hamilton. Even the "arcjUis of Hartington, 
who as Secretary of ft ate for Indie ̂  in G1 dstoneTs Cabinet, 
vi instrumental in working out the reversal of Lytton’s 
gorw&rd policy, admitted that ’’there is no question as to a 
policy of non-interference. The character of the tribes bord- - 

ering on the Frontier is such that it is absolutely necessary 
v/e should, from time to time, t ke p rt in their affairs to 
nr-H erve tranquillity on our frontier".~ The difference of 
opinion on the extent and form of interference, of course, 
did remain.

After the Desh& ar Conference, the British Vakil was 
withdrawn from Kabul. TTo reason, however, v as given or even 
the fact of withdrawal recorded, except a passing reference 
in a Kabul 'ftevs letter.^
1 Parliamentary Debate, Vol.236, pp. 70? - 9.
2 Ibid, p 715-7.
5 P.S.P. . from India, Vol. 17,p.171. .'riting to S&^lan on 

3th April 1377, Lytton said that he h^d withdrawn the Priti^h 
Agents’, who were of no use and a e e, in his opinion, 
intriguing against the British. But he had organised a 
complete system of secret information throughout the country 
to fill the gap created by the withdrawal of the Agents.
(Vide - Lytton Papers* 513/2, p. 2d.
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Apparently, Lytton lost all hope of agreement.1 Yet it was 
^ striking evert, for the Vakil v: s an important personage 
in the Kabul world. He h< d his residence and his staff in 
Kabul, and he attended Durbars and had held private interviews 
\ ith the Amir. He hod his say in all oper-. tions of Afghan 
clitics, and v s the symbol of the British alliance. Fis 

removal fulfilled Lytton f6 warning that if the Amir refused 
to have British Residents he would "isolate himself from the 
alliance and support of the British Government." The Amir 
had been told that the moment the British regarded Afghan
istan as an unfriendly State, there w -*s nothing to prevent 
c n nglish agreement ith Russia \* i' ing the J t j f c of A fghan

istan from the map, and Russia desired such an agreement at 
his expense.^ He he d been called an "earthen pipk:n” and 
thr-- tened as a reed to be broken; and yet when he sent his 
frf sh Envoy to Pesha1 r, Lytton abruptly broke off all 

negotiations.
In his own interest, the Viceroy should have maintained

the Vakil at Kabul. Not only did his removal fire an alarm
Lignal to the Amir, which only added to his distrust and 
fear, but it also deprived the Indian government of the
information nd tinly warnings, which the agent used to

rovide. kator-4-h j.<■: - view*- 'van— in -— d - r 1 jf-Lord 
Cp^Mhr^hrT1 than ncoral-py of ■■ for Tr^if»."
1 July 8th 1876, Parliamentary Dapers, Vol. 56.
2 Lytton! address to Atta Mohammad in Aept. 1876, Parliamen

tary Papers, Vol.56, p 135. — ,
( P.E.D.E. to India, Vol.4. dated 13.11.73./
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On October 4th 1377, Salisbury, c ording Tull and 

cord if 1 approval to the Indian stand tt the Peshawpr ConfyCnce, 
v rote to Lytton that "the in-de,*endence of .Afghanistan is a 
matter of importance to the British Government, and as an 
essential p-rt of arr n.ements for it protection Her Majesty?s 
Government v ould still be glad to st tion Agents upon whom 
they can rely at Herat and Kandahar. In the event therefore, 
of the Amir, v-ith in a reasonable time, s\ ontuneously manifest
ing a desi e to come to a friendly underst« nding ith Your 
Excellency on the basis of terms lately offered to, but 
declined by, him, his advances should not be rejected. If, 
on the other hand, he continues to maintain an attitude of 

isolation -nd sc;rcely veiled hostility, the British Government 
stands un lodged to any obligations, and, in any contingencies 
which ay arise in Afghanistan, will be at liberty to adopt 
such measures for the protection and permanent tranquility 
of the North- est Frontier of ETer MajestyfS Indian dominions 
as the circumstances of the moment may render expedient, with
out regard to the wishes of the Amir Sher Ali or the interests 
of his dynasty.’̂  This ‘.hole piece, is v ry remarkable. This 
tost sente nee carries < distract ate of vji> r, and this sort 
of language is in a remarkable contrast to the former despatches 
- of March 15th and Nay 10th 1377 - declaring respect for the 
independence of Afghanistan and assurance that no British 
soldier would enter.'t&e Afghan territory, without being 

asked, or rovoked. Also it w-ss in contrast to the assurance
P«oJt. 6. (l8?8-q)

1 BA«*» l o ok -eff Af gn> j ni tfctt-n, pp 222 - 4
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given in the Parliament on lbth June 1377, that ther^ had 
been no change in Afghan policy.^ Moreover, the alleged 
hostility of Sher Ali, on which this forward policy was based, 
was derived from the re_ orts of TJehadr, for which no 
authentic evidence is given.

Reports reaching India from Kabul* clearly indicated 
that the Amir, even in his most rivate and secret council, 
personally had no objections to stationing a European agent 
at Kabul, but he was genuinely afraid of the Afghan people, 
who were vehemently opposed to such an arrangement. And, 
he <v xs < uite willing to allow the Agent to reside outside 
the capital, at pieces like Kandahar or Balkh or Herat/"

But Lytton maintained that"our relations with the people of 
Afghanistan are as friendly as ever" and that the people of 
Afghanistan v. ere disatisfied ith the Amir on account of the 
heavy military burdens recently im bfced on them."' Lytton 
appears to hav^ based his opinion on unsatisfactory evidence, 
yet he was uite firm in this opinion and probably it was at 
this stage th t he decided to eliminate the Amir, hoping to 
be aided by the people of Afghanistan. One has only to look 

at 4̂ *©* later events to find how hopelessly wrong Lytton was. 
Yet the TForwrard nolicyT was becoming more and more forward.
1 Parliamentary Debates, ?rd Series, Vol. 2?4, pp 13Z? - 41. 

See Salisburyfs speech.
2 Parliamentary Papers, Vol, 56. p 177 .
? See Lytton to Salisbury, 'Sluo jrT...f^nni-sta n, pp 171,

^  Me 17,iT
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fhp onlg justificution of this policy could be the growing 
danger o’f Russian advance toward Centtfal Asia, but, strangely, 
Lytton never considered such a danger as 1 formidable, even 
if Russia was foolish enough to attempt it?.

After the breakdown of the Peshawar Conference, Lyttonfs 
attitude towards the Amir stiffened. He v s not willing to 
open negotiations ith the Agiir, and would only consent to 
p a r t i . . an ip negotiations asked for by the Amir, if the

h>Xw d^-urtxuuv La*.

• . to Si y\* n /r /A
he said, nIf he (the Amir) has anything further to say to us,
he must ask permission to accredit new envoys, in proper form,
first stating what are- the terms he vi sixes to submit to us.
The Viceroy will then consider whether these terms are such
as the Government of India c n now consent to discuss, but
v ill not reopen negotiations till the Amir has a pologised
for his breach of faith, and r^c nt bed conduct
Lytton seems to ave been pleased by the closing of the
Conference, s it left aim "unentsngled by a single obligation
on his (the Amirfs) behalf" and left the Amir "with an army
on his hands *hich is greatly in excess of ’hat his treasury
1 Dated 3th April 1377, L.P, 513/2, p 261. There is hardly 

any evidence available to justify the accuse ion of Lvttbn 
against the Amir. In f̂ ct, it is not clear . hat • ere his 
charges, exc pt that he hod. received reports alleging that 
the Amir ha procl i ed. Jehad against the Pritish and was 
intriguing ith the neighbouring tribes. Put these reports 
are not authenticated.
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can pay, or his country affordtT.̂
Having failed to dictate his terms to the Amir, Lytton 

turned to strengthening the frontier by other methods. He 
had organised a very complete systenr of s cret intelligence 
throughout the Am rrs territories. TJre had air dy occu ied 
uettc , hich opened for him an o frrturity to extend his 

influence along the western horde of "fhhanistan. He has 
also endeavouring to strengthen Kashmir by authorising the 
Haharaja to accept the suzer^nity over Ch.itral and Yassin.
He planned to work: bound gr dually the more turbulent tribes
on the northern frontier and g in their sup ort.

as
So far/the Amir mas concerned, the Viceroy hoped that

his vast army ould soon become a burden on his financial 
resources, resulting thereby in a sitiation^ hich would 
create trouble for him. Under the circur sin nees, he rote
to Egerton th. t T!I shall not be surprised if fere long there
is a considerable troubling of waters at Kabul - in which

Pve may perhaps catch a better fish". In brief his policy
towards Afghanistan can be stated an non-aggressive, unless 
provoked, but punitive.

H e  on the 8th Jun% La yard, the British AmbassadorH  uW cm
 ̂ Constantinople telegraphed Sirs! the t the Sultan of Turkey 

■was anxious to a nd an gnvoy to 4he Asiir of TO bul, and to 
know hether Her 'hjestyTs Government ould object. He
1 L.P. 513/I'r, p. 265
2 L.P. 513/11, p. 266



stated that the object of the anointment ould bef?to promote 
the Sultan’s influence, a good under, t nding bet eer England 
< :d Afghanistan and to counteract influence of Russia’’.

To this Lytton relied on 10th June *  that the last mes
senger sent by the Sultan, ho whs till at Kabul*carried no 
weight, as the Amir had air dy fallen, under Russian 
influenced If th^ Suit r. ? . lly ■•ished to raise Afghanistan 
b'Ci inst Russia, "he (the Sultan) should lose no time in 
sending a formal embassy to Kabul under a erson of some 
consequence, the object of loose mis ion should be made 
gener lly known to the Amir’s subjects, horn His Highness is 
trying to da ii to his re X  int< ntionstr*

"If the Turkish His;sion comes through India I ill
T

gu* rentee it<■ unImpeded pa s.sage to Afg an Front ier" .w
On the lath Juref* Layard r ;̂lied that the Sul tall had 

resolved to despatch a a once an T4as; of high rank. He a ould 
ccrry let ers from the Or nd Vizier, and the ''helkh-Ul-Islaij], 
urging the Amir to abandon the ussier cause, and to enter 
into friendly alii-nee with England. If the Amir should per
sist in his present course, the Lheikf-Ulrlslsm would e~ con-

Lmuni cat all the ifonanfr ad-, ns aiding lor abetting, him. vThe 
Viceroy’s offer to guar; ntee an unim eded y; ss,. ge to Afghan-
1 'dd. H2K. Ho.59164, p.3. In th- same telegram Layard stated

that the Envoy a- Lee ted rule be Suleiman Bffendi, a native 
of Bokhara, arid who ■■ '-a kno m  to the Indian Authorities.
But Layard doubted the trust orthiness of Effendi and dis
couraged his selection. Hence, he as dropped*aaiffe-rent 
selection v&s made. ^

% Telht.o Layard No.l?44, w  Add MS .c9164.
4 Ibid. b.9.
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istcn ha ! be n gv< te-full} received by ‘the :Suiten.

Lytton, though he h- ' his own -Ians of Afghan problems, 
welcomed this opportunity and decided to ive it i trial.• ‘ j / #»)*'
Earlier, on June 10th, I '■ d to the Seci
of ft .te for Tndic the sJjst ncs of L yard’s message adding 
that* bile the d* i r rested ’1th Her Bff- jesty’e Gove mm ent ̂

F Jr

he considered he Government of India entitled to express
its* o ini bn; he- painted out the ad nt • of the mission' 
to Anglo-Indian inter . ts, and the d; ng* i of proh ibiting it.
But in x telegrc ph&cl r^;ly eleven dnyt- later on Hist .June 
the Secretary of it te disagreed and disallowed the facilities, 
which Lytton he^ already guaranteed, including that of the 
,c..c e th rough India n territory} The viceroy in Council 
protested strongly. In their opinion the refusal of passage 
to a Turkish Mission vould arouse excitement amongst Mohamntfed'ans 
f no ould be regarded by them as < n act boa tile to Turkey, 
dictated by fe r of Russia. They asked for a reconsideration 
of the decision.

This strong •rot- t and the fact th- t Lytton Ts o Ter to- 
La yard, h d already been coim unicat ad to the fultan, led the 

’ . ’ * '■ J itu ion. Ih the-.upshot
t',ry cancelled their previous decision, because the granted 
permission could not ' ItUr. r fthout discourtesy to the 

It an, es >eci 11/' a: tlo ; t*r r gen ent s h? d already been made
1 - £. S31o<i, 1 : £ 4  J \3ll.



public. Never tV ales t Salisbury mrintsaned th,- c T!It has been 
the rule of the British n-overnment to ’iscourage the reception
at Kabul of the represent tives of aiy other power

Lyt on had h Id 1v ort' r.t d: .1 emetic posts. If, therefore, 
he acted v ith out previously consulting London, we may properly 
ask whether this as • >t to ‘or^..t 11 the anticipated

Ltio 1 C , ‘ I ous pi?ot st age inst the
G&bineth Dirdei* makes it cle r that 1 £ determined to put
pressure on the Amir in favour of the British - and intended
to 1' ~ve no alt rnativ** b^or.e tb< British Cabinet.

It is equally str.-nge that L< y i, no likewise was ah
experienced diplomat, did not try to . cure the sanction of

the ~oreign Office before oomr.unic tion v ith Lytton. That 
both Lytton nd Lay rd should huve £ tied before consulting 
London is significant of their con late agreement in policy.

haps, the! r pe;a oru 1 frier ? . ' „■ t ̂ • ’ i
it. Th it both Layard nd Lytton •. t *-■ • • of the significance
of their action is borne out by their private correspondence 
on this subject! Evidently, Lytton considered this mission 
to bp of great ini ori no-;, and s determined to go on with 
it, even at the displeasure of London. Lightly he was exploring 
the possibility of gpL lying the religious influence of the 
Suit n on the Amir. In the beginning he w s optimistic about 
the success of the mission, but ever ben a lei ter of warning
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fro in Ga vagnari ;; a d e hi n ■ c o ub't f u 1, he st: 11 c o n s id e red i t 
orth trying. For, if the Amir refused to take the advice 

of the €rvoy, public opinion in Afghanistan might be changed 
in favour of the British, and t.iis .ould . influence the Amir.
Dn 19th June 1377, Ca r gm ri rote to Lytton, "Th'CoretiCclly, 
he (the Sultan) is cert inly regarded s the Head of Islam; 
but, in ractice religion only finds supporters p.hen it suits 
the personal intere.-ts of the parties ahose. aid is sought! 
c nd there it . fair prospect of the movement proving success
ful. On the other hand, it i: uite disregarded a hen people
firs it i»nonveni ent to r> s :>ond to trie c&ll of their religious 
leadersf4 Fe dc ed, however, th-1 thppe were many in Ka bul 

and throughout Afghanistan, especially in the Kandahar 
dir< ction, ho favoured the alliance ith the English; and 
a Turkish envoy. But, "the great difficulty will be to 
convince hhoouia- ■ ns gener, lly that the Ulemah has been really 
sent by the Sultan, free from British prompting; and, in 
selecting one to be sent, care ill have to be taken to send

oom  ho is v ell by\ t i on .....
It is surprising that London should have objected to the 

mission at all. It was a friendly ap proach, hich had a 
ch nee of success, and even in the event of its complete failure,
1 Add. MSS 39164, Cavagnari to Viceroy, 19th June 1377.

cited the case of Amir of Bokhara, to illustra te his 
point. The Amir of Bokhara >; s regarded as only second 
in, point of'religions influence to the Sultan of Turkey, and
yet his overthrow by Russians created comparatively little
comment amongst the Mohammedans of those parts.

2 Ibid.



c s he. j ened, it could scarcely harm. British or Indian inter-
es t s.

In Lytton!s opinion i t •*•:••• s ;r cticully Impossible for 
the tmir!s troops TTto ret into actual cont ct - ith Russian 
outposts;" while, on the other hand an .attempted Russian 
at ack on Afghanistan, "would be immediately destructive of 
Russi -.Ts ''hole military oosition in Central Asia. " "hat 
Lytton really feared was internal trouble in Afghanistan 
itself. He wrote to the secret ry of ft .te for India: "If
the Amir is not murdered within the next six months, he will 
be obliged to employ a 1 rge army he has collected for holy 
war. T etter it should be dir ected an inst Russia than against 

us .... Nothing short of .deposition of Arnir or strong appeal 
to him by Sultan, c n r: v -dt completion of understanding 
between Amir and Russian authorities . . . . This clearly 
ex lains LyttonTs desir for the mission. Moreover, he also 
was afraid of an early Russian beoihw.tion of Merv. That made 
him impatient. He thought it necessary "that before then, 
Kandahar and Herat be under our cntrol .... if Turkish mission 
can secure Amir *s assent to establishment of British agents 
at these points we shall be satis ’led ithout interferiiig with 
independence of Afghanistan, ’ but T?if no such agreement could 
be effected with the Amir, ithin next tv o months,ff’ Lytton 
continued in the swrw telegram "^e shell probably be obliged 
to upsat him, we Cc.n not afford to wait nuch longer."2

1 Tel. 13th June 1377, Add. MSS..39164
2 Ly ton to (L&yerd) 'dd. MSS 59164, deted 20th June 1377.

Addressee is not mentioned.



Yet he -ve-s determined not to give the Amir the conditions 
offered at Fes ha r, even if he received the British agents.

In case the Turkish mission failed to effect a. great 
and i maedh re change for the better in British relations with 
K bul bytton wrote to Cayagnari !?I think our only course 
« ill be to unset the Amir, conclude direct relations with 
Afghan chief and others, and. separate Vestetri Afghanist n 
from fa bul as semi-independent Khanate, including Herat, 
Kandahar, Merv, and. "i linens under British protection.?T̂

Let it be quite clecr here that though Lytton was con
vinced that Russian aggression in fghsnistan was improbable, 
still he s determined to ursue an nti-Russian policy.

In a crsonc 1 telegram to Layard, he mentioned "Government' 
of India is now united in anti-Russian ^olicy, vhich is not
likely to change unless I resign or a n rec; lied, but which

2vill probably be on rosed by India Office.TT '"hy should 
Lytton, despite his vie of the improbability of Russian 
inv sion, have adopted an aggressive policy in Afghanistan? 
The c nswer seems to be that the Viceroy v. .s not. sure of the 
Amirfs loy lty and capability of nu int. ining order in his 
territory. He intended to strengthen the British position 
in afghanist, n, and to ut the Russians on the defensive.
Some time before the Viceroy had o vfe ed the Amir of Kabul

an offensive and defensive treaty against Russia, with.a
1 idd. MSS 59164* dated 28th June 1377# Lytton to Cavagnari.
2 Ibid^ 23th June 1377, Lytton to Lay rd.



dyn. stic guarantee, end a permanent subsidy, on condition
that British agents be stationed not at Kabul, but at Herat 
and Kandahar, to •• >tch Russian movement on the frontier, and 

to provide for the protection of Afghanistan'. But the Amir

The Amir, in the opinion of Lytton, : ,s. most, unpopular with

This e plosive situation inside Afghanistan, prompted Lytton

upsetfc4«ig the Amir, he endeavoured to bring him round through 
the influence of his co-religionist^ the Sultan of Turkey.

The fult; n of Turkey selected the Kasiesker Mesmet 
Khoulussi Effendi, a well-known a nd much e.teemed brother of

I is selection had British approval. The SInvoy was a very 
intelligent man, and professed himself very much in fa vour of 
British interests and policy. Lcj rd had given the Grand 
Vizier some hints on affairs in Afghanistan, and even supplied 
instructions to be furnished to. the fir. oy. However, Layard 
and Lytton not f liy trusting the mission attached a trust
worthy person to it in the guise of an interpreter whose real 
job, in fact, w a s  to report to the Government of India all 
that transpired between the 6nvoy and others.

1 Add. MSS. 39164* dated 10th June 1-377, Telegram.
2 The authenticity of the report is not established, and 

perhaps he was not so unpopular.
Z Eh re Vanizadeh 'iehemet Pii Pushd i.

ds had since fTproclaimed

his people, and faced the Vossibili of assassination.

to pursue an active policy of interference.

the late Grand Vizier•Z his Cnvoy to the Amir of Afghanistanc
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The Viceroy took car not to connect himself openly and 

formally vith the mission so as to arouse no suspicion about 
its real independence, Be -Iso directed th-t due honours, 
but not official, be given to the mis ? on during their journey 
through India. Yet he kept his watchful eye on every movement 
of the Envoy, through his carefully chosen int rnreter.

An Afghan, nemed Lai Shah* v as chosen to accompany the 
mission. .Since he a; s an Afghan, he not trusted by L yard, 
who also ■ ould hove preferred Sayed Ahmed. ; ■ : fa It .u

1 But the Amir and the Afgbuh peoples did not believe that 
the ’Tis sion vug sent by the Sultan of his own accord or 
that the'h'hole tr nseetion v s not a nmake-upTT of the
British Government prompted by their desire to settle their
differences. (Vide - P.S.D.E. from India

2 ("hough Lytton contemplated the dismissal of Lai Shah, but
he could not do so, as after having been once appointed 
and attached to the mission he (Lai Shah) could expose 
the British desi0ns <• nd thus do harm to the very purpose 
so de-.r to Lytton). Fa - ever, Lyttor made full enquiries 
about Lai Bhahds past and satisfied himself as to his 
loyal intentions. Perhaps the Viceroy va s a. man of a some- 
- hat suspicious nature. Fe hardly, in fact, could recon
cile himself to trust snyone# but the English. previously 
Lytton had proposed Phr̂ied, who was loyal to the
Government and the only Vohamrseden he could trust. But 
for reasons not known, Sayid Ahmed did not accompany the 
mission.



On 9th August 1877, the Fission lanced at Bombay. After a 
51 y of t o days i» Bombay, to, 1 ion left for thr frostier,^ 
v ch i g- :>f Colon-.1 TM..:n j. • . Tb Turkish Bcnsttl-Gwaer? 1 

at Bombay also accompanied the party. The Fnvoy, as desired 
by the Viceroy, received no Mohammad an addresses and declined 
c 11 interviews v ith newspaper correspondents.

On 27th September 1377 all the m ambers of the Mission 
re sc com nied into the Amir’s resence. He gave them due 

courtesies; and even came forward to receive them. Having 
nost graciously received the firman of the Sultan, he raised 
it to his he. d, welcomed the Fission, >: nd implored them to 

consider Afghani it- n §.§ their home. And then he enquired
2" hat news of the foxes (English), and bat is their intention?"

The Fnvoy did his be t to persuade the «,uir to turn against 
Russia. Even in an open Durbar, the Turkish Envoy, in answer 
to a question from the Amir explained that "the Russians are 
an avaricious, lying and deceitful race. On four different 
occasions they hdd violated their treaties with Turkey and
1 On arriving at Rawalpindi on lcth upuat, the Envoy sent

c deputation to the Akhund of Swat and some presents. But 
the Akhund declined to receive th<̂  deputation and refused 
the resent: . Tt is said that the Akhund regretted his
conduct 1; ter on. TTis refusal, ho ver, was not based on 
any feeling of hostility to-ar-’s the "nglish, but being a 
religious head, he did not consider it befitting to his 
position to receive a mission of a political nature.

It may be of interest to mention that on Friday, the 
14th September the Fnvoy attended nblic prayers in Hohabat 
Khan’s Mosque. The service was conducted by Mull a Gulam 
Jilan and his son, 1 ading folio ers of the Akhund. At 
the close of the service, prayers e offered for the defeat 
of the Russians.

2 idd. MSS 39164, Tnt' rvlev ith 'mlr, 27th Septemb. r 1877.
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commenced hostilities .... Now believing themselves to be 
invincible, they hav^, in most unprovoked, uncalled and 
perfidious manner, regardless of all treaty engagements, 
commenced hostilities, with the intention of subjugating and 
annexing Turkey .... The Russians are not to be relied upon, 
they are lying tyra nts and.friends only in self-interest . .." 
But the Amir remarked "Yes, such is the way of the world, 
friendship is chimed only v.hen there is an object in view"!

The Envoy fully eatplaned the object of the mission to 
the Amir and uged him to form a '-folia rmsadan combination on 
his 'estern border, as a pr liminary to openly declaring war 
on Russia. The Amir replied that this was impossible as the 

peoples of Central Asia v re unwar like, and he himself had 
not the moans for the undertaking. Had he the means, he added, 
he would attack the English rather then Russians, who unlike 
the English, had not broken promises or injured or molested 
him.

Speaking of his grievances against the .British* Sher Ali 
said *tha t i1' was a mist/ke to suppose that he whs hostile 
to the British Government or wished to make far upon England;
but the British Govern nt was ressing upon him, aid it was 
necessary that ha should not be caught unprepared. They have 
taken possession of Cuetta, and established a force there, 
lo )king in at Kandahar. If an rmed m; n places himself at the
back door of your house, hot cun be hie motive, unless he 
vent, to find hi.c ay 'n har . ou . sleep.
1 Ibid
2 Ibid
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He ,'oulcl have directed, his force hu t  "ersia and settled 
his fate there. He said that hit' hole ambition ? .s to sweep 
the Persians off the e: rth, join the ultan of Turkey and 
devote his "life, property and wealth, in the defence of I'slam/l 
Considering the relations between Persia and Afghanistan, and 
the influence of religion on the fghuns, this sentiment of 
the Amir* appears genuine.

"11 Afghans, including the Amir, looked upon all Tinfidels1 
- English, Russian and other non-muslins - as their traditional 
enemies. Fo ĵ could he then willingly allow the rFerargee.T 
/.gents into his country. He vn: s — i-— >f . • • ■ 1 be lag 
assassin* ted by the four tic- 1 .r.d hostile mobs of his subjects. 
Similarly, he considered the Russians s devils end would not 
permit their eg nts either; though invariably they sent 
Mohammad a ns of id merkund end Tashkend. He was fully aware 
the t the Russians were deceitful. To him all Christians 
desired the extermination of Muslim^ from the face of the 
earth.

Speaking of his relations with the Russians before the 
Turkish Mission, he ssid, "It is now eight months since the 
Rui • ’ gent has been seat d in Kabul, begging for a reply 
to his letter, hich he ? (the agent) had not received. News 
has just reached me that another agent has arrived at Mazara 
Sharif .... I do not kno- what to do v ith them. The Russians 
are devils; they understand nothing but what concerns their

pown interests. But he hed sore positive grievances against

1 Ibid
2 Ibid
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the English. They her! encroached u on the possessions he 
considered his :o”,n. Cuetta had been token as a permanent mil
itary possession >ithout his .consent; the Khan having been 
on over by f. monthly giv ht of Rs 10,000. This he considered 
viols: ion of the treaty of friendship, in no circmmst nee 

to be condoned. Quetta bed been for long a part of Afghan
is an, nd after it. annex, ion by the British^ the tv o Khans-- 
Khodadad .Khan and Aullah A hi. ud - had - r it ten letters of hub- 
mission to the Amir of Afghfnist, n. These he had sent to 
the English Government, but hitherto he had received no reply, 
nor even the letters of the Khans. This vas a treacherous 
act at ’ hich he felt highly inch ̂ najit; Moreover, he believed 

that the British agept?J had : a : > d -a; :m his authority 
by entering his terri"or"r ' nd had incited rebellion eg inst 
him. For the e re _>ng, he decided td refrain from sending 
agents and vriting letters to the Government of Indie.

Another sore oint he had a? inst the English was the 
Feist an deput tion. The be put tlon ’ a ̂ connected with a 
boundary dis >ute bet een Afghanist n nd Persia. The British 
Envoy at Teheran Sir R. bollock from India and Fund Fur

' i JL\ *■'?• . *  A] . p .  ■ 'y

ed Shah from Afghanistan, asse.mbled on the spot* and .after 
considerable enquiry, they hi d rded rich lands to the Shah 
and sterile to the Amir. Still he ’• s silling to forget it.
Put uetta remained his source of gre t dis satis f ction and
fury.
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It mayt be poi nteb out that Lytton * as tfcs-e**
res onsible for the occupation of ' uett©.

7 U
—  v . ( gait*- conscious of T l ..eagre strength against

ffthe • ne lish - nd his 30her Iirut. ti ora : — *compared v ith the 
English I am a bird possessing r.o power, nor do I boast of 
my capabilities,tt In tat$ opinion, the Er gli&jh were not 
only selfish and unreliable, but .Iso un>iee. ITe pointed 
out the mist kes the English had com it ted. ’ ithout annexing
'injcb, they had invaded Afghanistan, They had pushed through 
obnoxious reforms during the year of disturbance in India.
For v place like Cuetta, they had severed friendship ith 
an old and trusted friend, i.e. himself.

He did not puite underet nd hat vs s the ca.use of all 
this. Hither their frontier • ts sent wrong reports or 
the English Parliament considered its ovn national interests 
only. Yet he clc Fly said fctofr 'EY' her -iinpuish puetta, 
and I am as ever their friend.T’̂

On the other hand, though he did not like the Russians, 
either, - infidel., and therefore, enemies - and had rejected 
persistent ap. roaches by the Russian agents, yet as the 
Russians had not conquered any which the Amir considered his 
own, he had no com leints against them, ’kvreover, the Russians 
J lays approached hi:: in a more frierr ly manner, nd let him
fee] eqiis L  fch r   _

— t o i a— ga] Lb.--- ■—  th* t of a superior power to an inferior
one, carrying an unspoken threat of war.

j-UJL
Md. ■’TP tPlSd. hrir to the Turkish Envoy,. 29.9.77.
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Conscious as he as of his lc r position and afraid 
of I f'sfe aggre'ssiDfe, fee "air Gould not openly displease 
the Russians, on h u bly intended to rely for
help in the event of ‘Hack. ro> cv- r , it must he pointed
out that he never allowed Puss in.ns troops to be st Honed on
'frhan territory.

The meakish Envoy did try to pacify the Amir, - since 
he could not do anything else - c.r.d repeatedly urged on

"o ; n  ' H ‘H  . The Enyby u&i in ho
osition to remedy his grievances; he could not even show 

1 is ynipathy v ith hie, H  he h: d any. Fis function was not
to listen, but to . y* hich he performed honestly and

* n:h. t ica lly. In the f ce of . H  co plaints, he naturally 
could not "lead ith the nir e h  nth/ely. Thus, the Turkish 
Mission met an unfort.un te, though fe°t unexpected failure.

f ' l u h n  • e no" to have caught the
i of ht l torH a,- ■ f? probably

forced the fmir to clsrHy his n! nd end form his policy. On 
the side of India, it's failure ad-ed ty Lytton1 s growing 
distrust of the ;,rir, and b lief in a policy of interference.

, the second r Irevit-- tie, for
Lyt or had decided th t if the d si n  f died, he would upset 
the fmir and di 3 • • Li t r. He lid not ho.ve to 'wait long
for th- spark he needed to set off trr~ second ‘Afghan war.

One \ orders shy Lytton failed to underst. nd the real 
feelings of the /fLh. rs and their po? nt of viev . 1 - *
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However, LyttonTs determination to secure the Turkish 

kission to Kabul, even at the displeasure of London, seems 

to indicate a readiness to try all possible means to reach 

a favourable outcome.

It also brings forward the factor, which has not been 

stressed before, that Lytton’s policy of interference was 

not so much guided by the fear of Russian aggression, as by 

the internal explosive situation in Afghanistan; and the 

Viceroy endeavoured to direct the flow of the possible 

eruption towards the Russians, thereby putting them instead 

of the English on the defensive.

While the Turkish Mission was in Afghanistan, M. de Giers 

on 12th September 1877 complained to Loftus that an Envoy 

from the Sultan of Turkey to the Amir of Afghanistan had 

passed through India," The Russian Government could not view 

this event without some apprehension and anxiety, as they were 

not friendly to Turkey. The Russian ambassador stated that 

the object of the Envoy’s mission was to preach a religious 

crusade amongst the Muslims of Central Asia, and induce the 

Amir of Bokhara, through the Afghan Amir, to excite revolt

1. Parliamentary Papers, Central Asia, No.l 1878,. p. 121
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against Russia.
mhe Imir of Bokhara, the A mb.: ss - dor obs erved, hact b#en 

a faithful ally of " ussi- , but difficulties might eriSe in 
con.1- tv r.ce of reliious agitation. It ’ as, therefore, of 
importance that the Amir of -fjhonist n be advia d to abstain 
fro ' any action which might cr-: te such difficulties.

replying to this com laint, Derby blandly assured the 
Russian authorities that MRer 5Tajestyfa Government have no 
mason to believe that the object of his (Turkish) mission 
na s to reach crusade in Central /sia’T. The Russians were 
not —  i Ai^d . ̂

The failure of the Turkish "is. ion eliminated all pos

sibility of an agreement* nd... rr— 'frfv r— i-r. the -'Tutu—1
ii tntefc. Both the 'air- nc Lytton cl‘e rly anticip ted the 
coning -ar, 'ccording tb the int dliyance- reports reaching 
Ind i } the Amir *v>as intriguing v ith the Russians and enlarging 
his military force. Row fat he sincerely believed in his 
resources to overcome the great military strength of the 
British can rot be st ted with certainty. But one fee Is 
inclined to believe th- t unless he had hopes of Russian aid, 
he could not h\ve thought of opposing the British force. There 
±i no indie tton, hov ever, that Russian authorities had given 
ny such assurances to -h r Ali. Later events suggest that 
they did not. Moreover, Cher 'Li had no liking for the
1 Ibid, p‘IBB dated 17£h October 1377- . .. .If tne English ere thus reticent about their plans for

complicating matters for the Russians in-Central Asia, the 
Russians v re scarcely c raid hen on July ?rd 1878 (Vide- 
Blue T:ook on Af.■vaanist- n) they denied that any Russian
agent was to leave for Kabul - a. flat lie.
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Russians either. Before the Turkish envoy, the Amir had 
reve led his hatred for them unreservedly. Fe indeed^ mis
trusted both the Eritish and the Russians. But having found 
no agr ement possible with the British, he could scarcely 
have sat idle and done nothing to eg Jig his military force, 
when the only alternative was to accept the terms dictated 
by Lytton.

LyttonTs concern /as to ensure the safety of the Indian 
Empire. But though his endeavours to negotiate an agreement, 
by all available means might be comend-ble, his obstinacy 
regarding the sti tioning of the British officers on the 
Afghan frontier, however p§ .in principle, turned

the negotiations into dictation. Fe did not have a clear 
appreci tion of the politiccl and religious feelings of the 
Afghan >eople. Even if the Amir had desired to accept .’is 
condition, he could not face the public resentment, which had 
been generated in a country like Afghanistan, by the presence 
of the infidels on Afghan soil. the Viceroy given careful
tnought to this aspect of the situation, perhaps he could have 
per. vd the British. Cabinet to -pt sc ht/ble /'Iter- 
native. Possibly an able Muslim agent, .commanding LyttonTs 
com lete confidence - it was not dj.fri■> 'It to find, one, 
unless the Viceroy mistrusted all his Muslim subjects, in 
India - could have first been appointed. Dree the Afghans 
v. re used to this kind of arrangement, the agent, at some 
opportune time, could have been r placed by an Englishman.



However, Lytton never considered this even as a possibi
lity; he had made up his mind, and ? s determined to turn 
the policy of Tmaster'ly inactivity’ into active interference.
He > anted an independent Afghanis!; n mose destiny he could 

yet ohape.
The br akdown of negotiations did not shock Lytton, 

and he continued ith his pre'par tions for war. He had 
already occupied uetta, under the treaty v.ith the Than of
Khelat.

JcU \j'\JL̂O
i glance Lr.Tn of British authorities at this

stage may be helpful in understanding later events.
Salisbury agreed with; Lytton th- t Russia would never be 

ern agreeable neighbour. Nor did deny that the independent 
tribes must eventually be crushed between the two Empires. 
tTNy o’nly reservation upon the point”, he wrote to Lytton on 
June 22nd 1377, "would be th t I think you foreshorten the 
vista of the future and cro„d jip into the next few years or 
less, events vhich will tc ke a gen ration to completed He 
further accused the Indian Government of having "attached 
almost a magic 1 value to the talisman of diplomatic remon- 
strcnee from London. It is in reality almost worthless: for
as you well point out, diplomacy hich can not appeal to force 
is worthless". And in his op ini oh, Russia kne* well that 
she was unassailable by the English. "he experience of 1354 
had proved to her that Oronst&dt was too strong to be attacked 
1 Lytton hpers, 516/2, No. 23



with success and she no longer had a vulnerable point at 
Sebastopol. Th refere, he thought th-t without a military 
ally, a l^nd inv sion would be ridiculous. "V.'e hav- at our
disposal about forty thousand men and possibly we might raise 
them to sixty thousand. What could such a handful do as an 
invading army eg inst six hundred thousand conscripts. There 
is absolutely no ooint at which >e could attack her with any

Ichance of doing her serious injury". Thus, according to him, 
if any check s to aoplied against Russia, who m  s assailable 
by arms and deaf to diplomacy, it could only be applied 
Asia.

And now the gue-xion ••as where to put "the thin red line" 

to ! rrest her advance? To Salisbury, It could not be at KizilV 7

Arvat or even Merv, because of the stupendous cost of main
tenance of men, food, ammunition, trans ort, across the vast 
distance that lay between gukkur and Merv, in those days a 
hundred daysf march. To attempt such ar adventure would have 
been, in his opinion, not only primitive but full of dangers. 
To combat a fruge army, ten times 1 rger in size, at a distance 
of 90 3 miles, when the roar’s were bad, weather unhelpful and 
the line of communication open to attack by an unfriendly 
people, was a hopeless task. But if the thin red line be at 
Merv-Kandahar, he thought Russian expansion could be checked. 
Therefore, he suggested that X-ndaher ought to be in their 
hands’ In conclusion, he yarned Lytton eg;inst the advice 
of soldiers and pr.mature action.



bile re; lying to this letter, Lytton said, T?the 
l:a::er'i, danger 1 ith hih India is ro . naced by Russia, 
if s a ul.it ic£ 1 one; and the measure ism edlately necessary to 
meet that danger must be oolitic; 1 rather than military.^
Yet all the facts point towards his building strong military 
positions and settling the dispute by sho . of force. He was, 
however, very much restricted in his actions to his great 
annoyance and disgust, by the British Cabinet, who always 
c insidered Indian interests only a part of their broader 
interests.

Lytton was in agreement /ith Calisbury that in As fa a 

check could bt applied to Russian. gp'tntion, but thought it 
should be ..Ivan at Herat. Yet he considered that to let the

nua
Russians into Merv, would oe. ken fUritish /osition in Central
Asia and imperil the maintenance of the Indian frontiers.
Kandahar would be a more favourable place to meet the Russian
than Herat, Lytton agreed with Salisbury, but he wrote that
nbalancing all considerations, military, administrative,
political, financial, fairly oneag insa the other, there can
be no doubt that Herat in tie right point of timely and

2 /resolute resistance to the Russian advance.
Herat v as 670 miles from Sukkur, the sup ply base of the 

British, and 750 miles frm Krasnovodsk nd 1900 miles from 

Orenburg, the t o su; ly bases of the- ussiun oper tions in
1 Add. M i ̂  1 64, Jk 20. Dated 16.7.77.
2 IMS, 21. D
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in Central Asia, that is to say the nearest points to -which 
troops and stores could be mobilised rapidly in
numbe s .—  -----  r.tytey. '"It is, therefore, "wrote Lytton,
"easier for us to assemble and maintain a powerful force at 
Herat, than it ia for Russia to do so." However, Lytton did 
not think that such an eventuality would arise, for he did 
not believe that "the Russians are fools enough to attempt 
it. The conduct of their onward progress has hitherto been 
marked by great restraint and intelligence". By the show of
military force he intended to stop the political adv nee of

!
Russia. Meanwhile, Cuetta had been occupied by the English
troops. Being 230 miles forward on the road to Herat, it
gave Lytton additional strategic strength. Herat was actually
larger than Kabul, but second to that city in importance. It
was thought of throughout Central Asia as the capital of
western Afghanistan. Its occupation by Russia could give her
a commanding influence over western Afghanistan. Therefore,
Lytton wanted to establish a comnic nding influence of his own
at Kabul and a firm foothold at Herat,* by diplomatic means,
if ossible - this is what he c lied his political solution -
and he considered that an apparently independent .Afghan State,
subordinate to sane extent jn matters of defence and foreign
relations would be more serviceable than an occupied Afghan
istan. In his opinion, the danger to India from Russia vas
a real and close one, but not formidable. Thus we find, that



though both the London and Calcutta Governments agreed in 
the rinciole of a forward policy, there was a clefr differ
ence in the degree of its extent. Lytton favoured a stronger 
and more forward policy.
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CIlAPTEfl 2

THE TIME OF ACTION 
After the ^eshawar Conference the Viceroy had 

withdrawn his Vakil from Kabul, and in the recognition 
ô  tne Ainirf̂  attitude of isolation and scarcely veiled 
hostility1 Salisbury h.d authorised Lytton to protect 
the British frontier by such measures as circumstances 
should reuder expedient, "without regard to the wishes 
of tho Amir or the interests of his Dynasty." ^

In prep.ring his military bases, the Viceroy turned 

to the Maharaja o* Kashmir to negotiate for tne estatl_snme 

of a -Dritioh political agent at Gilgit. Lytton obtained

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 56 K  224
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the consent of the Maharaja for the estaolishment of a 
British agency at Gilgit to watch the frontier at tnat 
point and the construction, at his own expense, of a 
telegraph line from Gilgit to British territory. The 
Maharaja in return was assured of British support in his 
dealing with his neighbouring ehiefdoms. This 
arrangement had the approval of Salisoury.
The Russian Mission to Kabul

Before events took a sudden turn, Lytton co nr expiated 
the disintegration of Afghan territory to solve the frontier 
problem. Having lost ail hop^s of concluding an agreement 
with Sher All, he decided to render him powerless * by 
dividing hio kingdom, and so to secure the important strategic 
positions. Writing to Cavagnari on June 9th 1877, he 
frankly admitted that TTIt is not, and cannot be, in our 
interests to promote the consolidation of a border power 
whose friendship we hive no means of securing, and enmity

*
we cannot punish, save by a war, in which success would 
not be free from embarrassment. Therefore I conceive 
that it is rather the gradual disintegration and weakening
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than the consolidation and establishment, of the Afghan 

power, at which we must now begin to aim."1 But, the 

European political situation^ s4#oraa the frontier policy 

in a different direction. On April 24, 1877, war broke 

out between Russia and Turkey, and in January 1878 the 

Russian army crossed the Balkans and encamped before 

Constantinople.

England had mobilised her forces after the treaty 
of San Stefano, and ordered — the Mediterranean to Malta,

a division of soldiers drawn from her Indian Empire.^

Russia for her part was .concerting an important diversion 
in the direction of the North-western frontier of India.

But for the opportune conclusion of the Treaty of Berlin, 

the* trial of strength between the Russians and British

would,have been decided between the Oxus and the Indus.
A

When (iortschakoff returned from Berlin to St. Petersburg 

with his version of ’Peace with Honour* Kaufmann had to 

countermand the concentration of troops that had been in

1. I. P. 518/2 H* 465 - 6.

2. According to Kennedy (Salisbury Kll3) Indian troops 
were moved to Malta because they could be ordered to 
do so by the Secretary of State straight away without 
obtaining the authority of Parliament; a fact which
saved an unnecessary publicity.
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progress on the northern frontier of Afghanistan. But 

the Indian troops were still in Malta, demonstrating the 

preparedness of the British Government to mr>-V-arry *

Kaufmann retorted to this demonstration hy despatching 

a mission to the Court of Kabul.

On June 14,^ 1878, General Stoletoff left Sarnarkitandy 

bearing letters from Kaufmann, for Kabul. Sher Ali received 

the Russian Agent with every token of regard and cordiality.

It was on June 7, 1878 that the Government of India 

first heard of the intended Russian Mission to Kabul.^

On the 26th of the same month Salisbury called the attention 

of the Foreign Office to the matter.^

1. Laay Balfour, in Lytton’s Indian Adminstration, and Camb. 
Hist, of British Foreign Policy Vol..-3 p.85.Say July.
There was evidently some doubt as to the date on which 
the Russian mission!s arrival in Kabul and departure
from Samarkand. In a telegram on Nov. 7, 1878, Cranbrook 
wrote to Lytton, "In apparently trustworthy letter from 
Tashkend Stoletoff said to have left Samarkand on July 14 
and reached Kabul on August 10. These dates do not 
agree with yours. Can you explain the discrepancy." 
Lytton, in a reply on Nov. 12, maintained his original 
dates, the mission left in June and was received in 
Durbar by the Amir on July 26.

2. Parliamentary Papers Vol.56 p.226.

3. Parliamentary Papers Central Asia No.l ( 1&78) p. 151.
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Loftus, at the insistence of Derby, the Foreign Secretary, 

questioned M. de Giers, the Russian Ambassador on July 

2, 1878 who flatly denied that any such mission had been 

or was intended to be sent to Kabul, either by the Russian
AGovernment or by General Kaufmann. But at this stage 

General Kaufmann on one hand and Lytton on the other were 

apparently acting, in some degree, independently of the 

Central Government in each country. Therefore, the denial 

of M. de Giers, could not be, ana was not, reliable.

The Amir only consented to receive the Russian Mission, 

under pressure from Kaufmann. When he received the news 

that a Russian Agent was on his way to Kabul, he wrote 

to Kaufmann* declining to receive nira, on the ground that 

he could not possibly answer for any Europeans in Afghanistan* 

owing to the hostility to them of his subjects.^ But 

Kaufmann did not accept this plea and insisted on the 

mission's cordial reception, threatening to hold the Amir 

for its safety. The Amir even proposed to send his own 

minister to Tashkend, as he had to Simla, if the Russian 

Government had something important and urgent to discuss.

1 . Ibid. p .152.
2. Confidential News Letter from Peshawar (Vide. Secret

and Poli despatches and enclo. from India. Vol - 7)
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Kaufmann considered this proposal to be too late to 

supersede the arrangement already made. Sher Ali, thus, 

had to agree to receive the Russian Agent.

The state of the Amir's mind can be well understood 

from the Peshawar diary of June 16, 1878. "The Amir 

desires that Afghanistan may remain independent, and that 

there should be no Rnvoys of a different religion to 

Mohammadanism in his kingdom.

The Amir, in alluding on one occasion to the proposals 

of the Russians,^ stated that these proposals were adverse 

to the interests of the British Government, and it remained 

to be seen how the British authorities when they heard 

of them would act in their own interests with regard to 

the Indian Rmpire. That he adhered to his original

1. Pari. Papers Afghanistan No. 1. 1878. p. 183

2. The Russian proposals included the demand for location 
of Russian (Bock) Agents at Kabul and other places
in Afghan territory, quartering of Russian troops 
at four suitable places, permission to construct 
roads and telegraph lines, and an offensive and 
defensive treaty. But, unlike the British they 
did not demand to conduct the entire foreign relations 
of Afghanistan.
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determination, and did not want to make enemies of 

either of the Great Powers; "but that if one tried to 

injure him, he would do what he could to withstand them, 

and that 'elevation or destruction is in the hands of 

the Almighty'. Whatever Government approached him in 

a friendly manner he would make similar advances'. 4his Ur*#
A

state of the Amir's mind is also borne out by a nev^sletter 

of the British Agent at Peshawar at Kabul.1

It must be remembered that Lytton had withdrawn the 

British Agent from Kabul long before. The Amir,
/

therefore, had no direct means of communication with 

Indian authority. Yet, the Viceroy knew at the beginning 

of August the following facts ’that the Russian Mission 

had arrived at Kabul, that its arrival and presence had 

alarmed the Amir, who consented to receive it only under 

pressure; and that the Amir was unwillingly to sign a 

'Treaty of Amity' with Russia.

Knowing all this, Lytton on July 30 2 telegraphed 

to Cranbrook to Jhoiw^hether the Russian Mission would 

be 'treated by Her Majesty's Government as an imperial 

question with Russia, or left to us to deal with as a

1. Parliamentary Papers Central Asia No. 2. 1878. p. 1.
I 2. Parliamentary Papers Vol. 36. p. 227.
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matter between the Amir and the Government of India,f 
In tne latter case, he proposed, with the approval of 
Home Government, Tto insist on immediate suitaole 
reception of a European British Mission ... The alternative 
woulu. be continued policy of complete inaction, difficult 
to maintain, and very injurious to our position in India.fl 
Cranbrook considered it rasn and accordingly in reply 
on August 1st, suggested that TMake yourself certain of 
the facts before in isting on the reception oi tne Britis . 
Envoy.. Perhaps you might send a native to ascertain 

whether Russians are really tnere and telegraph lo me 
when the truth is known,T "

1. Ibid,
2. Ibid. p. 228. H^d Lytton not withdrawn his Agent 

from Kabul, such difficulties woulu never have 
arrived and perhaps, the presence ox' the British 
Agent wo-lLd have giv,n the Amir more courage to 
refuse entry to the Russian Mission with enough 
strength.
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But tne Viceroy, appeared to be eager to b.ing 
matters to a crisis. xnsteaci of waiting for tne 
report of the Native Agent as to how matters really 
stoo^, he telegraphed twice to Cranbrook on August 2nd 
urging Timmediate correction*. x He emphasised "to 
remain inactive now will be t^ allow Afghanistan to 
fall as certaimy and as completely unuer Russian power 
and influence as the Khanates." Moreover, Lytton 

thought that this action of Russia afforded an opportunity 
tu put pressure on Sher Ali without loss of dignity.

On August 3rd, he wrote to the secretary of Stale for 
India in a despatch tnat f ... I propose to senu ... 
a British Mission to Kabul as soon as it can be properly 
organised, and to precede it by a message, through a 
native agent, informing the Amir that it is on its way 
to hi-i and he is expected to receive it (like the Russian 
one) with all becoming honours etc.1  ̂ The purpose of 
the Mission, seemingly, w^uld havs been to require the 
Amir to accept the British concrol of hio external 
relation.;, to receive Britis^ Officers at Kabul, wnenever 
British Government t.xOu6ht desiraule and cne permanent

1. Ib^d. p. 228
2. L.P. 518/2. p. 5a:2
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location of a British agent at Herat, 1 These conditions 

were not very different from the ones the Amir had already 

refused to accept, on the eve of Peshawar Conference, 

Lytton's attitude towards Afghanistan was gradually 

stiffening. This time he was not even willing to offer 

the Amir any dynastic guarantee or subsidy, a point he 

had before conceded. Hailing the Amir’s acceptance of 

his terms, he suggested ’an armed occupation of the Kuram 

Valley with the establishment of a cantonment near the 

head of it and the temporary occupation of Kandahar.’

He confessed that he was not confident of the success 

of the contemplated mission, yet it was the best measure 

he could then take. Nor did he want the Russian Mission 

to Kabul to go unnoticed. Writing further in the same 

letter to Cranbrook he said ’Hailing our efforts thus 

to effect some satisfactory understanding with the Amir 

(in consequence either of the non-reception or the abortive

result of the proposed mission) we must .....  without

hesitation upset Sher Ali or pare his claws.1 5 Preparing

1. Ibid.

2. Ibid.

3. L. P. 518/2. p. 545.
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himself in advance, he had the operations, involving 

the Kurram Valley and Kandahar in case of Mission’s 

failure, carefully considered and planned. The Secretary 

of State in a telegram on August 3, ’78 approved Lytton’s 

proposal.

The veteran officer Sir Neville Chamberlain was 

named as Envoy and an emissary was sent to Kabul to 

announce the despatch of the Envoy, Nawab Ghiulan Hasan 

Khan,  ̂ the emissary was to leave Peshav/ar on August 23, 

but his departure was delayed by the death of Abdullah 

Jan, the Afghan heir-apparent on August 17.^ Consequently 

he left Peshawar on August 30.

Before^ the British Mission, headed by Chamberlain, 

reached Peshawar on Sept. 12, the Russian agent had already 

left Kabul, with a promise to come back. The Russian 

Mission was reported to have impressed the Amir. It 

should be remembered that Lytton despatched the mission 

without obtaining the approval of London. London was 

engaged in a diplomatic correspondence with Russia on

1. A former British Vakil at Kabul.

2. The Viceroy sent a letter of condolence to Sher Ali.
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the subject of the Russian Mission to Kabul and they 

had hoped that the matter could be settled amicably.

The Cabinet took a strong exception to this move. Even 

Cranbrook, who supported Lytton whole heartedly, was 

surprised by this action of Lytton. On October 6, ’78 

he wrote to the Viceroy that 11 .... I had not disguised 

from you my surprise that you had started the mission 

before we knew the Russian reply and without telegraphing 

to me previously ..." 1

Sher Ali was reported to have been greatly perplexed 

by this British move and begged for more time. ’It is 

as if they wish to disgrace me. It is not proper' he 

protested, ’to use pressure in this way; it will tend 

to a complete rupture and breach of friendship.’ ^

In a further report on 18th, Chamberlain said that 

in an interview Y/azir Shah Mohammad haa assured the Nawab 

(British emissary) on his oath, that the Amir ... would 

send for the Mission in order to clear up mutual 

misunderstandings, provided there was no attempt to force 

the Mission on him ... He says that there has been

1 . £. L. P. 516/3 No.55

2. Chamberlain to Lytton.
Pari. Papers. Vol 56.[>.241.
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sickness at Kabul and that some of the Russian servants 

are lying ill; but that as soon as they recover, he hopes 

to give them their conge1 in a suitable manner, after which 

he v;ill send a confidential messinger to escort the British 

Mission. he attributes the English grievances against 

him to the mischievous reports of the news-writers . But 

reports reaching India indicated that he was trifling 

with the Indian Government and 'he was so disgusted with 

the British Government, that he could not bear to see 

anyone connected with it nor even this Mission •'  ̂ It 

was also reported by Chamberlain that the Amir, his Ministers, 

and the Afghan outpost officers, haa stated plainly that, 

if necessary, the advance of the kission would be arrested 

by force. ̂ In spite of this report Chamberlain was 

instructed not to delay his movements. This y/as what 

in fact happened when on September 21, Major Cavagnari, 

a member of the kission, rode forv/ard to the Afghan outpost 

in the Khyber Pass. The officer, who courteously stopped

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 56. 242 - 5.
The reliability of these reports can, again, be
questioned.

2. Ibid. K  243.
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him, assured him that he had orders to oppose by force 

the progress of Chamberlain and his Mission. So the 

Major shook hands with the Afghan Officer and rode back

to Peshawar."1 In a telegram on 21st September '12 the

Commissioner of Peshawar reported that "Mir Aloher , who 

had come to oppose the passage of the Mission, received 

an express from Amir yesterciay morning (20th) saying that 

the Mission was to pass.” British officers on duty 

abused the Amir and disobeyed his orders.^1,

On October 6* Sher Ali replied to Lytton's letters 

and his reply appears to have been received on the 19th,^ 
in which he complained of the harsh language of the 

letters and assured the Viceroy of his friendship. he 

further pointed out that since his mind was distracted 

and grief-stricken „ owing to the death of his beloved 

son and heir-apparentK Abdulla Jan the appropriate and 

commendable course on the part of the British Mission 

would have been to have waited for more time. But* 

neither did he in his letter regret the incident, nor 

showed any inclination to receive the Mission then.

i. Pol & Sec. letter and Enclosures from Inaia.
Vol. 19. M>. 1021 - 6.

(It is likely that if Lytton had waited for aorae
time more, the Amir's permission could ̂ Se*sought. 
After all he had not refused directly so far.)

2. Pari. Papers Vol. 56 tip 650 - 91.
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Though it is very doubtful that Lytton would have 

accepted his apology or expression of regret. Writing 

to Cranbrook he said that if the Amir has now any apologies 

to make, or terms to ask for, they can only be entertained, 

on condition that he come, himself, to make or ask them, 

in person at Peshawar.1 No one could know better than 

Lytton that a self respecting and a proud Amir^ would 

never accept such a humiliating condition knowing that 

in the same letter, he proposed Sher Ali's deposition 

and the disintegration of his country. He was sure 

that he would be able to achieve his aim without much 

difficulty.

Chamberlain considered this refusal most insulting

and humiliating. He wrote to the Viceroy, 11  .we

either sink into the position of merely obeying his 

behests on all points or stand on our rights and risk 

a rupture.” 5 Chamberlain was a Quaker and a supporter 

of Lawrence’s policy, Remembering that/ his language seems 

very significant.

1 . L.P. 510/2 i>. 678.

2. Lytton called him'an obstinate maniac'. (Ibid]

3. Laay Balfour^ Lytton's Indian Administration. b.x8i(c/mtj
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The news of the rebuff given to the Riission^ met 

with a mixed reception from the British Cabinet. No 

doubt, the reception of the Russian at Kabul was disquieting, 

but the Viceroy's method of countering it was felt to 

be impulsive and inopportune, as after the Congress of 

Berlin, Anglo-Russian differences on the questions of 

Central Asia had gone a fair way towards a complete 

understanding. Disraeli and Salisbury* were both opposed 

to any rash reprisals. The Prime Minister certainly 

did not wish to undo what he himself had done by concluding 
the Treaty of Berlin on July 13. iet* the humiliation 

could not be pocketed either and the Secretary of State 

for India had approved the Viceroy's decision in advance 

in a telegram on 8th August.

The Viceroy sought permission to declare war 

immediately, but the London Government^ directed him

instead "  to require in temperate language an

apology and acceptance of a permanent mission, within 

the Afghan territory, and that a reply should be demanded 

within a sufficient fitting period".1

1. Secretary of State to Viceroy 24th Oct. 1878
Pol. & Sect. correspondence from India Vol 19 . 1484 .
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The ultimatum was despatched to the Amir on 

Oct. 31st. In this letter the Amir was required to 

tender a written apology for his conduct by Nov. 20th. 

Failing that he was to he considered a declared enemy 

of the jaritish Government and hostilities were to 

commence at once. Meanwhile, military preparations 

were actively pushed forward.1

(in England) public opinion was restless at this 

sudden turn of events.^ Interrogations on the subject 

were addressed to the Ministers. Whatever might be the 

cause of the sudden activity displayed by Russia in 

Central Asia, there could be no doubt that there had 

been a movement in that quarter which was of a quite 

different nature to anything that had happened for the 

last ten years. In 1869, 1870 and 1873 negotiations

At this stage it was reported that the Sultan of 
Turkey had despatched a letter to the Amir, calling 
upon him^Muslim to come to an amicable agreement 
with the English.
Vide - Times - 18.10.78. . 3.

2. In a leading article The Times on 27th September
1878 said, "we cannot leave the country as a clear 
field for the arms or the diplomacy of Russia ... 
.... The endeavour of Russia to push forward into 
Afghanistan has been a breach of good faith but 
it will be punished sufficiently by its failure.11 
(Dated 27.9.78. ^.9.)

1.
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were conducted with Russia, and it was agreed to form 

a neutral zone "between the Indian Empire and Russia in 

Central Asia, that neutral zone being Afghanistan. A 

difference of opinion afterwards arose between the two 

countries as to what the boundaries of Afghanistan
.'ft.'

should be, but the difference was ultimately resolved. 

When such understanding prevailed between these two 

countries, Sir Charles Dilke, a very influential 

radica1-liberal member of the House, who later became 

Under Secretary for Foreign Office in Gladstone's 

Government, asked "is it to be explained how it was that 

Sir Neville Chamberlain, accompanied by a large staff 

of officers and a whole regiment of Lancers was about 

to be sent to Afghanistan on a mission - a mission of 

such a character being very likely, in such a country, 

to lead to disturbances similar to those of 1840, if 

not, indeed to a war with Russia?"1 Replying to Dilke 

Bourke said, "our mission to Kabul would not be of the 

character described by the Honourable Baronet, but it 

was such a mission to the rimir, as the Government thought 

suitable to the occasion." And he further said that

1. Parliamentary Debates. 3rd Series dated 13.8.78. Vol 242
1928.
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the Government accepted full responsibility for it,

and after Russia had pledged in 1869 and 1872 her word

that Afghanistan was outside the influence of all her

interests .... Her Majesty’s Government could (not) look

with indifference uoon what they knew was occurring in 
)>

Central Asia. Several other members also actively

participated in the debate, but the difference of opinion
(ycould not De resolved. dir George Camoell blamed Lytton
*

for taking this dangerous decision, in spite of the

advice of all the other experienced Indian statesmen.

From now onwards the difference of opinion between

the advocates of"masterly inactivity^and the forward

policy, became wider. and Lytton came to be blamed for

this by the opposition members of the House.

From the very inception of his Viceroyalty, Lytton

had been pursuing a constant policy of active interference

towards Afghanistan, and he could certainly not let the

Russion Mission to Kabul pass unnoticed. As the facts

indicate, even if there had been no Russian Mission to

Kabul, Lytton would have upset the Amir on some other

pretext, 3ut if no notice had been taken of the Russian

Mission to the Amir - who being a Sovereign Monarch of 
his Kingdom was perfectly entitled to receive such foreign

envoys as he considered desirable, - not to mention the
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pressure which was brought to bear on him in this 

-particular case - would it have really hurt British

prestige? Lytton himself confessed that action was 

somewhat undignified: "This is the situation with which

we have, now to deal, and which has forced on us the 

somewhat undignified course of hurriedly despatching 

a rival mission, without even waiting to learn how it 

will be received.111

On the contrary, there was a chance of the Amir 

being disillusioned by habitual false pledges and promises 

of the Russians. Perhaps then* he would have been in 

a better frame of mind to listen to the British counsels. 

But patience was not the characteristic of Lyttonian 

diplomacy. The justification which Lytton provides for 

his action is based on his appreciation of £4*e Afghan 

problems. Until then^ the British Government constantly 

endeavoured to maintain Afghanistan as a friendly but 

independent state between themselves and the Russians, 

guarding those points which they considered necessary 

to India’s security. Lytton agreed with this policy 

but disapproved the system of absolute non-intervention

1. Viceroy s Minute. Sect. & Pol. letters from India
Vol. 19. t>. 609.
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which they thought necessary to give effect to it.

This policy he thought was based on the assumption 

that Russia would not ap >ear in Afghanistan in the 

character of an enemy, as an invading and conquering 

-power; and that if the British only held aloof and 

gave no cause for offence, Afghanistan, when the time 

came, would certainly throw herself into their arms.

But Lytton considered this a most dangerous policy.

According to him she would first appear at Kabul in friendly 

guise; and gradually establish hepgelf by friendly means 

and by a policy more active than that of the British.

This is what, he really feared, and was at all costs 

determined to prevent. When he saw that while British 

Officers had been excluded from all parts of Afghanistan 

the Russian Mission was being received in Kabul, among 

other facilities granted to them, he deemed it an opportune 

moment to counteract this Russian diplomatic move by 

despatching his own mission.^

1. dee Viceroy's Minute dated 4.7.78.
Vide - Sect. & Pol. letters from India.
Vol.19. 589 - 654.
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No answer to the ultimatum was received from the
iAmir, ana on the morning of November 21st 1878, war was 

declared under the Viceroy's proclamation.^ Sir 3.

Browne crossed the Afghan frontier and moved up the 

Khyber on Ali Masjid with his Brigades and guns. General 

Roberts was given the command of the Kurram Valley and 

General Biddulph of the Quetta force. The military 

operations against the Amir were an easy walk over.

Within two weeks,* the Kurram and Khyber passes* fell into 

British hands and by the end of January 1879 the greater 
part of Southern Afghanistan had passed into British 

possession. The Amir's forces were completely shattered 

and crushed.

It is said that on November 19th, a day before the 

expiry of the ultimatum, the Amir had sent his reply, 

but it did not reach the Viceroy before November 30th,

1. November 20th was the last date, until then the 
Amir was required to reply to the letter of the 
Viceroy.

2. Pari. Papers - Afghanistan (No.2) pp. 20-21 c*, P.P.
\l st. S%.(.i978-«*) Kfe (&t - \
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ten days after the hostilities had begun.^ Even if 

the reply had been received in time, it would have had 

no effect, as it contained no apology for the rebuff 

offered to the Mission, and no acceptable proposals. 

Cavagnari, however, believed that the letter was written 

after the fall of Ali Masjid.^

The decisive victories of the British forces,* compelled 

the Amir Sher Ali to release his imprisoned son Yakub 

Khan, whom he called "that ill-starred wretch" and to 

fly into Russian territory.^ His flight was reported 

to have taken place on December 13th, 1878, soon after 

the fall of Ali Masjid, though the Viceroy did not come 

to know of it until after December 19th.4

Between the time when General Stole toff left Kabul 

in the middle of August and the flight of Sher Ali* 

correspondence between the Afghan Amir and the Russian 

Governor of Tashkend^ had been constant. The Amir's

-1. Pari. Papers. Afghanistan (7) {*(?. 3t6. r< l/jCS’fc.

2. L.P. 518/5 P.86$.

3. In a letter addressed to the British Officers,
Sher Ali demanded that his case be referred 
all the powers of Europe.- Ibid.

4. Cavagnari to Viceroy - Ibid.
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request to Russian authorities for aid met with bitter 

disappointment. The argument advanced by the Russians 

for this refusal was that Russia could not send troops 

into Afghanistan during winter. If the Amir could hold 

on until the spring or by deceit^ persuade the British 

to cease hostilities till then, the Russian help would 

be forth ✓coming. That it was a face saving device on 

the part of the Russians* is further confirmed by their 

refusal to allow Sher Ali to cross their frontier. After 

a painful illness^ the dejected Amir died on February 

21st, 1879, near Balkh in Northern Afghanistan. Sher 

Ali's death made Yakub Khan the nominal master of Afghanistan.

It should be pointed out here that the British 

Cabinet was sharply divideu on Afghan policy at this time. 

Mrdeetis the whole political world of B r i t a i n , . Few 

policies tove so bitterly divided the two political 

parties.

Reporting the proceedings of the Cabinet to Queen 

Victoria, on October 25th 1878 Beaconsfield stated1 how 

sharply the Cabinet was divided on the Afghan issue. In

1 Life of Disraeli r- Momjyoenny and Buckle. 
.PP. 386 - 388.
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the meeting Cranbrook* recommended the Cabinet to adopt 

the proposals of Lytton,1 but the Lord Chancellor, the 

Foreign Secretary Salisbury, and the majority of the 

Cabinet members vehemently opposea it. The Lord 

Chancellor analysing the papers showed ’that the Amir 

had actea towards the Russians with the same reluctance 

to receive them as he had exhibited to the envoy of the 

Viceroy; that it was a fair inference from the papers 

that the Amir, when he had got n a  of the Russians, would 

have received the English ... He spoke with great power 

earnestness, and acuteness, and was evidently highly 

displeased with the conduct of the Viceroy.

The leader of the House of Commons followed and said̂ , 

he was about to ask the same question - what was the casus 

belli? As at present advisea, he could find none and 

was sure that their party would not support them in the 

Commons.^ He spoke at length and very earnestly.

to. Secretary Cross entirely agreed with the leader 

of the House of Commons. He saw no case.

The Marquis of Salisbury said that the Vicer^ was

1 . i.e. to declare war immediately and disintegrate 
Afghan power.
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’forcing the hand of the Government ’ and had been doing

so from the very first; he thought only of India, and

was dictating by its means, the foreign policy of the

Government in Europe ana Turkey' ^ He had twice disobeyed

oraers; first in acting on the khyber Pass, secondly in

sending the Mission contrary to the most express and

repeatea oraers that he was not to do so, till we had

receivea an expected aespatch from Russia, and never

without the precise instructions of the Ministry in England;

that even now, he was not prepared to act even if we
9 1permitted to do so. He spoke with great bitterness 

oi the conduct of the Viceroy, and saia that, unless 

curbed, he would bring about some terrible disaster.

Cranbrook replied to the preceding speakers, taking 

a strong view of affairs, and said the casus belli was 

formed by an aggregate of hostile incidents on the part 

of the Amir.

In this critical state, there being now silence,
/ /  mBeaconsfield gave his opinion. He said, it would doubtless 

be dangerous to summon Parliament to sanction a war, if 

our casus belli was not unimpeachable, but he was of 

the opinion that a demonstration of the power and determination

1. Ibid.
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of England was at this moment necessary; that instead 

of a prooosea manifesto of the Viceroy, which the Lord 

Chancellor informed them was a declaration of war, he 

would propose that a strong column should pass the 

frontiers and occupy the Kurram Valley, all our preparations

in other quarters simultaneously proceeding- --

The Luke of Richmond supported this compromise and 

Salisbury, Lord Chancellor ana the leader of the Commons 

also accepted it. But* Cranbrook startled all the members 

by saying suddenly that he would not undertake the 

responsibility of such a course, that his opinion was 

of war immediate and complete1.1 This extraordinary 

opposition of Cranbrookx forced the Cabinet to order the 

continuation and completion of the military preparations, 

ana to send another message to the Amir, asking for an 

apology - a course which woula strengthen their case 

for war in the Parliament.
yThis letter indicates the reluctance with which ^  \ 

the Cabinet agreed to commit itself to the Afghan war. Jr

Clearly, Lytton had forced them to do so. Disraeli and 

Salisbury, while agreeing with Lytton!s policy, desired

1. ieaconsfieldl — Mon̂ y penny & Buckle.it. 388
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more restraint. But Cranbrook*. whole-heartedly 

supported Lytton and defended his actions. ^t one 

time Disraeli* got highly upset by Lytton*s announcement 

of policy in Calcutta to the correspondent of the Times 

and accused Lytton of having committed *a grave error* 

in having sent a British Mission to Kabul.1 But soon 

afterwards Cranbrook*s letter completely revised his 

opinion .

As is clear from the episode of the Turkish Mission 

to Kabul, Lytton was a person of strong will and determination,

quite capable of acting against the advice of his colleagues 

and the instructions of Her Majesty*s Government. Writing 

to Cranbrook on September 26th,* Disraeli said, **I am 

not satisfied with the position, as nothing could justify 

Lytton *s course except that he was prepared to act and 

was in a situation which justified the responsibility
h

01 disobeying the orders of H.M. Government.

"He was told to wait until we had received the answer 

from Russia to our remonstrance. I was very strong on 

this, having good reasons for my opinion. He disobeyed

1. Disraeli to Cranbrook - Sept. 12,1876.
Cited. Moni)yyPenny & Buckle.^ it 381M

2. Ibid. t .382.
/
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us. I was assured by Lord Salisbury that, under no 

cirGumstances was the Khyber Pass to be attempted.

Nothing would have induced me to consent to such a step.

He was told to send the mission by Kandahar. He has 

sent it by the Khyber, and received a snub, which it 

may cost us much to wipe away.

"When Viceroys and the commanders-in-chief disobey 

orders, they ought to be sure of success in their mutiny. 

Lytton, by disobeying orders has only secured insult 

and failure.

"What course we ought now to take is a grave affair.

"To force the Khyber and takfcKabul is a perilous 

business. Kandahar, we might, probably, occupy with 

ease and retain.

"These are only jottings. 1 have the utmost 

confidence in your judgement and firmness, but I shall 

never feel certain now, whether your instructions are 

fulfilled."

This remarkable letter, reaffirms that Disraeli 

was not in favour of an aggressive policy, as he had hopes 

of a settlement with Russia and Lytton had disobeyed 

the instructions of the London Government.
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It is evident from the above account that Lytton 

had forced the Government to aaopt an agressive policy 

by his deliberate disobedience.

Yet, it must be said* that the natural culmination

of the policy of Lytton, ?/hich had the approval of

London, could have been only war, later or sooner. The 

Cabinet could only delay it, if Lytton had carried out 

its commands. It can not be said that the Cabinet was 

entirely opposed to it. In their anxiety to secure a 

’Scientific frontier’, they would have done anything, but 

at this particular moment, after the Berlin Congress, 

they were hopeful of achieving their aim by diplomatic 

negotiations with Russia. Having once failed in that, 

they certainly would not have grudged a showdown.

Eventually they did, after all, support Lytton. Speaking

on the occasion of a banquet on the Lord Mayor's Day in
r/Guildhall, Beaconsfield said, though it is not possible

for any remote foe to threaten our Indian Empire from

the side of the North-West Frontier, because the communications

are so difficult and the geographical conditions adverse,

'but it is a fact that the frontier is haphazard and not 

a scientific frontier1 ana any foe can disturb and 

embarrass our Indian Dominion.1 With these views,
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we nave taken such measures as we think: will effect 
the object require.^ Further he hoped tnat once 
these arrangements were comp.eted, the North-West Frontier 
wOula no longe* oe a source ox a*jxiety to them.

The opposition of the Liberal party to tee Afghan 

policy ox Lytton was well-known.
Gladstone, speaking at Greenwich on Novemoer 30th, 

on Afghan policy, severely criticised the forward policy 
of Lytton and decxared thj Afghan war as unjust.-*- 

issue was carried further in various public meetings
pand debated heatedly. ‘

1. Times 2.12.73 p..7
2. Times 8.11.78 p.3. A crowded meetin^ held in 

Bristol on November 7th for the purpose of urging 
txie Government to do i^s utmost to bring about a 
peaceful solution of the Afghan difficulty. There 
were disturbances in the meeting but the,, adapted a 
resolution urging the Government to secure a solution 
by peaceful moans. Another meeting was neld on 
November 30th at Bradford, to protest against the 
war in Afghanistan and the policy which had led to 
it. (Vide Times 2.12.78 p.10)
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as
Opinion in India/reflected in the press on the 

Afghan policy was also divided. The majority of the 
papers, however, supported it. ^

Commenting on the first campaign 01 the war* the 
Times expressed the same feelings, Mthe purpose of the 
campaign, as stated by the Prime Minister and repeated 
by his colleagues, was to obtain a more defensible frontier, 
in order t^at the Indian rjnpire should no longer have to 
rely on the good will or the caprice of such a Potentate 
as Lher Ali for security against the encroachments of 
powerful States.?l

The Prime Minister supported by the Times all along 
maintained the need to a ’Scientific FrontierT. They 
never advocated going beyond that. They would ..ave 
been perfectly satisfieu after the rreaty of Gundamuk, 
which gave them tne desired frontiers, and never woul^ 
have unde±‘taken war witn Afghanistan, han cavagnari been 
not murdered. Speaking in t.*e House of Lords on February

1. ximes 20.1.79. p. 5
2. Feb.10. 1379.
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13th, 1879, during the first campaign of the second 

Afghan war the Prime Minister said, "Her Majesty’s 

Government have the satisfaction of feeling that the 

object of their interference in that country (Afghanistan) 

has been completely accomplished. We are now in 

possession of the three great highways which connect 

Afghanistan with India, ana I hope that this country 

will remain in possession of those three great highways, 

(Ministerial cheers). We have secured the object for 

which the expedition was undertaken. We have secured 

that frontier which will, I hope, render our Indian 

Empire invulnerable ......

After Sher Ali’s flight his son Yakub Khan had 

iablished himself on the throne of Kabul. Afghanistan 

was aifcaoot in a state of anarchy, which alarmed the 

British Cabinet, for they did not desire to be a party 

to the dethronement of Sher Ali, as this would have involved

them the internal affairs of Afghanistan, placing

them thereby in an embarrassing position.^

1. Pari. Debate 3rd Series . Vol.2^3. t*. 1046.

2. L. P. 516/3 No. 77.
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Lytton’ s idea of disintegrating the country did 

not appeal to them, though Cranbrook considered it 

probable. They wanted an independent and strong 

Afghanistan, bound in friendship with the British. But 

an independent and strong country needed a capable ruler; 

and they did not see any such person, who could hold 

Afghanistan on his own and with whom they could negotiate. 

As for Yakub Khan they were in doubt as to his capabilities 

to hold his possessions where his father had failed. 

Therefore Cranbrook asked Lytton to submit his plans in 

detail. ̂

There were three alternatives before the Viceroy;

either to annex Afghanistan ana proclaim it as a part 
Jjut,

of British Empire or to turn the country into a strong 

and independent ally, or to aivide it into several 

independent states. The hazards of the first alternative 

were quite obvious and the Viceroy did not consider this 

a feasible possibility. He considered it a very bad 

economic proposition to hold a barren and stoney country. 

Besides, London would not have agreed to that. a s  for 

the second, a strong ruler, who could also command the 

loyalties of Afghan chiefs was needed. But, Lytton,

1. L.P. 516/3. No. 77.
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aid not want such a ruler. Writing to Cranbrook on 

January 10th, 1879, he said, wGranting a perennial 

supply of such rulers, it is improbable that an energetic, 

able Asiatic prince of independent character will be free 

from ambition .... Would the aspirations of such a ruler 

be in harmony with the necessarily conservative character 

of our own position and policy in the East? Would he 

not always be a disturbing element?"1

Therefore, he once again advocated the policy of 

disintegration. "Personally ... I still retain the 

belief that the ultimate solution of the Afghan problem 

most favourable to our permanent interest will be the 

disintegration of the artificial political unity of 

A f g h a n i s t a n  ."2 Earlier, writing to Cavagnari-who appears

to be Lytton's most trusted friend and to whom, it is 

interesting to note.Lytton wrote freely ana frankly, 

even more frankly than he uiu unofficially to Cranbrook - 

he said that "My own opinion .... is that the sine qua 

non preliminary to satisfactory future relation with our

Afghan neighbours shoula be getting rid of dher Ali.

1 . L. P. 518/4. £.20

2. L. P. 518/4. P.20
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. . . . Further I think that our next step should be to 

disintegrate the artificial political unity of Afghanistan, 

detaching from the central authority at Kabul, Jellalabad, 

and the whole of Western Afghanistan step to Herat.”1 

Let it be remembered here that many British Indian 

officers like Chamberlain did not agree with Lytton, 

for they considered that any weakening of the Kabul 

power would be untiraately injurious to the British 

interests in India.

Lytton did not trust Yakub Khan, and hatea the very 

idea of restoring dher Ali, whose whereabouts were in 

any case unknown. He believed that so long as dher 

Ali was alive, lakub could not take a friendly attitude 

towards the British. Therefore, he proposed to place 

Wali Mahomed in power, who, in his own words "unlike 

dher Ali and Yakub, has never tasted the sweets of 

independence and will therefore be more amenable to 

our control.”  ̂ Cranbrook approved Lytton1s plan, but 

before it could be put into practice, dher Ali died 

and a communication was received by Cavagnari from 

Yakub in which he announced to the Indian Government

1. L.P. 518/3. 903 dated 15.12.78.

2 . Lytton to Cranbrook. x.P. 518/4. fr. 137.



the death of his 'worthy and exalted father' , mentioning 

him as an "ancient friend of the illustrious British 

Government," but he did not directly express any 

willingness for the re-establishment of friendly relations, 

though the tone of the letter, even the arrival of the 

letter itself, indicated his desire to negotiate. Lytton 

himself considered it a satisfactory communication.

A few days later, Xakub clearly asked for the establishment 

of friendly relations between the two states.^

CavagnariK was authorised to negotiate a treaty

with the new Afghan ruler, on the following basis:

'Kandahar would be restored to the Amir at, and eventually 

Jellahabad, on condition that he would agree to withdraw 

his authority from Peshin ana Bibi, the Kurram and the 

Khyber and from all the Mohammadans of Shinwari tribes.

All these territories were important strategically, the 

accredited British Officers to reside at various places 

in Afghanistan and the foreign relations of Afghanistan 

to be henceforth conducted in accordance with the advice 

and wishes of the British Government."^

1. Yakub Khan to Cavagnari. 20.2.79. p.p. Vdf.

2 . Ibiav dated 29th Feb. 1879.

3. Cavagnari to fakub Khan. 6.3.79. Ibid.
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Yakub, in reply, accepted the British control of his 

foreign relations, but appealed to the magnanimity 

of the British authorities not to press the demand of 

his relinquishing the territories of his State.1 His 

willingness to assent to this demand, was a complete 

reversal of his father's policy. lakub also agreed 

to the demand that European Officers reside at Kabul.

Lytton consiaereu the communications of Yakub iJnan 

of a very satisfactory and encouraging nature: "They

evince an unmistakable desire on his part to come to 

terms with us, as speedily as possible, and to secure 

our support by meeting our demands."^ But he was very 

conscious of the delicacy of the situation, which 

demanded very skilful handling. He knew that once 

negotiations were opened, military operations must be 

suspended, and the British troops advance halted. And 

since he believed in negotiating from strength, has was 

anxious that his troops should aavance as near as possible 

to Kabul, before negotiations with Yakub were opened, 

because their closer proximity to Kabul during the course

1 . Ibid dated 12.3.79.
2. Lytton to Hairfe .18.3 .79 . L.P. 518/4. i?.183
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of negotiations would powerfully support the British 

negotiator. Hence he deliberately delayed the reply 

to Yakub, till he came to know that Roberts had moved 

towards Kabul at Shutar Gurdan.1

Lytton also believed that the dispute could best 

be settled by personal contact between Cavagnari and 

Yakub Khan. In accordance with this belief, he 

instructed Bakhti yar Khan, who carried Cavagnari's 

letter to the Amir, to obtain an invitation from the 

Amir for Cavagnari to come to Kabul and discuss the 

matters personally.^

Lytton was careful not to reply himself to Yakub 

Khan, thus according any recognition of him as the Amir 

of Afghanistan, after the death of Sher Ali. The 

Viceroy did not want to accord him recognition prematurely. 

He instructed Cavagnari to write to Yakub Khan that 

the Viceroy was considering his letter and that a reply 

would be sent in due course. In the meantime, Cavagnari 

was asked to correspond, not in the name of the 

Government, but in his own private capacity.

Lytton, however, held the territorial cessions

1. l.P. 518/4. t. 184

2. Ibid. K  209.
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to be essential, and desireu Cavagnari to tell Yakub

soJ Strangely the British Cabinet was not inclined

to promise Yakub Khan * any protection from foreign

aggression, in return of his placing Afghan foreign 

relations under British control. They also disapproved 

of territorial cessions. Naturally Lytton very strongly 

protested against this. He wrote to Cranbrook on April 

10th 1879, that " .... your last instructions forbid us 

to promise him, in return, any protection from foreign 

aggression by other Powers. In a word, he is not to 

defend his own country himself, and we are not to defend 

it for him. If he asks us the meaning of this, what 

are we to answer? How can we expect a safe working

alliance with a Prince, placed by us in so injurious 

and humiliating a position. If our negotiations with 

Yakub break off on this essential point, the responsibility 

of the result will rest entirely with Her Majesty's 

Government."2

Cn 29th ferch Yakub Khan replied to Cavagnari's 

letter in a very conciliatory tone. as desired by

1. Cavagnari's letter to the Amir oaued 23.3.79. 
and Lytton to Cranbrojk oated 10.4.79.
Pari. Papers. Vol.56 t.708

2. L. P.518/4.k  263.
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Lytton, he invited a British Envoy to Kabul to settle 

the dispute face to face. But before any British Envoy 

could be deputed, Yakub Khan,under the pressure of 

his Coungels, who urged on him not to make peace with 

the British on any terras, but those of a reversion to 

the status quo aĥ te, changed his mind and offered to 

come himself to the British Camp. He left his capital 

on toy 2nd, and arrived at Gundamak on trie 8th toy 79.

In the meantime., Lytton had got very restless.

He believed that the Russians were tampering with

Yakub, and matters were being deliberately delayed.

His belief was mainly based on the account of Bakhtiyar 

Khan, whom he had himself called a ’perfect rogue1 

to force the hands of Yakub, he ordered a military 

advance to Gundamak and a demonstration of preparations 

for an advance along the Kurram line.1 This move 

must have had an effect on Yakub in making up his mind 

and leaving for the British Canrp.

Knowing the unsettled condition of his country 

a shrewd ruler like Yakub Khan could not fail to perceive 

that this authority could not last long, if he antagonised 

the British.

1. L.P. 518/4. P.312.
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Cavagnari was authorised to conduct negotiations 

on behalf of the British Government and was instructed 

to tell the Amir, that the British did not want his 

territories or his revenues, and that without either 

taking the one or the other, they would be content with 

the recognised right to place British garrisons on the 

Afghan side of those Passes, the command of which was 

absolutely requisite for the safety of the Indian frontier. 

At the same time he was asked by the Viceroy to consider 

the territorial condition a vital one, which could not 

be waived and was to be secured, even by a show of 

strength, if necessary.1

The negotiations though pursued in an amicable 

manner were tedious, for the Amir his minister and his 

General maae difficulties, but Cavagnari as a diplomat, 

possessed the gift of being at once patient and firm; 

and at length on toy 26th 1879, the Treaty of Peace was 

signed, and formally ratified by the Viceroy four days 

later. By this Treaty of Gundain#.K Af ghanis tan was 

deprived for the first time of its traditional character 

of a ’buffer state’ and its Amir became virtually a 

feudatory of the British Crown. He was no longer an

1. Lytton to Cavagnari. 15th toy 79.
L.P. 518/4 569 - 70.
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independent prince, although his titular rank and a 

nominal sovereignty remained to him, his position under 

its articles was to be somewhat analogous to that of 

the Indian princes.1 The treaty vested in the British 

Government the control of the external relations of 

Afghanistan. The Amir consented to the residence of 

British Agents within his dominions, guaranteeing their 

safety and honourable treatment, while the British 

Government undertook that its representatives should

not interfere with the internal administration of the 

country. The districts of Pishin, Kurram and Sibi 

were ceded to the British Government along with the 

permanent control of Khyber and Michni passes, and of 

the mountain tribes inhabiting the vicinity of those 

passes; all other Afghan territory in British occupation 

was to be restored. The obligations to which the 

treaty committed the British Government were, that it 

should support the Amir, against the foreign aggression 

with arms, money and troops at its discretion, and 

should pay to him and his successors an annual subsidy 

of Rs600,000. Commercial relations between India and 

Afghanistan were to be protected and encouraged, a

1. Mr. Grant Buff, speaking on this treaty in the
H. of C. on August 14th 1879, compared the
position of the Amir with the position of Holkar
o r  \'J^india vv• Hansard 3rd series p.999)
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telegraph line between Kabul and the Kurrarn was forthwith 

to be constructed; and the Amir was to proclaim an 

amnesty relieving all and sundry of his subjects from 

punishment for services rendered to the British during 

war.

Of this treaty the Viceroy wrote to the Secretary 

of State that 11 it seems to me that there are many
itadvantages in treating as assigned districts'1 the 

territories we require for the command of the passes.

By this means we avoid altogether the ugly word "annexation" 

we satisfy, so far as it is possible to do so, the 

amour propre of the Prince, whose rriendship and 

confidence we desire to secure; and substantially, we 

gain all that could be gained by direct annexation.

The undisputed control of the Amir's foreign relations,

the permanent residence of a European British Agent 

at Kabul, and in constant personal communication with 

the Amir, together with the treaty right to depute 

European agents, whenever necessary, to any part of 

the Afghan frontier, will give us that paramount 

political position, and influence, in Afghanistan, which 

has, at all times, and under successive administrations,

1. See Pari. Papers, Afghanistan (6 ) 1-5.
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both here and at home, been the avowed object of 

British Policy, but which no British Government has 

hitherto achieved.1'1

"iW London Government supported the articles of the 

Treaty of Gundamuk. 'Her Majesty's Government confidently 

believe that the policy embodied in the Treaty of Gundamok, 

to which your Excellency personally has so eminently 

contributed will, if pursued consistently, secure both 

British and Afghan interests, and promote the stability 

and peace of the Empire.'^ But they were not so thoroughly

enthusiastic as Lytton was. On June 16th Cranbrook

wrote to Lytton in a private letter that "your arguments 

in favour of what is now a fait accompli with our assent 

at home appear to be very strong and it is better to 

ride a willing horse gently than a sullen one with spur 

and curb."5 They were also afraid that the cost of 

maintaining garrisons would not be agreeable in due 

course.

7/hy did Yakub Khan agree to such terms, which

1 . L. P. 518/4. t>. 377 .

c. Times August 11th 1879. Cranbrook to Lytton.

3. L. P. 516/4. Ho. 46.
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reduced his power considerably? Firstly because he 

haci no other alternative, but to come to terms with the 

British Government. he obviously had no illusions about 

the Russian promises of support. he had declared

clearly to Cavagnari, curing the course of negotiations, 

that he would rather abdicate and be a pensioner in the 

British camp, than go back to Kabul without an agreement.1 

Secondly, he was threatened by Cavagnari that Afghanistan 

would be broken into petty states, if he did not accept 

the proposed terms. Writing to the Viceroy, Cavagnari 

said on 23rd May 1 .... our true policy is to see 

Afghanistan broken up into petty states. I told Yakub 

Khan that it would be owing to him that Afghanistan 

continued on the map, and that if any one demanded from 

him what good he had gained by throwing himself into 

an alliance with the English, he could reply to the above 

effect.’ This indicates that it was a treaty dictated 

by the victor to the helpless vanquished. How long 

such a dictated treaty would continue to be honoured 

by the aggrieved party was not difficult to foretell.

It carried in itself the seed of its own destruction.

1. Cavagnari to Lytton, May 23rd 1879.
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NoV is it certain that the Indian authorities did 

not welcome this. Lytton certainly had long cherished 

hopes of fragmenting Afghanistan.

The treaty involved on the part of the British 

Government serious responsibilities, for the sake ofrprotecting; Indian Empire from imaginary attack, for 

no Indian or British authority - Lytton least of all - 

considered the danger of Russian invasion from that 

side a real one. If Russia had resources enough to 

undertake such an expedition, would she not have 

aided the Amir, against English interference and won 

the sympathy of all Afghans, by helping them in their 

hour of need? The facts indicate that Russia was not 

foolish enough to attack the strong Indian Empire from 

the side of the North-Y/est Frontier. All she wanted 

was to scare the British in Asia by her diplomatic 

moves and thus lessen their grip in Europe. In this 

purpose she was quite successful.

Since Lytton knew too well the designs and 

limitations of the Russians - had he slightest doubts 

about her he would not have overrun the Afghan 

territory with such confidence and strength and Cavagnari
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would not have (dictated the treaty - one wonders why 

should he have so steadily tightened his hold on 

Afghanistan.1 Only one answer is suggested. He 

wanted, in plain words, to reduce Afghan territory 

into small principalities where external relations would 

he in his own hands, thus reducing them to the status 

of Indian States ana placing himself in the category 

of a great Governor-General.

However, it is probable that the provisions of this 

treaty if they had remained in force would have been 

found in the long run injurious to the interests of 

British India. The ruggedness of Afghan territory 

would have presented obstacles to the march through it 

of British armies. Moreover, it is doubtful, if the 

independent Afghans would have endurea for long the 

infidel intruder.

in the House of Commons on August 14th 1879, this 

treaty was vehemently opposed by members of the opposition, 

who considered this policy of interference in Afghan

1 . First he wanted a British Resident at Kabul, 
then to conduct the Afghan foreign relations 
and yet to occupy certain territories of 
Afghanistan.
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affairs, as unnecessary, arbitary, expensive and unwise. 

Prominent speakers were Mr. Grant puff, Sir George 

Campbell and Lord Hartington.

Commenting on the frontier policy of the Government 

of India, the Times1 recorded that "the policy they 

explain ana formulate may prove very distasteful to 

two very different classes of politicians ... we ourselves 

have never given any countenance to the views of those 

acute politicians, who are always discerning new perils 

in Central Asia, and are never content unless the whole 

attention of the British Government, whatever may be 

the demands on it in other quarters, is directed towards

the operations of Russian forces against the barbarous 

tribes of the desert. If we were to listen to them, 

we should not be safe even at Kandahar and Jellalabad; 

Kabul itself and Herat would only be stages in the 

onward advance to which no practical limit can be set. 

Throughout the whole Afghan controversy we have been 

satisfied that the policy both of the House and the 

Indian Government was that which they professed from 

the first, and have now emphatically placed on public

1. Times 11 th Aug.1879.
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and. official records; namely to secure a tenable 

frontier and to abstain from interference in Afghanistan 

except so far as to establish necessary influence over 

the foreign relations of its government. This has 

now been done and with this we are and ought to be 

content."

The Prime Minister warmly appreciated the energy 

and foresight of Lytton and remarked that "we have 

secured a scientific and adequate frontier for our 

Indian Empire"1 The Conservatives supported the policy 

of Lytton on public platforms and in the House of 

Commons. Resolutions were adopted in the Parliament 

thanking the Indian authorities for their labours.

The Liberal members while agreeing in acknowledging 

and appreciating the work done by the military authorities 

in India, did not wish to include Lytton in that 

resolution. On August 19th, 1879 addressing a 

gathering of liberal members, Gladstone declared that 

the Conservative Government "have embarked the Crown 

and the people in an unjust war (that was the Afghan 

war) full of mischief if not positive danger to India.

1. Times Aug. 14th 1879.
2. Times Aug. 20th 1879
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SHE KABUL i-ASSACRE
Cavagnari had negotiated the treaty of Gundamak, the 

real importance of which consisted in the Afghan acceptance 
of a British Resident at Kabul, The honour, the duty and 
the danger, naturally fell to him of being the first occupant 
of the post created. He may have recognised the risks which 
encompassed his mission, but he gave no signs. On July 24-th,
1879? he took up his residence in the Bala Hissar in Kabul, 
as Her Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.
He was received with high honour and all cordiality.^ Unquestionably, 
the mission was welcome neither to the Amir nor to the people, 
but no apparent resentment was displayed by either side. The 
force attached to the British mission was small, for the Amir 
had assured its safety and protection.

lytton himself records that ’’The Amir is behaving angelically: 
Cavagnari^ has been received at Kabul with every possible honour 
by the Amir, and apparently with some cordiality by the populace. 
Kauffman's Agent has been dismissed with a flea in his ear.
Confident as I have ever felt as to the ultimate results of our
efforts to put our relations with Kabul on a proper footing -
the present cordiality of them exceeds my most sanguine expectations.”'8

1. Cavagnari to Foreigh Secretary (India) Parliamentary 
Papers. Vol. 53. fc. 4-13•

2. Lytton to Stratchey. 30.7.1879. Vide L.P. 518/4- )p.62^



He, indeed was very optimistic as to the ultimate outcome 
of the recently negotiated arrangement. He dreamt that 
most of the authority, exercised by the Amir, would gradually 
be transferred to the British Envoy - not legally but virtually - 
under the influence of the Envoy's moral and intellectual 
superiority to both the Amir and his minister. Thus in 
Baluchistan* Sandeman had become virtually the master of Khelat 
and in other princely states of India, the residents were more 
powerful than their Highnesses themselves. He also thought 
it desirable that no anti-English party be left in Afghanistan 
and it should be completely under the British influence. It 
was to this effect that he directed Cavagnari to exercise his 
influence over the prince and people of Afghanistan.**"

British preparations were being made in India for the 
reception of Yakub Khan at Agra, where he was expected to come 
in February 18SQ to meet the Viceroy. Immediately after 
the treaty of Gundamak^ Yakub Khan wanted to see Lytton at 
Simla, but the Viceroy decided not to see him then and postponed 
the meeting until such time as he had assured himself of 
Yakub’s friendliness. During the few weeks, which followed 
the treaty of Gundamak, the relationship between India and 
Afghanistan was apparently most friendly. Never before and 
never after, had the Viceroy of India so complete a command

1. Lytton to Cavagnari. 15th Aug. 79.
L.P. 516/4. ?♦*>. 647 - 658.



over Afghan destiny.
Lytton was so pleased at his personal success that he 

failed to recognise that an outburst of emotional hostility 
was likely. If he did allow for expression of resentment, 
he was quite unprepared for what did occur.

In the beginning of August, some Heratt» regiments arrived 
in Kabul. Their behaviour anil the demand of arrears of pay 
filled the atmosphere of the capital with excitement. They 
were highly discontented and extremely rude to Daud Shah, the 
Afghan Commander-in-Ghief.>

Their arrival proved extremely unfortunate for the mission.
The troops had been inspired by their commander Ayub Khan 
with intense hatred for the Snglish and they marched through 
the streets of Kabul with drawn swords and shouting slogans 
against the British Envoy and the Amir.1 When Cavagnari was 
warned, he took no notice of it. He remarked ’Dogs that 
bark don’t bite,1 and if these dogs did, ’our death would be 
avenged. ’

No doubt, Cavagnari’s analysis was accurate - as their 
death was more than avenged - yet his refusal to take precautionary 
measures is surprising. Writing to lytton on August 30th,

1. Cavagnari to Foreign Secretary. 8*0.79•
P.P. Vol 53. H 3. U24-5.

2. The TimesIOctober 28th 1079.
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only tliree days before the ruthless massacre of the British 
1-ission, he said ”though he (Amir) is not to be thoroughly 
trusted, any more than any other Oriental, still if he has 
any game in hand I must confess to having not the slightest 
conception as to what it can be.” Ending the letter, he wrote 

notwithstanding all people say against him, I personally 
believe Yakub Khan will turn out to be a good ally and that
we shall be able to keep him to his engagements.”̂  On September
2nd Cavagnari sent his last telegram which contained the 
words "All well."2

On the morning of September 3rd some Afghan regiments 
paraded without arms in the Bala Hissar to receive their pay.
An installment was paid bit the soldiers claimed the arrears 
due. The demand was refused and a riot flared up. They 
shouted 11 let us kill the Envoy, then the Amir.” The mob of the 
city joined the mutinied soldiers and the ResidendlJ was besieged.
At first the mutineers rushed into the courtyard and stoned the 
servants. Guards opened fire without orders from the British 
Officers. Mutineers then went for weapons and returned in a 
quarter of an hour. It is reported that Cavagnari sent a

1. The second Afghan war - Official record. fc.183.
2. Lytton to Disraeli. L. P. 518/4,. 1?. 707.

v
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letter through Ghulam Nibbi, Cavagnari's servant, to the

Amir, and the communication reached the latterfs hands.^
The Amir, thereupon sent his General-in-Chief Daoud Shah

to remonstrate with the insurgents. Daoud Shah was
maltreated and indeed severely wounded in his efforts to
quell the mutiny. On being told that the tumult could not
be quelled unless he went out in person, Yakub Khan actually
went down to the door, where his horse was standing ready
saddled, but presently returned because his attendants
persuaded him not to go among the soldiers. The Amir then
sent his son Musa Khan with some other Afghan sirdars to
persuade the mutineers to withdraw. They were roughly
treated and did not succeed in their mission.

In the meantime, the Residency was surrounded from all
sides. The inmates fought gallantly, but could not hold
out for long against the overwhelming force of armed

2mutineers. By midday all the members of the Residency 
had been killed and the building set on fire.

1. Before the firing began, an urgent message had been 
sent by the Resident to the Amir through Subedar Karim 
Khan, asking for help. Nabi said later on that when 
he delivered his message to the Amir, the Subedar was 
with the Amir. (Vide P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 24. p. 17

2. One Kajir Khan escaped from the massacre.
(Vide P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 24. p. 19)
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It is rather surprising that the British officers did 

not take the opportunity to escape, when the mutineers went 

back to fetch arms. Is it possible that even then they did 

not see any real danger to themselves?

It is plain that the Amir, beyond the sending of 

Baoud Shah and Musa Khan, made no other attempt to assist the 

British officers. He did not send his household troops to 

disperse the assailants. It is possible that Yakub Khan 

was afraid for his own skin - for the mutineers1'were by no 

means loyally disposed towards him - and needed this force 

for his own protection. Later, answering this charge, he 

said that there were ten thousand to fifteen thousand men 

attacking the Residency and that he did not have enough men 

to be of use in helping the British officers.

The massacre, even allowing for the religious passions 

provoked by the presence of the infidel^ must be held to 

have been treacherous and shameful, but it should be noted 

that the first to open fire were the guards of the Residency, 

and only after that did the mutineers go back to fetch arms. 

Again, it was the month of Ramazan - the Muslim month of fast- 

when the religious feelings were likely to be high.

1. They shouted "Let us kill the Envoy and then the Amir."
Ref. to page \ o<\ .
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The news of the Kabul massacre reached Simla on 

5th September and the troops under General Massey were 

instructed to move at once to the Shutar Gardens, A fully-

fledged war was on. Thus the policy of Lytton met with a

bloody crash.

It was fortunate for Lytton that .̂ĥ  parliament was 

not in session then. The London Government assured the 

Viceroy of unreserved support in any measure he took in 

that dark hour to avenge the death of British officers. 

Cranbrook even demanded "complete domination at Kabul.

On 6th September General Roberts left Simla along 

with Col. Charles MacGregor, his Chief of Staff, on his 

f^miou^ march to K a b u l . O n  12th October he triumphantly 

entered the city of Kabul. Within a little over a month 

the Afghan forces were quelled and the British authority 

over them established.

The massacre of the British mission put Yakub Khan into

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 5 3 . p.4 3 7.
Cranbrook to Lytton dated 10.9•79* Telegram.

2. Ibid. p. 445
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into a fearful quandary. The Kabul Sardars sided with the 
mutineers and urged the Amir to proclaim Jehad against the 
British. Yakub Khan knew too well the risks of such a
venture. Nor had he the nerve to remain in Kabul, and not
act according to the advise of his chiefs. He resolved to 
fly from Kabul and commit himself to the protection of General 
Roberts and his army. On September 27th the day before 
General Roberts arrived at Kushi the Amir presented himself 
in Baker’s camp, along with his father-in-law and his son 
Muza Khan. What reasons accentuated the Amir to seek refuge 
in the British camp cannot be precisely known, whether he 
was simply solicitous of his own skin, whether he acted from 
a wish to save Kabul from destruction, whether he cunningly 
hoped that his entreaties for delay might stay the British 
advance, until the tribesmen should gather to bar the road 
to Kabul, or whether he believed sincerely that a revolt agplnst 
British power would only be disastrous.

Roberts on his arrival at Kushi on 29th September paid 
a formal visit to the Amir, which the latter returned the 
sane afternoon and took occasion to plead that the General 
should delay his advance.'*'

1. Pari. P. Vol.53. ft. 505-9
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The Amir feared that on hearing of the British approach,
r

his troops y&y) sack Bala Hissar and endanger the safety of 
his family. The General denied emphatically the request 
of the Amir. Yakub Khan remained in the British Camp, his 
personal safety carefully protected but under a kind of 
honourable surveillance, until it should be ascertained 
judicially whether or not he was implicated in the massacre 
of the mission. However, the Amir co-operated with the 
British in ,!the arrangements to be made for facilitating 
the advance of the Khyber Column and the collection of supplies 
for the forces."1

On the day of his entry to Kabul General Roberts held 
a Durbar in the garden of the Amir!s palace. Roberts read 
the proclaimation announcing the disarmament of the Kabulese,
the Ar \
dê lnrvr; nf-'frh* Martial Lav;, and the punishment of uine 
which was laid upon the City, but never exacted. And then 
he dismissed all the Afghan Sardars, except Wazir Shah Mahammed, 
Yahiya Khan, Zakariah Khan and Mustsrj>f=Lr Habibulla, who were 
put under arrest.1

The Amir had already indicated his desire to abdicate.
He admitted that "he would rather be a grass-cutter in the 
English camp than ruler of Afghanistan."3 He had come to

1. Ibid. P. 579* Roberts to Government of India.
2. Ibid H* 541-2. Roberts to In ia. For the reasons of 

their arrest see t>h 590-1.

3. Ibid. R  54-1-2.
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regard his own countrymen with fear* The Viceroy welcomed
the abdication of the Amir and was inclined to declare
immediately the disintegration of Afghanistan. In a secret
and cipherial telegram on 19th October 1879 to Cranbrook,
Lytton, assuring that the Amir’s guilt in Cavagnari’s murder
would be proved, proposed that ’’Kandahar and neighbouring
districts should be immediately and permanently annexed to
British Empire,’1 Sibi be given to Khan of Khelat for his services
to the British, British troops be maintained at various places
in Afghanistan to keep control and maintain parainountey of
the British ”over all provinces of the late Amir’s kingdom,
not annexed to the British Empire.”1

Sir Alexander Arbuthot disagreed with Lytton, and recorded 
ItJL ra minute of dissent. ^ London Government however opposed any 

such hasty action.
Meanwhile mass arrests were being made in Kabul and 

trials were held by a military commission appointed by Roberts, 
under the instructions of Lytton.*- Those who were found 
guilty were executed. Such executions were on a mass scale.3

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol 23 1187-92
2. Pari. Papers. Vol. 53 98. Lytton advised Roberts 

that Afghan nation be held responsible collectively 
for this offence.

3* Lytton reported the number of executed persons as 87,
whereas Roberts 97. (Vide - Pari. Debates 3rd Series 1879)
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Lytton had clearly instructed Roberts to strike terror, and 
to strike it swiftly and deeply. He even wrote that f,the 
City of Kabul is the great national culprit now awaiting 
its sentence; and I am strongly inclined to recommend the
total destruction of it by fire ”1 The Kabul executions
created a good deal of resentment against the Viceroy, both 
in India and in Britain. The yourg British Officers, attached 
with the forces of Roberts wrote letters to friends, condemning 
the executions. Papers like The Times and Punch published 
derogatory articles and cartoons. The Liberal opposition 
in Parliament was very furious and attacked the Government 
vehemently. Even in Lytton1 s own Council members like Stokes 
and Arbuthnot called them ’judicial murders’ and recorded 
minutes of dissent.  ̂ The resentment and indignation grew so 
violent that Lytton had to ask Griffin to contribute an article 

rtnightly *on the subject of the Kabul executions, 
explaining his point of view.^

On October 28th 1879, General Roberts announced in Kabul 
the abdication of Yakub Khan, which left Afghanistan without 
a Government and her future undefined. He also announced that

1. L.P. 5 1 8 / A . 732-3/9.9.1879.
2. L.P. 512/5.H 1.67-8 h
3. L.P. 518/6. i?.102.
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the British Government commanded all authority and would 
continue to do so till a suitable form of Government was 
established after consultation with the principle Sirdars.- 

Earlier on September 29th the Government of India^ had 
directed Roberts to institute a close enquiry into the 
circumstances and causes which led to the massacre of the 
British Mission. Accordingly, Roberts established an 
Inquiry Commission^ on October 20th to collect evidence 
regarding the outbreak. The Commission was composed of 
Col. C*M. MacGregor, who was at the head of the Staff at 
the Kabul Field Force, Dr. H.W. Bellew, on political duty 
with Roberts and Mohammad Hyat Ali Khan, an Assfc. Commissioner 
and civil judge under the jfte.iyfe Government, who accompanied 
Roberts as one of his political assistants.

The Commission^ collected information from the Afghan 
Sirdars, soldiers and civilians, and submitted its report 
on 15th November 1&79. ̂ The report is a very long document 
and its treatment appears to be that of an indictment against 
Yakub, rather than of a judgement. Yet the Commission failed

1. P.P. Vol. 53. 160 A member of the Govt, of India 
Sir Ale xander Arbuthnot deprecated strongly the terms 
of the proclaimation. (Vide P.S.D.E.F.I. Vol 23 fc.1392)

2. This Commission was different from the Military Commission 
which tried and punished the offenders. Originally this 
Commission was to perform both the functions but later
on, a separate Military Com: ission was established by Roberts.

3. P.3.D.2.5V'Xndia Vol. 24. t. 649.
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to prove decisively that Yakub was responsible for the 
September outbreak. n.... It has been ma e out to the 
satisfaction of the commission that he (Yakub) must have 
secretly incited the soldiers to create a disturbance, which 
while it would be in direct contravention of his promise, 
might induce the British Government to withdraw.its mission; 
and when the storm had been thus raised Amir liohamnad Yakub 
Khan by his gross apathy and-cowardice showed beyond a doubt 
that the at ack was to his liking.-̂ and by his refusal of 
all offers of assistance and his general conduct throughout 
the fatal 3rd September, he proved he had no wish to save 
his guests.’1- In fact in the opinion of the commission 
whole Afghan nation was to be blamed.-

At its best thi.s judgement only throws doubt on Yakub’s
>n

doubtful. Even on the basis of those statements, which are 
full of inaccuracies and contradictions, an impartial judgement 
would have been much less unfavourable to Yakub. We are 

not surprised that the Commission’s findings were so, for* 
the members of the Commission except one possessed no judicial

1. Italics Mine

3

is based on the personal statements, wkese.authenticity, i

2. P.3.D.E. from India. 7ol 24* b* 683.
3. Ibid. M> .683-4.
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experience and its president Gol. MacGregor was actually 
anJ active soldier in the Afghan war, apart from the fact 
that they were highly prejudiced against Yakub and the 
Afghan people.

As had been pointed out already that these depositions 
formed the basic material of the report, a word about this 
nature of the statement may not be undesirable. The nature 
of such statements is largely determined by the degree of 
dependence of the witness on the prosecuting power. At 
that time, the prosecuting British were the victors and the 
Afghan the vanquished. Indeed, very few could be expected 
to say anything boldly against the British or in favour of 
Yakub. For instance* Mistaufi,̂ * who was one of those four 
leading Afghans who were arrested by Roberts because they 
were considered to be close allies of Yakub Khan, later on, 
himself testified against the Amir. Kow far such testimonies 
are to be relied upon is not a difficult question to answer. 
However* the Enquiry Commission was not required to pass 
judgement. Its purpose was mainly to collect information.
As the matter was of grave importance and the Government

1. He turned a British ally to save himself from the fate
of his other three associates, who were deported to 
India. But again when the opportunity came during 
the British negotiations with Abdur Rahman in 1S80, 
he started an active campaign against the British, 
and had to be deported to India.
(Vide. P.3.D.E. from India. Vol. 25. 1065-70.
Griffithfe memo to Stewart).



of India, could not examine the voluminous and miscellaneous 
collection of despositions and other documents, collectively 
for reasons of convenience and propriety, the Viceroy appointed 
a committee on 11th December to examine and.analyse the

A. C. Lyall and D. Fitzpatrick - all members of the 
Government of India, and men of judicial ability and experience.

all the evidence laid before them, including not only the 
depositions taken at Kabul, but all other statements taken 
at various times and places in regard to the circumstances 
of the outbreak, and other confidential papers relating to 
the subject. The actual date on which the committee 
submitted the report is not known, for this document?-is 
undated, but it must have been submitted before 26th January 
1880 because Lyall speaks of this report in his despatch 
of the same date to Roberts.~ The report opens with 
the members comments on the nature of the evidence, and the 
conditions under which it was collected. nThe materials
for our report consist for the most part of despositions.
Some of these are the statements of fugitives, escaped from 
the massacre, or of the messengers who brought the earliest

evidence. The Committee consisted of Pwiver son,

fhe Committee scrutinized, compared, and carefully weighed

1. P.3.0.S. from India. Vol 24. bb. 13-21.

2. Ibid. fc>. 627.
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news, who appeared at the British outposts on the two 
different routs towards India from Kabul and were examined 
as they came in, by British Officers. Other depositions 
and by far the greater number, were taken at Kabul soon after 
the occupation of that place by the British Army. The 
examining Officers appear to have been unaccustomed to 
conduct a judicial enquiry, and the witnesses were almost 
all foreigners whose character and connections were but 
partially known, whose interests, prejudices, and personal 
fears must often have been strong, and who were still more 
or less under the influence of the agitation and political 
uncertainty caused by recent events, and naturally reluctant 
to run the risk of compromising themselves with a powerful 
party or dynasty. The task of eliminating the truth from 
such evidence, and of presenting a coherent and logical 
account of what actually occurred, was necessarily one 
of extreme difficulty. The depositions appear to have 
been taken without method or exactitude, and very slight 
attempts have been made to apply the ordinary processes 
of sifting, comparing and testing improbable or conflicting 
statements. The inevitable difficulty of finding the 
facts and forming opinions in a case of this kind has 
thus been increased by the oversights and inaccuracies of 
the record, and by the fact that the witnesses were examined 
at diverse times and places by different people.11-

1. Ibid fc.13.



nevertheless, the committee examined the evidence carefully 
and presented a tolerably consistant account of the 
circumstances of the outbreak and drew the following 
conclusions.
1. ’•♦That the massacre \/as not instigated by the Amir, 
but that its actual perpetrators proceeded altogether of 
their own motion.'1f
2. That though the regiments that attacked the Residency*̂  
had like other regiments in the Amir’s service, for some 
little time, and at all events since the arrival of the 
troops from Herat, entertained feelings of hostility towards 
the mission, the attack was in no way premeditated by them, 
but was the result of what may in certain sense be termed 
accidental circumstances, and,
3. that though the Amir and his immediate advisers must 
be acquitted of complicity in the attack on the Residency, 
they were in a position to interpose effectively, when the 
attack began, and while it was going on for the protection 
or rescue of the embassy; that they were at least culpably 
indifferent to the fate of the Envoy and his companions, 
and they totally disregarded the solemn obligations which 
they had undertaken to protect the British Embassy at

1. In Parliament* it was denied that Cavagnari was a
Resident. He was an Envoy to an independent State 
of Her Majesty, though undeniably his powers we re
those of a Resident.
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Kabul."1

The Government of Indie accepted the findings of the 

report, though the acceptance was only half-hearted on the 

Viceroy’s part. He would not allow that the Amir was not

1. P.S.E.E. from India. Vol. 24. p. 26.
On 8th September 1879, the Times commented on 
Cavagnari’s murder as follows: "In origin, at least,
the rising of Wednesday last seems to have been no 
more than a mutiny of discontented troops ... there 
is no proof that Yakub Khan played us false, that he 
had secretly fomented the revolt ... had the attack 
on the mission been a part of a long-meditated plot, 
it would not have been attempted at the present time, 
when the British forces were at Kandahar, and the 
Winter which.makes active operations in these passes 
most difficult, is as yet a long way off."

Times, again and again in leading articles opposed 
any policy of further interference. "There ought 
not to be any departure from ... the policy approved 
by Parliament ... at the close of last year (v. Sept.lltl
1879)
A telegram of the Viceroy published in the Times on 
Sept. 18th 1879 also indicated that the mutiny broke 
out on the spot and was not premeditated. "Eaoud 
Shall gave them one month, they claimed two and broke 
out. They were close to the Residency and the 
regiment was with them. A soldier shouted, ’Let 
us kill the Envoy and the Amir’." The Times cited 
this telegram as an evidence to prove that the 
outbreak was not preplanned and it was not the outcome 
of any political design or agitation. It even called 
the demands of the soldiers as legitimate and 
suggested an acceptance of the Amir’s apologies.

W. Stokes recorded his dissent after the report’s 
findings because the evidence on which it was based 
was untrustworthy and that it was not taken under oath. 
(Vide. P.S.E.E. from India. Vol. 24. p. 6^3)



fMi
responsible for the disaster. No one could have thought 

that the Commission would exonerate the Amir were there even 

the slightest evidence against him. The report obviously 

was fair, but Lytton would not accept anything which came 

in the way of his plans, and he had decided not to restore 

Yakub Khan to the Kabul throne, but to divide Afghanistan 

into small states. The only way he could do this was to 

hold the Amir responsible for the outbreak and banish him. 

The practical acceptance of the Commission’s findings 

would have required him to alter his decision. Therefore 

he ignored arbitrarily that part of the report. London 

signified their approval of the report in a despatch on 

1st April 188C'1'. Conspicuously the Prime Minister, 

Beaconsfield, did not express his personal views on the 

massacre.

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 6 . pp. 64-65
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The Government of India considered this reportK 

as a substantial basis for formulating future Afghan 

policy.1 Consequently, in a despatch on 26th January 

180^ the Government of India issued further instructions 

to Roberts, requiring him to declare that the ex-Amirfs 

abdication is, as he himself at the time wished it 

to be considered, irrevocable. Further in that letter, 

an outline of the uisintegration of Afghanistan was 

conveyed. Herat was provisionally assigned to Persia, 

ana two separate states, in suborainate alliance with 

the British Government, were to be forraea at Kandahar 
ana Kabul. Lastly a suitable .Afghan ruler was to be 

found, who woula help the British Government to achieve 

their aim.3

Two members of the Government of India - dir 

Alexander Arbuthnot ana Vi/. otokes - recorded their 

aissent from this decision. The two had different 

.reasons for uoing so. The former, though he agreed 

with the conclusions of the Committee, aid not think 

that "in the circumstances of m e  case, these conclusions,

1. P.G.D.B. from India. Vol. 24. iJ. 613.
Lytton to Cranbrook. 11.2.80.

2. Lyall to Roberts. 26.1.80.
Ibid. H r 627-30.

3 . Ibid.
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seriously as they reflect on the character and conduct
of Yakub Khan, are sufficient to justify the Government
of India in excluding him from the throne."^ The
latter disagreed with the decision, because he did not
regard the evidence on which the Committee's findings

? 2v/ere based, as trustworthy.
Regarding the future of Afghanistan, Lytton wrote 

to Cranbrook that "It seems to me that our imperative 
duty is to do the best we can for the Empire; and that 
annexation, whether open or disguised, is now indispensable 
and inevitable. But I am also persuaded that the cost 
and inconvenience of annexation have been greatly 
exaggerated.

1. Minute by Arbuthnot. Ibid. p. 631.
2. Minute by .7. Stokes. Ibid. p. 633.

3. L.P. 518/4. pp. 751-2, dated 14.9.79.



A few weeks later on October 23ra 18791 in a 

despatch to Cranbrook, he haa suggested, r,I think 

we should instantly take public possession of the 
authority which falls from the hand of the Amir 

into our own ana promptly although provisionally 

enforce that authority .... so far as our own 

practical power of enforcing extenas in every 

airection. This, I think, is the first thing we 

have to do .... and we cannot uo it too soon for 

our own safety. The next step will be either to 

proclaim our permanent retention of that authority, 
or to transfer it with very careful and conious 

restrictions, to some sort of native Government.11

Lytton1s ,intentions are pretty explicit, that 

he wanted either an occupiea Afghanistan or a nation 

bound in subordinate co-operation, or a disintegrated 

country.

Although the London Government aid not formally 

sanction the policy of disintegration, Cranbrook, from 

the beginning shared Lytton fs view that ’Afghanistan 

as a whole could no longer exist! Lytton could not 

write in clearer words than the ones he wrote to

1. Pari. Papers. Vol 53. l^. 539-40.



Cranbrook n̂ November 10th, on his policy of 

disintegration 'that the administrative union of 

Afghanistan unaer one central authority is no longer 
practically possible, ana that all our future action 

must be guided by this conclusion."1

On December 11th* the London Government agreed to 

the disintegration of Afghanistan,^ in a guarded 

l a n g u a g e  and reserveuiy the final decision. But the 

more distant and outlying provinces like Herat raised 

a problem. Persia was approached by the London 

Foreign Office for the control of Herat ana be is tan 

but the negotiations did not succeed.

Again in a secret despatch on 7th January 1880^

1. L.P. 518/4. t. 1017.

2. Pari. Papers. Vol 55. 1*. 574 .
The Times Unequivocally opposed any extension 
of territory on October 29th '79, declaring 
that 'obvious prudence dictates that it should 
be a primary ru3e in our Indian Policy to avoid 
extending territories for the government of 
which we are directly responsible ... what we 
must aim at is, as before, a strong, friendly 
and independent Afghan istan,and to be ourselves 
content with occupying a frontier from which we 
can any moment anticipate and check any hostile 
movement on IndiaJ

3. P.S.D.B. from India. Vol. 24 . 27-31.
This despatch was not replied to until May
21st '80 when both Cranbrook and Lytton had
been displaced by Hartington and Ripon.
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Lytton presented a detaileu outline as to how the

Afghan territory could he divided. nerat ana Seistan

were to he assigned to Persia, providea Persia guaranteed

their good administration ana protection of British

interests, two separate states at Kahul and Kandahar

were to be formed unaer dritish authority, the aistricts

of Pishin dihi ana hurram yto he r-. tainea under the
r

directed control of the British, and the future of 

Oxus province was to he uecidea later on.

While the future of Afghanistan was still being 

deciaed, the situation in Kabul worsened. After the 

proclaimation of October 28th, ueneral Roberts exercisea 

supreme authority in Afghanistan.1 Prom among the 
dirdars who hau regarded it as their interest to cast 

in their lot with the dritish, he selected four to 

represent him in the capacity of governors of provinces, 

which his bayonets were not long enough to reach. This 

experiment maae it perfectly plain that the people of 

those provinces were utterly hostile to them or British 

authority.

The Logur Governor was treateu with contempt. The

Kohistanees spitefully usea dha.rbaz. Khan, and when a

1. Roberts to Viceroy. Pari. Papers .Vol. 53 M* 571-2.



brother of Yakub Khan was sent to use his influence 
in favour of the worried and threatened governor, he 
was called ’Kafir* and a Feringhee’ and ordered to 
go back if he had any regard for his life. Sirdar 
Wali Mohammad, the Governor-designate of Turkestan 
found pretext after pretext to delay his departure to 
take up the position and in fact never left the British 
camp. After General Baker had left Maiden, the Governor

i

Ilassan Khan was shot through\^and his body wa cut into 
pieces.

In fact, the itfghans had never considered the British 
Occupation as any change for the better. They were 
crushed, but their hatred for the British could not be 
wiped out. No doubt, the British had a few friendly 
Sirdars, but they were no longer influential. These 
1 puppet-rulers1 in fact, were a liability on the British 
^rmy, as they needed protection. Day by day, hatred 
against the Inglish was growing in the Afghans.
They formulated plans to oust the British forces under 
the leadership of Mohammad Jan. In the meanwhile on

1. Ibid. lgr 7‘*. I1. 586.
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on 1st December, Yakub Khan was moved to India, His 

departure was followed by a general uprising by the 

tribes round Kabul. And once again, Lytton's policy

Had he accepted the view of the Commission about 

the innocence of the Amir in Cavagnari1 s murder and had 

persuaded him not to abdicate, given him enough support, 

and discarded the hazardous policy of annexation or 

disintegration, the future calamities might have been

1. Speaking at Manchester, on 24th October 1878,
Lord Hartington declared that the Conservative 
Afghan policy lr\ad failed in every respect. He 
accused the Conservative Government of commencing 
and hatching their policy at home, and Lytton for 
carrying it out without the advice of any of his 
advisers! He further said that !we have now seen 
that it is easy to overrun Afghanistan and to break 
down military resistance, but that it is a very 
difficult thing to establish by force of arms a 
friendly, strong and independent Afghanistan1.
This policy did not begin with the despatch of a 
Russian mission to Afghanistan. It began in 1875 
when our relations with Europe were of most friendly 
character. It began end it was deliberately planned 
by the Government. The rupture with and the 
estrangement of the Amir were forced upon him and he 
was forced into the arms of Russia by a deliberate 
policy conceived at home and carried out by 
Lord Lytton. (Vide. Times 25th Oct. 1878, p. 6 )

led to a bloody crash. 1
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avoided; and relations with Afghanistan placed on a 

firmer footing. At this time, Yakub Khan would have 

agreed to the conditions, which would have been very 

favourable to the British authority. It was a pity 

that Lytton allowed his vindictiveness to determine 

frontier policy.

Heavy fighting started. The Afghans had organised 

themselves very well and had collected a large army.

But the British troops were by far superior and stronger, 

though less in numbers and faced great hardships in that 

mountainous country. Fighting continued until Abdur 

Rahman appeared on the scene in the middle of the next 

year, although the Afghan armies after December 1879 

had been driven out of Kabul and pushed up in the North. 

During the course of hostilities, General Roberts 

received letters from the leaders of Afghan peoples, 

demanding the restoration of Yakub Khan or recognition 

of his son, Musa Khan, as the Amir. But, under the 

instructions from the Viceroy of 26th January 1880 the 

General rejected these demands. Once again, Lytton 

missed a chance of avoiding further bloodshed.
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On April 1st 1880* the policy of breaking up Afghanistan 
was actually initiated. With the approval of the Secretary 
of State for India*1 the Viceroy appointed Wali Sher Alt* 
as an independent ruler of Kandahar and announced that 
Khandhar would be permanently detached from Kabul. Needless 
to say Wali's independence was subordinated to the British 
authority. At this stage, Mr. Lepel Griffen a distinguished 
member of the Indian Civil Service was deputed by the Viceroy 
to undertake the whole diplomatic and administrative 
superintendence of affairs and negotiations in subordinate 
consultation with the military commander. He reached Kabul 

on March 19th.
The popular resentment and indignation, caused by the 

Kabul executions, seem to have prompted Lytton to modify 
his tactics. Truely, he supported, the executions^ but he 
would have wanted them to be done in such a manner^ as not to 
excite any public indignation, e.g. they should not have 
been prolonged and the execution of insignificant persona 
should have been avoided. Had Roberts employed such 
political tactics, the public would not have had occasion 
and time to express their fury. But Roberts was a military 
leader, and not a diplomat. Lytton had full confidence in 
his military ability, but the manner of the executions 
convinced him that Roberts lacked political ’tact. Therefore,

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 70. I?.47.



he decided to appoint a political officer, who could look
after this aspect of the Afghan affairs. So far Roberts
was both military and political chief, and taking away the
politcal powers from him, would have cast reflections on
his leadership publicly, and Ly /bon believed that if he were

rrto do so Roberts would probably resign his command rather 
than acquiesce in it?1

Therefore, he decided that the fact of separation of 
the powers, should not come into clash with Roberts supreme 
authority. The only way out was to appoint a man of great 
tact and intelligence, who could work effectively under the 

military commander.
Griffin’s instructions were to \2Qvk Unresviis the nan-- 

restoration of the Ex-Amir, permanent severance of Western 
from Northern Afghanistan, non-annexation or permanent

i

occupation of the latter and the election by the Afghans of 
a ruler.

By this time the Southern part of Afghanistan had passed 
into British hands. Only in theYriorthern Sector, Afghans 
were still fighting.

The occupation of Afghanistan by the British troops 

had been prolonged far beyond the period originally intended 
by the authorities, but the strain of that occupation was

1. Lytton to Egerton, Governor of Punjab
L.P. 518/6 - fc.2. dkoJicA V Fo .
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great, and although it had to be maintained until there
should be found a ruler strong enough to hold his own after
the evacuation, the decision was definitely arrived at to
withdraw from the country before the setting in of another
Winter and general harvest, as after the crops had been reaped,
the Afghan would be free aided by Winter, to resume fighting.
But before withdrawing from Afghanistan the Viceroy wanted
to strike a heavy blow and display the might of the British
army. According to Lytton̂  show of British strength aloneA
was a real guarantee against any future eruption. ThereforeK 
he sanctioned vast Spring operations, recommended by Haiife.
Writing to Cranbrook on February 11th he said 11 the
greater the success or the effect with which our military 
power is set in movement early next Spring, the more promptly 
should we take advantage of it to withdraw with credit from 
the country. I confidently reckon on being able to evacuate 
Northern Afghanistan by next Autumn, having, in the meanwhile, 
completed fairly satisfactory arrangements for our future 
relations with its people.n-

A few days later^ he wrote to Griffin, nI am extremely 
anxious to wind up affairs in Northern Afghanistan, and get

1. L.P. 518/6 H>. 106-7.



our troops out of the country with the least possible delay.”-*-
Lytton's policy of withdrawal from Afghanistan was also 

prompted by the fear that London was getting restless at 
the prolonged occupation and was not inclined to sanction 
it further. So desperate were the British Cabinet, that 
they would have preferred the Afghan problem to remain 
unsolved, rather than to allow it prolonged occupation by 
the British Army.

While Lyoton was thus endeavouring to solve the problem 
of the Indian North-west frontier, a new element was introduced 
into ^ghan affairs in the person of Abdur Rahman. Abdur 
Rahman was the son of Lohammad Afzal Khan, Amir Sher Ali’s 
elder half-brother, who had actually ruled in Kabul from 
Ilay 1866 to October 1867. After his death, a civil war 
for the throne broke out. In the end Sher Ali came out 
triumphant and Abdur Rahman had to seek refuge in Taskkand 
as a Russian pensionary. He had tried to obtain Russian 
aid against Sher Ali, but could not succeed.

-1. L.P. 518/6. t. 110.
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In February the Viceroy reported to London the rumour that 
Abdur Rahman had crossed the Amu and occupied Ghori, and that 
some Afghan forces joined him. Next month the news was confirmed.!

Having separated Kandahar from Kabul and appointed Sher Ali 
Wali of Kandahar, as a prince tributary to British India, Lytton 
was looking for an Amir for Kabul who could restore order in 
Northern Afghanistan and hold it, after the British evacuation.
The Viceroy did not find any Afghan Sirdar strong enough for 
this purpose. With the appearance of Abdur Rahman on the scene 
his thoughts turned to him. Consequently on the 14th March,
Lytton telegraphed to the Secretary of State urging the ”early 
public recognition of Abdur Rahman as a legitimate heir of Dost 
Mahomed, and the dispatch of a deputation of Sirdars, with 
British concurrence, to offer him the throne, as sole means of 
saving the country from anarchy” and the Minister promptly replied 
authorising the nomination of Abdur Rahman, should he be found 
Acceptable to the country and would be contented with Northern 
Afghanistan”.2 The Viceroy having thus secured the sanction of 
the Secretary of State ordered Lepel Griffin to make a show of 
searching for a suitable candidate, while securing the acceptance

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 70 H> 16 & 47.
Lytton to Cranbrook. Telegrams 11.2.80 and 17.3*80.

2. Pari. Papers. Vol 70 K  17.
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of Abdur Rahman. He added, "any overtures openly made to him 
should have the appearance of emanating more or less spontaneously 
from the Afghan Sirdars themselves.

Since the whereabouts of the Sirdar was not known, Stewart, 
the Commanding Officer of the Kabul Field Force despatched two 
messengers who had the confidence of the Sirdar* s mother, to find 
him and bear to him verbal messages from his mother, ̂ and the

The selection of a man of such associations as the ruler 
of a buffer state in friendly relations with British India was 
certainly unexpected. Ripon attributed this selection to Lytton1 s 
vehement aversion to YakuVKhan which "led him to jump at the 
notion of setting up Abdur Rahman, but it is very doubtful to my 
mind whether Abdur Rahman is not the most Russian of all the 
possible candidates for the Throne of Kabul. It would certainly 
be a strange result of a specially anti-Russian policy, if it 
were to end in installing a friend of Russia in the position of

Abdur Rahman came straight from the position of a Russian 
pensionary; in moving on Afghanistan he obeyed Russian instructions. 
He describes in his autobiography how the Russian authorities urged 
him to take advantage of the Kabul tragedy, which had resulted in

3. Ripon to Hartington. 14th June 1880./43610. Vol. C.l. Letter No.4..

General.

Amir."3

1. L. P. 518/6. jp. 204. Dated 10.3.80.
2. Ibid.
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the flight and death of Sher Ali and the elimination of Yakub
and Ayub. His Taskhend patron, Kaufman, the Russian Governor
General of the Province, had furnished him with 200 breach-loading
rifles with ammunition, and with some money, which he undertook
to repay. He writes "the Russians pressed me most strongly to
leave. They said I could not leave soon enough." The whole way
in which Abdur Rahman had come across the border inevitably gave
rise to British suspicion. In Dufferin*s words "the Russian
Government, while professing its desire to reassure Great Britian
as to its pacific intentions in Central Asia, in the person of
Abdur Rahman, had launched a new element of disturbance into
Afghanistan at a critical period.1

Clearly in inviting such a doubtful character to the throne
of Kabul, Lytton undertook a grave risk which might proveAharmfulA
to the interests of the Indian Empire.

When Abdur Rahman left Russia for Afghanistan is not certain. 
It is to be remembered that he did not leave Tashkend at the 
invitation of the Indian Government, but at the insistence of 
Kaufman. He started alone, supported by the Russians, to take 
advantage of uncertain conditions in Afghanistan. A Reuter1 s 
telegram reported him to be at Balkh, on January 7th 1880.
On 17th February 1880, he was reported to be in Badakshan, where 
his wife*s kinsmen were in power. It was only on 17th March, 
that Lytton was able to telegraph to the Secretary of State that

1. Sykes.—  History of Afghanistan. t*. 127.



he was in possession of "authentic intelligence that the Sirdar
, h

was in Afghan Turkistan, having lately arrived from Badakshan."
Yet three days earlier Lytton had already telegraphed to the 
Secretary of State advocating the public recognition of Abdur 
Rahman as Amiri Indeed even before that Lytton had written 
privately to Cranbrook that Abdur Rahman was the only candidate 
worth considering.!

This decision of Lytton to invite a person whose integrity 
was questionable and whose movements and whose friendliness to 
British seems strange, if not foolhardy. Perhaps Rinon was 
right when he said that Lytton chose him as the only alternative 
to negotiations with Yakub which he would not enter into. Lytton, 
however was not prepared to negotiate an agreement with Ayub 
Khan, who was still then in possession of a considerable portion 
of Western Afghanistan or with Musa Khan.

Lytton has selected Abdur Rahman before the later even knew 
that he was to be adopted by Lytton. The Indian authorities 
were informed by his mother, residing at Kandahar, that Abdur 
Rahman had rejected Ayub*s invitation to join him against the 
English, and that he had no intention of acting against the English, 
but it was not until the Secretary of State had approved the plan

1. L.P. 513/6. t>. 157-3 Dated 6.3.1880.
2. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol 25. fc. 34*

Telegram Stewart to Foreign Secretary (India). Bated 3*3.30.



Lytton regarded it of urgent importance to ascertain definitely 
the disposition of Abdur Rahman^ himself, and whether he was 
disposed to throw in his lot with the British Government, and 
accept the position of its nominee in Northern Afghanistan.

At this juncture^ authentic information reached Kabul on 
:25th March, that Abdur Rahman had won over the Afghan troops

4\
in Afghan Turkistan and had been joined by* the Chief of Badakshan*! 
CGriffin immediately decided to expedite the contemplated negotiations 
sand on 2nd April despatched Muhammad Sarwar with a letter, charging 
hiim to communicate more than the written message.2

That message in itself was but the prelude to a diplomatic 
ttussle. "It has become known that you have entered Afghanistan,
8ind consequently this letter is sent to you by a confidential 
iroessenger in order that you may submit, to the British Officers 
ait Kabul, any representation, that you may desire to make to the 
British Government with regard to your object in entering Afghanistan."3

31. Ibid. fc. 9.
2. Lucien Wolf in his book ’Life of Ripon1 states^the "early 

negotiations had been conducted between him (Abdur Rahman) 
and Lepel Griffin through an envoy Afzal Khan." In all 
other works I have seen the name given as Mahomed Sarwar.
Afzal Khan is mentioned by Ripon as a British Agent, but 
during later negotiations. Abdur Rahman, too, in his 
autobiography mentions him as Nazir Mahomed Sarwar. (fc*190)

3. P.S.D.E. fujr^ndia. Vol. 25. fc. 225. Memo by Griffin Dated 
1.4* 80. The letter in the autobiography of Abdur Rahman runs 
differently. (fc#190) It says, "fc{y Exalted friend Sirdar Abdur 
Rahman, after greetings from your friend Griffin and wishes for 
your good health, I write to inform you that British Government 
are pleased to hear of your safe arrival in Kataghan. They 
will be glad to know in what way you have left Russia and
your plans and intentions."



The messenger was directed to inform the Sirdar by word of
mouth that the British Government had no hostile feeling towards
him, because of his long residence within the Russian Empire and
his intimacy with the Russians that the British Government was
able to help him more than could Russia and that wisdom and self-
interest alike suggested that he should open at once a friendly
correspondence with the British Officers at Kabul* Also he was
directed to inform the Sirdar that the British Government had no
intention of annexing the country, and that they only desired to
seo a strong and friendly Chief established at Kabul.1 Abdur
Hahman in his autobiography, however, does not mention that any
•unwritten message was delivered to him by the British Agent.

v
Before Abdiijf, Rahmans reply was received* on April 11th 1880* 

more than a dozen representatives of the Afghan tribes, presented 
a petition before the British Government, requesting that the 
friendship between the peoples of Afghanistan and the British be 
re-established, that Takub Khan be released and restored to his 
former power, that a British agent of Mohammaden religion should 
reside in Afghanistan that the British troops be withdrawn, and 
that the tribesmen guarantee the safety of British interests and 
maintenance of lasting and sincere friendship with the British. 2

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 25. 225.
Memo by Griffin Dated 1.4*SO.
References are often found in Abdur Rahman1 s autobiography,
showing distrust of the Russians. PP. 153> 167, 26l etc.

2. Pari Papers. Vol.70 f>. 55.



Two days later, a durbar was held at Kabul which was 
attended by leading Afghan Chiefs and Sirdars. The proceedings 
were opened by General Roberts. Afterwards* Griffin addressed 
the gathering, and professed British friendship towards the Afghan 
peoples, but warned those who opposed the British Government.
He firmly rejected their demand for the restoration of Yakub 
Khan to power and gave vague, and discouraging answers to the 
re;st of their demands.

The effect of the Durbar must have disappointed a very large 
section of Afghan representatives whose main demand was categorically 
refused and others evaded.

Meanwhile the Government of India had finally decided to 
evacuate Northern Afghanistan by October at the latest. This 
decision also made it imperative that an agreement with Abdur 
Rahman must be concluded as soon as possible. Lytton himself 
admitted that while bargaining with Abdur Rahman, their position 
was that of a gambler who sits down to punt at 10 o’clock with 
the> knowledge that, whether he wins or loses, he must leave off 
playing at 12 o’clock. He wrote to Griffin that "Abdur Rahman  ̂ '

.  ■> W* ^can afford to play a waiting game; we cannot."i
Indeed, Abdur Rahman had some idea of the difficulty in which 

the British were placed in Afghanistan. He knew that they were 
anxious to leave Afghanistan, yet, at the same time, he knew

1. L.P. 518/6. K  285.



equally well that he could gain by being sincere and friendly 
to the British. He had lived in Russian territory for thirteen 
years. He must have been (and he was) disillusioned to find 
the Russians in constant communication with the former Amir Sher 
Ali. Also he remembered well that Kaufman had refused him 
assistance in becoming Amir of Afghanistan in 1870, giving 
preference to Sher Ali. Moreover, he had also seen the strength 
of the British Government in displacing Sher Ali, and overrunning 
Afghanistan, after the Kabul massacre. Thus, talcing into account 
all these considerations, Abdur Rahman must have been convinced 
that it was worth while to reckon on British support, which alone 
could be reliable and effective, but, as a shrewd diplomat, he 
wanted to diawe the harder bargain.

Much against the wishes of his Afghan Chiefs, who wanted to 
send a blood-and-thunder answer, 1 he therefore sent a friendly 
but guarded reply, which was received by the British on 21st 
April. He spoke in his letter of the disgrace brought on 
Afghanistan by the perverse folly of Yakub Khan. Speaking of 
his hopes and wishes, he asked that !lyou will permanently 
establish the Afghans under the honourable protection of the two 
powers” (Britain and Russia).2

1. Abdur Rahman - Autobiography K  191.
t>-2. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol 25*497.

Abdur Rahman in his autobiography does not mention that
he sought any such guarantees, t. 192.



The bearer of this reply, the British Agent Muhammad 
Sarwar Khan, was charged by Abdur Rahman to convey to the British 
Officer the following unwritten message. "I am anxious to 
know the nature of the friendship they (British) now desire. 
Instead of sending agents I would much prefer, if invited, going 
to Chari^ar myself, accompanied by some 500 Sowars, and there 
discuss matters with the English Officers in person. ”1 Further 
he stated that if the British wanted to place him in power, then 
the*y should arrange for the removal of his enemies who were in 
power, persons like Wali Mohammad Khan and Harhim, withdrawing 
from the country, adding that no such conditions shall be imposed 
on him, as would make him appear ungrateful to the Russians, whose 
salLt he had eaten for 12 years.

General Roberts and Griffin* on this basis* recommended to 
the> Government of India that an interview with Abdur Sahaman 
was’* essential, and the Amirship of Kabul could be offered to him 
witih the conditions regarding Kandahar friendship, frontier and 
foreign relations.2

Abdur Rahman, who was disillusioned about the Russians, 
tacitly, but most cunningly, was seeking a guarantee from both 
Britain and Russia. This was not because he much wanted Russian 
assurance, but because by this move,, he wished to secure a better

1. P.S.D.E. fron India Vol. 25. fc>. 497.
Griffin to Foreign Secretary (India). Dated 23.4*S0.

2. Ibid. t. 490.
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bargain, threatening the British indirectly that if they did not 
come to an agreement with him, there was another power, with whom 
he was quite intimate already.

The Government of India had obtained their two objects of 
the Afghanwar - the punishment for the crime committed in 
September and the detatching of Kandahar from Kabul* Satisfied 
with their attainment, the Government of India no longer desired 
to enter into any fresh treaty negotiations with the rulers of 
Kabul* Therefore, they instructed Griffin, that no pledge regarding 
future mutual relations be given to Abdur Rahman and any such 
negotiations should be avoided.^

On 3rd May,2 Griffin sent a reply to Abdur Rahmans letter*
He announced that^he Viceroy and Governor General, believing 
you to be the most capable of the Barakzai family and most approved

Further he asked him to come to Kabul without delay, should he

As directed by the Government of India no conditions were 
laid down as necessary for the acceptance of the offer made.

1* Lyall to Griffin. Dated 26*4*80 and 27*4*80.
Ibid PK 499 & 506.

2. In Pari. Papers Vol.70. the letter is dated as 30th April.
t date, but sent on 3rd May.

^  *0 ^by the people of Afghanistan, offers you the Amir ship, and will 
assist you to establish yourself and supply your immediate wants.-5

feel inclined to accept the offer.



The reply was carried by Wasti-'itnd-̂ Sadft Mohammed Afzal Khan,
Sirdar, Ibrahim Khan, and Sirdar Sher Mohammed Khan. Originally* 
it was intended that only Afzal Khan should go on this mission, 
but- on his suddenly falling ill, other members were appointed to 
accompany him.

No escort accompanied the mission, since that would have 
implied distrust of the Kohistan Chiefs, who were mostly friendly 
to the B r i t i s h . The mission was received at Khanabad on 18th 
May with all cordiality and due consideration.

The members of the mission saw Abdur Rahman both privately 
and in the presence of his Sirdars. Time and again, Abdur 
Rabmanj tried to impress on the British Agents* that he was 
unwilling to accept the Amirship against the will of the 
tribesmen, or go to Charikar, or conclude a treaty* without the 
consent of the Afghan Sirdars. Undoubtedly^ it was a move on 
his part to command the confidence and support of the Afghan 
people.

After consultations with his chiefs, Abdur Rahman sent a 
formal reply to Griffin1 s offer. Ibrahim Khan* brought it back 
on June 2nd. The letter contained general expressions of 
friendship and hope for support. No direct reply, however, was 
given to Griffin*s offer. In addition to the reply* the mission 
submitted a report^ on their consultations with Abdur Rahman.

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 25. b. 1251.
2. Ibid. M>. 1269 - 73. Dated 18.5.80.
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They said that Abdur Rahman^ before accepting the offer wanted to 
know his exact position in relation to the British, and how 
much of Afghanistan would he get. nVJhen the British Government 
tells me what are to be the boundaries of Afghanistan; will 
Kandahar as of old, be left in my kingdom or not? Will a 
European Envoy and a Government (British) remain within the 
borders of Afghanistan, after friendship is made between us 
two or not? What enemy of the British Government shall I 
be expected to repel, and what manner of assistance will 
Government wish me to give? and what benefits will the Government 
undertake to confer on me to give.”!

It is significant to note that these were precisely the 
main questions which the Afghan Amir1 s had always asked and 
Lytton had never shown willingness to consider them favourably#

Later the same day, in a cypher message the members of 
the mission gave the opinion that "the Sirdar desires friendship 
of the British Government but is suspicious. Will not go 
further than Charikar. Russia is assisting him with money and

1. P.S.D.E. from Indiâ  PP. 1273. Abdur Rahman to the British Agents.
But Abdur Rahman in nis autobiography quotes the following
questions in his reply of the second letter which he sent
on 16th May, 80.
1. What are to be the boundaries of my dominions?
2. Would Kandahar be included in them?.
3# Would a European Envoy or British force remain in Afghanistan.
4. What eneny of the British Government am I expected to repel?
5. What be befits does the British Government promise to confer

on me and my countrymen?
6# And what services do they expect in return?



arms. Abdur Rahman Khan now believes he is extremely popular
with the nation. "1

This reply and the account given to them by the British
Agents, convinced Griffin and Stewart that Abdur Rahman was
merely temporising and they recommended to the Viceroy that an
ultimatum should be addressed to him, stating plainly his
position in the particulars regarding which he had sought a
clear understanding with the B r i t i s h .2

By intercepting some 200 letters of Abdur Rahman addressed
to Afghans of every class, and from their intelligence reports,
the British authorities discovered that Abdur Rahman was actively
and successfully engaged in stirring up agitation against the
British, and was piling up strength and support to engage in
active hostilities, if the negotiations with the British failed.3
Therefore Stewart and Griffin, both advised the Government of 

C<India that as the Sirdar is undoubtedly playing false, the 
negotiations with him should at once be broken off, and that their 
Agent, who has remained with Abdur Rahman at Khanabad, be at once

1. Ibid. b. 1273.
2. Ibid. bb 1143 - 4.
3. Ibid. b. 1303. Griffin to Stewart.

He gives a detailed account of Abdur Rahman’s intrigues.



recalled." They further proposed that "the Ex-Amir Yakub

Khan be immediately replaced in power at Kabul.T,J'

Change of polic.y under Ripon

Meanwhile on 28th April 1880 the Ministry in Britain

changed hands and the Liberals took office -under Gladstone.

The military operations, started as a result of the Second

Afghan War, had practically been completed at the time of the

change of ministry in England. A general election, of which

one of the main issues was British relations with Afghanistan,

had resulted in the overthrow of the Tories and consequently

Of the forward policy of Lytton, because Radical speakers had
vehemently criticised his policy. Lytton was replaced by

the Marquis of Ripon as Viceroy of India in the following

month. In the words of Beaconsfield, ’Immediate and complete

reversal of all that had occurred was the order given and
2the profession of faith announced. ’

Perhaps it was fortunate for Lytton and for India as well 

that he was recalled, for he had carried his policy of active 

interference in Afghanistan too far already. But the most 

vital question still remained unsolved, i.e. who should rule 

Kabul under the British paramountcy? Very few of the Afghan 

Sirdars were competent to hold the country together. Those

1. Viceroy to Secretary of State. 5*6.80.
Ibid. p. 1136

2. Hansard 3rd Series Vol. 257. p. 15•
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who were like Ex-Amir Yakub Khan and his brother Ayub Khan, were 
not acceptable to Lytton. Yakub Kha^s abdication had already 
been announced as irrevocable and Ayub was considered too mild a 
youth and one "whose real disposition towards ourselves (the 
British) is very doubtfull!l

Other candidates like Wali Mohammad, who were well disposed 
towards the British and were loyal friends were either too 
incapable or too unpopular to maintain their authority without 
the support of the British t r o o p s .2

Kabul was still without a Government and the British troops 
were to be definitely withdrawn within the next few months for 
the burden of occupation was becoming more unbearable day by day. 
The time factor thus became a major consideration in the selection 
of the future Amir.

Under such conditions^ Lytton in sheer desperation^ turned 
to Abdur Rahman, who was both popular and strong. The Viceroy 
seems to have dismissed any doubt about his integrity, on the 
pretext that if his loyal/Lty toward the British had not been 
proved, neither had it been disproved, for it was not put to test. 
In fact, Lytton was much too dependent on Abdur Rahman.

What would have happened had the negotiations with him failed?

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 25. fc. 1264.
Lyall to Griffin dated 20.5.&0.

2. Vide. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 25. t>. 1255.
Griffin to Government of India dated 8.5.80.



Griffin^ repeatedly warned India of Abdur Rahman’s questionable 
integrity, and desired to be instructed as to what was to be 
done, should the negotiations fail.l

But the Government of India had hardly any concrete 
instructions to give^ except to be prepared to face an outburst 
of hostility against th e m . 2 Lyall confessed that if Abdur 
Rahman stands apart from or against us, the Government of India 
are not disposed upon careful survey of the political field, to 
assume any fresh position or to make anv further explorations in 
.search of another candidate for the Kabul Amirship.3 Subsequent 
events indicate that Abdur Rahman knew only too well the dilemma 
in which the Government of India was placed, and he took full 
advantage of the situation.

So far as Afghanistan was concerned^ Ripon and his Liberal 
associates had already made up their minds to alter the policy 
of Lytton. As stated* the last General Election had been 
contested on this issue, and the Liberal Government was committed 
to get out of Afghanistan ’decently* and ’honourably’. Ripon 
and the Liberal leaders sincerely believed that Lytton had made 
a mess of the Afghan situation. The recall of Lytton was the

1. Griffin to Indial P.S.D.E. to India Vol. 25. fefc* 1247 - 62.
Dated 8.5*80.

2. Lyall to Griffin. Dated 20.5.80. Ibid 1263 - 5.
3. Italics mine.
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beginning of Liberal policy. The Liberal Government had lost 
all faith in Lytton, and they were ovmi afraid that if Lytton 
was allowed to stay longer* he would do some ’mischief*. "I 
think" Hartington wrote to Ripon "that it is important that he 
should be left to do mischief for as short a time as possible; 
but whether it will not be worse to have him here stirring up all 
the prejudice and discontent he is able, is a question to be 
considered."! _

Miles references^are also found fct this tim©^ in Ripon* s 
correspondence with his wife. "The state of things in Afghanistan 
is very unfortunate and .... the prospect of a settlement (seems) 
farther off than ever. It is a frightfulness... It is almost
hopeless to look for a good settlement, it is only a question of
more or less of badness. Of course this is not our fault, but 
still it is not agreeable."2

Thus, Ripon, on his arrival in India, was confronted with 
the following problems on Afghan policy:-

How to get out of Afghan affairs without loss of prestige
?if possible.

nHow to withdraw the troops by the Autumn.
How to continue negotiations with Abdur Rahman (to whom

Lytton had been committed) although Ripon thought him the most

1. R.P. 43610. Vol. Cl. letter No. 1. t>.l. Dated 2.5.80.
2. R.P. 43588 (4) Dated 8th June, 1880.
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pro-Russian of all the candidates, and would have preferred 
Yakub Khan, if given a free choice i

How to make up the deficiency in finances, incurred as a
oresult of over-expenditure on the Afghan war;

How to deal with the question of Herat.
On the question of withdrawal, the Liberal Government 

seemed more determined and anxious than any one else. Hartington 
wrote to Ripon on May 21st, 1880, n.... my own impression is 
that you will find a strong desire on the part of your Government 
and military advisers to withdraw the troops at an earlier 
date, and more unconditionally than we have proposed. I 
have seen extracts from letters from General Roberts and others 
urging the absolute necessity, in the interests of the efficiency 
of the army, to withdraw by the Autumn at the latest, with or 
without credit.111

Ripon frankly disapproved of Abdur Rahman as the prospective 
ruler of Kabul. To Lady Ripon on 17th June, 18802 he wrote/
**1 believe him to be the most Russian of all the candidates 
for the throne of Kabul. belief is that the man who would
have the best chance of stabilising himself would be Yakub ...rt 
He also wrote to Hartington, !,I am very much inclined to believe 
that Yakub has been all along the strongest candidate, and I

1. R. P. 43610. Vol. o.l. No.3. 1>.3.
2. Ripon to Lady Ripon. R. P. 43588 (4).
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am confirmed in this view by the change of tone with regard

to him which has come over Stewart and Griffin within the 
last few days.”l Again he wrote to Northbrook from Simla,
**I believe this (Yakub* s) deportation to have been a great 
mistake determined upon very hastily by Lytton against Lyall* s 
advice; that his abdication was the result of fear, and of 
the treatment which he received in General Robert* s Camp,
I have no doubt, and he is, at the present moment, very much 
on account of our treatment of him, most popular with a Large 
portion of the tribes. Stewart, in writing to me says - 
*If your Excellency thinks it expedient to establish a government 
that would be likely to stand an assault from Abdur Rahman,
I must frankly say that the only man capable of such an 
enterprise is the ex-Amir (Yakub).’**2 nHe is unquestionably 
the man who has the voice of the people*”3

Thus, it is perfectly clear that Ripon would have welcomed 
Yakub to the throne of Kabul, and he was supported in his view 
by Griffin. Stewart wrote to Ripon on June 11th 1880 - **Yakub 
is, by all accounts a man of little capacity, but his removal 
from power here has increased his popularity to an extraordinary

l/ti-
1. Ripon Papers ̂ 43595* No. 6.
2. Ibid. Dated 5.7.80.

Vet
3. Negotiations with Abdur Rahman. 3*10. Ripon Papers 43618. p*)0 .



extent, and he is now venerated as a martyr to the cause of 
his country and his faith.”1 Ripon was, however, not supported 
in this view by his own Council. While writing to Hartington 
on 14-th June 1880, he mentions this fact. **But I am by no 
means sure that, if I were with your consent, (without which 
I shall take no step in favour of Yakub) to propose to ny 
Council to release Yakub and send him to Kabul, I could get a 
majority to support me. They are very much committed to 
Lytton* s view of this matter, and it was clear on Saturday that, 
with the exception of Clarke, they had a strong dislike of the 
Ex-Amir. I could, however, overrule them if necessary. *'2 

The Secretary of State and the British Cabinet, however, 
did not share Ripon* s view that Yakub* was the most suitable 
of the Afghan candidates. They also did not agree with Ripon 
that in case negotiations with Abdur Rahman failed^ they should 
adopt Yakub or any other person. Hartington wrote to Ripon, 
**... it is difficult to understand how a weak man, like Yakub, 
can possibly hold his position without our active assistance 
against Abdur Rahman and the prejudice which will be created 
by his surrender of Kandahar. I doubt the expediency of 
committing ourselves to the support of any other candidate 
if Abdur fails** The Cabinet too agreed generally with

1. R.P. 43600 Vol.XCl. t>. 6.
2. Ripon Papers 43610. Vol. Cl.



Hartington*s views.^ But in a telegram three days later,
Hartington approved the reinstatement of Yakub, if Abdur 
Rahman failed them. 2 Ripon not only considered Yakub Khan
to be the most popular of Afghan Chiefs, but he considered him 
an innocent victim in Cavagnari* s murder. Lytton in his last 
Minute wrote "I think it due to my successor that I should here 
place, on record my firm determination, as a personal friend of 
the murdered men, to omit no means or opportunities available 
to me of opposing and publicly condemning the restoration of 
Yakub Khan.” Lytton also recorded that Yakub*s guilt in this 
tragedy had been confirmed by his secret correspondence.3 Ripon 
while sending this Minute to Hartington on June 15th 1880, denies 
the authenticity of the secret correspondence, which convinced 
Lytton of Yakub*s guilt. He says, **The secret correspondence 
and information about Yakub referred to in it relates, I understand, 
to the letters of a certain Kazi Abdul Kadir. Copies of them 
were sent privately, I believe, to Sir Owen Burne, so that you 
can get them. The man is an acknowledged scoundrel, the evidence 
he gives seems to me entitled to no credit, and the part of it, 
relating directly to Cavagnari*s murder, is hearsay.tt4

Still Ripon did not break off with Abdur Rahman for the following 
reasons. He had already entered into communication with Abdur

1. , Despatch No. 8 and 9 PP. 10-20 -(Ibid)
KK.fi2. Negotiations with Abdur Rahman.? Vol. 43618. P. 30

3. This question has been discussed in the preceeding pages.
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Rahman, and there was no "sufficient reason to putting an end 
to them suddenly" also breaking off would make him a "thorough 
enemy*" and "he would probably be strong enough to maintain 
himself in Turkistan and Badakshan" which "would throw them 
open to Russian intrigues of every kind." Further, "seated 
on the throne of Kabul, and helped if necessary with money 
by us, he would probably see that it was his interest to keep 
on good terms with us; but cast off by us, and confined to the 
country north of the Hindu-kush, he would naturally turn to old 
friends, the Russians, and play their game" and he (Ripon) was 
not supported by the Secretary of State and the Cabinet in this 
matter.

Hartington declared in Parliament on 27th July 1880 that 
"•••• it was owing to the firmness and, as I think, the prudence 
of Lord Ripon, that these negotiations were continued and brought 
to what I hope may prove a successful conclusion. "1

Earlier, on May 9th 1880, Ripon had submitted to Hartington 
the Secretary of State for India, a memorandum on his proposed

IAfghan policy, which reads as follows
(<1. The pledges given to Sher Ali, VJali of Kandahar, in the
name of the British Government must be adhered to.

2. Unless it is absolutely contrary to these pledges, the
troops should be withdrawn on the first favourable

1. Pari. Debates. 3rd Series. Vol. 254* 1537.

ft. p. A'iM©- C\< (\lo-



opportunity from Kandahar; a force of small amount 
should be stationed for the present at all events, in 
the Valley of Peshin*
The districts of Peshin and Sibi should be retained by 
us, and the Railway which has already been constructed as 
far as Sibi should be completed to Peshin, but no further, 

North-Eastern Afghanistan - Kabul.
All troops to be withdrawn as soon as it can be done safely 
and honourably; it will, however, be impossible to withdraw 
them now before November, on account of the deadly nature 
of the climate in the lower Passes in Summer, but it should 
be our aim to have them all out of Afghanistan by the end 
of this year.
We should use every endeavour, by friendly means and good 
offices, to promote the establishment on the throne of 
Afghanistan of the man who seems likely to make the best 
and most acceptable ruler* At present Abdur Rahman appears 
best calculated to fulfil these conditions, but I think that 
the reinstatement of Yakub Khan should not be prohibited if 
he turns out to be, on the whole, the favourite of the Sirdars 
and tribes generally, and to be more able than Abdur Rahman 
to maintain himself on the throne.
The ruler once established should be aided by us by money 
and arms, in accordance with what is sometimes called Lord 
Lawrence*s second policy, but we should give him no troops, 
and promise him no military assistance against internal 
enemies; he must fight his own battles against them, and
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hold his throne by proving himself the strongest man.
4. The Cabinet should decide whether any assurances of support 

against external enemies are to be given him, and if they 
are, to what extent, and on what terms.

5« I would withdraw from the districts on the Khyber and Kuram
lines, of which we assumed the administration under the Treaty 
of Gundamak. I believe that at one or two points the trace 
of the old frontier may be improved, and if this is so, it 
might be done; but substantially I am prepared to withdraw 
entirely from the newly-acquired districts in this quarter.

There is, however, one consideration which must not be 
overlooked. We have made promises of protection to individuals 
and to tribes, who have supported us, and I fear there may 
be considerable difficulty in fulfilling these promises after 
we have withdrawn from the country.

6* I would maintain a Native Agent at Kabul, and I would not 
attempt to force the reception of European Residents on the 
new ruler.

7.  ̂I believe that the breaking up of Afghanistan into a number
of separate Chieftainships, in the manner at one time contemplated 
by the late Government, would be very undesirable, both for 
the country itself and for us, and it should be our aim, 
subject to our engagements to the Wali of Candahar, to see 
the whole country united under one rule.



North-Western Afghanistan - nerat.
^ _1. 1 should leave the new ruler of Raoul tree to

possess himself of Herat if he can; if he cannot

do so, we must leave things to settle themselves

there, subject to seeing that Persia keeps her
» t  Ahands off in accordance witn the Treaty of Paris.' 

Ripon, throughout his stay as Viceroy, adhered to 

tnis programme and steauily carried it out. The problems, 

demanding immediate and urgent action, were the completion 

of negotiations with Abdur Rahman and withdrawal of 

the Britisn forces from Kauul.

MacMunn writes, "The Amirship seemed to he hanging
f

in fire, ana it now began to he felt that General Roberts 
had heen premature in removing iakub Khan.”^

Before Ripon sent any reply to A bdur Rahman, reports' 
had come pouring in from Kaoul that Ahdur Rahman was 

mobilising the country against the British. He was 

also reported to be in close correspondence with Mohammed

Jan,^ who had never ceased to be a x>ritish enemy, and 
witn a Russian Officer on the right hank of the Oxus .

1 . R. P. 43610. Vol. C.l.

P. macMunn - Afghanistan. I?. 194.
3. Commander-in-Chief of the rebel Afghan forces.



Griffin wrote to Ripon that “General Stewart ana myself 

are unaminously of ooinion that the Zx-Amir should he
3at once restored." -pa-pers General

noberts, however, aid not agree with Yaxubfs reinstatement, 
So clear were the evidences of Abdur Rahman*s baa faith, 
which was probably the combination of genuine mistrust 
and shrewd playing for his own hand, that Stewart ana 
Xepel Griffin were alarmed at the situation and almost 
inclined to breax off the negotiations,1 He had 

circulated many letters to the Afghan Chiefs intimating 

the purport of the British Mission sent to him and called 
on the tribes to arm and be prepared for any contingency. 

Military Chiefs and Siroars of Abdur Rahmany also 

circulated inflammatory letters. In some of these Abdur 

Rahman had been already addressed as Amir.^ However, 

under the circumstances already stated a Dove, Ripon did 
not want to breax off without any positive proof. 

Accordingly, a letter was forwarded from Kaoul on 14th 

June in which Griffin informed the Siraar that since

1. Negotiations with Abdur Rahman.
Ripon Papers 43618. pfr. 10.11.

2* ^riffin to Stewart 14.6.80.
P.S.D.S. from India.Vol.^5. P. 1308 - 9 .  urifiin*s correspondence with his superiors is 4^
full^reports^accusing Abdur Rahman of bad faith.
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the British Government admitted no right of interference 

by foreign powers in Afghanistan, and since Doth Russia 

and Persia were pledged to abstain from all political 

interference with Afghan affairs, it was plain that the 

Kabul ruler could have no political relations with any 

foreign power except the English; that if any foreign 

power should attempt to interfere in Afghanistan, ana 

if such interference should lead to unprovoked aggression 

on the Kabul ruler, then the ^ritish Government would 

be prepared to aid him, and, if necessary, to repel it 

provided he followed the British advice in external 

relations. Regarding the limits of the territory, the 

letter stateu that the whole province of Kandahar had 

been placed under a separate ruler, except Sibi and 

Pishin, which were retained in British possession, 

consequently, the British uovernment was unable to enter 

into any negotiations on those points, or in respect 

of arrangements regarding the North-West frontier, whicn 

were concluded with the Ex-Amir Yakub Khan. Subject 

to tiiese reservations , the ^ritish Government was willing 

that Abdur Rahman should establish himself over Afghanistan 

- incluuing nerat when he haa conquered it - as complete 

and extensive authority as was exercised by any previous
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Amir. The uritish Government would not interfere in 
the internal Government of those territories, nor would 
it demand the acceptance of an English Resident anywhere 
within Afghanistan, although for convenience of ordinary 
friendly intercourse, it might he agreed upon that a 
Mohammactan agent of the British Government should be 
stationed at Kabul.1

Abdur Rahman was given only four oays within which 
he was required to reply. Of course, the wording of 
the letter was so framed as not to offer a sort of 

ultimatum, but merely to express British anxiety to 

Know the Siroark wishes. Afzal Khan, who led the former 
British Mission to the Sirdar and had stayed with him 
at Khanabad, as British Agent ,was also instructed to 
leave the place not later than the fifth day after the 
receipt of the order.^

On the following oay* a letter from Abdur Rahman 
dated 9th June was received by Griffin, stating that,

1. Ripon papers.vol 45618. t.14. and f.S.D.E 
•from India, vol 25. K  1510.

ieation-of-A oaur Rahman wf-th-h-ie 
mother had been denied by his mother. - v ide/telegram 
1§A, July 1880 from Resjrfaent Kandahar. 4-5618/ Pr 4-6.

V 2- <r
P. 1511.
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as desired by the British* he would start soon in the 
direction of Kabul, for the enlargement of mutual friend
ship and to suppress all agitation."^ Griffin replied 
to this letter on June 15th that he was very pleased to
hear that the Sirdar had decided to proceed in the

2direction of Kabul.
Abdur Rahman’s reply to Griffin’s letter of June 14th 

was received on the 26th. It was very carefully worded 
and it indicates that the Sirdar was a shrew*diplomat.
He showed satisfaction and gratification at the fact 
that the British had resigned to him Afghanistan up to 
the limits settled by treaty with Dost Mohammad, and 
dispensed with British Envoy, leaving to his discretion 
to permit a Muslim Agent at Kabul. He agreed to have no 
relations with foreign powers without British consent.
About Her at r he said that so long as the Governor of Herat, 
who was his cousin, did not oppose him and remained friendly, 
he would prefer to leave him there.

1. Griffin to Simla. P.S.D.E* from India Vol. 25 
tt. 1311 - 2.

2. Ibid. ^  1406 - 7



Finally he announced that he would reacn Purwan 

shortly.‘
Along with this letter, tne British ^nvoy, Afzal 

Khan, added in cypher "Abdur Ranman to appearance is 

a iriena of the inglish, at heart their enemy and 

contemplates mischief.1̂

It may De notea here tnat ADaur Rahman made no 
direct mention 01 Kandahar. instead, ne spoke of the 

British treaty with Dost Mohammad.
At the same time* he circulated a letter to the 

tribes of Afghanistan, giving them his version of the 

British letter and asking them to do nothing improper 
in the meantime.3

Abdur Rahman’s reply was regarded oy Griffin and 

Stewart as vague, evasive ana dishonesty
^Afzal hhan’s opinion added in cypher, and Abaur 

Rahman’s communication with the tribes, confirmed their 
belief that the Sirdar was playing false. iherefore, 
they again urged the Government of India to break off

1. P.8.D.E. from India. Vol. 25.^1411 - 2.
Griffin to Foreign Secretary. India)

2. Ibid.

3. Viceroy to the Secretary of State. Telegram 
28.6.81. ibid. Ip. 1413.
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with him seeing that wthe duplicity and bad faith of Abdur

They both advised that the Ex-Amir Yakub Khan, should be 
restored to power, as his party was the strongest and most 
capable of commanding the confidence of the Afghans*/

J*Our confidence in Abdur Rahman has been decreasing ever 
since we received his letter, and it has now come home to us 
that his game is to head a holy war against us, in the event
of our not acceding to his terms  unhappily, we have
reason to suspect his honesty of purpose, and it seems to 
be the universal opinion of the country that he means to raise 
the whole population against us if his demands are not complied 
with; these demands being the restoration of the Kingdom 
ruled by Sher Ali intact.n2

Ripon, himself, considered Abdur Rahman^ reply !!a very 
skilful document, in which he shirks the question of Kandahar 
in a very ingenious manner, by saying that we propose to restore 
to him 1 Afghanistan up to the limits which were settled of 
old by Treaty1 with Dost M ahom ed.”3

It should be recalled here that the British Government 
had two treaties with Dost Mahomed, that of 1855 and that of

Rahman are patent and that it will be dangerous to trust him.lfl

1. ,6.80. Ibid. fc>. 1414.
B £

2. Stewart to Ripon,/43600. Vol. XCl(3a) fc.5.
A> r* i3. Ripon to Hartington/436lO.Vol. C.l. No.7. P. 19.
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1857, and when the Treaty of 1855 was concluded, Dost 
Mahomed was not in possession of Kandahar, but he obtained 
it before the Treaty of 1857. The Treaty of 1855 was a 
permanent Treaty, and that of 1857 was a temporary one, 
with the exception of one clause. Abdur Rahman1 s reference 
to "Treaty" without mentioning the year, could be applied to 
either. Of course, it should rightly apply to the permanent 
Treaty of 1855, but it was open to him to say that he meant 
by it the Treaty of 1857.

It is also worth noticing that Abdul Rahman1 s letter made 
separate mention of Herat, which was not included in the 
dominions of Dost Mohamed until long after his treaties with 
the British Government were concluded. Again, the designs 
of Abdur Rahman were also illustrated by the circular letter 
he had issued to Afghan chiefs, that the British Government 
had agreed to restore to him the boundaries of Afghanistan as 
they were in the time of Dost Mahomed, suggesting thereby 
the territories ever possessed by Dost Mahomed at the height 
of his power.1 Of course, even in the Circular, he did not 
directly commit himself to any definite limits. In case 
negotiations were broken off on this point, he could easily 
have reverted to the territory held by Dost Mahomed in 1855*

However, Ripon did not consider it to be sufficient 
ground for breaking off with Adbur Rahman, in spite of a 
telegraph from Griffin and Stewart^ urging him to break off

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 25.^.1413-41
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with him at once, as the delay would cause !,certain and 
grave difficulty."

It is certainly very surprising that despite such 
disquieting and alarming reports, the Government of India 
did not give way to hasty action, and decided to give Abdur 
Rahman a chance* "To break off suddenly with him, and to 
1 transfer our support and influence to the side of the party 
opposed to him, are measures, which may very soon become 
necessary, but we are reluctant to employ so long as we can 
afford to await more conclusive proof of his double dealing.”! 
In fact, in a way, Ripon sympathised with Abdur Rahman^ 
unspoken claim. He wrote to Hartington "we cannot expect 
him to renounce all claim to Kandahar; no Afghan would, or 
indeed could, do that, it is sufficient, if he clearly 
understands that we do not mean to hand it over to him as 
part of the arrangement which we are now making.2

He also wrote to Argyll on June 15th 1880, "... the 
division of the Afghan Kingdom into separate principalities 
is a mistake; but we are at present at all events so committed 
to Sher Ali that we cannot help ourselves."3

j)<3
1. Ibid. Vol. 26. Despatch No. 150.y6.7.80. P.11.

IP I2. ~ 43610. Vol.C.l. Letter No.7. P.19.
3. / M ‘95 . Letter No.3.
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By not acting on Stewart1 s advice, Ripon exposed himself 

to a very grave risk, no doubt; but the subsequent happenings 
proved that Stewart1 s fears of Abdur Rahman were not justified 
and Ripon1 s steady policy was correct. He was supported 
by Hartington in this decision. nI think you are quite 
right not to break off with Abdur Rahman so hastily as Sir 
D. Stewart and Griffin appear to have wished. There was, at 
all events, no sufficient ostensible reason for this, and the 
latest telegrams look as if there may be some change of his 
accepting our terms, and of his establishing himself without 
much immediate opposition from the tribes.nl

Ripon, thus, directed Griffin to send Abdur Rahman a 
courteous reply, suggesting that he should come at once to 
Kabul, with such moderate force only as sufficed with his own 
protection and hinting that they knew all about his double 
game. In order to leave no room for a misunderstanding about 
Kandahar his attention was again drawn to the territorial 
reservations distinctly stated in the former letter to him.2 

This was, perhaps, the last chance Ripon gave to Abdur 
Rahman, as Stewart was given full powers to break of ('negotiations 
with him if he delayed the reply or tried to play false, and 
further empowered in the event of actual rupture with Abdur 
Rahman, to lose no time in communicating with the adherents

1.
2. P.S.D.E, from India. Vol.26 fc.25 - 6. Dated 29.6.80.

h



and representatives of late Sher Ali!s family and to summon 
them to organise a Government,

Abdur Rahman, being a skilled diplomat,! sensed the 
situation and replied this time frankly !,that he had to 
preserve a bellicose demeanour to satisfy the tribes, but 
that this did not represent his true attitude."2 As*
without this frankness, Abdur Rahman might have lost the 
throne of Kabul, not only this time did he become frank, 
but also acted on the advice and started for Kabul,

The purport of the letter was to adjourn any specific 
reply until he should have arrived in Kohistan, and as there 
was at that moment no signs of growing hostility against the 
British, while the country was outwardly quiet, General 
Stewart determined that the Sirdar need not be hurried in 
his compliance with British requisitions. A deputation 
of influential persons friendly to British interests, was 
sent to meet Abdur Rahman and was courteously received by 
him at Tutandara, He wrote again to Griffin, explaining 
that he was detained for a few days at that place, but on 
the 20th he reached Charikar, about fifty miles from Kabul,

1. MHe seems to me to be playing his cards skilfully,
and he has, in one respect, at all events, a better hand 
than we have, as he can more easily afford to wait ...” 
Ripon to Fergus son. Governor of Bombay ./Vol. 4-3612. P.4-0

2. R.P. Vol. 4-3618. t. 50. Griffin to Foreign Office, Simla
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A large number of leading chiefs and other influential
Kpersonages including Mush-i-Alam and some of the principal 

Ghilzai and Wardak Chiefs, had signified their adherence 
to his cause, or their acquiescence in his recognition, 
and many had gone to meet him at Charikar. Stewart and 
Griffin considered that under these circumstances it was 
advisable that the Sirdar*s public recognition as Amir should 
no longer be deferred, and the Sirdar himself, who was 
consulted,expressed much satisfaction at the proposal*! The 
Government of India was very keen on the fact that the Sirdar 
should be first apparently chosen by the Afghan Chiefs and 

then recognised by them. They were reluctant to proclaim 
him as Amir, since it would have appeared as if they had 
appointed him and that they were willing to support him in 
his internal struggle, if any.2

Accordingly, on the 22nd July a Durbar was held at Kabul, 
attended by a number of Chiefs, that were ready to accept Abdur 
Rahman as Amir of Kabul, and by a deputation representing 
the Sirdar when he was formally and publicly recognised on 
the part of Her Majesty*s Government, as Amir of Kabul.̂

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 26. Griffin to Simla. £.426.
2. Ibid. Foreign .tô Griffin. 20,7.80. tfr 4-26 - 7.
3. Despatch from India to London No. 166. Dated 27.7.SO.

Ibid. P.347.



This announcement of recognition was reported by Griffin to 
have been received with evident satisfaction by the Chiefs

- - -*>• as?
In addition to formal recognition a gift consisting of 

Rs.15 Lakhs, besides Rs.9§" Lakhs which had been left by Yakub 
in the Treasury and some guns, was also given to the Amir.
The guns, however, in Stewart1 s opinion were hardly safe to 
fire and too heavy to be carried back to India.! Ripon*s 
note to Lyall - **if there are any rifles standing in the same 
category as the guns we are going to give him they might perhaps 
be handed over, but we must not make him too strong in arms,,

- shows, therefore a commendable caution.2
The recognition of Abdur Rahman proved specially well 

timed, for the British Army was defeated by the Afghans on 
the Helmund on July 20th. Griffin wrote to the Viceroy on 
August 4th *80 that **had the public recognition of Abdur 
Rahman been delayed till after the defeat ........ it might
have been difficult, or impossible to have made it at all ...**3 
Though it must be stated that such a setback was in no way 
anticipated, and its contemplation did not determine the date 
of recognition.

1. Griffin to Government of India. Ibid. j?. 253.

2. Negotiation with Abdur Rahman, cited Wolf-JLife of Ripon* t.23. 
3* P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 26. P. 864.
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However, the news of this Kandahar defeat impelled the 
British to hasten arrangements with the Amir and to dispose 
of the matters for discussion in as few interviews as possible. 
A meeting was accordingly arranged at Zimma, about sixteen 
miles North of Kabul. Griffin met the new Amir on 31st July 
and 1st August, escorted by a strong Cavalry Force and many 
Officers. During the intervieŵ  the Amir urgently pressed 
for arms and ammunition as well as money, in the form of a 
loan, in addition to the aid already given to him, professed 
to have no hankering for Herat and Kandahar, provided he was 
exonerated from blame in case trouble arose there, showed 

extreme anxiety for a treaty defining his limits and 
responsibilities, denied any leaning towards Russia, whose 
intentions, he said, were unfriendly both to India and 
Afghanistan, and desired that Khelat-i-Ghilzai be included 
in Kabul State.1

After the official interview, the Amir requested a 
private conversation with Griffin alone, which lasted for an 
hour. During this private meeting, the Amir explained his 
reason for a treaty more explicitly and frankly. He said 
that wthe difficulties of his position were hardly realised;

VdC 2-6
1. P.S.D.E. from India ♦ 866 - 76



the people among whom he had come were most ignorant and 

fanatical, and it was impossible at present to do anything 
without consulting them; that in time all might be well, 
but at present as he had no money and his troops were unpaid, 
he felt most uncomfortably in their power; that it would
be well for the Government to strengthen him in all possible
ways, as he had the sincerest desire of acting honestly by 
it; that this could not be done in any better manner than 
by granting him a treaty. ”1 When told to wait for the treaty 
till his position was more consolidated, he pleaded that Mhe
himself was perfectly content to wait but the people

did not understand this and unless he had in a distinct 
agreement an assurance of the friendship and support of the 
British Government he would be discredited in the eyes of 
Afghanistan.n

Griffin was very much impressed by the intelligence and 
courteous manner of the Amir, and found him animated by a 
sincere desire to be on cordial terms with the British Government. 
He wrote to the Viceroy that ,!he is by far the most prepossessing 
of all the Barakzai Sirdars, whom I have met in Afghanistan, 
and in conversation showed both good sense and sound political 
judgement. He kept thoroughly to the point under discussion

1. Supplementary Note by Griffin. Ibid. K  875



and his remarks were characterized by shrewdness and ability. 
Hovever, Griffin considered his expectations larger than the 
Government was prepared to satisfy, but Abdur Rahman did not 
press them with discourteous insistence. Since Abdur Rahmans 
position was not yet consolidated, and it was "beneath the 
dignity of a great power to hurry into engagements incautiously,!2 
Griffin refused to grant him a treaty, but agreed to give a 
formal statement of the intentions of the British Government 
to which the Amir finally agreed. A memorandum of obligation 
was accordingly granted on the lines of the letter written to 
him by Griffin on January 14-th.3

It is interesting to note that whereas Abdur Rahman 
wanted a treaty with the British Government to appease his 
people and his request was denied; Sher Ali and Yakub Khan 
always resented a treaty with the British, lest their peoples 
object to it.

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 70. fc. 90. Dated 4-*§«&0.
P. V/xSv* Xfe

2. Griffin to the Amir. -ibid. P. 871.
3. This document was intended to form the subject of future 

discussions but the Amir appeared to be satisfied with 
the paper as it stood.
(Vide. Griffin to Lyall. Ibid. P. 164-3)



It is very doubtful that Abdur Rahman was demanding a 
written agreement to pacify his peoples, for the feelings of 
the Afghans towards the British were far from being friendly, 
and during the course of his conversations with Griffin, the 
Ghilzai Chiefs did not let him come to Griffin1 s camp on 1st 
May for the meeting, lest he might be arrested or killed by 
the British.̂

By sheer tact Abdur Rahman had established himself on the 
throne of Kabul. Lytton had elected to recognise him as the 
Amir, only because he had failed to find any other capable 
pretender; and Ripon carried on the negotiations, in spite of 

his intense dislike and mistrust for him, for the Indian 
Government - no matter who headed it - was committed to such 
a policy. Abdur Rahman succeeded in obtaining the support of 
the Afghan peoples and also of the British without displeasing 
the Russians. All this he did just by skilful diplomacy, as 
he had hardly any effective military force behind him. No  ̂
doubt he was immenaly aided by the fact that there was at that 
moment no competent rival, except Yakub Khan, and his restoration 
would have been effected only as a last resort.

Ripon* too deserves to be highly commended for the cool- 
headedness and patience with which he guided the negotiations.
He always maintained the dignity and composure of the Governor 
General of a civilised state. He judged the issues on their

U k X1. Griffin to Stewart ̂ 4.8.80. Pari. Papers. Vol. 70. P.90.



merits and in the light of previous commitments. In spite 

of the constant reports of Griffin and Stewart of Abdur Rahmans 
faithlessness, and their strong advice to drop him, Ripon 
refused to take any hasty action, and decided to give him a 
chance. Nor did he allow his personal feelings to temper the 
decisions of the Government. Had he wanted to do what he 
personally liked, he would certain have restored Yakub Khan.
What Lytton would have done under these circumstances, is not 
difficult to understand. Nevertheless Lytton*s show of strength* 
largely contributed to the submissive attitude of Afghanistan 

and tacit acceptance of the British Supremacy by the Russians.
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After having thus settled the affairs of Northern

Ai ghanistan, Ripon contemplated the withdrawal of the 

British forces from Kanoanar; ana arrangements were 

maue ior the British army to evacuate Afghanistan Dy 

the Khy'ber Pass and Kurram Valley. But on July 2tith 

1880$ Ayub Khan invaded southern Afghanistan in the 

neighbourhood of Kandahar and defeated the British Army. 

The pru*xi^e, ±u e«»r±,y Spring, when Stewart left 

Kanaahar, was fairly quiet, out it was Known that Ayub 

Khan was maKing preparations for war in Herat, although 

the reports of his movements and intentions were 

conflicting, and uncertain, and the British Army did 

not consider them dangerous. Sher Ali Khan - not the 

late Amir - who had Been the Governor of Kandahar during 

Stewart's residence there, had been nominated hereditary 

ruler of the Province with the title of 'Wali' , when 

it was decided to separate Kanaahar from North-Bastern 

Afghanistan.

On June 21st the Wali, who had some days earlier 

crossed the helmud and occupied GirishK with his troops, 

reported that Ayub Khan was actually on the march towards 

Kandahar frontier, and asKea for the Britisn support
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to check his advance. The British Resident at 

Kanaahar also reported from time to time the movements 

of Ayub Khan.1 On the 12th July news reached Col.

St. oohn, the political officer with General Burrows' 

force, that the advance portion of Ayub Khan's army 

was at Washir, and that Ayub Khan himseli was not far 

in the rear. The infantry in the Wali's service was 

in such an unsatisfactory state and so untrustworthy 

that General Burrows and Col. ot. john deliberated 

on the question of disarming them.^ But before any 

steps could be taken, Wali's infantry deserted in a body,

taking with them a battery 01 artillery.

On the 2pth, .ayub Khan with his entire force^ 

was known to be at haidarabad, while his Cavalry 

occasionally occupied Sangbar, ana it was reported to 

be his intention to advance on the 25th by Sangbar 

ana Maiwand^ to endeavour to pass by General Arrow's 

force into the Arghanoab valley above Kanaahar. Ahe 

strength of the British forces then at Kanaahar was low,

1. P.3.D.E. from India, vol.2b. )?fc. 405-9.

2. ihe Viceroy to oecy. of Btate. ^espatch ho. 175 
Dated 5.8.80.
P.o.D.E. frxrr India, vol.2b. fc.485.



but it was important to fight Ayub*s offensive movement 

anu on July 20tn a urigade left tne Dank of nelmua and 

met crushing defeat at the nanas of Ayub’s large army

vacated the Cantonment at Kandahar, moving all his 

troops into the citaael, in the opinion of Ripon ana 

other India authorities, behaved with incompetence 

in this battle, which was responsible for the defeat. 

Of course, Ayub was greatly aiaea by the mutiny in the

Wali's army.

Kipon was distressed by the sudden turn of events 

and his future plans became 1 uncertain and doubtful on 

account of (these) untoward events in the neighbourhood

the nev/s of tnis disaster with great indignation ana 

many questions were asked by the members. 2

on July 28th at Maiwand.^ General Primrose, who had

of Kanaahar.'^ The british Parliament too received

Ripon Papers/4ib21. t.43
V  kRipon Papers/43bl0. P.45

Vfib

Ripon to hartington

Pari. Debates 3rd Series. Vol. 233



Griffin telegraphed to the Government of India 

that the news of Ivlaiwana del eat had entirely altered 

the position in Kabul and "unless Ayub can be beaten 

decisively and quickly, may cause all arrangements to 

collapse".1

He also reported further that many of the Amir's 

supporters were likely to desert him in favour 01 Ayub 

and that the Amir would not be able to defeat him alone. 

Thereiore, he suggested that aid be given to Abdur 

Rahman. Within a few hours y Ripon approved Griffin's 

suggestion and ordered :^r reinforcements.^ The

Secretary for State for India also supported Ripon 
in his plans to combat this new d a n g e r  in Afghanistan . 3  

It may be recalled here, that in September 1879 

two days after the outbreak at Kabul against the British 

Embassy, two Kabul regiments at Herat broke out into 

mutiny and murdered General Fakir Ahmed Khan, who was 

commanding the army there under Ayub Khan. xhis event

made all the Kabuli regiments in Herat anxious to go

v«G.
1. Ripon Papers A3b21 . P.47.

•2'. Jr.R.P. 43621. £.48.

3. Ibid. £.33.



back home. The best and easiest route from Herat to 

Kabul was by Kandanar. Ayub Khan tried to disband 

and disarm them, but he coula not succeed. a s  early 

as iNOvember 1873 reports were received that the Kabul 

regiments were pressing ̂ yub Khan to lead them to 

Kandahar, and they were beyond the Sirdar's control. 

Consequently, Ayub Khan himseli telegraphed on 24th 

November to the Persian Minister that, since Yakub Khan 

had made treaty with the British, he was proclaiming 

Jehau against them and moving towards Kandahar. The 

Siraar actually marched out of nerat in December with 

all his forces. A battle between the kaouli and ^erati 

regiments ensueu and though the latter were uefeatea, 

it checked the march of the former. During the first 

two months in 1880, rumours oi Ayub's advance were 

prevelent, intermixed, however, with stories oi fresh 

quarrelling among the regiments. until the end ol 

May, the reports oi Ayuo's movements aud intentions 

continued to be uncertain and inconsistant. un June

4th came intelligence that the march was again postponed 

owing to the internal quarrels of the troops .

On the 21st June, however, the .mli of Kandahar,



who had been at Girishk since June 1st, sent word 

to Col. St. John that he had received authentic news 

of Ayub!s march toward Kandahar. On the 25th,

Ronald Thompson, the British Minister at Tehran also 

telegraphed a similar message. Consequently, the 

British Government in consultation with military 

authorities decided that a British force should advance 

to the Helmund and a reinforcement be pushed up to 

Kandahar to check Ayub's advance. The British Government 
thought that, "The appearance of a British Brigade on 

the Helmund would check the progress of Ayub Khan, 

that Herati troops might hold back, and that the Kabuli 

regiments, whose main object was to reach their homes 

might break up and leave his stanoara."^ But as we know 

things did not go the British way.

Attack in the Parliament was made on the conduct 

of the Government of India that Military Commanders 

were hampered by Government instructions. This event 

raised two points before hipon. In the first place 

British loss of prestige had to be compensated, and the

1. P.S.D.E from India. Vol.2b. £.1565

2. Prom India. Despatch ho.185. 17th August 1880.
P.S.D.E from India, vol.26 P.719.
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Amir had to be strengthened against Ayub, In the second 

place, it indicated that the Wali had no hold on the 

country, either politically or militarily, and that the 

majority of the people were against him, 10 meet the 

first pointv reinforcements had already been ordered 

and to meet the second^ nipon telegraphed to Hartington 

on 31st July 1880 that fl.... after retrieving late 

defeat, we should be justified in declining to uphold 

him (Wali) with our troops and might offer him compensation 

in India. In that case I thinic that if Adbur Rahman 
remains friendly^ the reunion of Kandahar to Kabul 

would probably be desirable. Are you willing to give 

me discretion in that direction, if I thinic it just and 

wise? The bribe to .adbur Rhaman would be immense, and 

the hope of recovering Kandahar might induce Sher Ali*s

party to adhere to him and refuse aid to Ayub. If we 

let Amir have hanoahar we must retain Pishm and Sibi 

in full sovereignity. un this my opinion is strong.

The British Cabinet gave full discretion to Ripon to 

tajce steps in the direction, he had proposed.^

WwJdf p„ 72 
Ibid. t. 73
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But Ripon was a man of great patience. He always 

liked to weigh all the considerations, before taking 

any decisive step. At any rate he did not take a 

hasty action in Afghan affairs. Before restoring 

Kandahar* there were three main points to be considered.

The pledges given to the wali 8her Ali, the friendly 

intentions of Abdur Rahman, and the military importance 

for retaining a hold on Kandahar. Ripon did not want 

to break faith with the Wali, although the ’Wali was so 

unpopular that his fall was inevitable, so as an 

alternative he proposed to offer him "an ample pension 

and suitable position in India."1 Writing to Hartington 

he said that, "I hold it strongly that our first duty 

is to maintain the most scrupulous faith with the vvali, 

and that no considerations of political convenience 

ought to induce us to deviate from it; but our 

engagements were made with him on the supposition that 

he had a substantial position in the country, which 

only required to be 11 consolidated” 2 and if it should 

appear that he had in reality no such position at all, 

and that there is nothing to consolidate, those engagements 

are no longer capable of being fulfilled in the sense
W  k  3, 0

1. R.P.’P.49. Ripon to Hartington. j-ated 1.8.80.
A

2 . Lytton's expression.
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in which they were made, and may consequently be rightly 
regarded as open to reconsideration.nl

As to the friendly intentions of Abdur Rahman^ Ripon was 
not very positive at that moment. But he thought the Amir1 s 
demeanour was most friendly, and since Abdur Rahman was not 
firmly established till then, he thought* that the offer of 
Kandahar would be a trump card in their diplomatic dealings.

As regards Kandahar it appeared to Ripon^ that whatever 
be the value of the military arguments for its retention, the 
political and financial arguments were heavier against it.

And thus he decided to rest content with Pishn and Sibi.
To vindicate the British honour lost in the battle of 

Maiwand* a column was despatched from Kabul under the command 
of Sir Frederick Roberts on 8th May 1880. Orders were issued 
immediately for the despatch of large additional reinforcements 
from India by the Sibi Railway and the Bolan and Kloyak passes. 
By this time General Stewart had already inflicted a severe 
defeat on the Ghilzais and the situation in Afghanistan looked 
well under control. Roberts march was totally unopposed and

6 v1V*>-
he arrived at Kandahar on 31st May# following day, Ayub was

A
decisively beaten in the battle of Kandahar and he fled away 
to Khakrez leaving the only British prisoner he had* in the

1. Ibid.
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charge of the guara with no instructions beyona the 

verbal oraer that he was not to be killed.. The 

victory was complete ana the ^yub!s army was totally 

shattered. xhus Mai Wand was avengeu. and Kanaahar, 

which Ayub had beseiged later on, was relieved. ^arlier 

in a letter to Roberts, Ayub Khan gave his version of 

Mai Wand battle, professed his friendly feelings towards 

the ~ritish, and requested for the-peaceful settlement 

of the dispute. m  reply to this letter on August 

29th *80 Roberts demanded unconditional surrender/

The battle of Ranaanar was an effective finale 

to the latest of the Anglo-Afghan wars and it is in this 

sense that it is chieily memorable.

it is interesting to find that both Mohammad Jan
k,and Mush-i-Alam, who led the fight against the British

1. When British forces entered Ayub*s camp they found
the recently murdered remains of the British lieutenant
Maclaine, nis fellow prisoners gave conflicting 
accounts of the manner in which this officer met 
his death. oOl. ot. oohn in a report on the events 
of Kanoanar, to Lyall wrote that B... it would appear 
that Ayub Khan, beyond the fact of having left him 
unprotected, was personally guiltless oi his death'1
(Vide. b.S.D.jh. from Inaia. vol. 2b K  1966}

2 . P.o.D.B. from inaia. vol. 26. I2b5 .
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forces alter YaAub Khan’s abdication, naa now written 

most inendly letters to urifiin. 1

Both the Amir ana ivhan of ahelac remained perfectly 

loyal to the ^ritish uovernment during tnese operations.

The successful conclusion of the second Afghan war, not 

only restorea the j^ritisn prestige, out aeieuteu trie Ik-
Ow-A- 7

Russian intrigues too ana paveu tne way for the progress 

of Afghanistan, under a strong ana capaole ruler like 

AOdux f&hrnan .

Z.tfr £)*****( Now the withdrawal -oritish forces from
Afghanistan and the establishment of stable, and friendly 

relations with the Amir, were the two questions facing 
Kipon. After the march of British troops from Kabul 

to nandahar in early August, Kabul ha a been in fact 

evacuated, and therefore it was only from Kanaahar, that 

the British troops were to be withdrawn.

On 6th September 1880 k Ripon asked the Secretary 

of State for India, ’’does your wish to complete withdrawal 

from Kandahar and its union with the rest of Afghanistan 

remain unchanged? I am in favour of these measures ., 

Previously^ immediately after the desertion of ,Vali!s

|>6 i .

1. Ripon Papers, vol. 43610.^Ripon to nartington. No.17. 
Ripon Papers, vol. 43615. t. 59.
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troops , nipon he.a already "been given full discretion 

by London in this matter. vnce again the oecretary 

of otate sanctionee Ripon*s proposals in a telegram

ever for complete and prompt withdrawal from rvaudahar 

and desire its reunion with Afghanistan, if Abaur 

nammn seems capable of undertaking its government, 

we leave time and future entirely to you, but reserve 

opinion of Pishin ana sibi". Ripon was very anxious 

to seize this opportunity of relieving his Government 

from the burden of maintaining a forward position in 

Southern Afghanistan. Ayub*s overthrow had great1 ,r

strengthened the position of Abdur Rahman and he/wanted

to secure the everlasting friendship of the new Amir, 

by offering him Kandahar as a gift of British friendship. 

Also by strengthening the position of the new Amir, who 

had by now won the confidence of the viceroy, he endeavoured 

to secure friendly and capable Afghan kingdom on the 

Northern frontier of India.

hut it was not so easy, ihe opposition to this 

plan came^ not from above^ but from within the Government

1. Ibid. t . 62.

on September 9th.^ he said, "We are as anxious as
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of Inaia itself. o.he commanaer-in-chief, General 

Haines,*1 ana W. Stokes were opposed to it ana Ripon 

was not sure if he would get-enr approval of his Council.

In a letter to nartington he said that, 11 ...if you 

determine upon giving up Kandahar, you must he prepared 

for very strong opposition here. The commander-in-chief 

has already written to me privately against it in strong 

terms; the great body of military opinion in this 

country would be opposed to it... I do not feel certain 

of finding any support in Council except from Aitchison. 
But, so determined was Ripon on the withdrawal from 

Kandahar that he forewarned the Secretary of State of the 

possibility of his overruling the will of the majority 

of his Council.3 He was, however, in favour of retaining 

Pishin and Sibi.

1. un Sept.18th '80 both the members recorded their 
minute against the withdrawal of troops from 
Kandahar. "To ensure an effective advance from 
the Southward against an enemy in the interior of 
the Country, as contemplated in this despatch, the 
retention of Kanoahar in necessary." Further they 
agreed that until ^bdur Rahmanfs foreign dealing 
did not become clear, Kandahar must be held.
vVide P.S.D.B. from India Vol. ^6 . P.1219.)

2. Ripon Papers. Vol.OblO. fc.93.
3 . Ibid.
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As has already been stated Ripon, unlike Lytton, 

was a man of great patience who would never allow 

vindictiveness to determine the course of political 

Qveifrfrs . Before facing the situation, in which he would 

have had to overrule the council^ on the question of 

Kandahar, he gave Haines an opportunity to visit 

Kandahar and form his opinion on the spot. Such a 

way not only secured the co-operation of the colleagues, 

but also better results. oecondly, in spite of the 

strong advice of the commander-in-chief and other 

military leaders, he refused to inflict any punishment 

on the villages from which the British troops were fired 

at on their retreat from A/aiwand.1 such a step was 

not only in a marked contravention to the Kabul executions 

of 1879, but was very courageous too. nule by 

co-operation is better than rule by terror. Such 

incidents sound small amid the big military operations 

but have far-reaching effects on civilian population.

1. Ibid. vol. 43613. t.73.
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It is quite possible that if the Babul executions1 had 

not taken place the resentment against the British in 

Kabul would not have taken such a dangerous course.

1. regarding Babul executions, an important revelation
is found in Ripon Papers (Vide n.P. 43617. PP 130-140) 
which questions the justice of these executions.
In the answer to an enquiry made by Hartington on 
December 10th, 1880, Ripon wrote, “Griffin sent 
no report, as described in Bombay Gazette, upon 
Kabul executions, but he did send, confidentially, 
demi-official letter regarding corruption and 
exortion of a native official, nyat Khan, at Kabul, 
and some notes of inquiry made in absence of accused 
were received". it is also interesting to find 
that the proceedings oi General Massy*s Commission, 
which conducted the Kabul trials, had not been 
sent to London. Another instance of Lytton*s 
arbitrariness, though General noberts was primarily 
responsible for the commission and it was he who 
relied on Hyat khan, who in Griffin’s opinion was 
a scoundrel. This incident was looked upon by 
nartington unfavourably, for Roberts appointment 
to Ripon’s Council. (Vide R.P. 43611. P.8 .;
In the middle of 1881, an enquiry was instituted 
by uovernment of India, to investigate the charges 
against Hyat Khan, concerning his conduct in Babul 
trials. xhe enquiry was conducted under D. a.
Barkley*s Sessions oudge Peshawar, chairmanship.
The opinions of three members forming the commission 
were not unaminous, but upon some of the charges 
they agreed in conclusions, unfavourable to Hyat 
Khan. ^Viae. P.6.D.L. from India.Vol.28. it. 12^3-1343)
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Bexore withdrawing from Banoahar Ripon wrote to 

the Amir on September 10th 188u^ lo inform him of the 
victory of Rouerts at ^andahar, and of the complete 
dispersion by him of ^yub's army, and to congratulate 

him on the success with which he was consolidating his 
position at Kaoul.1 ihe object of tnis correspondence 
was to open way for ultimate negotiations for placing 
Kandahar under his government after the British withdrawal, 
ihe letter was^first to be written by the viceroy to 
the Amir. It was reported that the Amir was intensely 

gratified at receiving it, ana had said that, long
as no letter came to him from the viceroy, it was to 

be surmised that there was a screen of estrangement 
isolating him from His Excellency.* He replied to this

letter on September 28thx in most friendly manner, 
lhis recognition of his standing as an important ruler 

strengthened his position considerably and adaed to his 

confidence in British support, without which he coula 
never be sure of his position.

ihe situation in Afghanistan was now peaceful, but 

the Amir was awfully short of money and arms. He writes

1. Pari, papers. Vol.70. t.265.



in his autobiography, 1 "On my succeeding to the throne, 
and after the departure of the English from Kabul, I 
placed nry foot in the stirrup of progress and administration.
The country exhibiting a rebellious spirit, I appointed 
private detectives and spies to report to me all that went on 
among the people, thus finding out with abundant proofs 
those who were loyal and friendly. The ringleaders 
and worst offenders were the fanatical Mullas and headstrong 
chiefs, who had been partisians of the Cali Sher Ali*s
family^ .... These were treated according to their actions,
some of them being banished from the country, while others 
suffered the worst fate of all for their misdeeds." 3 He 
then pointed out two things; "There was firstly, no money 
to pay the army or for any Government expenditure; and 
secondly there were no arms ammunition or military forces."
In a letter to the Foreign Secretary (India) on 11th December 
1SS0, the Amir mentioned that at Zimina meeting Griffin promised 
100 lacs of rupees, but he had by then received only

1. Autobiography of Abdur Rahman. tA $0 V/vrt. 1.(5./
2. How far this accusation is right should be judged

in the light of Abdur Rahman^ unfriendly relationship 
with Sher Ali.

3. Could Abdur Rahman be there on the throne, if they
had not done the deed he called 1 misdeedsT.
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17 lacs.l Indeed he needed money badly. After all his 
position was far from stable. He was surrounded by persona 
whom he could not trust. Repeatedly he approached the British 
Government to help him out of this difficult situation. But 
he seems to have very large ideas in regard to financial 
help. The account given by Griffin of the meeting^ does not 
mention that he made any promise of giving the Amir 100 lacs 
of rupees in help or loan. However, to meet his immediate 
needs, 5 lacs of rupees were granted to him.

As it has been stated already, Ripon was facing a good 
deal of opposition from his advisers in India to his plan of 
Kandahar’s evacuation, but was supported by London. The 
Indian advisers opposed the evacuation because thereby they 
lost a secure frontier line,2 whereas London supported it in 
order to create a better atmosphere for negotiating peace in

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol.27. t.375. Since the Amir
wrote that he was promised 100 lacs of rupees by the 
British representative at Zimina, and apparently it 
was such a sum which could not be granted, the Government 
of India tasked Griffin to explain it. Griffin in an 
explanation on 18th April !82, categorically denied that 
he ever made such a promise. Griffin*s statement was 
corroborated by James Christie, who assisted him during 
the Zimma talks. On the advice of Griffin, it seems 
the Government of India did not ask the Amir to explain 
his statement.
(Vide P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 32. PP. 429-38)

2. See Pari. Papers. Vol.70 PP.1/7-256. Full of opinions
by various political and military leaders on the question 
of withdrawal from Kandahar.
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Central Asia with Russia, Writing to Ripon^ Hartington 
said,l flI think it just possible that we may come to some 
more definite understanding (with Russia) than has previously 
existed as to our mutual relationships in Central Asia; and 
for a Russian negotiation as well as that with Adbur Rahman, it 
may be useful to have retirement from Kandahar to offer as 
a concession on our part. I imagine that the Russians 
dislike our advance to Kandahar as much as we dread their*s 
to Merv1*. And, therefore, London did not commit itself 
even to the retention of Pishin and Sibi. Northbrook and 
others would have nothing to do with Pishin and Sibi either, 
though Hartington*s attitude was that of neutrality.2

Thus we find Ripon in a very precarious position. He was 
very strong about retention of Pishin and Sibi, but was not 
wholly supported by London; and by his own Government he was 
not supported even in withdrawing from Kandahar. Writing to 
Hartington^ on 20th September^lSSO^ Ripon said, 111 am sorry to 
hear that Northbrook objects to the retention of Pishin and 
Sibi... I showed him in London nrjr memorandum of the 9th May,

1. Ripon Papers. Vol. 43610. Despatch No.23. t.39.
2. R.P. 43615. P.66. Hartinton to Ripon.
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which I gave to you oefore j. left, ana in which I 

reeommendea our keeping those districts, and he raised 

no objection to it. 1 am always inclined to distrust 

my own judgement, if I find it differing from his upon 
Indian questions, but upon this point I have the strongest 

conviction that I am right.”1
By the treaty of Gundamak a long strip of territory 

adjoining the south-eastern border of Afghanistan was 

assigned to the British Government for administration.
This territory comprised the districts of Thai Chutiali, 

of Sibi and of Pishin, the two last lay on the route 
from the Indus to Kanoahar, ihe Pishin district also 
comprised the Kwaja Ainran range, which divided the Valley 
of Pishin from the plateau of Kandahar. ±his important 

range was crossed by the well Known Khojak pass, which 

was, until the completion of the railway, an obligatory 
point in the communication between Indian and Southern 

Afghanistan. The British authorities had taKen charge 

of these extensive districts, and had introduced a civil 

administration into the best part of them. The territory 

was not rich or populous, but it haa a considerable extent

1. Ripon Papers.vol. 43610. I?.111.
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of cultivation and possessed various resources. a 

railway had "been opened from Inaus to dibi and had been 

begun from Sibi to Pishin, though the operations had 
been suspended owing to the disturbed state of the 

frontier consequent on the events at Kandahar during 

the Summer of 188u.
These districts were adjacent to Baluchistan, the 

territory of the Khan of Khelat. By then^ the internal 

affairs of Baluchistan were satisfactorily settled. The 
Khan of Khelat haa made over the town and valley of 

Quetta, adjoining Pishin, and the military route from 
the Indus to Afghanistan by the Bolan Pass. Thus Quetta 
and Pishin together maae up a compact territory, commanding 

effectually the Bolan and Khojak passes and dominating 
the whole route.

Therefore Ripon argued^ that if they were to remain 

at Quetta, as they could not leave it, for it would 
involve the reversal of policy in regard to Khelat, -it 
seems to me very desirable that we should give ourselves 
the undoubted military auvantafee of retaining in our 
possession of the passes of the Kojuk Amr&r] Range, 

ihe best military authorities appear to be now unanimous

1 .  R.P. vo 1 • O b l Q  £.102. Viceroy's Minute
Patea 11.9.80.
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m  considering the Kandahar line as the true strategical 

line for us to operate upon in the event of any difficulties 
arising oetween England and nussia in respect to Central 

Asian affairs, or of any future disputes with the Afghans, 
and in regarding nandahar itself as a place of great 

strategical importance. *,ow if we retain rishin and 
Keep our h o m  on the Kojuk Amran Passes, we shall be 
within striking distance of Kandahar in a position from 
which we can seize it at any time, while we shall not 

be involved in the difficulties of iaany kinds which would 
result from its permanent occupation by our troops, and 
shall yet be able to maintain a direct influence over 

the ruler of the province, whether he be the Amir of a 

re-united Afghanistan or an independent Wali, without 

irritating him and his people by the presence of a British 
force in their country, or by interference, direct or 
indirect, in their internal affairs. it seems to me 

that we should thus really obtain all the advantages 

which the advocates of the permanent occupation of Kandahar 
claim for their policy, without exposing ourselves to 

the risks which experience shows would attend upon that 

o ccupation."
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However, Ripon could, not pursuade the members of 

his Council to accept his point of view* In a meeting 
on 24th September* 1880.* the matter was discussed and 
Ripon met a more decided opposition than he had expected, 
including both the military members,1 The members 
complained that they did not possess sufficient information 

about the real position of the Wali and how would he view 

his release from the British engagements. Therefore,
Ripon aid not consider it wise to force his opinion on 

that meeting, and veto the decision of the majority, 

as it would certainly have been against him. he decided, 
instead, to send Lyall, the Foreign Secretary, to Kandahar 

"to investigate political state of things there, and 
report on the position of Wali and feelings of country.”^

1. The Commander in Chief Gen. naines recorded a 
long minute in favour of retention of Kandahar 
25.11.80 (Vide. P.S.D.E from India Vol. 27.&.565-9; 
Later when Lyall came back from Kandahar and reported 
V/ali!s resignation naines recorded another minute, 
confirming this one. ^Vide Ibid t.837)

2. ielegram.Ripon to Hartington dated 24th September, 1880 
Ripon Papers, Vol. 45621. P.267.
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The Commander-in-uhief, General Haines, himself

was very anxious to go to Kandahar to examine the position
on the spot.1

In the meantime nritish forces evacuated Kurram
on 16th October and Kanaahar was reported to be all quiet.

And it was confirmed that Ayub Khan had entered Heraty

with Mu^sa Khan, the son of lakub Khan, the late Amir.^
On the 19th October Ripon had a talk with ueneral Roberts,
who confessed that Wali of Kandahar was not strong enough
to hold it by himself and "that he was treacherous and

was playing a double game."3 He further said, "there

is nobody else in Southern Afghanistan but the Wali,
who could be made ruler under us, and the choice lies

between annexation and withdrauCL." According to noberts , 
the holding of Kanaahar would have been of strategic

benefit, but he admitted that by retaining the Passes

of Khojak Amaran range, completing the railway to
Gulistan Kareg, and keeping a force at Quetta, ivanoahar

could be occupied at any time. in short, he agreed

1. Ripon Papers, vol.45615. t.72.
2. Ibid. 1\82.

5. Ripon Papers, vol.45610. £.144.
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with Ripon. But how far his opinion must have affected 

Ripon can be understood by Ripon!s opinion of him!

11 It must, however, be borne in mind that Robert*s fault 

is a too great readiness to chime in with the views of 

those under whom he is serving.1'1

Also, by now Ripon had received letters from Lyall^ 
telling him that he would not have much trouole with 

the Wali.
meanwhile, the India Office in London was getting 

upset aoout this Kanaahar business. ^he Liberal 

Cabinet was firmly of the opinion that there existed 

no formidable danger to the security of India and to

retain Afghan territory and incur military expenditure

would be an unnecessary and heavy strain on the resources 

of Indian army.3 Northbrook and some members of the 

Secretary of State's Council were opposed to retaining 

Pishin and Sibi either.4 Hartington *s attitude was 

1 . Ibid. b. 144.

2. Ibid. b. 143.
-r*

3. P.S.D.E India Vol. 6 Despatch No.45
Dated 11.11.80. . 379 - 86. w 1 aa

4. .^Despatch from Secretary of State to India No.20
Dated 29th April. 1881 , by the Council Members.
^Vide.r.S.D.E India Vol.7. l>t>.159-234) .
One of the members says that "if we do not 
return it now to Afghanistan we never shall." P.225.
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that the question of Kandahar was so important that 

that should he decided by the nritish Cabinet rather 

than the Indian Government.1 He appeared to be 

undecided and his indecision seemea to have been worked 

up by the opposition Ripon was facing on one side in 

his own Council, who desired him to be more forward, 

and on the other side by Northbrook and others, who 

desired him to be more backward. nartington supported 

Ripon, for he thought that Ripon would be able to pursuade 

his Council to withdraw from Kandahar^ on the condition 

of retaining Pishin and sibi. otherwise he himself 

would have preferred to revert to the old Sind frontier. 

But Ripon resented this kind of support from nartington, 

for he genuinely believed in the retention of Pishin 

and Sibi in the interests of Indian frontiers. He was 

not bargaining with his advisers and he did not want 

Hartington to think so. long before this situation 

arose* he had included in his Memorandum of Key 9th a 

plea for the retention of these two districts.-^ Ripon 

made it perfectly clear in his despatch to nartington

1. n.P. Vol. 43610. P.50. Hartington to Ripon.
30tn September, 1880. Despatch No. 28.

2* vv 's’g- d
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on October 25th 1880,1 that it was not aue to the 

influence of the surrounding atmosphere or the desire 

to secure the majority of the Council but solely the 

experience, which he had gathered in India, that he 

had favoured this conviction. Ripon not only held 

this belief firmly, but showed the courage and strength 

of his conviction to carry it out, warning Hartington 

clearly of the disadvantages of going against his policy. 

A cool-headed and patient statesman, he showed the 

firmness of Lyttor) in sticking to his belief, without 
any indication of his uisobeuience. One can understand 

the military advisers desire to adopt a more forward 

policy, especially in relation to Kanaahar, which was 

apparently so important from the strategic standpoint.^- 

xjut why should Northbrook and others have objected to a

1 . R.P. Vol. 43b10. t>. 14i>.

2. Not all the military leaders favoured the retention 
of Kandahar. otewart, wno haa earlier assureu 
the chiefs of Kandahar (25th ârcii 1o8u, and loth 
April 1879) that there was no chance of handanax 
falling again under the authority of the Amir, 
later on changed his opinion, recorded his 
disagreement with Roberts, who believed the military 
occupation of Kanoahar of vital importance, 
vide. Pari. Debate bra Reries. vol 258 ti?. 1947-8.
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plan, which would have given all the strategic advantages of 
retaining Kandahar, without its grave evils and risks? Was 
Northbrook trying to justify the policy he maintained during his 
Viceroyalty, before Lytton? Were the members of Hartington1s 
Council really suggesting complete withdrawal/as to force the 
Indian Government to re-occupy Kandahar, after a few years when 
the evils of complete withdrawal became apparent? Did they in 
fact favour a more forward policy? Ripon at least thought they 
did.l

On March 3rd 1881^ Lytton moved a resolution in the House 
of Lords, censuring the British policy in regard to Kandahar.
As expected*, he strongly condemned the policy of withdrawal. He 
said "The experience of the past few years has certainly proved 
two things - first that you cannot exclude Russian influence, 
wherever you fail to establish British influence in Afghanistan* 
Secondly, that you cannot secure the friendship or alliance of any 
Afghan ruler by merely leaving him alone, and for this simple 
reason - no Afghan ruler wishes to be left a l o n e . A  very 
interesting and long debate followed on this resolution, in which 
almost all the prominent teers of the day participated. Seldom

1. R. P. Vol. 43610* fc.Lj6*
2. Pari. Debates. 3rd Series. Vol. 259* 67-8.
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have the two parties been so firmly and clearly divided on an 
issue or have debated it with such conviction and zeal. However, 
the resolution was resolved in the affirmative with a majority of

89.1
In the House of Commons too a similar motion was debated at 

length on March 24th and 25th but was defeated by a majority of 
120.2 During the course of the debate Hartington declared/4we 
do not intend to trust to a scientific frontier, we do not intend 
to look only to mountain passes and strongholds. We think that 
some attention should be paid to the fact that these mountain 
passes and strongholds are held by men, and are inhabited by men 
of whom the strongest characteristic is their deep and strong
attachment to their independence..... We will try to teach them..
that we ourselves respect that independence, and that in our own 
interest, and for the protection of our own frontier, we will
assist them to maintain that independence........ "3

While these discussions were going on the Indian Foreign 
Secretary returned from Kandahar "bringing letter from Wali placing

1. Ibid. 311.
2. Ibid t. 2032.
3. Pari. Debate. 3rd Series. Vol. 259. fcfc 2022 - 3.
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himself wholly at our (British) disposal and expressing a wish to 
retire to Karachi." Ripon replied to the Wali commending his 
wisdom, and assuring him of British friendship.

Lyall did his work well and looked into the situation fully.
He was inclined to believe that Wali had never had a real hold on 
the country and had always been a puppet of the British. Since 
there was no one on the spot who could undertake the government, 
the choice then lay between Ayub and Abdur Rahman. The attitude 
of the former2 was so undisguised that Ripon, having no other choice, 
requested the Secretary of State to sanction the opening of negotiations 
with Abdur Rahman.3 "The establishment of Ayub at Kandahar would 
undoubtedly be injurious to our interest, and would be the first 
step to his establishment at Kabul, and if a few lacs of rupees 
would enable Abdur Rahman to hold his own they would be well laid 
out. Once really master of Kandahar I have little doubt that he 
would get possession of Herat long before, which would be much the

l.y^ Even earlier Wali had expressed his desire to retire, since 
the people of Kandahar no longer confided in him.
St. John to Lyall. Vide. P.S.D.E. from India Vol.26. £.1976 
jR.P. Vol. 43615. P.89. Ripon to Hartington.
Telegram dated 14th November, 1880.

2. R.P. Vol. 43610. £. 162.
3 . Sirdar Hashim Khan, though, favroued Ayub, on the grounds of

his influence and power, and suggested that Ayub should rule 
Kandahar and Herat, and Abdur Rahman Kabul and Turkistan. 
Vide. R.P. Vol. 43621. £.389.
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best thing for us."l It was, of course, unfortunate that the 

necessity for placing Kandahar into his hands had arisen so soon 

after his establishment at Kabul, before he was firm enough in his 

saddle. But it could not be helped unless the British were 

prepared to hold on until he was ready, and they were not.
Earlier the Secretary of State had informed the Viceroy that

the Cabinet was wholly of Northbrook*s opinion that retention of 
Pishin and Sibi was out of the q u e s t i o n . 2  On December 3rd * 8 0  

Hartington informed Ripon that their retention would virtually mean 
the annexation of the Afghan territory, and their possession would 
keep the Government of India in the complications of Afghan politics. 
He wrote in the same despatch that "Her Majesty*s Government have 
deliberately adopted the view that the true defence of India consists 
not in the acquisition of strategic positions at a greater or less 
distance from the frontier, nor in a competition with any Power 
for influence in Central Asia, but in the good Government of India 
the development of her resources and the perfecting of the military 

organisation and efficiency of her army."3 Though the retention

1. R.P. Vol. 43610. Despatch No.35.

2. Ibid. Hartington to Rioon. Despatch No. 33. Dated 1st November,
1880. t. 63.

3. P.S.D.E. fJSa India Vol. 6. ££. 441 - 3. Despatch No. 99
Dated 3.12.80.
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of these places had a bearing on the Kandahar question, they 

did not affect its evacuation. On that the Cabinet was decided.
The difference was whether to retire below that or not. The 
Cabinet favoured the old Sind Frontier, whereas Ripon a little 
ahead of it. So far as Kandahar was concerned, Ripon was empowered 
to negotiate with the Amir, and in case the negotiations failed, 
he was asked to announce the withdrawal in any case and summon a 
conference of Afghan chiefs and leave the matter to their decision. 
Later in a despatch on 17th December^ 1880,, Hartington confessed 
that they did not consider the problem of Pishin in the light of 
its possible effects, it would have on their relations with Khelat. 
He desired to maintain the friendly relations with the Khan and he 
assured that he would look carefully over the whole subject again.1 

Evacuation of Kandahar * having thus been decided, Ripon wrote 
to the Wali accepting his proposal to retire to Karachi^ and to 
Abdur Rahman to request him to send some one whom he could trust 
to Peshawa^and to discuss with the representative of the Government 
of India the arrangements to be made regarding the future disposal 
of Southern Afghanistan, especially Kandahar. He also at the same 
time offered to send a confidential Mohammedan Agent to Kabul, if 
the Amir preferred that arrangement, though he would have preferred

£ .  ̂  f  gL  k  3  6 1 o  •

1. Ibid. P.78.
2. Pari. Papers. Vo1.70 P.262
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to receive an agent from the Amir. Col. Burne,Under Secretary
0

of India Office, regretted that sending an Indian Agent to Kabul 
was discouraged.**•

In the end of December 1881 the Amir replied to the Viceroy’s 
communication expressing his readiness to send an agent to communicate 
with the Indian authorities, but also intimated a desire to have 
an interview with the Viceroy. He wrote that ‘the affairs of 
Afghanistan are in such a deranged state that they cannot be properly
represented through the lips of another man 11 His other
reason for asking for an interview with the Viceroy was that there 
was no qualified man in Afghanistan to whom he could impart the 
secrets of his h e a r t .  ̂ Ripon could not grant him the desired 
interview, at that moment, since he was very conscious of the delicate 
position he was in: nThere is no doubt that he (the Amir) will
endeavour to drive as hard a bargain as possible with us, and it 
would certainly be desirable that the chief part of the bargaining

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 27. i>. 360.{WvJL VtfC T o *2. Ibid. P. 270.
It may be noted here that this letter was addressed to the 
Viceroy, in reply to a letter from the Viceroy on 16th 
November, 80. In fact there was no such letter; it was 
in reply to Lyall’s letter of November 18th *80.

3. )>U<Lf t  S' 11 •



should be got over before any meeting took place between the 
Amir and myselfRipon, therefore, wrote to the Amir on 7th January 
1881, to wait for the interview until a suitable opportunity, and 
in the meantime to despatch a confidential agent. He also allowed 
him to nominate a Governor for Khelat-iGhilzai, a matter which the 
Amir had referred in his letter of October 13th to Griffin. The
Amir was reported to have been greatly disappointed by this
adjournment of interview.

On January 21st^ the Viceroy*s Council decided to make all 
preparations to withdraw from Kandahar not later than April 15th.
The withdrawal was accepted by the Council because it was ordered 
by the Secretary of State, otherwise the majority of the members 
were against it .2 The Commandsr-in-Ghief strongly opposed it and 
wrote a Minute of dissent on it .3 In the meantime Ayub Khan sent

1. R.P. Vol. 43611. i>.2. Ripon to Hartington. £.|« §|*
2. Only Baring supported the withdrawal. (See his minute dated

February 19th 1881. Vide. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol.27
fcjP. 1349 - 55) He says that”the determination of Her Majesty*s 
Government to evacuate the whole of Afghanistan is eminently 
wise and statesmanlike.” See in the same voluma on other 
pages, the minutes of other members, who opposed the decision.
(R. Thompson, 1343 - 48) (W. Stokes. PP. 1137 - 9)
(J. Gibbs. pKll41 - 2) (D. Stewart PP. 1143 - 5)

3. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 27. t>.837.
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a letter to Ripon ’‘repeating in warmer and more courteous terms 
his regret for, and ignorance of, Maclaine^ (the only imprisoned 
British Officer he had on the eve of Kanadhar battle) murder.”1 

Before the negotiations with Abdur Rahman commenced, 
intelligence reports reached India that Ayub was making preparations 
to capture the Afghan throne. Though his military strength was 
not great, he was much more popular than Abdur Rahman in Southern 
Afghanistan. Once the British had left Kandahar he would establish 
himself there and then attack Kabul. At one time, Ripon believed 
that the whole affair ”will end in the establishment of Ayub at 
Kandahar, if not at Kabul”.2

After his defeat at Kandahar^ Ayub Khan had not been sitting 
idle. He retired to Herat and sought to win British favour.
Failing that he prepared to attack Kandahar, when the British had 
turned their back on it.

The Amir did not reply immediately to the Viceroy!s letter 
of 7th January, and the Government of India considered that the 
Amir should be placed, without delay, in possession of the general 
views and intentions of the British Government with regard to 
Kandahar.Therefore the Viceroy addressed him another letter on 
January 30th 1881, explaining the basis on which the Government of

1. P.R. Vol. 43615. t.112. Ripon to Hartington.
2. R.P. Vol. 43611. P.8. Rioon to Hartington.kxViSW
3* Aid. P. 853* Despatch No. 22 of 1881. Dated 2.2.81.



India were prepared to enter into arrangements for making over 
the Kandahar province to the Amir. Scarcely was this letter 
issued^ than the Amir’s reply came on 31st January. In the 
letter* he showed gratification regarding Khelat-i-Ghilzai and 
disappointment at the adjournment of interview with the Viceroy.
As desired by Ripon, he nominated Gen.^Ahmed Khan to discuss Afghan 
affairs with the British, but he pointed out that the representative 
would have no authority to settle any question, as no one other than 
the Amir could solve the problem of Afghanistan. 1 There was nothing 
in this letter to ĉ ynand any change or modification in Ripon1 s letter 
of January 30th. In this letter, Ripon in clear terms offered 
Kandahar to the Amir. If the Amir was inclined to accept the offer, 
he was promised help both in money and arms, and in other ways.

On the 10th February the Amir replied to Ripon1s letter, 
reaffirming the nomination of Gen. Mir Ahmed Khan and requesting 
more arms, which were supplied to him.2

In the end of February the Afghan envoy reached Calcutta and
met the Viceroy on the day after his arrival. Though he did not
have authority to conclude anything with the Indian Government on 
behalf of the Amir, he stated distinctly that the Amir Abdur Rahman 
was prepared to take over Kandahar, and was strong enough to hold

1. Ibid. 855.
2. E.S.D.S. from India Vol. 27. ^.1207 - 13



it against Ayub Khan*s attack. The envoy also said that the 
Amir!s troops were ready to start and march into Kandahar at 
once. He did not betray any sign of shock or surprise when Ripon 
told him that the British troops would withdraw from Kandahar by 
the end of March. 1 It was significant that the Amir asked for 
only 90,000 musket of different kinds, which the Indian Government 
could afford to spare at any time. In fact Ripon was willing to 
give more. Indeed the very smallness of the demand made Ripon 
a little suspicious. Clearly the Amir was trying to gain time 
since he well knew that the British were eager to withdraw as 
quickly as possible. He, being a skilled diplomat, deliberately 
^lengthened the process of negotiations, thereby rendering the 
British more and more impatient, and thus strike a better bargain. 
First he took long in answering the Viceroy*s letter, then he only 
sent his envoy, after an uncomfortable delay, and then again the 
envoy had as little authority, that he had to require leave of the 
Viceroy to consult the Amir. Ripon was quite conscious of these 
tactics, but he could not do anything except to wait for the outcome 

In the meantime* Ayub Khan sent a mission to Kandahar. Ayub 
knew that the British wanted to quit and if Abdur Rahman failed to 
get Kandahar, his chances very high. They met Col. St. John,

1. Ripon stated an earlier date to find out whether the envoy
"would cry out for more time11. (Vide. Ripon Papers. VolA36ll. P 
When the envoy did not, Ripon was somewhat surprised.



Resident of Southern Afghanistan on March 1st and were told 
that the British Government did not intend to give even a part 
of Kandahar to Ayub Khan.l

However, Ripon did think though reluctantly of coming to 
terms with Ayub Khan regarding Kandahar, if he could not settle it 
with Abdur Rahman. The presence of Ayub!s agents at Kandahar 
perhaps stimulated the Amir to speedy action, in case his own 
delay should go against him. Finally it was decided that Abdur 
Rahman would take over Kandahar and his troops would be there 
"within five days of the 15th April."2 And on 21st March Ayubfs 
agents were informed of that and advised to come to terms with the 
Amir.3 S«v<oy**6 left Kandahar on 23rd and no disturbance followed
their departure. So by the interplay of British needs and prejudices 
with Abdur Rahman*s tact, there was made Amir of Kabul and Kandahar 
a man whose popularity in Northern Afghanistan was nothing in 
comoarison to Yakub Khan*s and nothing in Southern Afghanistan as 
compared to Ayub Khan*s. \ Meanwhile Abdur Rahman, having been given 
Kandahar, began to aspire to Pishin as well. He wrote more than 

a hundred letters to the Sirdars of Kandahar announcing his newly-got

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 27. H>. 1661 - 2.
St. John to Lyall. Dated 2.3*Si.

2. R.P. Vol. A3611 • P. A5* Ripon to Hartington.
3. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 27. P. 1164-.



authority. Significantly he wrote to the Sirdars of Pishin 
as we 11.1- As yet the British had not announced their intention 
of releasing Pishin. London had, though, taken such a decision, 
but in a despatch in December Kartington had promised to reconsider 
it, on Ripon1s repedBd representations, after he had consulted 
Sandeman* The Amir acted, however, without any knowledge of this 
conflict of British views - and Ripon, irritated, decided on Lyall*s 
advice that if the Amir asked for Pishin, he should be politely told 
not to discuss the matter at that stage.2

The British evacuation of Kandahar started, as planned, before 
April 20th, 1880 and the Amir!s troops marched in. The British 
flag was hauled down under a salute of twenty-one guns. The 
transfer of power was peaceful and friendly, and by April 27th 
all British troops had left Afghan soil.3 Though many of the 
Kandahar Sirdars had written letters supporting Abdur Rahman, and 
Ayub!s authority at Herat was much weakened, Ripon was still not

1* R.P. 4-3611. fc.63* Ripon to Hartington.
He thus coolly played on British anxiety to get out of 
Afghanistan^ even while he was investing heavily in jewels 
in India, -mi a clear indication that he now planned to 
seek refuge in India rather than Russia should his luck 
change.

A* ̂2. Lyall to Ripon. 14th April, 1880.fVol.43622. h>.45 46.
3. P.S.D.E from India. Vol. 28. h  727.

St. John to Government of India.



sure uhat ^baur ^Anman would oe auie to nold xvanoahar. 

nowever, it aiu not take long to find out whether Ayub 

or Abuur riahman was tne more capable of holding ^anuahar 

ana Afghanistan, ior soun cuter the British withdrawal 

fighting between them commencea. The news about Abaur 

Ffrhman's prospects was confused and contrauictory. The 

British haa a secret agent at Kabul, who reported that 

the Amir’s position was very weak. But Ripon, knowing 

the agent to be a scoundrel, believed these reports were 

inspired by the Amir himself, who was seeking more aid 

by giving such an impression. however, Ripon was not 

much concerned about who won. His only anxiety was to 

protect the Indian Frontier ana to aid the Khan of Khelat, 

if Ayub won the battle against ADdur Rahman and attackeu 

Khelat.

While the evacuation of Kandahar was being completed 

Ripon received a despatch from Hartington authorising 

him to retain Pishin, if it was indispensable for any 

length of time, on the following conditions:1 (1)Hthat 

they do not form part of Afghan territory proper, the

1 . R.P. 43611. t>.39.



loss of whiich woula seriously weaken the Amir; (2) that 

the people; generally acquiesce in our remaining; (.)) that 

the retention will tend to the tranquility of Khelat 

and our own border, and (4) that they shall he held 

with a moderate force". It may he recalled here that 

London was determined to evacuate the whole of Afghanistan 

and, in a despatch on December 3ru '80 the Secretary of 

State communicated that besides Kanoahar, Pishin and 

dibi, assigned to the uritish Government under the treaty 

of Uundamak be also evacuated on February 2nd '8$. The 

Government of India replied that they accepted in 

principle the severence of political connection with 

Pishin and Sibi, when circumstances permitted, but the 

Government of India was of the opinion that these districts 

could not be given up immediately without risk of injury 

to British interests. consequently on April 29th !81 

the Secretary of State without changing his Government's 

opinion as to the inexpediency of the permanent retention 

of the districts assigned, agreed to the postponement 

of the relinquishment of Pishin and Sibi.1 These

1. P.S.D.E from India Vol. 28 .unnumbered between 
990 & 991 .



conditions were acceptable to Ripon, and he naturally 

was very much relieved by this news, for these two 

places - Pishin ana Sibi - haa given him a lot of 

anxiety, as his strong views on their retention were 

opposed by Lonaon. nipon desired the prolongation 

of British occupation of these aistricts, both because

and because of the need to safeguard the Khan of Khelat, 

during the period of uncertainty, by retaining British

It appears from nartington!s letters that London would 

have supported Ripon whole-heartedly in this matter, but 

they were very much afraid that ir they did so the 

Opposition in Parliament would claim that their policy 

had been adopted and after all they v̂ ere still in 

Afghanistan no matter whether it was chaman or Pishin 

or Kandahar.^ The correspondent of The Times had 

already telegraphed tnat a large division was permanently 

to remain at Quetta, and that the policy of retirement

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol.28. 991 - b.
Despatch Wo.84 of 1881. Dated 3.6.81.

their people had come to depend on a

influence over the tribes from these strategic positions.1



from Afghanistan was virtually abandoned.

While the reports of Ayub*s preparations for 

attack on Abdur F&hman were reaching India, the Amir 

asked for 1,000 rifles, which were given to him,On 

July 2nd 1881 * Ayub left Herat for Kandahar, and some 

people at Kandahar were reported to be waiting to 

welcome him.1 In the first encounter, Ayub totally 

defeated the army of the Amir, on July 27th2 near 

Girishk and entered Kandahar on 30th July. Ripon, 

therefore, ordered the British Commander to concentrate 

his forces on Quetta in case disturbances should arise. 

Reports were reaching Ripon that Abdur Rahman!s position 

was very weak and Ayub was gaining favour with the Afghan 

peoples. Even the Amir!s Envoy who arrived in Simla 

on 8th August and begged some encouragement from the 

British, admitted this fact.3 Ripon was advised by 

Lyall and others to do something, without committing 

the Government, to check Ayub*s advance. iout Ripon 

very wisely decided, "that for the present the sound

1. R.P. Vol. 43622. t. 63. Thomson to Ripon.

2. R.P. Vol. 43615. t. 171.
3. n.P. Vol. 43622. t>. 73.
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policy is to do nothing."1 Once again Ripon showed 

a great restraint, and refused to accept the advice of 

his colleagues, which might have created unnecessary 

complications. He ordered the British troops^ to
i

defend the positions they occupied and not to advance 

to give assistance to the Amir. He scrupulously  ̂

maintained strict neutrality in the internal affairs .  ̂̂

of Afghanistan . ^  ***

Hive oays before the Amir*s defeat, writing to 

Hartington, Ripon in a letter said, "I have all along 

looked upon Abdur Rahman fs overthrow by Ayub as not 

only possible, but probable; and, however complete 

that overthrow may be, I have not the slightest intention 

of moving a man to help the Amir, or of meddling in the 

smallest degree in the internal politics of Afghan is tan.115 

jDut now the question was, what would be the British 

attitude, if Ayub drove ^bdur Rahman out? Could Ripon 

recognise as Amir Ayub who had more than once declared

1. ibid.

R.P. 43622. fc.79. Ripon to otewart.

3. it#P. 43o11 . • 162.
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that his ooject was to attack the English, though 

he would not have dared to attempt it. Ripon hardly 

had any choice. So he Minstructed St. John to consent

to receive a messenger from Ayub, if he proposes to send
*

one".1 and he strongly recommended to the Secretary 

of State that if Ayub were to drive Abdur Rahman out 

of Kabul, all the Afghan prisoners under British 

surveillance be immediately released.^ Perhaps he hopeu 

that Yakub Khan, if released, would be a ole to establish 

himself on the throne of Kabul, for he had always been 

Riponfs choice.

un August 7th Ayub announced his occupation of 

Kandahar in a letter to ^ol. cit. John and his intention 

to proceed to Aabul. An fact the wording of the letter 

had been so arranged as to show to the British that sin<£e 

the British rejected his overtures of friendship, he had 

taken upon himself to display his strength. oykes 

writes that ot. John recommended that Ayub should be 

recognised as the de facto ruler of the province.

1. Ibid. t. 167. ojated July 2^th 1881. Ripon 
to ^artington.

2. P.S.D.E from India „ol. 29. jp.74 .



The Government of India, however, wisely awaited 

further developments.1

Though the position of Abdur Rahman was evidently 

weak, he acted with vigour and determination. It was 

his only and last chance. On the receipt of the details 

the Amir assembled his chiefs and Siroars, explained 

to them that the time had arrived when their loyalty 

would be put to test. Ayub too had issued proclaimations 

of Jehad. The Government of India was watching the 

whole affair with grave anxiety. ihey were afraid that 

if before the Amir marched to Kandahar* Ayub reached

Kabul* then the situation would be critical. "Should 

Ayub halt at Kandahar, and delay his advance, there is 

hope, but in case he marches straight to Kabul, then 

"Heaven help us"^ ihe Amir marched from Kabul on the 

11th August to Kandahar and inflicted a heavy defeat 

on Ayub in a severe battle on September 22nd, 1881.^

a..* jl uu nu u j. jni«uL i cjl erence to
such a recommendation by St. John, or any letter 
having been received by St. John from Ayub of this 
nature and date, ori)any other document*. f C .  rfK v/<t.

2. k  772.
3. Earlier St. John reported that Ayub approached the 

Amir to join him against the English and assured 
him that he would not attack him on his own initia 
ibid. jp.997 .

history of Afghanistan. Vol.2. t.153
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.uattle began ai 7 a.m. anu was over oy noon. Losses 

on botn sides were heavy. In his autobiography^ the 

Amir described this battle in a poetic manner, exaggerating 

the part he played in it. ĵ ut the desertion 01 Ayuu*s 

two xvabuli regiments in favour of A'buur Rahman sealed 

the fate of Ayub. He fled towards Herat. .̂t was 

unexpected good news ior Ripon since it avoided all the 

complications he would nave nao to face. u.e sent nis 

warm congratulations to the .-.mir, who really deserved 

them. n̂ this battle, too, Abaur Rahman played his 

cards with skill. . e naa waited till he had bought over 

a portion of Ayub*s army, and uy threatening his fio.uk 

had drawn his enemy from the strong position which he 

occupied, and then turned upon him and attacked in front, 

while the Kabuli regiments at the proper moment opened 

fire in the rear. No doubt the Amir of Kabul was greatly 

encouraged by the presence of british troops in that 

part of the country. writing to Hartington in a despatch, 

Ripon said, "... l am sure that our occupation of Pishin 

etc. in strength saved Abdur Rahman!s throne. It was 

our presence there which, without mixing us up in the 

civil war, checked Ayub's advance on Kabul, and gave
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the Amir time to organise a new army ana march to meet 

his rival, if Ayub had once followed up his success 

at Kandahar the Amir would now be a fugitive”.1

After his defeat at Kandahar, Ayub fled to Herat, 

and the Amir realised that so long as Ayub maintained 

himself there his own position in Afghanistan would 

never be secure and stable. ihe best thing was to uproot 

Ayub from there too, before marching to Kandahar Ayub 

had entrusted the rule of Herat to Sirdar Afzal Khan, 

who naturally could not govern it as strongly as Ayub 

would have done. Abdur Rahman took advantage of this 

situation and ‘ordered one of his adherents, Abdul Kaddus 
Khan, to occupy it*2 The Turkistan army captured Herat 

on October 2nd having defeated Abd-UiO-oOlam Khan - Ayub*s 

General at Chashmak-i-Chust. In a second fight another

of Ayub‘s General’s Luinab was defeated and surrendered
t/V'

to Abdul Kaddus. ^Rahman became the master of all 

Afghanistan, with the exception of the tiny uzbeg state
*Y\/

of Maimeta, which was occupied later on. Once Abaur

1. R.P. 43611. Ripon to Hartington.

2. Sykes. History of Afghanistan. Vol. 2. t. 154.



Rahman had captured Herat the Viceroy proposed to the 

Secretary of State to address Abdur Rahman in future 

as the Amir of Afghanistan, instead of Kabul. The 

Secretary of State hesitated to approve this change 

in the beginning, but soon after, on Ripon !s recommendation, 

agreed to address Abdur Rahman as "The Amir of Afghanistan 

and its dependencies" .1

Having heard of the defeat of his Generals Ayub^ 

who was ̂  at Anar Daren, went on to Herat. a battle 

was then fought outside the city, in the course or which 

Herati infantry regiments deserted to the enemy. Ayub

then fled to Meshed taking his family with him, and the

city was occupied by Abdul Kadaus without resistance.^

The defeated Sirdar, having been driven out, both from 

Herat and Kandahar, took refuge in Persia. The Shah 

granted him and his accompanying Sirdars an allowance

1. n.P. Vol. 43615. kb. 180 - 182.
2. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 30. k. 239.

British Agent at Quetta to Simla. (20.10.81)
Earlier it was reported that AyuD had gone 
straight from Anar Dareh to Persia.
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on the condition that he did not live in the districts 

bordering Afghanistan .1 ne caused considerable trouble 

for both the Persian and .British Governments by his 

repeated attempts to foment trouble in Afghanistan.^

His attempt, however, did not succeed, and ultimately 

in 1887 he surrendered to the British Consul General 

at Meshed. Afterwards an allowance was granted to him 

by the British Government and he reached Rawalpindi in 

the early summer of 1888.

1 . It was on the request of Ripon that the Shah of
Persia was requested through London to forbid Ayub . 
to reside near Afghan frontier. ^Vol.43622. b. 88-91)^

2. In November 1883 Thomson from Persia reported 
that the Persian Government, on the advic'e 
of Malcolm Khan, had resolved to allow Ayub to 
quit Persia by the way of Khorasan. he was 
expected to proceed to the Afghan frontier escorted 
by a Persian Official. This caused a great 
alarm in London and Simla, for Ayub could ferment 
trouble in Herat and disturb the peace in Afghanistan, 
which was still far from settled. ±he Viceroy 
even suspected that the 'determination of Persia 
to let Ayub‘Khan go, results from the failure of 
some intrigue which they have been carrying on at 
Kabul with a view to inducing Amir to cede ^erat 
to them. Having failed in this attempt they now 
threaten to set Ayub free, in order to frighten 
Amir into complying with their request. (Vide 
Telegram from Ripon to Kimberly, 43615 P.432).
The British Government had to inform the Persian 
Government in strong terms that permission to Ayub
to leave Persia by way of Khorasan would be considered a most unfriendly act.
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CHAPTER V 

A PROPOSED TREATY WITH RUSSIA 

Meanwhile in London suggestions for a treaty with Russia 

on Afghanistan were being advanced. The British Government 

was firmly determined to tell Russia plainly that they adhered 

to the policy which had always been the policy of every 

government, of refusing to admit any foreign interference, 

external or internal, in Afghanistan. Hartington declared 

in the House of Commons on 1st August 1881, that "the 

present Government have admitted as plainly as any other 

that the integrity and independence of Afghanistan is a 

matter to them of vital importance, and they do not intend 

to permit interference bp any foreign Power with the internal 

or external affairs of Afghanistan'1.1 It is true that even 

before Hartington statements had been made by both Liberal 

and Conservative Governments of a similar nature, but this 

one was marked for its clearness and definiteness of 

expression. Luring this period the Russian movement in 

Central Asia had stopped for a while, but Ripon unable to 

count for long on the pause turned carefully to consider the 

Indian position with respect to Russia.

His attitude towards Russia can be best described in 

his own words. "I have no dislike and no fear of

1. Pari. Debate.



Russia; I have always thought that it was altogether 

unnecessary to seek for an explanation of Russia’s 

advance in central Asia in any far-reaching scheme of 

Indian conquest; the circumstances in which she has 

been placed seem to me quite sufficient to account for 

that advance without supposing her to be animated by 

any special hostility to England, or by any deep designs 

against our power in the East. i can scarcely conceive 

it possible that any Russian Government can seriously 

desire to acquire the possession of a vast territory 

like India lying at an enormous distance from their own 

country, and I have the fullest confidence that England 

could successfully defend herself against any attack 

which Russia could possioly make against her Indian 

dominions. But I hold that Russian interference in 

Afghanistan is to be deprecated in the interests of England 

and Russia alike.”1

He therefore accepted Hartington!s declaration and 

proceeded to review the prevailing situation from the 

point of view it involved. lhough, Hartington thought

1. R.P. Vol. 43611. >̂l?. 196 - 197. Memorandum by Ripon
dated September 2nd, 1881 .



that Ripon had exaggerated the importance of his 

statement.1

The situation in 1881 was very different from what 

it was when Lord Derby transmitted towards the ena of 

1875 the Memorandum which was drawn up by the British 

Foreign Office in reply to Prince Gortschakoff1s 

Memorandum of April in that year. The annexation of 

the Akhal country had brought the Russian frontier so 

close to Merv - which Russia occupied later on as to 

render the shpere of Russian influence in Central Asia 

coterminous with the Northern boundary of Afghanistan.

nad this new situation not pointed towards the coming 

danger, perhaps Ripon would not have been so worried.

He considered the occupation of Merv by Russia on one 

or the other pretext, almost certain and therefore he 

suggested that either "we may make the occupation of 

Merv by Russia a casus belli, or we may endeavour to 

come to an understanding with her which would enable us 

to view that occupation, if not with satisfaction, at 

least without serious a l a r m . " 2  To the former course -

1. Gran. Papers, vol. 131. nartington to Granville.
Dated 29.9.81 .

2. R.P. vol.43611 . b. 197. Ripon to Hartington.



that of going to war to prevent Russia occupying Merv - 

he was decidedly opposed. Therefore a friendly understanding 

with Russia - that if the British let her occupy Merv,

Russia would not meddle with Afghan politics - remained 

the only alternative for him. This understanding could 

he the basis of negotiations and eventually of a treaty, 

with the exception of River ihompson, the Council supported 

Ripon in these proposals.1

No doubt such a treaty would have made the frontiers 

of the two rival great powers coterminous. it was an 

evil, a serious one, but it could not be avoided. How 
could the .uritish prevent Russia from occupying Merv,

except oy going to war? Therefore Ripon wrote to
*hartington that "tten the time has come when we had better 

recognise the fact and admit it, and take the best 

measures we can to guard against the dangers with which 

this change in our position towards Russia may threaten 

us, and I see no better means of doing this than to bind 

Russia by treaty to abstain from any interference in 
Afghanistan. ^

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 31. I?. 25.
Despatch No. 6. Dated 16.1.82.

2. Ripon Papers, vol. 43611 . b. 198.
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Ripon1s proposal had a mixed reception in London, 

Granville was rather opposed to an iaea of a treaty, 

hut Northbrook was not, indeed, the latter had himself 

wished for one. nartington himself did not attach 

much importance to a treaty with Russia, “except in the 

sense tnat the fact of proposing one would he a clear 

indication to Russia that we do not intend to tolerate *

interference in Afghanistan.”1

±n a letter to Granville on 7th July 1880* Hartington 

said that !,I think it might not he impossible to come 

to some real understanding with Russia, about our 

relations in Asia, and if it could he embodied in a 

Treaty, no doubt our difficulties as to the future of 

Afghanistan would be much diminished. But Granville

did not agree with him, that there was enough justification 

for proposing such a treaty with Russia.^

Again, more than a year afterwards, sending Riponfs 

memorandum on Russia and Central Asia to uranville on 

29-jf.o1^ Hartington opined that he largely agreed with

1. R.P. Vol. 43611. P.91 . .Despatch No. 49. 
bated 13th October, 1881.

2. Granville papers.*ol. 131.



Ripon in proposing a treaty with Russia. but once 

agjain Granville did not find himself in agreement with 

Hartington! "I greatly doubt the expediency of our 

proposing a treaty, which is formally to sanction the 

taking possession of Merv by the Russians.’1

“As an element of defence of India I do not see 

the great efficacy of treaty.

Whenever we are on bad terms with the Russians, 

treaty or no treaty, they will intrigue with the Afgnans 

.... the treaty may make it a more perfect casus belli 
but if we want to fight, we shall find plenty of excuses 

without one."1

As a result, some correspondence was exchanged 

between the two statesmen, out one could not convince 

the other. ^ranville was not directly opposed to such 

a treaty, Out he did not think that it would be an 

effective step in checking the ^ussian advance.

^aving failed to convince Granville, Hartington 

circulated nipon's memorandum to the Cabinet with his 

recommendation in a covering note.^

1. uranville Papers. ,ol. 131. dated 1.10.81.
2. Lrranville Papers. Vol 131.
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ihe British Cabinet discussed this question on 

November 11th 1681. As expected, Granville was not 

much in favour, whereas Northbrook was. Even Northbrook 

had doubts whether an open or tacit invitation to Russia 

to annex Merv would not revive the anti-Russian agitation 

in Britain, whether the British position would not be 

worse if Russia refused the treaty, and whether the treaty 

itself would be of any real value, since Russia was so 

unreliable. xet none in the Cabinet appeared to have 

opposed it categorically and thus it was decided that 

Granville would take an opportunity of opening the subject 

with Lebanoff in an informal way, and if the Russians 
were well-disposed towards having any such understanding 

that Afghanistan was out of their influence, a treaty 

could emerge. Under Secretary of India dept. Col. O.T. 

Burne also opposed this proposal of Kipon. He opined 

that the neutrality of Merv could be insisted from 

Tehran. ̂

It is intersting to note that during this period 

a suggestion was frequently discussea by the British 

Ministers that the Indian Government and the Russian 

Government in Central Asia should each oe permitted

r.S.D.E. from Inuia. vo



to have an officer at, Tashkend ana Calcutta or Simla 

for the purpose of communication with each other, and 

affording accurate information to their governments, 

^artington asxeu Ripon to give nis opinion on this 

suggestion, though he was not sure that it would be 

acceptable to Russia or even to Russopho Dists in England.1 

Ripon was not, however, well-uisposed towards tnis 

suggestion of having direct communications witn Russia, 

through her agent m  ^aicutta. Firstly, sucn an 

arrangement would not nave workeq witnout encroaching, 

upon the functions of the Foreign Office of London# "Jims JWjL 

direct dealings between india and Persia nau evokeu du^h 

difficulties that th^haa to be abolished. Ripon thought 

that in the case of Russia such difficulties would be 

of much greater proportions. Moreoever, he thought that 

a Governor-ueneral like Lytton would have greatly enhanced 

the difficulties, if he had been allowed to communicate 

directly with Russia without the prior knowledge of the 

Foreign Office. Also, he was afraid that this would 

give rise to Russian intrigues in various ways, and open 

the door for Indian Princes like Kolkar, who were "thoroughly

mischievous and intriguing",^ to enter into disloyal
1. Ripon Papers. 43611. K  104. Hartington to Ripon.

2. R.P. Vol. 43611. P. 267. Ripon to Hartington.



communication with the White Czar.

"The best advantage in favour of it" Ripon wrote 

to Hartington on December 3rd, 1881, "is that which you 

use when you say that the presence of a Russian Agent 

with the Government of India would be an outward sign 

of a good understanding between England and Russia, 

lhat might be so; and, as far as it goes, it would be an 

advantage; but not to my mind a sufficiently great 

advantage to overbalance the objections to which I have 

adverted."1

The aforesaid desirability of a treaty with Russia 

arose mainly out of the capture by Russia of Geok Tepe 

and annexation of Akhal territory, since the Russians 

were expected shortly to be at Sarakhs , almost in the 

Afghan border. This led Hartington to make a statement 

in the House of Commons, telling Russia plainly that 

England would not tolerate any interference in Afghanistan.^

Hartington was very much disturbed by this fresh 

Russian advance in the direction of India. He wrote 

to Granville that "Russia assured us in 1873 that she 

had no intention of making further annexations in that

1. ibid. Despatch ho. 63.
2. Ref. to
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direction. Are we to take any notice or not, of the 

annexations which have "been made? No doubt the Cabinet 

must discuss the question."1

This advance disturbed Persia as well, and the Shah 

was reported to have requested the British to intervene. 

Negotiations between Persia and Russia on the question 

of their boundaries were also reported.^ This seemed 

a threatening situation, xherefore, the India Office^. 

wrote to the Foreign Office to take the matter up, and 

Ripon submitted to ^artington his memorandum of September 

2nd 1881,^ in which he suggested a break with Russia, 

as a way out of this impasse. The Foreign Office, however, 

did not favour the idea of a break and were very slow

1. G.P. Vol. 131. Dated 6.1u.81.

2. Pari. Papers, *ol. 98. I?. 406.
See central Asia blue books.
lhe negotiations between Persia and Russia for 
the demarcation of boundary in Khorassan started 
in September 1881, and as a result Akhal-Khorassam 
Boundary Treaty was signed at Tehran on December 
9/21, 1881.
(Vide - Central Asia No.l. (1882; R .  109 - 20)

3. R.P. 43611. K  196.



in their dealings. hartington got so disgusted with 

the apathetic attitude of the foreign Office that he 

bluntly asked Granville, "we have been making suggestions 

ever since duly but aon!t you think it is nearly time 

for us to have the views of the Foreign Office on the 

subject in some official s h a p e . W r i t i n g  to Ripon 

Hartington said, ’’nothing can be much more unsatisfactory 

than the way in which the Foreign Office does our business 

for us with Russia and with Persia. lhey are always 

asking for our opinion; but the responsibility really 

rests with them, and not with us and they do not pay 

much attention to our opinions when they get them, x

have hardly seen uranville for we

about our affairs; at all events I have heard nothing 
of it.”2

It was, however, reported that the negotiations,

as far as they had gone between Russia and Persia about 

the latter*s Northern and North-Western frontier, did 

not seem to have been conducted in an unreasonable spirit

1. G.P. Vol. 132. Hated 16.1.82.
oee also the letter of the 17th January 1882.

that he has had any conversation

2. Ibid. 122. ^atea 23ra December 1881.
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by Russia; but they stopped short, at that time, at 

what was the most important point for the British, viz 

what was to be the Persian Northern and Eas-tern boundary, 

and what was to be the status of the Turkonian country—  I
beyond it.

j.he question ofl^Russo-rersian Boundary was discussed 

in his Council by Ripon on 31st October at Simla, paring 

Wilson and Gribby favoured the idea of a treaty with 

Russia, but Rivers, xhompson and otokes, though not 

opposeu to a treaty, did not think it woula be of any use

nhile these discussions were going on, it was 

reported that Ayub Khan was seeKing asylum with Russia 

and stirring up intrigues on the Afghan frontier. Ripon 

therefore asked London to take up the matter with the 

Russian. Government to ensure that if he were granted 

asylum, he would not be allowed to reside near the Afghan 

frontier, for it would be dangerous, if he could manage 

to get back to nerat.2 The Russians, however, denied 

any knowledge of Ayub‘s presence in nussia and assured 

the ^ritisn Government that if in future, it did happen

1. R.P. Vol. 43611 . t. ^48. nipon to Hartington 
ueu 3.11 .b1 .
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they would &eep him away from the Afghan "border. 1

In a secret telegram on 21st xeuruary 18b2^

Hartington informed Ripon that in .uondon^ it was being 

proposed to offer ^erv-xurkormans xo x-ersia, provided 

Russia did not object ana the ohah consentea. ihompson 

the .^ritisn Agent in Rersia, was instructea to ascertain 

the views ox the Shah definitely and to offer him a 

subsidy for this purpose of £50,000 for a limited period.

The money to be paid from the Indian treasury. nartington, 

considering this proposal to be of paramount importance 

to India, did not think it unreasonable.^

Ripon discussed this subject in his council on 23rd 

February and informed the Secretary of °tate for India

that very day that they were unanimously of the opinion,that it was undesirable to give toerv to P e r s i a . R i p o n  

advanced three main reasons for his unwillingness to 

cede Merv to Persia. in the first place, he did not 

consider Persia powerful enough to resist Russian pressure

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol.31. 180.

2. ^ 43615’. P. 202. xele. ho. 874

3. it.P. Vol. 43615. £.203.
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if really exerted and thought that the Persian occupation 

of Merv, instead of being a barrier against Russia, would 

serve simply as a screen for concealing the advance of 

Russian influence. deconuly, the presence of the Persians 

at Merv would be distasteful to Abdur Rahman, who himself
it

had refused the Merv-Turkomans when they offered themselves 

to him, on the advice of the Government of India. Lastly 

if Merv.* were given to Persia the demarcation of the frontier 

between it and Afghanistan would be necessary; ana he 

was afraid the result would be the same as in the case of 

the Seistan boundary Arbitration, which did more than 

anything else to alienate the Amir oher Ali.

Thus* here we find a clear difference of opinion

on the question, as how to check the growing influence 

of Russia in Central Asia, Detween the London ana Calcutta 

Governments. The former thought that it could be effected 

by giving material to Persia. London’s inference was 

mostly based on the advice of Malcom Khan. 1 that if the

1. nipon consiuered Malcom Khan a very skilful intriguer.
With an Indian subsidy in his pocket, he stooa a n .j 
greater chance of becoming the Prime Minister 43612. k 53}
A very interesting note is found in the office of the 
Foreign Department about Malcom Khan. ^Vide R.P.
43b12. t. 210). It calls him ’very clever, a good 
linguist, ana entirely unscrupulous, he proved 
himself a most useful agent in the different queer 
undertakings .... 1
Also see oranville Papers V0I5 131 & 132.
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British had only spent halt' a million pounds on Persia, 

in the form of an aid to help her to maintain her real 
hold on the Northern aistricts meeting the Russian frontier 

instead of spending 20 millions in Afghanistan, the 

Russian influence in Central ^sia could be effectively 

checked. ihe London Government appears to have attached 
more value to Malcom Khan’s advicex than it deserved.

For they expected him to become shortly either the 

Prime Minister of Persia or at least a man who would 

for some years to come shape the Persian political life. 

Ripon, on the other hand, proposeu a treaty with Russia 

to allow her to annex Merv, on the condition that she 

would not meddle with Afghan politics. Ripon*s 

objections, however, did not apply to the recognition 

of Persia’s sovereignty over Atek ana darakhs, the districts 

he considerea rightly belonged to her. Both Lonaon 

and Calcutta, therefore, differed only on the question 

of ikierv and not on the whole North-dastern Persian 

boundary. consequently, a diplomatic correspondence 

followd Detween the uritish and the Russian governments. 

uranville, however, was little interested in the question 

to the great despair of Hartington. He was not willing



to apply any strong pressure on Russia to recognise 

Persia!s sovereignty beyond Atak.1 But Hartington 

was strongly in favour of a vigourous attempt to 

interpose Persia effectively between the British and 

Russian spheres of influence.

For some years^ negotiations between Britain and 

Russia about the Central Asian territories haa been 

almost at a standstill. ho definite demarcation of 

political authority existed. Yet throughout, Russia, 

in spite of all her protestations, was deliberately 

advancing step by step from the Caspian along the Persian 

border in the direction of Merv. lherefore, on 30th 

December 1881 Granville on the request of the India 

Office, telegraphed to Thomson at iehran. "Reports 

have appeared in one or two newspapers here that the 

Turkomans at î erv have surrendered to the Russians.

Has any intelligence reached you to that effect”. The 

following day Thomson replied in the negative, but 

added, ’’Communications appear to have lately passed 

between the Turkomans and Russians with a view to submission 

or arrangement for future good conduct of the tribes."^

1. R.P. Vol. 43612. i>. 24.
D, fi.

2. Central Asia No.l. (1884J fc.1.
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A month later, on 2nd February, 1882, when public 

opinion was getting restless, uranville, as instructed 

by the Cabinet met the Russian Ambassador, Lobanow, and 

remarked that the friendly relations then existing between 

the two countries, which had been lately on a better 

footing, offered a suitable opportunity of arriving at an 

understanding as to any question which could become a 

subject of suspicion or culminate into harmful differences.

He suggested, therefore, that a friendly understanding or 

agreement might be worked out, as regards the policy and 

position of the two powers in Asia, which could remove the 

jealousy with which the public opinion in Britain was 

inclined to view the success ana progress of Russia in 

those regions. The Clarenaon-Gortjchakof% agreement, though 

still then in force, left certain details unsettled; one 

of these details was the question of Persia. Both the 

powers regarded the independence of Persia as necessary,

but considerable portions of her North-East frontier remained
A 'VvAundefined; and uranville having heard that the Russian

Government had come to an agreement as to the frontier

from the Caspian to Baba-Durmaz, suggested that an

understanding should also oe reached between Britain,

Russia and Persia for its settlement and subsequent 
demarcation by their joint officers of the Perso-Russian
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frontier from Baoa-^urmaz down to tne point where the 

Russian frontier meets that of iif ghanistan, in the 

neighbourhood of the Heri-Rua. ~e thought also that 

something might be done with regara to the adjacent 

Afghan frontier. ^obanow said that he was not aware 

of any point of contestation, and both the Statesmen 

agreed to meet again.1

On the following 22nd, Lobanow informed Granville
)

that the Russian Government acknowledged the continued 

validity of the Clarenaon-Gort$chakof^ arrangement, by 

which Afghanistan was admitted to oe beyond the sphere 

of Russian influence, and they were reaay to supplement 

it by a settlement of the frontier of Afghanistan from 

the point where it had been left undefined as far as 
Sarakhs .

Granville reserved his right of reply to a later 

date*; hut on the 14th March Granville wrote to Thornton, 

the British Ambassador at St. Petersburg, that this

p ■ p  .1. ( Central Asia No.l. ^1884) P.2. ^ranville to Thornton.

2. f Central Asia No.l. ^1884) P.5.
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proposal did not in any way meet the requirements of 

the case.1 In an interview that afternoon with the 

Russian Ambassador, the British foreign Minister said 

that the matter was 01 serious importance to both the 

Governments, especially to the government of India, who 

were in a different position because of the ambiguity 

of the Russian position. unless the government of india 

knew on what footing they stood in regard to the intentions 

and claims of Russia, their relations with the Amir 

could not be clearly defined. Lobanow agreed on the 

desirability of a definite understanding, and also to 

meet the Secretary of State for india, with the foreign 

Minister, to discuss the matter at a later date. Accordingly 

Granville and hartington met the Russian Ambassador at 

London on the 22nd March 1882. frince Lobanow sought 

some further explanation of the proposal to which hartington 

replied that the recent advances of Russia on the North- 

Eastern frontier of Persia having caused serious uneasiness 

to the Amir, both the powers should take measures to 

prevent further suspicion on his part. But, beyond the

1 . ibid. &  56.
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remark of the Russian Ambassador that Russia had never 

interfered in the arrangements of England and Afghanistan 

nothing substantial came of the conversations.1 On 

March 24th Lebanow called on Granville and showed him 

a Russian map, which dia not include Baba-Durmaz in the 

Persian frontier line, but was told that the information 

which India Office possessed led to the opposite conclusion, 

it was possible that "the tract may possibly not at this 

time be in the actual occupation of the Persians, there

can ...... be no doubt that it belongs to Persia of right."2

Prom these talks * it appeared that Russia was not

very keen on a settlement and desired to evade the question.

Eor some time no further communications on the 

Persian question were received from Russia, ana ^artington 

had to reconcile himself to the fact that nothing definite 

would be forthcoming. iherefore, he decided to present 

a Memorandum before the British Cabinet on the basis of 

Riponfs suggestions of a treaty with Russia.5 ne did 

not believe however, that any sense of security would

1 . ibid. i>j> 6 - 8

k. Ibid. i>. 9. Granville to Thornton.
5. R.P. Vol. 45612. kfc 49 - 50.



emerge from it# writing to Ripon on May 11th 1882, 
he said, "The tone of the Russian Government in the 
communications about the Persian frontier has certainly 

given me an unfavourable impression♦ 1 had been inclined
to attach a good deal of importance to the Rugctan 

arguments of ’imperious necessity’ in justification of 
their continued advances, ana to believe that, brought 

into contact as they were with wild Turkoman tribes, 

they had no alternative between an unsettled unu disturbed 
frontier and annexation# But when I find how restricted 
their restricted frontier now is and ho^ easy it would 
be for them, with a little goodwill on their part, to 
come to an agreement with Persia which would give them 
reasonable security a^irist disturbance upon it, and 
when 1 find how unwilling they are to discuss this rnoae 

of obtaining that security, 1 cannot help thinking that 

they have formed the deliberate intention of advancing 
to a position where they can exercise influence Id 

Afghanistan and excite trouble for us there whenever 
they find it convenient# if that is their intention, I 
fina it rather difficult to believe that they will enter

into any treaty which will give us any real security, 
or which will diminish their power of using Atghanistan
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as a blister to be applied whenever they find it necessary.
Therefore, he suggested to Ripon that the British policy 

towards Afghanistan be based now on the assumption that the 
Russians would be at or near Sarakhs, sooner or later.

Meanwhile, the Amir had agreed to receive Afzal Khan as 
the British Envoy at Kabul.2 Ripon, having considered the 
antipathy of the Afghans towards a European officer and the 
consequences of his having been forced on them in the past, 
never desired to appoint any other agent except a Muslim.
The British Government had maintained an unofficial Muslim 
Agent at Kabul, after the withdrawal of Atta Mohammad by Lytton, 
by the name of A.B.3 who used to supply inside information to 
them and whose identity was known to the Afghans, yet he never 
was molested. This fact also encouraged Ripon to believe that 
the Afghans were not opposed to a British agent as such but to 
his religion.

1. Ibid.
2. R.P. Vol. 43615. t>. 200.
3. His real name was Abdul Kadir, formerly a Naib Tahsibdar 

at Peshawar, who was turned out of his appointment and 
imprisoned for embezzlement. After release made off to 
Sher Ali and was believed to be instrumental in 1876 - 78
in setting the Amir against the restoration of good relations
with the British. On Sher Ali*s death, Yakub drove him out,
to Kumar but Griffin in 1880 took him to Kabul./



Afzal khan,* reached Kabul on 6th June, fully 

equipped with detailed instructions. ^e was asked 

to avoid giving occasion for, or letting himself be 

arawn into controversial discussion with the .amir or 

his representatives. in case the amir asked him about 

the British attitude towards him, he was instructed to 

refer to the amir the memorandum delivered to him by 

Griffin in August 1880. 1 The amir also requested that 

Abdul aadir Khan Â.x>.) the ^ritish news writer should 
be withdrawn. Hence A.B* was instructed to return to 

Peshawar.

ixfzal khan was given 5 lacs of rupees to be given 

to the amir as a present from the ^ritish Government.

ihe instructions given to Afzal ahan were approved 

by the oecretary of State. ̂

1. P.S.D.E. from maia. vol. 53. fct. 109-116.
Ref. to page

To2. P.S.jfi.D.p India. Vol. 8. P. 194.
On March 17th 188z, r. Onslow asked Hartington 
whether the instructions given to Afzal khan were 
approved by him or not. hartington, gave a non
committal reply, that the instructions were given 
by the Government of India.
IVide. Pari. Debates. 3rd Series, vol 267 t 1146.)



In a telegram on 28th March^ Thompson reported the 

presence of a Russian Muslim correspondent, Mohammad 

Sadek at Herat and Kabul. To counteract this* Hartington 

suggested that the Amir should be distinctly told the 

presence of the Russian correspondents or agents at Herat 

and Kabul was objectionable and sure to lead to intrigue 

and mischief.1 Hartington proposed strong action against 

this Russian manoeuvre, but Ripon was very cautious.

He opposed the idea of sending any dritish officer to 

Afghanistan, for that would have excited more violent 

suspicion in the mina of the Amir and endangered the very 

life of the agent. He proposed that all the persons 

suspected of working against the Amir or the Anglo-Afghan 

friendship be watched and stoppeu, if any proof was 

available, ne was afraid that if the Russian agents were 

expelled by the Amir, merely on suspicion, there would 

arise difficulties and complications. Not only would 

the Amir incur the displeasure of the Russians, but the 

Russians might appeal to the British against him. Moreover 

he considered the display of any fear of Russian agents

1. R.P. Vol. 43615. i>i>. 212-213.
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to be unwise. if any notice was to be taken, the best 

way he wrote to Hartington would, be "to remonstrate 

with the Russian Government".1 Hartington, however, 

haa no faith in remonstrances with the Russians, as they 

met with evasions and denials, out he desired that the 

Amir, who himself had sought the British advice in the
Omatter,^ be encourageu summarily to eject the Russian 

agents from Afghanistan and to rely on us for support 

against any consequences.-1 For he thought such an action 

woula discourage Russia from sending any more agents to 

Afghanistan. Consequently a communication was addressed 

to tne Amir, bringing to his notice the presence of Russian 

agents in his territory on April 8th 182.4 Early in 

November the Amir informed tne viceroy that Mohammad 

Sadik of nerat was certainly a Russian agent and a&xea 

him what was to oe uone with him. ihe ^mir hesitated 

to expel him, for he did not desire to incur Russian

1 . n.P. Vol. 43b1i. K  214.

2. Ibid 213.

3. A.P. Vol. Ob1 ̂ • i?. 42* ^artington to Ripon.

4. P.d.D.H. from xnaia. Vol. ;>2. 32o-7
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displeasure, when affairs in Afghanistan were still 

unsettled. This incident once again provided an 

opportunity for Ripon to reaffirm his faith in a treaty 

with Russia. he suggested to the Secretary of State 

for India that Russia should he asked by London to 

withdraw her agents from Afghanistan. Ripon was 

reluctant to ask the Amir to expel them. On principle, 

he believed that the Russian intrigues in Afghanistan 

ought to be dealt with by remonstrances with the Russians 

rather than the Amir, for he argued, Lytton when he acted 

against this principle, had met with disorder.1 But 

the Secretary of State did not agree with the viceroy.

He did not consider that there was enough information 

to enable him to remonstrate with Russia,^ and he insisted 

that the Amir be asked to expel the agents.

In fact, the Amir introduced this matter to induce 

India to give him som*more money. uis demands for money 

and arms had been persistent, and so constant that once 

the Secretary of State had to advise the Viceroy that

1. R.P. Vol. 43612. t. 108. Ripon to nartington.

2. Ibid. K  300.
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his demand may not be indiscriminately complied with.

The British agent at Kabul, Afzal Khan^was also of the 

same opinion. he wrote, "in my humble opinion this 

affair has been entirely got up by the Amir" to extract 

some more money. TbiW incident illustrates the Ainir*s 

ingenuity in finding reasons for soliciting financial 

assistance from the British, rather than any development 

in the political situation.

significantly until now, %  -anglo-Afghan relations 
were not clarified in the sense that there was no formal 

treaty arrangement between India and Afghanistan. No 

doubt the Amir knew very well that the British would 
not tolerate any foreign influence in his court or country 

but what measures the British would take to counter-act 

such an influence, if it came to exist at all, were not 

clear. In fact, the sritish authorities themselves did 

not know. All they Knew was to consider the foreign 

relations of Afghanistan, a matter of their concern^ 

and its internal politics, a matter of no concern to them.

1. R.P. Vol. 43615 254 . Hartin^to Ripon.
previously in July the Amir had asked for more 
arms for his two ill-equipped regiments.



The Amir repeatedly wanted some kind of a treaty and 

a fixed aid of money and munitions. But the British 

Government were reluctant to grant him one at this stage. 

His requests for money ana arms were considered as 

individual matters and action on them was taken on their 

merits separately. Though, invariably, he got his requests 

met. The reluctance of the ^ritish to conclude a new 

and up-to-date treaty with the Amir appears to have been 

accentuatea by two considerations. firstly, the Amir 

had not finally established himself on the Afghan throne. 

Bven after the defeat of Ayub, Atoaur Rahman had a long 

way to go. ^t least the Indian authorities thought 

so. His real intentions towards the British were also 

not quite clear. Secondly the British government 

endeavoured to come to an understanding with Russia and 

Persia that Afghanistan was out of Russian influence 

before coming to any definite terms with the Amir. The 

evasive answers of the Russians, prolonged the matter. 

However, it is surprising that in spite of having no 

confidence in Russian promises, even if they made some, 

the ^ritish Government cared for a diplomatic remonstrance.

The gradual Russian advance towards the Afghan boundary



was maxing hartington very restless, and uranville gave 

him only half-hearted support in taxing up matter 

with the Russian government on a dip±umatic level, 

natural!,, , he suggested a stronger policy towards 

Afghanistan to Ripon, but Ripon always maintained his 

caution. ne never allowed fear or prejudice to tamper 

with his policy,1 lest it lead the disgruntled princes 

in India to attempt to play off Russia against the British.

Kipon was very much disturbed by this indecisive 

attitude of Hartington. in the beginning the secretary 

of State was in favour of a very mild policy towards 

Afghanistan and now he advocated a stronger policy.

Writing to Hartington on April 22nd, 1882, Ripon said, 

f,The tone in which you speak of the state of Central 

Asian affairs makes me, I must confess, uneasy and very 

anxious to receive some clear and definite instructions 

as to the policy which the government at home intend to 

pursue with respect to Russia and which they wish me 

to follow with respect to Afghanistan.... Your recent 

letters lead me to think that your views have undergone

1 . nis caution was further illustrated in the fact 
that he never displayed the slightest fear or 
concern in his public utterances in India or 
communications with Indian princes, regarding 
the Russian advance.



a considerable change since the days in 1880, when you 

thought 1 was inclined to put too stringent restrictions 

upon Abdur Ranraan in regara to his foreign relations, 

and when you put a stop to the further construction of
t

the railway to Quetta and Grulistan Karez."^ Ripon 

was very clear, however, in his approach to the Afghan 

problem, to which he stuck from the oeginning till the 

end. ne never believed that the Afghans would ever be 

friendly to the .oritish and could be relied upon. ne 

did not deceive himself that by aiding Abdur Rahman 

and giving him full authority over re-united Afghanistan, 

the British had secured his friendship, attachment or 

even gratitude. All that the Amir wanted out of the 

British was money and arms. He wrote,^ "why should 

they (the Afghans) be loyal to usr Y/hat has there been 

in our conduct towards them, either recently in Lytton!s 

time, or formerly in Lord Auckland's to make them soY 

There are only two ways in which we can maintain a hold 

on them; the one is by subsidies, the other is by occupying 

a dominant military position from which we can at a 

moment's notice control them on the one hand, or help

1 . R.P. Vol. 43612. K  97.
2. R.P. Vol. 43612. i>. 96.



them on the other. A judicious combination of both 

methods would be most likely to secure success.”
JUL 3y a coincidence the very moment when nartington's 

attention was so closely turned to Central Asian affairs, 

the Amir had written a letter to the Government of India, 

anxiously seeking to place his relations with them upon 

a more defined and permanent footing. The letter was 

discussed in the Viceroy's Council. Except for nipon 

and Stewart, the general feeling of the Council was to 

open communications with the Amir with this object, if 

he was desirous to do so. xhe viceroy and the Comraander- 

in-uhief, however, drafted a reply in general terms 

leaving it to the Amir to make furtner proposals with 

a view to a permanent settlement rather than inviting 

him to do so.

nipon did not favour a direct opening of negotiations, 

for he was afraid that the negotiations would be difficult 

and land the British in an unsatisfactory position.

In aosence of any defined boundary, the Amir showed 

an inclination to claim authority over ohitral/1 It 

was a dangerous claim, for the Indian Government were

1. oee P.S.D.E iram India. Vol. tl3 1749-60.



bound by engagements, made with the î aaharaja of Kashmir 

in December 1876 to recognise his suzerainty over 

Chitral, and to support him with material aid, if 

necessary, in maintaining his authority there.^

Ripon was very clear and very firm about his 

approach to the problem. If, on the one hand, he did

not desire to interfere in the internal affairs of 

Afghanistan, he, on the other hand, would not tolerate 

any interference on the part of the Amir, in the affairs 

of a state, which Ripon considered out of the Amir's 

domain and bound in alliance with India. Consequently 

the Amir was firmly tola that if he endeavoured to extend 

his authority over Chitral, the Indian Government would 

be obliged to support Kashmir by force of arms, if needed. 

London approved the terms of this c o m m u n i ca t io n Th e  

Amir was not fool enough to press his claims, in the 

face of such a clear Indian opposition. Prom the very 

beginning he hact attempted skillfully to take whatever 

he could out of the British only by diplomacy and never 

by show of arms .

1. See Despatch 11th June, 1877 and the letter of the 
Viceroy to the Maharaja. Dated 22.12.1876.

2. h .S.D.E ^  India, vol. 8 it.215-226.



He not only claimed Chitral but also displayed

'
d* an inclination to treat the Khan of Lalpui md the

Baashah of Kumar with severity. It was reported that

the Amir had strong feelings towards the Badshah, 

because, ^his (Baashah*sj son dyed Ahmed had written

2nd the Commissioner of Peshawar J. G. uordery, reported 

that the Badshah himself had written to ityub Khan and

Rahman had asked the Badshah to COffle to Kabul. .he 

Indian Governrnen was entirely committed not to recognise 

these claims of the Amir's. The ladshan was granted 

British protection by nytton. Ripon called these 

committments "rash and foolish engagements entered into 

by Lytton'O Lytton had promised to support the Badshah 

of KuSar in an event of attack. The geographical 

position of K r was such that no effectual support

letters to Ayub Khan abusing the Amir.1 Later on March

his letter was intercepted by the Amir.^ Therefore

could oe give o tne ^aashah without invading the

1 . A. B. India. Bated 23.1.82.
r.S.D.E from india. vol. 31. I?. /26

2. ibid. K  981.

3. R.P. Vol. 43612. 1>. 86.



acknowledged territory of Afghanistan. Lytton 

perhaps, made this committment, which was of course 

vague, at a time wnen he intended to annex [Eastern 

Afghanistan, ana when he consequently thought that he 
could deal with Kumar as he pleasea. ^ut the government 

of india was now placed in a difficult situation. ^hey 

did not want to violate the Afghan territory and at the 

same time did not desire to disregard the promises already

forces from Afghanistan the Amir in his endeavour to

strengthen and consolidate nis kingdom, starteu making

overtures 1,0 the Chiefs of those petty territories. jjrom

the xi.mir!s point of view, it was very necessary to

restore la?/ and order. :,hen these Chiefs iuade re^iesentations

to the Viceroy c*uu appealed lor protection, nipon coum

only look on the situation with self-pity. ne had not

the slightest inclination to antagonise the Amir.

Moreover, the nadshah of Kumar had not "been very loyal 

either in the past. nipon said, “He played then

precisely the same game v/ith us v/hich he has since been

playing with the amir; he professed to espouse our 

cause, while his son joined himself to our opponents.11'*

1. Kipon to nartington . . 43612. p* <4 o u

fter the withdrawal of the ^ritish



&ajor protheroe, political officer to the Chief 

Political Officer, jellahabad Division, in a memorandum 

on the services of the .aadshah, expressed the same sort 

of feelings.** .’-The assistance rendered by Syad 

Mahmoud, badshah of Kumar, to the British Government, 

judged by its results thus appears to have been of a
Inegative character". In view of this fact also, rdpon 

did not think it worth while to give the badshah any 

effectual support against the Amir. Nevertheless, he 

tried in a quiet way to persuade the Amir not to attack 

Kû iar ,̂  but as the badshah haa deliberately chosen to 

reject the British advice^ which he himself had sought 

and disobey the Amir!s orders by refusing to see him 

at Kabul, it appeared to the Viceroy that he was in no 

way called upon to engage in a quarrel with Abdur Rahman 

on his account, and that would, he thought, be very 

unwise to do so.

1. ibid. Dated 14.7.1880.
2. Vol. 33. P. 317. 

r
3. P.G.D.E. from India. Vol. 31. i>. 747.

Peshawar Diary. The Indian Government even 
wrote a letter in his behalf to the Amir, and the 
Amir promised xadshah in a letter to him that he 
would not harrass him unless there was a documentary 
proof of his disloyalty.



The Secretary of State, however, though that the 

obligations of Government of India towards the Badshah 

of Kuf«.r were not adequately fulfilled by this attitude 

of the Viceroy.1 He regretted the Viceroyfs handling 

of the case, which provoked Ripon to represent his case 

firmly and strongly in a despatch dated January 15th, 

1883 to Lord Kjejnberley,  ̂ who had by this time succeeded 

Hartington at the India Office.

Ka oul. He also sought the British advice, and was 

likewise askea to comply by the Amir's request. uut

Firstly, because it was possible to support the Khan by 

the aid of arms effectively without a fresh invasion of

1. P.S.D.E from India vol. 8. 267 -8. 
ivimberley to Ripon. Vol. 43613. P. 12.

2. R.P. 43613. l?b. 19 - 23. The Khan faithfully 
accepted the British advice to accept the invitation 
of the Amir to visit Kabul, whereas the Badshah 
rejected the same advice given for the same sort
of invitation. London, after Ripon's protest,
realised the difficulties involved in the case of
Kumar and plainly admitted that "there is no question
of a forward policy or attacking the Amir; it is
simply a question of doing all we reasonably can
to fulfill our assurances. if we fail ana the
Badshah is forcibly dispossessed Hartington does
not suggest force but a 'suitable provision' in india." The hostilities commenced as a result
of the Badshah's refusal to go to Kabul between
him and Abdur Rahman . consequently the jsadshah
was defeated.

xhe Khan of Lalpur was also summoned similarly to
\

his case was very different from the .cadshaJsof



the recognised ^fgnan territory; and secondly the 

Khan was appointed by the British themselves and had 

been given definite assurances of support. Thus,

Ripon without risking a fresh Afghan war could only 

agree to support the Khan, and not the Badshah. Therefore, 

he assured the &han of the British support and wisely 

refused to undertake war with Abdur Rahman, on behalf 

of the Badsha^ whose loyalty was in question. Consequently^

replied that the Khan will be treated with respect and 

honour.1

In addition to these claims , the Amir earned the 

displeasure of the viceroy - though he never so far 

commanded his complete confidence - by refusing to do 

anything for the protection of the British graves at 

Kandahar, and writing a letter about this affair in a 

sulky tone,2 and by intercepting the British letters to

2. P.S.D.E from India, vol. 32. i?. 1088.
Amir to India Dated 19.3.82.
It was reported as early as 12th January f82 
that some of the English graves had been disturbed.

a letter was Amir on 14th February, 1882,

regarding xvhan of lalpura, and or) 4th Jway the Amir

1. P.B.B.E. from Indiajtt.881 .A



their agent at Kabul Afzalkhan.1 nipon, however, 

considered that since Abdur nahman was a person of 

uncertain temper, he should be given another chance to 

change his mind. I, however, do not think that Ripon 

was right here in his estimation of Abdur Rahman. The 

Amir had all along been trying to secure more and more 

money, by creating petty difficulties for the British 

over issues, on which the British would not break, but 

bribe. This too, appears to be another one of his moves 

in the same direction. a  strong protest and a firm 

reproach from the Viceroy and the question of the graves 

was satisfactorily solved, Ripon proposed a gift of Rs. 

five lacs to the Amir^ but General Wilson and Baring 

were opposed to giving any more money to the Amir. On 

the advice of the Secretary of State for lndia^ Ripon 

dropped the idea.

1. P.S.D.B. from India. Vol 36. 139.

2. Before the protest was actually despatched, the 
Afghans were reported to have damaged the graves
and the Amir expressed to them his strong disapproval 
of the outrages, at his own initiative and without 
any remonstrance from the British.



The Amir had often desired an interview with the 

Viceroy,^ and at this stage too, he showed an inclination

to ask for an interview with Ripon, hut the Viceroy was 

never eager to meet him, until and unless the major 

differences had been ironed out. ihe postponement of 

the Amir!s visit to xnaia was much regretted by Col. 

Burne, under Secretary of India Office, London.2

Moreoever, Ripon believed that the solution of the 

Afghan problems lay primarily in coming to an agreement 

with Russia, and an agreement with the Amir was not 

enough in itself. Also the Viceroy's attention was

1. P.S.D.E from India. Vol. 32. i>.
fefc. 415, 463, 689, 769

2. Ibid. vol. 33. 714 - 5.
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occupied during this period by the trouble in Egypt, 

for a strong division, consisting largely of Muslims

2. Ripon was very busy in negotiating with London
so that India should not bear the major proportion 
of the expenses of the Indian Army in Egypt. He 
considered the Prime Minister's proposal that London 
should foot only £500,000 of the total expenditure 
of aj,14u,000 to be grossly unfair to the Indian 
taxpayer, whose average income per annum was estimated 
to be only ^.27 moreoever, Ripon also resented 
that India had been committed to the British 
Egyptian policy, without being even consulted. Nor 
did he agree that xndian interests in the Suez Canal 
warranted such expenditure. It is interesting 
to note that ..ipon, as viceroy of India, looked 
upon this British policy, in spite of being British 
himself, through Indian eyes. Be writes to 
hartington (Vide) 43612 PP.181-193 "India has 
nothing to do with the Khedive, or the Bondholders, 
or the Control, or the state of Egyptian finance, 
or with the shares of the Suez Canal; her interest 
is simply to keep the Canal open for unimpeded 
traffic ... l contend, that the only real Indian 
interest in Egypt is that connected with the canal, 
and that that interest is so inferior to that which 
England herself possesses in the security of that 
waterway, that even if the present operations in 
Egypt arose solely from the necessity of protecting 
the Canal, it would not be just to charge upon the 
Indian Revenue more than a very limited portion 
of the expenses attending them."
Vide. R.P. vol. 43612. pp. 180 - 93.

at the request of the Secretary of State for India,1
rihad been sent there for service.*



On 18th October 1882 the Amir had written a letter

to the Viceroy, expressing fear of the Russian movement

against his frontier. Also he requested that the

question of his boundaries be settled, ne wrote

11... considering the state (account) of my affairs set

forth (given) in my letter to Mr. Christie, copy of which

I sent to Mir Ahmenu, who submitted it to your Excellency,

1 know (fear) lest the Russians make a ^hostile)

movement today or tomorrow. consequently, i think it

high time to have the question of my boundaries settled

with such a powerful enemy as Russia, through the

influence (good offices) of the ^ritish Government; for 
after we have let this opportunity slip, it will be
difficult to act and to strengthen the frontier. I 

will devote all my energies and efforts to this task.”

He further mentioned that his own troops were like the 

officials of a police force in their respective cities, 

engaged in maintaining internal order and thus incapable 

of watching the frontier. In absence of money he said, 

he could not augment his forces. "My affairs are 

hanging by a fine (gossamer) thread, which cannot support 

a heavy weight. Therefore, I write and say that if 
your excellency considers my statement true, it will 

not be iar from kindness to sympathize with (support; 

Afghanistan as it is necessary to do so; for the sooner



the boundaries are settled ^defined) and the question 

of augmenting the army is aeterminea ... the better."1

idpon did not sena an immediate reply to this letter 

for tne British relations with the emir were entering 

upon a rather critical stage, because of his uncertain 

movements and constant claims, but in February 1883 

he renewed the assurances given to the Amir in ouly 1880 

against any unprovoked foreign aggression, adding "under 

these circums uances Your Highness need oe under no 

apprehension, but may rest secure in reliance that tne 
British Government has both the will and tne power to 

make good all its engagements with iour highness.2 

Regarding the Amir's wish to nave ^us so -Afghan 

boundaries fixed, the xndian Government reminded him 

that Hthe,y were so fixed in 1873 and informed him that,

tney did not consider it woulu be wise course in the

Amir's interests to reopen the question.3

1. r.o.D.E from Inuia vol. 35. b.364

2. R.P. 43613. K  334.

3. Despatch ho. 36. of 1883 of Government of India
to London dated 27.2.83.
P.S.D.E from India. Vol 35. b. 711.
Also viceroy’s letter to the Amir. 22.2.83.
ibid. 725 - 6.
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ihe .amir^ seemea to have been satisfied, with 

this renewea assurance.

±n Feoruary 1883, Abdur Rahman left Kabul on his 

way to jallalabaa ana askeu the British Agent, Afzal 
Khan, to accompany him. x>efore he started, and in 

the course of his journey, he made it plain to Afzal 

Khan that he would like to be invited to India,* and 

it appeared that he used some language in Durbar intimating 

that he was going to Peshawar, un hearing this ̂  ttipon 

sent a telegram to the Secretary of State, reporting 
what Afzal Khan had told him^ and explaining that he 

thought it was desirable not to encourage the Amir to 

seek an interview with him, although if he were actually

to ask for one he coula not be refused. Ripon wrote

to Kimberley;2 111 am quite sure that if Abdur Rahman 

were to come to India to see me, he would never be 

satisfied, unless he obtained, as the result of his 

interview, some very substantial advantages, which he 

could show to his people. ne would press for large

sums of money and considerable gifts of arms, and if he

did not get them he would be grievously disappointed.

1. P.S.D.E. from India, vol. 35. i5. 772 .

2. R.P. Vol. 43613. K  59.



He has also recently shown an inclination to object to 

the independence or quasi-indepenaence which we recognise 

as belonging to the frontier tribes, such as the Afridis, 

V/aziris, etc. and to wish to discuss this question with 

us. now it woulu. be most undesirable for me to enter 

into any discussion with nim on this subject; if the 

frontier tribes choose to submit to his authority, we 

should not attempt to prevent their doing so; but it 

would create constant complications between us and the 

Amir, and be a fertile source of irritation, if every 

time that a frontier raid took place we had to make a 

complaint to the Amir instead of settling our quarrel 

directly with the offending tribe. ihis, therefore, 

is a matter, which is greatly to our interest,and to 

the interest of our friendly relations with Afghanistan, 

not to open; the present state of things suits us very 

well, and it would be mischievious to disturb it. un 

all these grounds I am anxious to avoid an interview 

with Abaur Rahman; but there is of course no douut that 

he may be disgusted at his hints being not taken, and 

may return from Jellalabaa in an ill-humour11 . ±he

colleagues of tne Viceroy, nevertheless, agreed with 
him unanimously that refusing to see the Amir would be
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a lesser evil tnan those which would almost inevitably 

follow from his coming to India to see the viceroy.

Granville, hartington and Dilke, however, were of 

the opinion that if the viceroy saw the Amir, something 

useful might come out of it, whereas .Northbrook agreed 

with Ripon.1

lhe Amir, having failed to secure an invitation 

from the Viceroy to visit him, made a formal application 

to ftipon in march, seeking an interview.2 The Viceroy 

could now no longer refuse to grant one, without leaving

a very bad taste in the mouth of .abciur Rahman. iherefore,

with the approval of Kimberley,he suggested to tne Amir 

that since it was too late in the season for him to come 

that Spring he would be glaa to receive him in the coming 

Autumn. In the boay of the letter, it was significantly 

adaed that if the ^mir wanted to pay a merely friendly 

visit^ he was welcome at any time, but if he desired 

to discuss state business, it was desirable tnat previous 

understanding should be arrived at tne matters to be 

discussed. uo xar as tne British government was concerned,

1. R.P. vol. 43b i 5 .4?. 3b.
2. P.o.D.E. from inaia. Vol 36. b.325.

Viceroy to .Secretary of date, nated 10.3.83.
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ifche letter announced, they were perfectly satisfied 

with the existing arrangements and desired no change.

1. Grant, (foreign secretary. Government of India) 
to General Amir Ahmed Khan. (Amir’s Agent)
Dated 25-3.83.
P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 55. pp. 326-8
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CHAPTER VI 

DRAWII\Gr THE LINE (1)

Before the question of Abdur Rahman’s visit to India 

could be formally settled the Amir sent a letter to the 

Viceroy expressing fear of the Russian advance, declaring 

himself unable to defend his frontier for want of money and 

requesting for assistance, and seeking an assurance from 

the British that the Russians would not interfere in 

Afghanistan.^' This letter raised the whole question of 

the British policy towards Afghanistan, and deserved a 

very ^areful answer. Ripon favoured a promise of support 

on the terms of 1880; viz: a moderate regular annual

subsidy and no assurance as to the Russian intentions. 

Kimberley desired to exploit this opportunity, since the 

Amir himself raised the question of his boundaries, to 

appoint a British officer to examine the frontier, 

provided the Amir agreed. He telegraphed to Ripon,

”1 suggest that the Amir should be told that the maps 

are imperfect, as the country has never been examined 

with a view to defining the precise boundary, and that 

if he desires it, Colonel Stewart, who is in Persia,

1. R.P. Vol. 43615. Ripon to Hartington. 9th Hay 1883
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might visit the horth-West Frontier with Afghan as 

escort to examine the line from Oxus to the Persian 

"border." 1

A month later, the Amir again renewed his request 

and Ripon, xiith the approval of Kimberley offered him 

an annual subsidy of rupees twelve lacs, payable in monthly 

instalments ana to be devotea to the payment to the troops 

and measures required for the defence of the i\iorth-West 

frontier.2 The Amir acceptea this most gratefully and 

was highly pleased, so much §0 th&£ he gave up the idea 

of coming to India at all for an interview with the Viceroy. 

Perhaps, it was all he wanted. ihis settlement relieved 

Ripon of a great anxiety; "The grant of a subsidy appears 

to have been successful, and I am convinced that we have
got off much more cheaply than we should have done if 
the Amir had come to India."4

1. R.P. Vol. 43615. t. 369.

2. P.S.D.3. from India, vol. 36. t. 123.

3. R.P. Vol. 43613. t.220. Ripon to Kimberley.

4. Ibid. 1>. 234. Ripon to Kimberley .August 17th 1883.
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Though the Amir was silenced by the annual subsidy 

of Rs 12 lacs, the problem of the Afghan boundaries remained 

unsolved. The rapid advance of Russia towards the 

^fghan frontier was assuming a serious character, and 

it was becoming necessary for the British to consider 

their position carefully. _he ^ueen was very sensitive 

on the point and she was not unnaturally anxious that 

the Indian Authorities should pay attention to the 

intelligence reaching London from the Persian and Afghan 

frontier. Cossacks were pressing upon the rurkoman 

trioes; and in a despatcn Ronald Thompson from ^ehran 

wrote to Granville, expressing belief that the Russians 

would shortly establish themseives in close vicinity to 

darrakhs, that is on the very frontier of Afghanistan.

Abuur Rahman too, was naturally getting worried about 

the security 01 his own kingdom. xn fact, he had no 

clear idea as to what extent his territories stretched, 

therefore, ne requested the uoveinment of India to supply 

him with an authentic map, show"~~ u ~ T «

"wnereas nowadays, the Russians frequently visit 

and move about the frontiers of Herat, whereas the Persian 

officials also oo not neglect to visit (watch) their
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frontiers; and since it is incumbant on me to watch my 

frontiers also; and as I have no vital instrument or 

a good map attested by and bearing the seal of the 

(British) Government, showing the boundaries defined

between Afghanistan ana Russia and Persia .... 1,1
Earlier the Government of India on 22nd February had 

informed the Amir, after he had requested that his 

boundaries be settled, that the boundaries of Afghanistan 

and Russia were settled in 1873 between Britain and 

Russia, and advised the r̂nir not to reopen the question. 

Consequently, on March 26th *83 the Amir asked for an 

authenticated map showing the boundaries clearly. The 

Government of India replied, seven weeks later, in similar 

terms that the boundaries of Afghanistan had already 

been settled by the British and Russian Governments, 

adding that the whole boundary had never been laid down 

accurately in any map. hence all the maps were imperfect, 

and the country had not been examined at all on the spot 

from that point of view.^

1. Amir to the Viceroy. jjatea 26.5.83.
P.S.D.E from India, vol. 37. i?. 163.

2. P.S.D.E from India, vol. 39. b. 1134.



On December 6th 1883* the Amir’s agent* submitted 

a letter from his master^ to the Viceroy, in which the 

boundaries of the Amir were described. as stated in 

the letter^ the Amir had included in his dominions, 

the portions of Shingfynan, anci other districts lying 

North of Oxus. And in fact, afterwards, the Afghan 

troops crossed the river to claim Roshan.

In a letter to the .̂mir on 11th iaarch 1884^ Ripon 

repudiated these claims of the Amir, and advised him 

to remain on this side of the Oxus, if he wantea the 
British to honour their promise to aid the Amir against 

an unprovoked aggression, for they regarded the Oxus 

as the Northern boundary of Afghanistan, further, he 

assured the Amir, that he was in communication with 

London on this matter, and the undefined Afghan frontiers 

would be delimited.^

Since 1873 when the Northern and North-Western
y\

boundaries w&fe the subject of negotiations between 

England and Russia, the latter power had rapidly absorbed 

the independent territory, which separated Afghanistan 

from her dominions, ana in 1884, it appeared that before

1. Viceroy to Amir. Dated 11.3.84.
P.S.D.E from India. Vol.39. . 1133 - 5.



long the two dominions would come into actual contact.

This possibility was not everlooked by the Amir, who 

pressed for a map, defining his territory, out was also 

a cause of anxiety for the British who were pledged 

to protect the Amir from foreign aggression. un one 

side, they urged upon the Amir to recall to the South 

of the Oxus a force which he had lately sent into 

Shinghman and Roshan,1 as they considered that part 

of the world outside Afghan territory; and on the other 

side they pleaded with London that for the existence 

of their friendly relations with the Amir, as well as 

for the prevention of serious complications with Russia, 

a frontier line should be precisely defined and laid 

down; and an agreement with Russia be negotiated, whereby 

she should undertake not to interfere in the internal 

and external affairs of Afgnanistan

Evidently, Ripon had only one answer to all these 

problems - a treaty with Russia, giving her authority

1 . In a letter on 26th hkrch, the Amir informed that 
he had issued instructions to abandon Roshan.
P.S.D.E. from India, vol 40. t. 227.

2. P.S.D.E. from India, vol. 39. i?i>. 1137 - 9.
Dated 11 .3.84 .
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over Merv and taking from her an assurance not to meddle 

with Afghan politics. Prom the very beginning he 

firmly adhered to his convictions, in spite of equally 

firm indifference of London on this matter. in a 

despatch on 13th July 1883, the government of India 

said, "We believed, and still believe, that nothing 

would so much tend to place our relations with Afghanistan 

upon a solid footing as the signature of a treaty between 

England and Russia which would show a clear understanding 

between the two countries in regard to Afghan affairs."1 

It is interesting to note that though the Russian 

advances were looked upon both by Ripon and Kimberley 

with great anxiety, neither of them seriously thought 

that Russia would interfere openly in the affairs of 

Afghanistan. They only wanted to prepare themselves 

to meet the emergencies, which may arise. Perhaps, 

this belief that Russia would not interfere in Afghanistan 

at once and openly also contributed to the indifference 

of London towards negotiating seriously a treaty with 

Russia; apart from the considerations that Russia would

1 • r.S.D-.E. from India, vol. 37. 4?. 122.
Despatch No. 113 (1883)
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not enter into any such treaty ana even if she did, 

she would not respect its terms or at least would not
A

stop intriguing, rendering thei^y any treaty meaningless 

Kimberley was not even willing to demarcate the 

Afghan border which was uncertain, in order that the 

Indian Government might know exactly what would be an 

encroachment on Afgnanistan, because any demarcation 

needed the presence of the British officer on the nfghan 

border, which was risky ana full of danger, unless of 

course, the Amir sincerely promised to protect him. 

iherefore he suggested: "We ought to secure means of

accurate ana trustworthy information of the state of 

affairs on the Afghan border. x.othing is so conducive 

to panic and hasty measures as want of real Knowledge 

of what is going on. With this view I am, with your 

consent \ if our Minister in Persia sees no objectionJ, 

aoout to send Colonel Stewart back for another year.

We should make our position on our own frontier strong." 

consequently, the London uovernment allowed the Viceroy 

to strengthen communications with Quetta uy constructing 

a railway line through the xvhelat territory2 - a move

1. iL.P. Vol. 43613. 16. Kimberley to Ri jonDateu 14tn February 1883.
2. R.P. Vol. '34613. h  X).



they were previously opposed to.
Meanwhile the British Government received some indication 

of a desire on the part of Russia for an understanding with 
them about the North-West Afghanistan frontier. This occured 
in a conversation of M. Zenovieff, the recently appointed Asiatic 
Secretary in the Russian Foreign Office with Mr. Kennedy, the 
Secretary of the British Embassy. Kennedy and Zenorieff had
been together at Constantinople. They met on March 7th 1883
and while discussing.̂ je Central Asian Affairs, Zenovieff 
repeatedly expressed his wish to come to an understanding with 
Britain. 1 The subject was discussed at the Foreign Office by 
some members of the British Cabinet but they decided not to move 
in the matter, for the same reasons, which had before determined 
them against attempting to make a treaty with Russia respecting 
the Afghan frontier. The Secretary of State, therefore;advised 
the Viceroy to use Stewart in the inspection of the Afghan border, 
should the Amir allow him to enter his territory. Col. Stewart 
was to act alone, not jointly with Russia} since at this stage^ 
London was not willing to make any formal agreement with Russia, 
and because the Russians had not only invited the British to take 
part in settling the frontier line between the Turkoman country 
and Khorassan, but had refused to admit them to any participation 
in the matter. Writing to Ripon, Kimberley said, ,!To invite 
them (Russians) to take part in defining the boundary of

1. Granville Papers. Vol. 327. 32-3 (1883)
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Afghanistan between Khoja Saleh and the Hari-i-Rud would be 
to recognise that they have rights over the Merv-Turcomans and the 
Sarakhs frontier, which would be a dangerous step for us to take 
now, although we may eventually have no other alternative.
Our best course seems to be, if it is agreeable to the Amir, 
to examine his frontier and settle with him what are the precise 
limits of the country over which we recognise his rights, and 
which are to be held as included in the ’dominions1 aggression 
upon which we have promised under certain conditions to aid in 
repelling. Having once determined these limits, we shall be 
in a better position to deal with Russia hereafter.

There were two differing British views on the subject of 
the North Afghan boundary. Sir H. Rawlins on was decidedly of 
the opinion that Walker’s map placed the Afghan frontier too far 
northward. The point south of which it was essential that Russia 
should not interfere was, London thought, Pul-i-Khatum. "If 
we would eventually establish the rule that Russia has no concern 
with the frontier below this point, and could also draw a clear 
line from Pul-i-Khatum in the North-East direction to Khoja Saleh, 
so as to include all the people who are really subject to the 
Amir and under the control of his Government, we shall, I think, 
do ail that is possible in the present circumstance s.” 2

1. R.P. Vol. 4.3613. h  4.5.
2. R.P. Vol. 4-3613. P. 45. Dated 4-tii May 1883. Kimberley to Ripon.
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The Secretary of State was equally cautious, holding it most 
undesirable that, the Amir should assert rights over country 
which he could not effectively rule. For, when his boundary 
coincided with that of Russia, the Russians would naturally hold 
him responsible for the conduct of the tribes on his side of 
the frontier, and if he failed to restrain them from raids, 
the consequences might be disastrous. But before any final 
decision could be taken, Kimberley wanted to obtain accurate 
information as to the country and the dispostion of the people 
through Colonel Stewart, who had told him that he apprehended no 
danger or difficulty in examining the frontier on the Afghan side.

Ripon, however, held a slightly different view. In his 
opinion if the frontier was drawn back from Sarrakhs to Pul-i-Khatum, 
the former place would be left in the air and its retention by 
Persia would become impossible. nI cannot doubt that if the 
eastward boundary line is drawn from Pul-i-Khatum to the Oxus,
Russia will, sooner or later, draw the westward line from Baba 
Durma to Pul-i-Khatum, and thus deprive Persia of Sarrakhs 
altogether.”1 He admitted some force in Rawlinson’s argument 
against including tribal territory over which the Amir was unable 
to exercise control; but he maintained that there would always 
remain the serious danger that such tribes would fall back across 
the Afghan boundary whenever drawn and then raid out again from 
behind. ttThere is a good deal to be said therefore in favour of 
the opinion that it would be less dangerous to include them 
distinctly in Afghanistan. At any rate ..... should, I think,

1. R.P. Vol. 43613* K  159. Dated 24th May 1883.
Ripon to Kimberley.



be Afghan."1
Typical of the difficulties in which the tribes might involve 

the Amir was the quarrel which appeared to be imminent between a 
section of the Afridis and the Amir. After the defeat of Ayub, 
the Amir had been constantly endeavouring to restore order in 
Afghanistan and consolidate his position by punishing severely, 
even savagely, mischief-mongers and opponents, amongst whom were 
certain influential Mullahs. He demanded complete authority 
over those Afghan Chiefs who had attained a semi-independent 
status during the last upheaval. Latterly he had engaged in 

hostilities with the Shinwaris and had defeated them; they 
thereupon retired into Afridi territory where it was said, they 
were hospitably received and even joined by one section of the 
tribe. The Amir wrote to the Government of India* to say that 
as the Afridi country was British territory, they ought either 
to restrain them from engaging in hostilities against him, or if 
they were not prepared to do that, then to allow him to attack and 
punish them. In fact the country of the Afridis was not British 
territory; they had recognised the independence of these tribes, 
they had engagements with them for keeping open the Khyber Pass 
from its mouth to Hindi Kotal, and they made payments to them on 
that account, but the Afridis were not British subjects and hence 
the British were not responsible for the Afridis' conduct. The 
policy which the British had adopted in 1880, and which they have 
ever since pursued, was to acknowledge and to treat them as

1. Ibid
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independent tribes, but carefully to avoid guaranteeing their 
independence or binding themselves in any way to maintain it 
against others* Therefore, the Government of India decided to 
urge the Afridis to abstain from any hostile act against the Amir, 
and to inform the Amir of the real Anglo-Afridi relationship, 
making it clear that if he was attacked by them, he was free to 
do whatever he liked *1

Sir M* Dur/and, the Indian Foreign Secretary, summing up 
the situation in January 1884,, records, "The only statesmanlike 
course is to endeavour to come to a really frank and friendly 
understanding with the Power which we had hitherto tried in vain 

in a half-hearted way to thwart and impede. I would, if possible, 
embody that understanding in a formal treaty, precisely defining 
the limits of Afghanistan ••• and recognising the extension of 
Russian influence up to those limits."2

British were fighting for paramountcy in Afghanistan 
ûss -̂an advance towards the Indian Empire began again* After 

the subjugation of Khiva in 1873, the only independent area in 
Central Asia left was the vast but sparsely inhabited country 
of the Turkomans, which stretched from Khiva on the North to the 
borders of Afghanistan on the South, and from Bokharan territory 
on the East to the Caspian Sea on the ¥est. Persia had exercised

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 37. 469 - 70.
2. Sykes - Life of Durand. P. 135.



some suzerainty over the Turkomans until, in 1861, a Persian 
force was defeated with crushing losses by the Tekhe Turkomans 
of Merv, after which no serious operations were undertaken to 
restore the authority of the Shah, although raids were occasionally 
made from the fort of Sarrakhs, which constituted the Persian 
frontier stronghold.

Russia began her advance into Turkoman territory by 
dispatching columns from Chikishlyar, a port on the Caspian 
Sea, up the river Atrak. In 1379* a force reached GJteOk Tepe 
and assaulted the fortified camp of the Tekhe Turkomans of the 
Akhal Oasis, but was ultimately repulsed with heavy losses in men, 
materials and prestige. Two years later, Skobeleff fully restored 
Russian prestige. With a strong column he attacked the same 
position and secured a decisive victory. This victory resounded 
like a thunder-clap in Central Asia, and the Tekka Turkomans of 
Merv were, in consequence, finally induced to tender their 
submission and were annexed in 1884, together with the wide area 
surrounding the oasis.

On February 14th 1884 there came startling news from St. 
Petersburg to London that a telegram addressed to His Imperial 
Majesty by Col. Komaroff had been published in that morning!s 
"Official Messenger" to the effect that "the Khans and twenty-four 
representatives of the four tribes of Merv Turkomans had presented 
themselves at Askhabad, had sworn allegiance to the Czar, and had



expressed the hope that Russia would take charge of the 
Government of the country";*̂ - and the same night M. de Giers 
informed Sir Edward Thornton, the British Ambassador, that His 
Imperial Majesty had decided to accept their allegiance, and to 
send an officer to adminster the Government of that region.2

This gigantic stride of hundreds of miles made the frontiers 
of Russia and Afghanistan coterminous - a situation which had 
been a subject of anxious foreboding by the rulers of India for 
more than two generations, became a reality, which had to be faced.

Kimberley wrote to Ripon on the 15th of February 1884, "The
news of the submission of the Merv chiefs to Russia is important",
but he added that did not believe that it was as complete as the 
Russinas represented. Somehow, he also entertained the thought 
that the new situation would be "less injurious" than the previous 
uncertainty, "and would lead to the establishment of better and 
more defined relations between us and Russia".

The eyes of Britain, at that time, were turned to her military 
proceedings in Egypt and the Sudan, and the annexation of Merv 
did not cause much public excitement. Even India did not get 
very excited. Writing to the Queen,3 who took a constant interest

1* Pari. Papers. Vol. 87. P. 183 of The Year 1884.
2. Ibid. This incident excited a debate in the Parliament

on 22nd February.
3. See Ripon Papers. Vol. 43623*
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in the affairs of India and maintained a regular correspondence

with the Viceroy, Ripon said, “Everything is quiet in India.
The occupation of Merv by the Russians has created less
excitement than might have been expected, and the general
tone of the Vernacular Press, in writing on the subject has
been very satisfactory.”!

However, on February 22nd Gladstone, Granville, Hartington,
Northbrook, Dilke and Kimberley met and determined to address
a communication to Russia pointing out the somewhat unfriendly
manner of her advance considering the repeated assurances
which the British had received as to her intentions.2 Self
respect would thus be saved they hoped and the way opened for
a friendly interchange of views, and for the definite fixing
of the North-Western Afghan boundary. It is significant that
they did not see any advantage in approaching the Amir at that
stage though it was he who was most directly affected by the
latest Russian advance.

The Government of India^ had already warned the Secretary
of State, that unless an understanding was shortly arrived at
regarding the precise position of the Afghan frontier, between

»
the Hari-rud and Kho^a Saleh, danger was to be apprehended at 
no distant date in the country North of Herat. They suggested 
the appointment of a boundary Commission to survey and settle

1.R.P. Vol. 43623. fc. 115. Dated 19.4.84.
2. R.P. Vol. 43614 h  16. Kimberley to Ripon.
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the frontier line.1

meanwhile^ Ronald xhoiuson^ from Tehran in a letter 
to Granville^ on 7th March^had expressed his opinion that 
the appointment of a Boundary commission composed 01 Russian 

ana ^nglish Officers only, might lead to the rejection 

of any oounoary so arawn b.> ine Persian and ^fghan authorities, 

while tne inclusion of rersian ana Afghan Officers woula 

equally have serious aisadvantages. therefore he suggested 

that a boundary line should be fixed by a direct agreement 

with Russia. ihe Government of Inaia did not agree that 

Persia or Afghanistan were likely to raise objection to 

the activities of a boundary commission, ana certainly 
could not feel sure ’’that the Amir of Afghanistan would 

accept without objection a demarcation of his frontier, to 

which he had been no party."^ Therefore they recommended 

that an Afghan representative oe included in any commission.

At the same time, the Lonaon Government decided to proceed 

with the Quetta railway speedily, as an effective answer

1. Despatch of 11th march 1684.

2. P.b.D.E.from India. Vol. 4 0 . ^  721 - 2.
Dated 5.3.84.
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to Russian expansion, and a guarantee of the British 

engagements which had made with the Amir.

The Secretary of State wrote to the Viceroy, !lWe 

have not the least wish to show alarm or fussy uneasiness 

because Merv is about to become Russian, whilst we do not 

shut our eyes to the fact that it is a very grave occurance, 

bringing as it does Russia into immediate contact with 

the Herat territory. On the other hand, it may tend to 

more definite relations between Russia and us as regards 

Afghanistan, and that would be a gain. i am myself for 

speaking very plainly, though in a friendly tone, to Russia, 

and at the same time doing everything in our power to 

consolidate our alliance with the Amir, as well as to 

make our own frontier secure by perfecting our communications 

with our advanced posts.”1

It is clear that^ though the Russian advance made 

a definite settlement of the North-West Afghan frontier 

necessary^the British Government did not want to take 

the initiative. They wished to arrange for the proposal 

for demarcation to come from Russia, ana they were disposed 

to avoid the appointment of an Afghan Commissioner and

I R.P. Vol. 43614. K 17.
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certainly of a Persian. The Persian advance to Merv 

had in fact come most awkwardly when the British were 

in difficulties in Egypt.

ihough Ripon's views were of similar essence, they 

differed considerably in their shades. He had all along 

advocated the necessity of concluding a treaty on Afghanistan 

with Russia, and London never considered it seriously - 

in fact their attitude was tantamount to opposition - until 

the Merv annexation. Even then while Ripon advised them 

to take direct steps towards an understanding, the British 

Cabinet desired to wait for an invitation from the Russians.

Furthermore, nipon did not think it advisable to avoid 

including an Afghan representative in a commission for 

settling Afghan frontiers, ana he made his opposition to 

any such course quite clear.

Again, he desired the Quetta Railway to be completed 

not merely up to Quetta, but to the foot of the Khojuk 

Amran range at uulistan Karez, with Chaman to be held on

the other side of the pass, as an advance post.'

Considering both political principles and expediency, 

Ripon seems to be more logical and right. indeed tne

1. R.P. Vol. 43614.. b. 54. Ri jon to Limberley.
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£—
Jao-feAe Government was coming grauualiy to accept the policy 

which Hipon had. proposed long before the annexation of 

Merv. ihus they now agreed to complete the Quetta Bailway, 

which they had stoppeu in 1881 in spite of Ripon1 s stong 

opposition and repeated warnings. nad the London cabinet 

allowed the Railway to proceed and accepted Ripon!s 

proposal to conclude a treaty with Russia, peace in 

Afghanistan would have been established, and the unpleasant 

repercussions of the Merv annexation avoided.

On February 28th tne Russian Ambassador met Granville 

at the Foreign Office. He claimed that Russia had not 

soiught the annexation of Merv but had been unable to reject 

a request from the chiefs for Russian protection.1 As 

a counter to this., uranville forwarcieo to dir E. Thornton 

a long historical memorandum giving the correspondence 

between the two Governments on Merv. In this the Russian 

Government had consistently declared tneir intention of 

not annexing Merv. "It seemed therefore", hopa Granville 

wrote, "entirely inconsistent with the whole tenor of 

the mutual explanations between the two Governments that 

one of them should take a step which appears to be in

1. Pari. Papers, vol. 87. (1884 -5) Sp.41.



contradiction with the assurances which have on so many 

occasions been received both from the Emperor and his 

Government without any previous communications of their 

change of views”.1

ihe advance of Russia up to the Afghan northwest 

border constituted a new departure in Central Asian 

policy. ihe Russian Ambassador, Mohrenheim, amid his 

profuse protestations of friendly feelings and intentions 

of Russia, remarked however to Kimberley at Windsor that 

'•Russia ... had no designs on India, but, of course, if 

we (the uritish) quarrelled with her in other parts of 

the world, we must expect that she would use her position 

in Central asia accordingly" Again ana again he further

observed that "Russia must advance till her frontier was 
coterminous with a neighbour who could be depended upon
to keep order and preserve the relations which exist 

between civilized states".2

1 . Ibid. !?. 46.
*

2. R.P. Vol. 43614. i?. 22. Kimberley to Ripon.
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Before London received any reply from Russia to her 

Merv communication, a very influential Russian newspaper 

nNovo£. vremya" published an article which indicated 
preparations for further advances.1

1 . The iMOVofi. Vreiaya 22nd February (5th Marchj 1884 
that England having recompensed herself with the 
occupation of Quetta and of Baluchistan, Russia 
had shown her perfect indifference just as the 
majority of Englishmen have accepted the fact of 
the ^ussian annexation of Merv. further advances 
on the part of England and Russia to meet each other 
will be dictated by those very same circumstances 
which at times impelled them forward or maue them 
recede m  order to push on again. ^either the hastening or delaying of the meeting of the two Powers 
will be ai'fecteu by diplomatists or Generals alone; 
they will depend also on those numerous local 
circumstances which told during the ^fghan campaign 
and curing the j.aissian operations in Akhal. It 
were better not to hurry; but should the ^nglish 
Government give way to the influence of 11 nervousness11 
and to the counsels of the aggressive party, nussia 
will be ooligeu to proceed in all haste with the 
aosorption of all the petty khanates, in oruer to 
anticipate the presence of British investigators 
and agitators, as ituscian interests may dictate.
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At this stage the policy of the j_>ritisn Government 

in Louaon, appears confusea. ihey wantea a settlement 

01 the Afghan borclerv but were not prepared to originate 

the proposal. xhey wished to exclude both ^fgnans and 

Persians from any Dounoaiy commission, mougn it would 

be the uounoanes 01 tneir countries which were fixed: 

indeed the only commission really satisfactory in the 

Cabinet’s eyes would have cons is ted of Britisn officials 

onl.y 1 j.hey agreed to a Quetta railway, out not to its 

xogical extension - “It may be right eventually to make 

uuilistan harez the terminus, but i am inclined to leave 

this for future consideration".1 xhus undecided they 

left it to the enemy, Russia, to make some friendly overture 

to resolve the deadlock in their own minds. As a result 

the viceroy in India was left without instructions as to 

policy, or even the principles upon which a policy could 

be based.

Naturally, nipon was left in a state of uncertainty, 

lime and time again he begged the Secretary of State "to
i

lay down a clear and definite line of policy for my guidance.

1. R.P. Vol. 43614. t. 36. himberley to KipDn.
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I know upon what principles the Government wish me 

to act, I can apply them to circumstances as they arise, 

hut i enureat thae I wa.y not oc xoft to drift without 

a defined purpose at the mercy of events"

It was fortunate indeed that the Viceroy thus left 

without instructions in a period of mounting crisis, was 

a man of great patience and calm judgement. An aggressive 

or a nervous man or any advocate of forward policy could 

have wrought havoc at this time.

before events could take an uncontrolable turn, 

an• de uriers replied on 17th March to Granville's 

communication of February 29th, Russia, having abstained 

from concerning herself with the transactions by which 

England, at different periods, had extended her sphere 

of action along her Indian frontier, had a right he said, 

to expect the same consideration for the freedom of 

decision demanded by the interests of Russia. At the 

same time, the value the Russian Government attached to 

the maintenance of cordial relations with the uabinet of

1. R.P. Vol. 43614. k  57.

5s.
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Lonaon had always led them, when enquirea of, to engage

in friendly explanations; hut these explanations had not

been of the nature of engagments. ihe recent resolution

of the Merv Chiefs was a sudden one, and one impossible

for Russia to refuse, under the circumstances * no blame »
H* JtL' \kJ*+A*

coula be placed on them. T-he move - e-e ete Russia was 

determined, as in the past, to respect agreements ,

"In case the cabinet of London should find it useful ana 

practical to complete these arrangements by a more exact 

definition of the condition of the countries which separate 

the Russian possessions from the ooundaries of Afghanistan, 

we can only recall to them the proposal which the Ambassador 

of his Majesty the Emperor was ordered to make in 1682.

That proposal was- to continue from Khoja Saleh westward the 

line of demarcation agreed upon in 1872-73”.1 This letter 

was accompanied by a memorandum, saying in reply to the 

charge that Russia had not communicated to England her 

change of views, that "the mission of the inhabitants of 

Merv was an event just as unexpected oy us as by England.^

1. London had not respondeu to the proposal, 
pari. Papers. Vol. 27. (1284-3) P. 33.

2. Ibid. h  57.
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On 29th April^ Granville instructea Thornton* to 

inform M. ae Cfciers that a des patch was being sent to him 

to the effect that "Her i.aajestyJs Government were prepared 

to accept the proposal put forward in 1882, ana now repeated 

by M. de G/iers, for the delimitation of the frontier of 
Afghanistan from Khoja Saleh westwards. The despatch 

added that, "It would be desirable that the principal 
points of the boundary line should be laid down on the 

spot, ana that a joint commission, including an afghan

representative, should be appointed for that purpose and 
Should commence operations next autumn".1

in a reply on may 3rd, M. de ujfiers replied tha c 

"the Imperial cabinet was quite ready to appoint a commissioner 

to visit, in company with his English colleague, the district 

to be delimited, and in concert with him to endeavour to 

ascertain the principles under which a frontier line might 

be traced which would satisfy the respective interests 

of the two powers." As for the Afghan official, he proposed 

that he should be attached to the commission as an expert, 

to furnish details and explain local matteis, but not as a 

commissioner.2 Granville concurring in the Russian views

1. Ibid. h  61 .

2. Ibid. t. 76.
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a tu
h June,

!,that the commissioners should meet on the 1st October next at 
Sarrakhs, on the left hank on the Heri-Rud.11̂-

The Russian Government saw no objection to the meeting 
of the Commissioners at Sarrakhs, but suggested that ̂it should 
take place at Khoja Saleh, which should be taken as the point 
of departure of the Afghan frontier.2 The British Government 
argued in favour of Sarrakhs, that the British Commissioners 
would have to pass through Sarrakhs to reach Khoja Saleh, and 
it would be a waste of time to go back over the ground a second 
time. More over the Western end^from the importance of the 
interests involved and the complications which were likely to 
occur-was the most suitable point at which to start.

The Russian Government for their part insisted upon the 
expediency making Khoja Saleh their starting point. The loss 
of time would be insignificant and would be amply compensated 
for by the fact of beginning at a known point agreed upon by 
both Governments. Further, they argued, just because the 
greater difficulties were to be met with in the Western part, 
it would be better to begin with the Eastern part.-

Further despatches followed in favour of the Sarrakhs 
and Khoja Saleh respectively, until M. de Gfiers asked Thornton

1. Ibid. 1>. 78.

2. Ibid. fc. 84.-5
3. Ibid. fc. 98-9.
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on 20th July, at what precise point on the Heri-Rud the boundary 
should begin, and ”on what principle the instructions to the 
commission should be framed, whether they should be based 
upon ethnographical, geographical, or topographical considerations, 
or all three, should the British proposals be accepted by Russia.-1 
'*From these and other questions it seemed to the British 
Ambassador, Sir E. Thornton, that M. de Griers desired that all 
the Turkoman tribes should be excluded from Afghanistan in the 
hope that they would ultimately give their allegiance to Russia. 
The British Ambassador anticipated also that efforts would be 
made to place Panjdeh outside Afghanistan, and to make the range 
of mountains, about thirty miles south of Panjdeh, the Northern 
boundary in that part of the Amir’s dominions.2

Granville replied on the 5th August that, ’’Her Majesty’s 
Government have up to the present time considered that the 
territory of the Amir of Afghanistan extended to a point on 
the Heri-Rud, in the neighbourhood of Sarrakhs,” and that it 
would be undesirable to come to a precise understanding on a 
point which was to be investigated by the Commission. As far 
as the basis of investigations, he stated that ’’the primary duty 
of the Commission will be to ascertain the true limits of the 
Amir’s territory, and therefore, in defining his jurisdiction, 
they must be guided by the political relations of the tribes 
which inhabit the country.”3

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 87 (188̂ -5) K  100.

2. Ibid. Vj? 100 - 1.
3. Ibid. t>. 103.
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The Amir, whose frontier was to be delimited, ana

who was seriously menaced by the occupation of the Merv 
area, Anew a good deal about his provinces to the North 

of the Hindu-kush, ana was keen on a forward policy in 

that area. xjut the British authorities were determined 

not to let anything happen which might create a rupture 

in the current negotiations. ^imberley advised Ripon 

"I have no doubt you will do all you can to hold him back, 
so far as this can be uone without making him think we 

shall not support any just claims he may have in that 

quarter.11 **

Strangely the Amir was not so concerned about the 

boundaries in the vicinity of Herat. When requested by 

the Viceroy to depute^n official with expert knowledge 

of the subject to consult with the government of India, 

he replied that he had no official who was acquainted with 

all the frontiers but that, in each district, men with 

the necessary local knowledge would be in readiness.^

Though the negotiations between England and Russia 

were going on in a conciliatory manner, the British 

authorities were not confident of their successful outcome,

1. n.P. Vol. 43614. t. 34.
2. P.S.D.E. from India vol. 41. t. 281.

Pari. Papers, vol. 87. £. 114-3.



for they could not rely either on the word of the Russians, 

or on Abaur Rahraanfs fidelity. Kimberley therefore urged 

Ripon to strengthen the indian defence line, so as to be 

able to meet any eventuality. ±n audition to the construction 

of the Quetta railway, he suggestea a careful consideration 
of the system of frontier defence"Might we not secretly

prepare a complete plan, and work it out by degrees, as 

circumstances and the state of our finances permitted?

All continental Powers in Europe - Germany, nussia, Prance - 

pay the utmost attention to the scientific defence of tneir 

land frontiers. hitherto, having no formidable neighbour 

in India, we have been able to dispense with such precautions. 

In future we must look forward to a different state of 

things, and I am, (ana have long been) a strong advocate 

of quiet and timely preparations in time of peace, carried 

on so as not to attract much attention, and so as to put 

no severe strain on our resources . «e might thus hope 

to ultimately and within a reasonable time, place ouselves 

in such a position as would prevent parries and rash 

forward movements beyond our own limites."^ in another

1. SUP. Vol. 43614. 41 & 42.
2. Ibid.



despatch, a week later, Kimberley reaffirmed his lack 

of confidence in the Russian assurances. "In spite of 

the civil words of b/iers, it is evident that Russia will 
push her pretensions to the uttermost. The map recently 
published at St. Petersburg shows that they will endeavour 
to put back the position to within a few miles of Herat.

Still I believe it to be possible to arrive at some 
reasonable arrangement which may last for a few years, 
but no stipulations on paper will prevent Russia from 
attempting a further advance when she has consolidated 
her Turkoman conquests. Je shall have breathing time 
during which we ought quietly but steadily to complete 
a system of frontier defence.111 It is thus apparent 

that the British government was carrying on negotiations 
with Russia only to gain time for self equipment. But 
as Ripon suggested, they seem to have forgotten one thing 

that hitherto Russia, in her progress in Central Asia 
had been dealing with local Khans and wild tribes only, 
but that once the Afghan frontier was delimited and agreement 
was acknowledged by both sides, any further advance would 
bring Russia face to face with Britain. And such a step, 

Russia would not dare to take unless she were prepared to

1. R.P. Vol. 43614. t. 51 .



risk a general war with England.

In the meantime, on June 10th, the Viceroy informed 

the Amir in a letter, that communications had passed 

between Her Majesty*s Government and the Government of 

Russia on the subject of the undetermined boundary of 

Afghanistan, and the question would be investigated on 

the spot by the representatives of the two bovernments. 

Since the British Officers selected would have to travel 

through Afghanistan, the Amir was requested to suggest 

the line by which they should travel, and to depute a 

qualified officer possessing his full confidence to assist 

the British Government in selecting the most advantageous 
line of frontier. The official should come to India to 

place the views of the Amir before the Viceroy.^

The Amir raised many difficulties at first and refused 

to be responsible for the safety of the Mission in his 

territory. nowever, he was gradually induced to take 
a more reasonable view of the matter, and it was finally 

ananged that the mission should avoid Kandahar, and march 

from Quetta via Nushki to the nelmud and travel Northwards 

parallel to the Persian frontier to Kuhsan, wnere it would 

join Sir Peter Lumsden, the selected British representative

1. P.8.D.E. from India, vol. 41. ]p. 13.
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on the Commission, For this the permission of the Persian 

Government was required, and was obtained.^ I$Lzi-8ad-Ud-Din, 

was appointed as the ^mir’s agent on duty with the boundary 

Commission,

On the instructions of the Secretary of State for

India, the Viceroy also secured from the Amir distinct

and satisfactory assurance that a proper reception and

protection would be accorded to the Mission. The Amir

informed Afzal Khan that he would send the Governor of 
r

nerat with 5u0 or 600 cavalry and tv/o mule guns to meet

the Commission and to carry out their instructions.^

While these negotiations and arrangements were going 

on, the -oritish uovernment selected ueneral Sir Peter 

Lunisden, who had served in Afghanistan for many years, 

as their representative, nis nomination, however, was not 

favoured by the officials in india - rdjon being non-committal.^ 

General Wilson who had offered his services for this employment, 

was rejected on the advice of Hartington. Sir 0. St. John 

was not chosen because the Amir was not well-disposed 

towards him. uriffin destroyed his chances by writing

1. R.P. Vol. 43616. t>j?.14-18.

2.' R.P. Vol. 43616. tt.18-19.
3. R.P. 43616. p. 12. Hipon to Kimberley.



a letter to The limes expressing his deep aistrust of 

Russian assurances. This left only Lumsden in the fie la, 

and he was selected by the process of elimination.*1 He 

coulu speak French, Persian and -ustoo - a necessary 

qualification for the job. 10 ensure that the views of 
India received full weight col. Ridgeway was chosen as 
Assistant Commissioner, dir M. Durrana having refused the

office.

General Zelenoi, who had considerable experience 

of boundary commissions was appointed by Russia, as her 

representative.

ihe question of the strength of the escort was not 

settled, without a great deal of difficulty.^ The 

military leaders wanted to sena a brigade, Ripon favoured 

a sjnall escort, and Durrana took a middle course, urging 

for an escort strong enough to repel any fanatical outburst, 

but not unnecessarily large. The Amir also objected to the 

party being large, as that woulu excite Afgnan fears and 

suspicion and make the procurement of supplies very difficult, 

xhe Russians too demanded ôn various military grounds)

1. R.P. Vol. 43614. tp. 16. Kimberley to Ripon.
2. r.G.D.E. from India, vol. 42. 429-30.

Also see G.P. Vol. 186. Letters of Thornton.
At one time Griers suggested that the British should 
have no escort of their own and rely for protection 
on the Russians entirely.
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that the British should have a small escort only. Finally, 

Durrand!s view was accepted and the strength of the escort 

was fixed at slightly over two hundred cavalry and two 

hundred infantry.1

While these arrangements were being made, Stewart 
reported that whilst the xurkomans were everywhere looking

to Russia, the Afghans on the uerat border manifested 

an increasing dispostion to look to the British, and showed 

a marked friendliness.^ This news was particularly 

pleasing to the British authorities, for they were not 

so far confident of the loyalty of the Afghans in that 

province. This made the despatch of the British Commission 

to that frontier seem specially opportune.

unce again the question of expenses of the boundary 

Commission gp.ve rise to a difference of opinion between 

India and London.3 in a telegram on 13th July the 

government of India expressed a strong opinion that at 

least one half of the commissions expenses should be

debited to the English Treasury, out the Secretary of mtate

die not concur in this opinion. consequently the uovernment

1. Sykes *aLii'e of jjur/and K  13/.

2 . ...P. Vol. 43614. b. 69.

3. R.P. Vol. 43o1o. tt. 1o-13.
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of ±ndiaK addressed a detailed despatch^ in support of 

tneir opinion on august 29tn 1084.' Ripon argueu tnat 

"it is no doubt quite true trial if ^ngland did not possess 

Inaia she would not taxe the smallest interest in the 

question of the Afghan frontier, uut it is equally true 
that India would be in no danger from Russia for a century 

to come, at all events, if it were not that her connection 

with England renders her liable to be involved at any 

time in differences between the British and Russian 

Governments arising out of questions of European policy*’̂

and that the cost should therefore be divided between 

England and India. xhe London Government argued that 

there "would only be a remote possibility of differences 

between England and Russia were it not for India. It is 
very improbable that we should be placed in antagonism 

to Russia in the Mediterranean if we had no Indian Empire; 

and though I admit that in the Baltic questions might 

arise wholly unconnected with India, yet for mary reasons 

past, as a matter of fact, no differences have arisen 

between us and Russia in that quarter, and the predominance 

of Germany in Northern Europe renders such differences 

much less likely than formerly."-* in the end the uritish 

1* P.S.D.E from India, vol. 40. jpfe 1117-8.

2. R.P. Vol. 43614. i?. 154. Ripon to Kimberley.

3. o p1 • Vol. 43614./Kimberley to Ripon.
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Government wisely realised the strength of Ripon*s 

argument and agreed to share the cost. let, in this 

they showed more generosity as the controlling power than 

they had done when asking India to pay the cost of Indian 

troops employed in Egypt and Malta.

Meanwhile, the negotiations between England and Russia 

about the Boundary Commission were far from satisfactory.

M. de Griers insisted on starting from Khoja Saleh, whereas 

Granville {in concurTapce with the Government) adhered 

to his proposal to begin on the mari-Rud side of India.

The Russians obviously wanted to keep the British away 

from the disputable part of the line so as to have free 
play for their intrigues with the Turkomans, and for the 

exercise of pressure on Persia, ihornton reported in

a private letter to Granville, MM. de Griers evidently 
does not like the Boundary Commission meeting at Sarrakhs,

it is very possible that he does not wish any Englishman

to be for the present so near the scene of their negotiations

with Persia relating to the Boundary from Baoa Durmez
*feAjr

to the . I believe that he himself wishes the

question to be fairly and justly settled; but the minister 

of War is much under the influence of the ambitious officers
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who are in that part of the world, and who undoubtedly 

wish to extend Russian territory as far as possiDle at 

the expense of the Amir of Afghanistan, it ma^ he too 

that the military authorities believe that if time be 

allowed them, they may intrigue with all the Turkoman 

tribes in that neighoourhood and induce them to declare 

their allegiance to nussia before the boundary Commissioners 

get anywhere near them.1’1 ihe British Government was 
not prepared to relent even a bit on this question.

Though Thornton had advised them to accept Griers proposal 

to begin work at Khoja Saleh, lest tne negotiations break 

clown entirely. 2 They even decide a that "if tne Russians 
refuse to join us; we should nevertheless send our 

Commissioner to examine the boundary, ihis will show 
the Russians that we are not to be trifled with in this 

matter, and the Amir that we are in earnest in supporting 

him. ?,2

Further reports from mt. Peters Durg also maae it clear 
tnat there was a strong military group in nussia which

1. u.P. vOi. 18b. ĵ ateu 5.7.84.

2. G.P. vol. 186. Bated 5.7.o4.

5. R.P. Vol. 43614. P. 67. Kimberley to Ripon.
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qiq not wish for any definite understanding witu the 

British. ihe Shah of Persia who was also getting alarmed 

at the rapid extension of Russian influence in Khorassan, 

oeggea for British support. oince Britain was uneasy 

about Persian military movements also, they instructed 

Thompson "to recommend Persia to endeavour to come to 

an understanding with Russia before appealing to them, 

adding that if the Russians encroach on the recognised 

Persian territory, ner Majesty's government would be willing 

to use ttcir good offices at bt. peters Durg. ’• Under such 

circumstances, the uritish Government thought that the 

only chance of bringing Russia to terms was in the commencement 

of the proceedings of the commission.

before the commissioners started for Afghanistan^ in 

the second week of August Thornton telegraphed that the 

Russian Government wished to lay down certain principles 

in the instructions to the Commissioners and to insure 

that the whole of tne baryk tribe of Turkomans from the 

^olatan southwards to the Afghan frontier posts should 

•be placed under the influence of Russian authorities".

Thornton called this proposal an oDjectionable one and an

1. R.P. Vol. 4361o.P.1. Kimberley to nipon.



encroachment on the uommission's works. .therefore he 

recommended its rejection.1 Granville accordingly 

replied on the 2utn August, tnat ner majesty's Government 

"cannot anticipate the decision of the Commission", and, 

tnree oays lauer, he addea that the instructions to Lumsaeu 

haa been upon tne principles laid aown in tne lecter of 

tne pth instant ana that he would leave London in September.

On tne 7th September^ m . de uriers-? wrote to Thornton

that, notwithstanding che difference 01 opinion betweenr

tne two governments as to the instructions to ue given

to the commissioners, the Russian Government did not wish

to lose the opportunity of removing for ever misunderstanding, 

and rivalry in Central Asia, and, accordingly tnat Major 

General Zelenoi, the Russian Commissioner would join Sir 

P. Lumsaen at Sarraxhs about the 13th October, and would 

come to an understanding with his colleague as to the mode 

of procedure in the work of delimitation.4

1. G.P. Vol. 186. Bated 6.8.84.

2. pari. Papers. Vol. 87 . (84-S) H?. 110-1

3. Thornton had repeatedly referred to him in his 
private correspondence with Granville as a man who 
sincerely desired the settlement of the Lorth-Afghan 
boundary, but was opposed by the War Minister ana
a group of expansionists. ne was genuinely sorry 
that the uritish did not accept his idea of beginning
the work of delimitation from Khoja Saleh.

4. Ibid. tfc 116-7.
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Accordinly, Lurasuen started with his staff via 

Tehran to the ^fghan frontier ana the Indian section of 

the Commission, advancea through Afghanistan. boon it 

was realised that neither of the Commissioners could reach 

Sarrakhs hy the date arranged. The Indian section of the 

British commission met the rest at Kushen in November.

It had been arranged by the respective x-oreign Offices 

that the British ana Russian Commissioners should start 

operations that month, but on October 3rd the nussians 

communicated to the British Government, through Thornton, 

seeding a postponement of the meeting until Spring, on 

the ground of the ill-health of their Chief Commissioner. 

Moreover, the Russian Government, objecting to Sarrakhs 

as a meeting place, urged that some spot further South, 

such as Pul-i-Khatun should be agreed upon.

iO this Granville replied that the Russian uovernment, 

having formally agreed to Sarrakhs, Her Majesty1s Government 

were unable to alter the arrangements and coula not consent 

to any other place being named, and ho pea that Russia 

would instruct her Commissioner to reach Sarrakhs to begin 

work before Winter sets in.1

1 . Ibid.



Meanwhile, on the 14th October, Thornton had written 

that Zelenoi and Zinovieff of Russian Foreign Office had 

visited him, ana argued that it would be very desirable 

that a Zone should be agreed upon beyond which the Commissioners 

should not explore, and within which they should place 

the definite boundary, ne suggested that ”the Zone might 

be between a line drawn from Sarrakhs to Khoja Saleh which 

should be the limit to the North, ana another from a point 

on the her-Rud far to the South of Sarrakhs Eastwards, 

and then Northwards to Meimena Anakhui and Khoja Saleh 

so that the boundary might be laid down in accordance 

with the arrangement of 1872-73 as far as that part of it 

was concerned.”1 Two days later Thornton telegraphed 

that Zelenoi would not be able to meet his British counter-part 

until January next.

nearing this, Granville expressed by telegraph, on 

30th October, his great disappointment at the postponement 

of Zelenoi*s departure.

This delay gave time for British survey and intelligence 

operations to be undertaken, without which the delimitation 

of the boundary could not have been undertaken with satisfactory 

results, while the Russians took advantage of the opportunity

1. Ibid. £6 126-8.
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to press forward and seize dedatable territory.

iiven before Lurnsden had taken charge or the Indian 

section of the mission at Kushan, he had received reports
A

of Russian advances. He telegraphed from Mesjted on

Octooer 31st the rumour that Cossacks had advanced to

Pul-i-Khatun on the Heri-nud, and to Pul-i-Khisti on the

Murghah,1 and that the delay had caused much excitement

among the Turkomans. Later, on November 1uth, after his

arrival at oarrakhs, the Russians stated to him that their

advance was precautionary, and asked him on what grounds

the Afghans, who hitherto had had their outpost in Panjdeh,

had moved forward twenty-four miles to dari-Yazi. ^umsden

replied that he xnew nothing about it.

un November 21st in a meeting with M.de uriers ,

xhornton, urgea him to withdraw Russian troops from pul-i-Khatun

but he replied that it was only an advanced post, consisting

of a few Cossacks for the protection of dalor xurkomans.^

On the ytn December the Russian Ambassador called

on Granville, alleging that "Panjdeh had been occupied
iaAiJCby the Afghans” stating that "even if the le-r Turkomans 

established at ranjaeh formerly paid tribute to Afghanistan, 

this fact would not of itself confirm the claim of the

1. Pari. Papers, vol. 87 (1884-3) J?. 132 ec &136-7.
2. Ibid. tfc 139-40.



present Aiair to the place, looking to the fact that it 

never had been occupied by the Afghan troops, anu tnat 

its population haa enjoyed complete independence^ a  

week later, however, a telegram came from Lumsden, who 

was then visiting Panjaeh, saving that the Afghan government 

there was fully estaolisnea, but that tne outpost at 

oari-iazi haa been withdrawn. meanwhile the Amir on 5th 

December strongly protested against the continued occupation 

of Pul-i-Khatum by the Russian troops.

The Russians then intimated on the 17th December that

unless some understanding had been arrived at concerning 
the zone of operations, their Commissioner Zelenoi would

Uoprobably remain at Tif«; ana that it was not possible to 

withdraw from Pul-i-hhatun.2 io this Granville replied, 

six days later, that Dngland would accept the northern 

line proposed by Russia which would run from a point on 

the right bank of the neri-Rud opposite Dowletatad direct 

to the Murghab crossing the river about Imam Bakhsh and 

thence to Khoja-Saleh, but considered it undesirable to 

attempt any preliminary definition of the Southern limit

1 . Ibid. t. 150.

2 . Ibid. t. 151.
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of the zone. ne also observed that he did not regard 

Pul-i-Khatun and panjaeh as outside Afghanis tan ,1 but 

considered that the Commission could decide these questions 

on the spot.

it was at this stage that Ripon's term of Viceroyalty 

endea and it fell to Lord Duffer in to complete the task, 
started by Ripon.

1. Ibid 151.



On August 28thK 1884* the British representative on 

the Boundary Commissi on, Major-General Sir P.Lumsden, had 
announced his nomination to the Amir in a friendly letter, 
and his intention to proceed to his frontier. The Amir in 
a reply^ reciprocated the friendly feelings and showed 
appreciation at his appointment.

It appears that the Amir was quite satisfied with the 
way the work of delimitation was progressing.

In an open Durbar in December 1884 he was reported to
have enlarged the great benefits which his country would 
derive from the work of the Commission, urging amidst general 
applause, that when once his frontiers were defintely fixed, 
any Russian advance beyond it would compel the British to come 
to his aid. As a mark of his appreciation he sent a supply 
of postins (fur coats) to Herat as presents to the British

pofficers of the Mission. In fact, the Afghans in general 
were well-disposed towards the Commission.^ The Amirv also 
displayed his good-will towards the Commission by refusing 
to accept or allow any payment for the supplies of

1. Pari. Papers Vol. 87, pp. 155-6
2. P.S.D.E. to India Vol. 43, p. 52
3. Ibid p. 58 Viceroy to the Secy, of State dated 2.1.85
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various kinds, which were required by them. However, the
Govt, of India insisted on the Amir accepting ,in payment,

for various reasons."4*
There were two points, however, on which the Amir was

not very happy. The first was the advance of the Russians
2on Pul-i-Khatun. This he considered to he Afghan territory 

within the limits of Herat. Therefore, he requested Lumsden 
to settle this point, before the settlement of the frontier 

could be rightly commenced.^
Secondly, he objected to the Russian proposal, contained 

111 their notes of 17th May and 6th Sept,^ not to have an 
Afghan functionary present at the meetings of the Commission.
He considered it as against the dignity of the Afghan Govt, 
and feared the peoples of his country would say, ’’They ( the 
Commissioners) thought nothing of us and showed no regard, 
because they did not allow us to join in the meetings in 
which the discussions were held in regard to the delimitation

1. Ibid. p.277 Dur/aad to the Amir
2. Earlier when Thornton protested against this Russian

advance Giers lamented the zeal of the local officers,
who could not be effectively controlled from such a
distance, though he had all along been preaching dis
cretion. Resides there were other influences working in 
Russia, which were opposed to an agreement on Central Asia. 
(G.P. Vol 186, dated 20.11.84) Thornton often referred
to Giers* fight with such influences especially with the 
Minister of War.

3. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 43 p.6 8 1 ,

4. Pari. Papers Vol. 87 , p. 75
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of our and the Russian frontiers, for which we invited our
friends to assist us. further he argued that unless the
Russians and the Afghans exchanged signed treaties, it would
be impossible legally to determine in future by whom any

2violation of the frontier had been committed.'" 3o far as
the first grievance was concerned, both the London and
Calcutta Govts were with him. London had told Russia that
they considered Pul-i-Khatun a part of Afghan territory.-^

In his second grievance, the Indian Govt, alone 7/as
whole-heartedly with the £sair» In a telegram on 19th Feb. '85

the Viceroy urged the Secretary of State to allow the Amir's
4agent to be present at the meetings of the Commission.

The Govt, of India had another difference with India 
Office. The letters received from the Boundary Commission 
indicated the possibility that the delimitation of the 
frontier from the Heri-Rud to Khoja-Saleh would be completed 
within the next few months. Therefore, an early decision 
regarding the movements of the Commission after reaching the 
Cxus became important. In a despatch on 11th Larch 1884, the 
Govt, of India contemplated the demarcation of the frontier

1 . .Italics mineK . , ^ r
? ■  s. c  - A  Q a

2. Xb4rd-. p. 693 Amir to the Viceroy, 28.1.85.
3. S-ee Ref. to p .33 e of the-proceeding chapter, dated 17.12.

84
4. P.S.D.E. fr. India Vol. 43, p. 698
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from Khoja-Saleh eastwards to the Chinese border. But the 

subsequent letters from London thought it better to avoid 
any formal proposal to Russia at that time, lest the de
marcation of the north-west frontier be jeopardised. Still 
the Govt, of India considered the demarcation eastwards as 

important, having regard especially to the indefinite 
position of Shignan, Roshan and Trans-Oxus-Wakhan.1

Before the Russians replied to the British Communication 
of Lee. 17th, Lumsden requested Granville on Jan. 12th '85.*. 
to induce the Russian Govt, to hasten Zelenoi's departure,

and to prohibit further military advances in the direction
&of the proposed boundary. Consequently, a communication 

was addressed to St. Petersburgh to this effect.
On Jan. 28th 1885, K. de Giers replied to this and the 

earlier communication by letter. He regretted that the 
British Cabinet did not accept his proposal for a preliminary 
understanding as to the limits of the Zone. And since he 
considered that umderstanding important, he saw no reason to 

hasten Zelenoi to the spof^ which would only result in a mis
understanding or even failure. He then proposed, to prevent a 
deadlock, that the Russian Ambassador in London should 

propose to Granville a line of boundary, starting from

1. P.S.D.E. fr. India Vol. 43, p. 276 Viceroy to Secretary
of State, 3.1-85

2. Pari. Papers Vol. 87,(1884-5) p.166



a point on the right hank of Heri-Rud, at a distance of
abput 10 Verstas from Zulfikar, which should he subsequently
marked out in detail on the spot by the Commission,^ adding

2that Mr. lessar, an Engineer officer, would proceed to London 
to help the Ambassador by furnishing local information.

Meanwhile the troubles were arising in the territory in 
question. It was reported from lie shad that guns and 
ammunition had passed from Askabad to Mefva, and that the 
Russians had occupied Gumesti between Pul-i-Khatun and 
Panjdeh. On the 10th February 1885, the Russian Ambassador 

called at the Foreign Office with a reported rumour that a 
hundred and fifty Afghan cavalry had occupied Zulfikar, 
and that an Afghan post had been established at Sari-Yazi.  ̂
Granville had no such information. He telegraphed Lumsden 
to verify the report, who replied on 12th February that he 
"heard a Russian outpost of forty-five men from Pul-i-Khatun 
have advanced and are now facing the Afghan outpost in 
Zulfikar Pass," adding "Matters have come to a crisis by the 

simultaneous movements of Russia on Sunday last on the 
Murghab and the Heri-Rud." Consequently Granville asked

1. Pari. Papers, Vol 87 (84-5) pp. 175-182
2. On 17th December, M. lessar read a paper on the occupation 

of Merva at a meeting of the Russian Geographical Society. 
Vide Ibid p.163

3. Pari. Papers, Vol. 87 p. 182

4. Ibid. p.186
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M#. de G-iers to explain this advance, adding that unless 
these proceedings were immediately arrested collisions would 
ensue. Itf. de Giers replied that the Russian General 
Koaroff had heard that Afghan troops v/ere advancing, and 
consequently that he had sent a small force in each direction, 
and found the repot to be true. Giers was sure, however, 
that a conflict would not take place unless the Russian 
party were attacked by the Afghans. London^hereupon urged 
the Amir through the Viceroy of India, to maintain the 
status quo, but resist the further advance of the Russians*^ 

Granville, on Ijth March, forwarded to M. de Staal* 
a proposal* with a map, suggesting northern and southern 
limits of a zone to which the inquiries of the Commissioners 
should be restricted, promising also the instruct the English 
Commissioner to endeavour to come to an arrangement satis
factory to the two governments, and which Her Majesty’s 
Government in consultation with the Amir would be justified 

in accepting. Enclosed was a long memorandum reviewing the 
whole question, and saying, MHer Majesty’s Government cannot 
admit that the boundary should be marked in conformation with 

geographical and ethnographical conditions, to the exclusion 

of the question of territorial right or other considerations.” 

further, England could not accept the new proposal of a 

boundary from Zulfikar, because they thought it should begin

at Shir Tepe, but that they were “prepared to agree that
i. Ibid. pp.196-7. I<5v December 1384, dreading further Rusci 
advance from Pul-i-Xhatmi t^n ,̂  i ssian
Port in 2ulfilrar Pass. had established



the lines which the two governments have respectively pro
posed should he taken as the limits of a zone to which the

same day (13th March) 0 .  Gladstone made a statement in the 

House of Commons that Russia had agreed not to advance upon 

debatable ground.
The foregoing despatch was answered by a Russian note 

on 1st April, rejecting the British proposal.
The British Foreign Secretary, in reply to this rejection, 

three days later pointed out that if Russia insisted on her 
proposal and took no notice of the British suggestions, it

would be impossi for them to proceed on a basis which
substantially denied the equal footing o# the two Powers.

Meanwhile there was great excitement in London and a
rupture between the two powers seemed imminent. Russian
securities on the London market fell considerably. This public
excitement and the military preparations London was making

had a favourable effect on the Russian authorities and they
2started talking of peace.

Consequently, Criers proposed on 8th April another zone, 
starting on the north from below Pul-i-IChatun, and proposed 

to send the Commissioner, if that basis ^as accepted by the 

British^ and on the same day Thornton wrote that C-/iers looked

inquiries of the Commissioners shall be restricted.” 1 The

1. Ibid pp.201-4
2. G.P. Vol. 186 dated 3.4.85 & 31.3.85P-p- v<st 87.3. P&id p. 240



•upon all the territory as far south as the Paropamisus range
a now under the control of Russia, alleging that it had

some very friendly letters with the Amir* which led to their 
meeting in Rawalpindi on April 4th 1885. Ripon, before he 
left India, had advised Dufferin to invite the Amir to an 
interview, and soom after his departure Dufferin learnt

Hence, on 31st January he wrote to the Amir, 111 do not 

know whether it would be convenient to you to leave Afghani star 
just now, but I Itake this opportunity of letting you know 
that it would give me much pleasure to make you acquaintance 
in person. I shall be in the Punjab on my way up to Simla 
between the middle and end of March and could meet you then 
at Umballa or Rawalpindi or some other suitable spot."^ In 
% reply on the 14th February the Amir thanked the Viceroy 

for opening the way for the fulfilment of his long-cherished 
desire. Put he suggested that Peshawar would be the most 
suitable place for meeting,^ since, under the prevailing

1. Ibid. pp. 241-2

2. K.P. PC/D/22a Dufferin to Kimberley dated 30.12.84

3. P.S.D.E. from India Vol 44, p. 5
4. Ibid p.6 .

never been under the control of Afghanistan. 1

I. - •L'eanwhile the ntwViceroy Lord Dufferin had exchanged

from Ridgeway that the Amir was himself anxious to see him 2
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conditions^ he did not want to go very far from Afghanistan.

The Viceroy in his reply on 26th February 4 explained to the 

Amir that it would be inexpedient to assemble a large gathering 

of people at Peshawar at that season. Therefore* he preferred 

Rawalpindi, which was situated conveniently near to the 

Amir's territories. ^
The Arair left Kabul on 12th Llarch arid reached Rawalpindi 

on the 31st. All due honours were accorded to him. The same 
afternoon the Amir visited the Viceroy. On 1st April, the 
courtesy was returned by Dufferin. During the various inter
views between them which followed, the Amir appeared to be 

fully concious of the need to avert war with Rudsia, declaring 
"his willingness to accept any frontier between the Heri-Rud 
and the Murghab, which might be laid down by the British 
Government 011 his behalf, provided that Maruchak, Gulram

pand the Zulfikar Passes remained in his possession." If
unfortunately war proved inevitable, he did not ask or desire 
that British troops should , in the first instance at least, 
cross the Afghan frontier for the purpose of repelling a 
Russian invasion; but he declared his determination to resist 

to the utmost, of his power any occupation of his territory,

1. Ibid p.8.

2. Despatch No 69 (1885) 4.5.85. Vide P.je.D.E. from India 
Vol 44 , pp. 169-71



and he asked for help in arms and money to enable him to do 
so with effect* He was promised some heavy guns for the forti

fication of Herat and was assured 6f 10,000 breach-loading 

rifles in the event of war. The Amir refused the active 
assistance of British officers in fortifying Herat, proffered 
by the Viceroy in a letter on , fearing iest

complications should arise from their presence among his troops, 
but in case of war with Russia, he agreed to admit two British 
officers. Abdur Rahman expressed no wish for the conclusion 
of a formal agreement and did not ask for an increase in his 
subsidy , except in the event of his being compelled to go 

to war. ^
By this meeting, though no satisfactory scheme for the 

immediate defence of Afghanistan against aggression was evolved, 
yet the position had been to a great extent cleared of uncertain

ty, and the obligations of the British Govt, had in no way
been increased.^

The Amir was suspicious in the beginning*, but he gradually 
realised that he was among friends and an atmosphere of mutual 
trust and confidence was created as the visit proceeded. The

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol 44, p. 21
2. Ibid... For a detailed account of the Rawalpindi meeting see

Dur^and's Memorandum, Vide Ibid pp 175-99

3. The Amir published a pamphlet, giving his own version of 
the Rawalpindi conference and his talks with the Viceroy, 
which was considered full of omissions and inaccuaacies 
by Dur^and, the Foreign Secretray of India. But he
welcomed the publication for it committed the Amir- +v. 
side of England publicly. (Vide P.S.D.E. fr.India Vol i f

pp 609-23 )



Amir showed a clear and shrewd understanding not only of 
his own position, but also of its bearing upon the relations 

between Russia and England. The discussions were proceeding 
satisfactorily when the news arrived of a collision between 

the Afghan and Russian troops at Panjdeh. There was something 
very characteristic and certainly to the British unexpected 
in the equaminity, almost amounting in indifference, with 
which Abdur Rahman first heard of an incident that startled 

all the Courts and Cabinets of Europe, and very nearly 
[Kindled a great war. \7hile the English Government treated 

the act of the Russians as, at first sight, an offence of 
the utmost political gravity, the Amir evidently regarded 
it as one of those not intolerable irregularities which 
occasionally happen on a rough unsettled frontier, and which 
are not supposed to have any necessary connection with fimm 
formal hostilities.

Dicing the course of conversations* Dufferin warned
Abdur Rahman that the fortifications of Herat were
inadequate to resist a sudden attack;*** and he proposed
sending British officers to organise its defence. The Amir
1. Gladstone had asked Kimberley to bear in mind that some 

members of the Cabinet would consider any Russian movement 
on Herat as an act of hostility to England in consequence 
of the British engagements to the Amir. Therefore the 
Prime Minister advised the Secy, of State to require the 
Amir to strengthen the Herat fortifications.
(Vide G.P. Vol. 129 dated 22.4.85 )
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replied in a very explicit and determined manner that 
though he himself was grateful for the offer he could not 
answer for his people, who ”were ignorant, brutal and 
suspicious.” Above all things he deprecated any British 
troops appearing in his country, for the Afghans would at 
once imagine that they had come to subjugate them. When 
it became evident that on this matter the Amir was un
relenting, Dufferin said to him, ”Ead you cordially placed 
yourself in our hands and allowed us to secure Herat and 
take the other precautions necessary, we should have been 
prepared to recommend you to fight manfully for the original 

frontier you have claimed, for Panjdeh, Badghis and all that 
territory; but as you are unwilling to do any of these 
things, and as you yourself seem to attach but little 
importance to Panjdeh, and admit that you have no real hold 
on the tribes of that district, it seems to me that the 
wisest thing you can do is to abate something of your 
territorial pretensions, and come to such a settlement with 
Russia as will give you a little breathing time to strengthen 
your position at Herat, and to inoculate your people with 

your own views as to the value of our friendship and 

assistance.” *** To this the Amir replied with some eagerness 
that he was just about to make the very remark the Viceroy had

1. Lyll—  Life of Dufferin t.92.
I



offered; namely, that if only he had four or five years’ time 
to look about him, he would be able to increase his forces 
by various devices, and to do everything required at Herat.

In short, the fixed and unalterable principle of the 

Amir's policy, to which he adhered resolutely during the 
whole twenty years of his subsequent reign, was discovered 
to be the exclusion at all hazards of British troops and 
officers from Afghanistan. His attitude towards Russia was 
substantially the same - he was determined, he said, that 
his country should not be the battlefield of several nations.

The Amir's policy was quite clear and well-defined. 
Afghanistan, he said,*** "was between two mill stones, and it 
had already been ground to powder. It was a boat between 
two waves, where oars were of no avail, and it would founder.” 
War between Russia and England on Afghan soil would utterly 
destroy his country and his supreme interest was to avoid 
such a catastrophe. From the British he wanted nothing 
more than arms and money, which were liberally promised 
and the Amir returned to Kabul a very satisfied man. Earlier, 
on the last day of his stay in Rawalpindi, the Amir was 

made a G.C.S.I., anjf honour he greatly valued.

1. Ibid - p.94



In his autobiography, published many years afterwards,

Abdur Rahman speaks very highly of the Viceroy and Lady
Dufferin and records his delightful impressions of the

Rawalpindi Conference.
The private talks were followed by a Durbar, which was

the culminating function of the Amir’s visit. There the
Amir spoke openly, pledging himself absolutely to the
Lritish: "I am ready with my army and with my people to
stand side by side with the Lritish Government.

Afterwards, Dufferin recording his impressions of the

Rawalpindi Conference in a letter to Sir M.Grant Duff, then
2Governor of Madras, wrote, "....The principal object I 

was anxious to attain was the freeing of the hand of Her 
Majesty's Government in relation to the delimitation of the 

Afghan frontier. When this subject was originally mooted, 
instead of asking him to point out what he claimed to be his
frontier, we made the mistake of indicating ourselves...
It would take too long to tell you how the final result was

reached, but afterk. second interview I had the satisfaction

of telegraphing to Lord Kimberley that as far as the Amir was 

concerned, he might run the line almost as far south as the

Russians themselves required. In this way the English

1. Sykes - Life of Dur/and p.156

2. L^ll - Life of Dufferin pp.95-100



government recovered its complete liberty of action " In

the same letter he further wrote, "So far then as words go , 
and as the impressions of the moment are concerned, things 
have gone off sufficiently satisfactorily. To what degree 
the Amir may be able or willing to make good his engagements, 

is a totally different matter, I do not think he v/ill ever 
prove actually false, for all his interests manifestly 
compel him to throw in his lot with us...." ^

Thus the Rawalpindi Conference was successful from both
2the English and Afghan points of view. The English got

a free hand in dealing with the delimitation of the Afghan 
boundary and the Amir's consent to the moving of British
forces to Kandahar, if Herat fell in the hands of Russia.

The Amir got the arms and money - all he was interested 
in - and an assurance that he would retain Zulfikar, Gulran 
and Marnchak. Since he v/as not interested in Panjdeh and 
Badghis - the Sarik Turkomans were, he said, a lot of thieving 
ruffians - any line which included the above mentioned three 
places, would satisfy him. This made the task of the English 
in the delimitation comparatively easier.
1. Ibid

2. For a day to day account of Rawalpindi Conference see 
Dufferin's letters to Kimberley dated 5.4.85, 6.4.85,
12.4.85. ( Vide K.P. PC/D/22aJ
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While the Rawalpindi Conference was going on, the Russians

attacked Panjdeh. Its capture naturally made public opinion
in Britain restless. The Amir, too, who did not show any
attachment to Panjdeh during the early stages of the meeting,
before the attack, announced his determination to resist the
Russian advance with all his resources and asked the British
for arms and money. He formally applied^^sTgrant of ten lakhs
of rupees to be delivered at Kandahar and the Indian G-ovt.
considered it advisable to comply with the demand, Though war
between the Afghans and the Russians had not broken out, the

reports coming from Europe and Afghan frontier made it appear
imminent.  ̂ The Govt, of India considered it an unprovoked
aggression and decided to honour their pledge of 1880, to
help the Amir in such an event, and to place a liberal Qonotriac

construction upon their engagements. However, as London did
not want British troops to be sent to Afghanistan, India
could nnly help by giving arms and money. Again India did
not agree with London in this attitude of half-hearted help.
They wrote on May 4th that "by doing so we expose ourselves

2to a certain amount of risk."

1. It was stated that the exact losses of the Afghans in the 
Panjdeh affair were 237 killed, 124 wounded, and 73 
missing; 92 deserted openly and 1640 reached Herat in 
detached parties. ( Vide Times dated 1.6.85 p.5.)

2. P.S.D.E. frrv India Vol. 44 p. 214
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It may be recalled here that the Viceroy had forewarned 

the Amir of a possible Russian attack and eventual conflict.^ 

Y/ar between Britain and Russia also appeared to be 
imminent. Thornton, though, in a private letter to Granville 

reported that the better class of the people about the Russian 
court were sincerely sorry for the attack on Panjdeh. Giers 
added that when the Emperor first heard of the news he was 
■extremely indignant1 and immediately asked the meaning of it.
Eut the military influence of those who desired a rupture was

2 « strong. Preparations for war had already begun in England,

and troops were concentrated on the north-west frontier of
India. This added to the Russian belief that the British
were not going to yield. Numerous despatches concerning the
fight were exchanged between the Cabinets of London and St.
Petersburg and the generals on the spot. The Peace Party
gained strength in Russia, and the majority of the Russian
ministers favoured an arbitration in the Panjdeh incident by

a friendly state. The Russian Cabinet was divided and the
Emperor was undecided. He did not desire a rupture but
he v/as unwilling to allow the proceedings of the Russian

commander at Panjdeh to be questioned. At one time*. Giers
differed so irreconcilably with his master* that he offered

1. Ibid. p.21. dated 2nd March '85
2. G.P. Vol 186 dated 11.4.85



1to resign* However, the Emperor was induced to modify his 
attitude. Consequently, it was agreed (on May 4th) to submit 

the matter to arbitration and to resume negotiations in London.
An informal meeting had been held on April 14th between 

Granville, Kimberley and M. Lessar, at which the Zulfikar 
Pass was claimed for Afghanistan. Kimberley remarked that the 

general prinicples on which the negotiations were to be con
ducted would be to leave the passes to Afghanistan, to secure 
to them a sound strategical outline. Nothing was said directly 
but confidentially it was hinted that if the Russians would 

agree to this, cessation of Panjdeh might be granted to Russia. 
Earlier, the Viceroy had communicated to Kimberley that the 
Amir was not keen on Panjdeh.-^ To this*, the Russians replied, 
”V/e see no objection to allowing the exchange of Panjdeh for 
Zulfikar, in v/hich case the frontier would start from a point

4on the Heri-Rud, a little to the north of Zulfikar....”
Kimberley informed the Viceroy of India on May 4th that 

the negotiations between Britain and Russia were to be resumed, 

since the Russians had agreed to exchangSa2ulfikar Pass for 
Panjdeh, v/hich meant that the Amir would get Zulfikar, Gulran

1. G.P. Vol 186 Thornton to Granville dated May 7th 1885*

2. Pari. Papers Vol 87 (84-5) p. 243
3* Ibid p. 239
4. Ibid p. 244



and Kartfchak, to which he attached special importance.'3'
Lumsden and Stewart were summoned hack to London to help in

those negotiations, and Ridgeway was left in charge of the 
2Commission.

On May 8th Granville transmitted to Thornton at St. 

Petersburg a proposal f£o the frontier, suggesting that "the 

line will start from a point on the Heri-Rud, a little to the 
north of Zulfikar, fixed so as to leave the Pass of Zulfikar 
to the A f g h a n s . . . T h e  Viceroy also wrote to the Amir in 
similar terms: "Your Highness informed me that you attached

much importance to I.Iarttchak, Gulranm and the Zulfikar Passes... 
Her Majesty's Government have determined to adopt a line of 
frontier which will leave the Heri-Rud at a point north of 
Zulfikar."

On May 12th^ M. Lessar called by appointment at the Foreign 
Office and met Kimberley. He asked for a more predise definition 
of the "Zulfikar Passes." It was agreed after some discussion 
that it could be defined as the "Zulfikar Pass" marked on the 
English maps. Lessar also raised a new demand about Marnchak, 
to which Kimberley did not agree.^ Nine days later> M. Lessar 
again met Kimberley and explained that the boundary line would

1. Ibid p. 265
2. Ibid p. 266

3. Ibid p. 267

4. Ibid p. 269
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start from a little to the north of the western opening of the

Zulfikar Pass. Kimberley reserved his answer.
While details were being negotiated* g, change of G-overnment

occured in Britain - Conservatives replacing the liberals.

On July 17th, 1885, Lord Salisbury the new Prime Minister wrote

to the Russian Ambassador M. de Staal, "I have learned with
regret that the Russian G-overnment are not prepared to agree
that the whole of the Zulfikar Pass should be included in

Afghan territory... .No reservation was made as to a portion of
the pass being retained by Russia, and nothing was said as to

the integrity of Russian communication, and Her Majesty's
G-overnment, confiding in this engagement, declared to the Amir

that the Zulfikar Pass would be included in his dominions. Her
Llajesty's Government consider that they are bound by the
declaration thus made, and they can not but hold that the

2Russian Government is similarly bound." Meanwhile reports
were reaching London that Herat was growing restless at Russia's 

advance and they feared attack. The Russians were reported 
to have increased their forces at Zulfikar, and the Heratis asked 
the Amir to transfer his residence to their city, and thereby 
restore confidence. ^

To this on 30th July* M. de Giers wrote to Salisbury

that, mh their communication of 4th/L6th April, mention was

1. Ibid p. 272

2* Pari Papers Vol 87 (34-85) p.296-7
3. Ibid pp. 298-9



made only of Zulfikar, and not of the pass. They were willing, 
however, to leave to Afghanistan what was important for 
strategical purposes, provided the communications between 
their own posts might be secured to Russia, concerning which 

they would be able to speak more definitely on receipt of 
surveys just finished by topographical officers on the spot.'1' 
This proposal v/as laid before the Viceroy, and Ridgeway, who 
v/as on the spot. The latter telegraphed on Aug 2nd that 
’’provided the Russians are kept away from Karez Elias, the 
possession of the western of the two defiles forming pass

p
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 >v  ___ Russian frontier should nov/here approach'A
nearer than one thousand yards to the edge of the escarp of 
the western defile. The Viceroy approved of this boundary 
line.

Thig proposal was communicated to the Russians on Sept. 4th 
to which the Russian Ambassador in London agreed on Sept.8th, 

with certain reservations. Consequently a protocol was 
signed by Salisbury and M. de Staal on 10th September, which 

provided that a commission should be appointed by each govern
ment, with an escort of one hundred men at most on either 

side; that the commissioners should meet at Zulfikar within 

two months from the date of the signature of the present Proto
col, where also the delimitation should at once begin; knd

1. Ibidjpp. 302-3
2. Pari Papers Vol 87 (84/5) p. 304 - _ -



that, in tracing the frontier accordingly, the Commissioners

should pay due attention to the localities and to the
necessities and well-being of the local population, and

conclude the work as quickly as possible.^
On September 19th 1885* the Viceroy of India informed

the Amir of Afghanistan "that the Russian Government were

willing to evacuate Zulfikar and to accept a line of frontier
2drawn to the north of Gulran and Laruchak. " Further he 

hoped that the frontier demarcation would be rapidly carried 
out and satisfactor|ilysettled. Neverthless he pointed out 
that signing of the Protocol should not induce him to relax 
the military preparations which were going on. ^

While these negotiations were under way^ the Viceroy 
maintained a regular correspondence with the Amir and kept 
him informed of progress, seeking his opinion where necessary.

Constant movements of the Russin^ outposts about Pul-i—Khishti
Kita-i-Maur and the Zulfikar Pass, demanded adequate preparati 
on the part of Afghanistan. On 30th June^ the Viceroy 
wrote to the Amir, that he trusted that the conclusion of 

an amiable settlement with Russia may not be far distant, 

but there alway was a possibility of a failure. Therefore 

he urged upon the Amir to make necessary preparations such 

as concentration of his strength on the north-west frontier,
1. Ibid pp. 315-6

2. Pari. Papers Vol. 63 p. 615

3. P.S.I.E. frtwjndia Vol. 45 p. 673



the equipping of the troops with breech-loading rifles and

pushing on the fortifications of Herat. To this the Amir
replied on 24th July, announcing his agreement and saying that

the work was already in progress to that effect.1
By this time, it appears^, that the Amir had decided to

trust the British and rely on their friendship. The fair
and helpful treatment he received at the hands of Ripon, the

friendly reception accorded to him at Rawalpindi, the constant
aid given to him without interfering in his internal affairs,
on one side, and on the other, the Russian military movements

and ultimately the proclamation of the Czar of Russia, accusing
the Amir of unfriendly conduct, perhaps led him to realise
that under the circumstances, Afghan safety and independence

2could only be guaranteed by his reliance on the British. He 
this time raised no objection even to the stationing of British 

officers at the frontier.
However, a misunderstanding arose at the speed with which 

the fortifications at Herat were going. The Government of 
India considered that it was too slow, whereas the Amir 
thought that interference by Ridgeway was causing the delay. 

Hence the Viceroy addressed a firm letter on Aug. 19th to the 

Amir , telling him that some of his officials at Herat were

1. P.S.D.E. fr. India Vol 45 p. 188
2. On 6th July, the Amir received a letter from Queen Victoria

announcing his appointment to the Order of Knight Grand 
Commander of the Star of India. The Amir was highly
pleased with this honour. (Vide Ibid pp 46-7)



not fully co-operating and were disloyal and by their short

sightedness were placing Afghanistan in a precarious position. 

He warned the Amir once again of the momentous consequences 
which were likely to result if the Russians advanced and took 
Herat. "If the work of strengthening Herat is impeded by any 
unworthy suspicions, so that in the event of war, it cannot 
be defended, then your officers will have brought upon you 
a disater of which it is impossible to see the end. The very 
existence of Afghanistan as an independent nation will be 
endangered by the fall of Herat. Therefore he asked the

Amir to prevent further delay, adding that Her Majesty's 
Government wished him to make clear to the Amir that "unless 
Herat is fully provisioned within the next ten weeks - that is 
before the end of October - and garrisoned by a sufficient 
force of trustworthy troops, carrying breech-loaders, and 
protected by strong fortifications laid out under the 
supervision of British engineers, they will find it difficult
to retain their present confidence in your Highness's ability

2to appreciate the requirements of the situation."
Apparently, the Amir was not to be blamed for the delay.

The British news-writer at Herat reported that the feelings
of the people had been worked upon by Russian agents, which 
made them less friendly to the British.^ Towards the end

1. P.S.D.E. fr. India Tol 45 & .  303

2. Ibid p. 303 - 302A

3. P.S.I.E. fr. India Vol. 45 p. 492



of July* a rumour that a Russian advance had actually

commenced, started panic in the city.
The Amir himself hardly knew anything about Herat, which

he had never visited and did not fully control. Moreover,
Xazi-sad-uddin Khan1, the Afghan agent on duty with the
boundary Commission had been persistently misleading and

2deceiving the Amir, who unfortunately trusted the Kazi very 
much.

However, the work on Herat fortifications started 
satisfactorily and did not run into difficulties.

As decided, the work of demarcation was to begin at 
Zulfikar within two months, and each party was at liberty to 
establish outposts on its side of the frontier - the Russian 
outpost in Panjdeh district being at Band-i-Nadis. It was 
also agreed upon, that if the Commissioners failed to come to 
an understanding, it would be arrived at by the two Cabinets 
on the basis of maps prepared and signed by the Commissioners.

Diplomatic negotiations being arranged thus, Sir 7/f 
Ridgeway was appointed the British Commissioner and Col. 
Ruhlberg, the Russian Commissioner. The Russian Colonel 
was the Chief of the Topographical Staff at Tiflis. Major 
Burrand was to assist Ridgeway^ and Captain Guedeonoff, an 

Engineer, was nominated as Assistant Russian Commissioner.

1. He was accused by Ridgeway of intercepting his mail and 
so untrustworthy that Ridgeway asked for his recall

( Ibid. £.492)
2. Ridgeway to Durf and,^20. 8 . 85. Ibid p. 657
3. Pari Papers Vol.63 p.613
4. Ibid p. 616
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Each Commissioner was accompanied by a staff of officers, 
amongst whom was M. Lessar, a Civil Engineer, but who was 

attached as political adviser, the only so called political 

on the Russian side, whereas on the side of the British 
almost every one was a politician or strategician.

It is interesting to note this difference in the compo
sition of the two Commissioners. Clearly^ the British 
approach was political, whereas the Russians based their 
arguments on the geographical and ethnographical considera
tions. At least.v that is the impression one gets from their 

manner of negotiating and composition of the commission.
It is also clear that all these negotiations were 

directly conducted by the British Government through their 
usual diplomatic channels. The Government of India, which 
was directly coneerned with the outcome of these negotiations 
and at whose instigations these negotiations were undertaken, 
played but a secondary and subordinate role. No doubt, the 
British Government kept India informed of all the developments 
and at times sought her advice. But one cannot help thinking 
that had India not fortified the Afghan frontier adequately 
and promptly, the Russians might have scrapped the whole deal 
and kept advancing. India’s business was not to pacify 
Russia - it was London's business - but to pacify the Amir

✓ 1and obtain his approval was India's responsibility, Could 

these negotiations succeed without the Amir's co-operation?



However the Amir's position was not enviable. He was rendered
a helpless spectator, though it was his country's boundaries

which were being delimited. The Amir's express desire to
nominate one Afghan member to the Commission, did not find
favour with the British authorities. Ridgeway reported to
Salisbury in a telegram on ilov. 19th that "a letter has
been received from the Amir by his agent, who interprets it
as an instruction to assume practically the position of a

Commissioner. 1,1 But, Ridgeway pointed out to the agent the
impossibility of agreeing to such an arrangement. However,

the agent was told that the boundary v/ould be marked in his
presence, he would be consulted on all questions, and copies
of Protocols would be given to him, which he could dend to
the Amir. Then the Amir could make any representations he

2wished to the Viceroy.
But it appears that in spite of being kept out of the 

Commission the Amir did not show any resentment or indignation, 
once he was assured of the broad outline of the boundary, 
which was in accordance to his wishes.*^

The boundary line was to be drawn from the Heri-Rud to 
the Oxus across the hilly country, which bounds on the south 
the low flat deserts of Turkemania, and was to begin at 
Zulfikar.

1. Pari.Papers. Vol.63 p.617, dated Nov 1 9th 1885

2. Pari.Papers Vol. 63 p. 617

3. Pari. Papers Vol 63 pp.617,618 See corres. between
ihe viceroy and the .amir.



The work of the delimitation was resumed by the joint 
Commission in November earnestly. The Russian staff, being 

so strong in topographers, undertook the topography of the 

'zone', and the English officers were entrusted with the 
task of completing the triangulation of the district, and 
furnish the necessary basis for topography, by fixing- 
sufficient points. Subsequently, however, the English 
surveyors had to take a part of the topography as well as 
all the triangulation.

The work of the Commission started smoothly and the 
mutual relations of the British and Russian officers remained 
excellent throughout. In spite of the Protocol* there was 
considerable difficulty in the actual delimitation of the 

boundary. The Russians were naturally anxious to control 
the head-waters of the various canals, by the establishment 
of posts along the frontier, whereas the British wished to 
keep as much distance as possible between the advanced posts 
of the Russians and Afghans.

The first pillar was erected on November 12th, in the 

presence and the concurrehce mf the Afghan representative.1 
Pillar No.2 was placed on the V  op of the neighbouring rock 
commanding Pillar No.l. The work continued smoothly and 
without discussion up to Pillar No.14 near Samba Karez.
Beyond Samba Ilarez the boundary line was so drawn by the

1. Pari. Papers Vol 63, p .616



Commissioners as to give to Ao-Ruhak and Islim, belonging to 

Afghanistan and Russia respectively, each their due share of 
grazing lands on both banks of the Egri-Geok, so as to 
prevent the chance of quarrels.

The Protocol directed that the line from Islim should 
follow "the crests of the hills which border the right bank 
of the Egri-Gerk" leaving Chaman-i-bed outside Afghanistan 
and similarly following the right bank of the Kushk (into 
which the Egri-Geok runs) as far as Hanz-i-Khan.

The Amir in two letters on Jan 2nd, and 8th, 1886, 

protested against th§ boundary line fixed by the Commission. 
He considered the settlement contrary to the terms of the 
Protocol, because the Protocol onl̂ T1 stipulated that Chaman-i- 
Eaid should be outside the Afghan limits, and did not require 
that Khurd Kara Tappa also should be excluded.

Replying to the Amir the Viceroy said that the decision 
was taken after full consideration of Afghan interests. The 
Russians claimed all the land south of Chaman-i-Baid ujj to 
Chibil Dukhteran, because it was cultivated by Sajiks. Since 
Ridgeway wished to avoid giving up the land as far as Chibil 
Dukhteran, he rejected the Russian claim, but in order to 
bring the matter to a favourable conclusion on the spot - 
fearing that if the matter were referred to the two cabinets, 
the Russian claim would have been upheld - he agreed that the 

line be drawn to the south of Kara Tap^a, which was merely a



mound of earth, not a village.'1 The Amir appeared to have
2"been satisfied by Dufferin's explanation.

On reaching Chaman-i-bed.^ the boundary line had extended

eighty miles from Zulfikar,* over uiinhabited pastures. The
only cultivable land at Zulfikar lies south of the pass in
the river valley, the greater portion of it being Persian.

At Chaman-i-bed was reached the second strip of cultivated
land, the Valley of kushk being here, as at Zulfikar, entirely
uninhabited. It was, moreover, only recently that the Kushk
Valley had been tilled by the Panjdeh Turkomans; yet on this

score the Russians claimed the Valley, as far as Chahardurra,
32 miles south of Chaman-i-Baid fort, up to within fifteen
miles of Kushk itself. This claim was resisted by Ridgev/ay,
and finally it was comprised by the award to Russia of the
Valley as far as Kara Tappa Khurd, a small mound about 2 miles
south of the fort.^

On March 17th K. de Giers informed the British Ambassador
at St. Petersburgh that a serious misunderstanding had arisen
in the Afghan Frontier Commission with reference to Khoja
Saleh, as a result of which the delimitation operations v/ere
stopped by Ridgeway. Ridgeway was of the opinion that the

i/o
boundary line should run north of Bdkchi wê -ls, and join the

1. P.S.P.A. fr. India Vol 46 pp. 563-4 dated 2 6.1.86
2. Ibid p. 1039 Amir to Viceroy 26.2.86

3. Pari. Papers, Vol 63 p.650



Oxus, not at Khoja Saleh, "but near Div Kala, as "being the 
extreme point of the Afghan possessions on the river, and of 
the district of Khoja Saleh. The Russians argued that it was 
expressly stated in the Protocol of the 10th Sept. 1885, that 
the frontier line should run to Khoja Saleh on the Oxus. There
fore they concluded "by the wordings of this stipulation, that 
it was the Afghan post of Khoja Saleh, and not the district 
known "by that name, which was to he considered as the extreme 
point of the Amir's possessions on the Oxus.^

This difference of opinion* culminated into a long diplo

matic negotiation "between the two powers, hut in the meanwhile,
while these talks were going on, the Commission was instructed

2to carry on the work as far as possible .
Twenty miles below Maruchak is Panjdeh. Pandjeh, which 

means five villages, is not a village at all, but a valley about 
twenty-five miles long and two miles wide. The water supply, 
cultivation and pasturage belonging to Panjdeh, however, were 
so mixed up with similar rights and properly situated ih the 
upper portion of the Kushk, Koshan, and Murghab streams, that 
to delimitate a frontier across these valleys, was a work of 
great difficuly. Before the Commissioners could reconcile 
the conflicting claims of the Afghans and the Russians, the 
winter and heavy snowfall interrupted the progress of work*

1. Pari. Papers Vol. 63 p. 647
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in the end of December 1885. Until then^ the Commission had 

demarcated 93 miles of frontier line.
The Russian claims, and their request to be allowed, at 

some future date, to construct a dam across the Marghab, at 
the head of the Panjdeh canal, were communicated to the Amir. 

After first refusing^ he consented to the building of a dam 
provided it was not used as a bridge, and had no^Russian 
military post attached to it.^

This arrangement caused the frontier line to be brought 
to the left bank of Murghab almost due west, instead of a 

{joint "to the north" of Maruchak as in the Protocol; but 
it was thought reasonable, if the Russians were to have 
Panjdeh, they should hold the head of the Canal on which its 
very existence depended.

In the middle of March the Commission resumed the work 
of demarcation. Dad weather and the vague knowledge of the 
country ahead, possessed by the officers on both sides, 
prevented the Commission from settling the Afghan and Russian
claims to the pastures between Mai^eneh and the wells 
connecting Panjdeh to the Oxus. The Eritish representative 

considered them essential for the Afghans and useless to the 
Russians. However in a meeting on March 19th he decided to
give them up. 2

625 and p. 64^1. Pari.
Oc. • Ibid . p. 666



By the 10th June the frontier had been traced and pillars 

erected to within thirty-five miles of the river Oxus, and 
no new question had been left unsettled, so that on the 20th 

June, 1386, the Commission had practically finished its 
labours, except as to agreeing about the districts of Khoja 
Saleh. Earlier the British Cominissione&as instructed to 
settle the question of Khoja Saleh on the spot, but on May 1st 

he reported that it was not possible.^ It only needed two 
or three more pillars to be placed, to complete the demarcation 

It had been foreseen for several months that a difficulty 

would probably arise as to the exact point where the bound
ary should strike the Oxus. All the documents said "At 
Khoja Saleh." But where was this particular place exactly?
The representatives had conflicting views about its location.

On August 6th^ the Viceroy telegraphed the Secretary of 
State, that if Russia was not willing to withdraw her claim 
to Khamiab, he would strongly insist upon reference of this 
difficulty to the two Governments. And if Russia still 
insisted on a further discussion on the spot, 15th September
was the last date he could allow them to remain in 

2Afghanistan.

Consequently, on August 10th, under instructions from 
London, the British Ambassador reported to the Russian Govt,
that the delimitation had been concluded as far as Bukchi,

1. Ibid p. 678
2. P.S.D.E. fr. India Vol 47 p. 1244



and that there remained only to trace the line thence to the
Oxus. He asked the Russian Govt, whether they desired to

continue to seek a solution on the spot, or to settle the
difference by negotiations between the two Governments at
London or St. Petersburgh.^ The Russian Govt proposed a
compromise line to the Ambassador, but London considered that
for detailed discussion of the proposal, £he presence of the

2.British Commissioner was essential. The Russian Govt, 
after some diplomatic discussion agreed 011 August 21st that 
the Commission should disband, and the dispute be settled 

directly between the two Governments.^
Consequently, the Commissioners separated on September 15, 

and Ridgeway left Khamaili for Kabul% whithe-y- th0 Ami-**-- had 
9ard invited . In Kabul he was cordially received and 
the Amir expressed his gratitude for all the hard work he 
had done for Afghanistan. On 31st October, having completed 
his 10-day visit to Kabul, he. reached Peshawar district.^

In the beginning of January 1887^ the British Foreign 
Minister informed the Russian Government that his Governmentt 

was ready to enter upon the discussion of the points left 

outstanding, and proposed that they should take place in London

1. Pari. Papers Vol. 63 (1887) p. 754
2. Ibid p. 756
3. Ibid pp. 758-9

4. Ibid pp 926-8
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M. de Giers in reply offered St. Petersburgh as a more suit

able place for further discussion. Finally on February 23rd 
1887, the British Govt, decided to accept the Russian offer 
and to send Ridgeway to St. Petersburgh to conclude the 
negotiations.±

Charged with this mission Ridgeway reached St.Petersburgh 
on April 11th, m ,  accompanied by Captain Barrow and Clarke.
He found there the military opinion opposed to a settlement, 
which put a definite limit to their forward policy, and the 
atm.osphere of the capital was not very friendly either. 

Fortunately he was received by the Czar, who was favourable 
to a settlement being effected. Even in England the author
ities were not hopeful of any further success. Ridgeway 
wrote to Durrani in August 1887: ”1 was positively shocked
when I came home the first time from St. Peter sburgh to find 
that lord Salisbury and his Cabinet wished to let the whole 

thing slide. It was only my personal endeavours, aided by 
Eradford, Currie, and Sanderson, that induced them to continue 
with the negotiations. If it had not been for the accident 
of my interview with the Emperor, they would not have done 
so. It was only when I assured the Cabinet, staking every

thing on it, that the Emperor intended to come to a settlement, 

that they agreed to let the negotiations go on. Salisbury's 
last words to me were, 'The demarcation is not worth the 

paper it is written on, but as you have begun, you had better

1. Ibid p. 940
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finish it, if you can1."

For more than two months * Ridgeway engaged in a 

tough diplomatic tussle, hut eventually succeeded in
-jsigning an agreement with the rtussians on 22nd July, 1887.

The Russians withdrew their claim to hhamiab District, 

ana in compensation it was found necessary to restore

to the Saicks .certain lands between Kught and Muryhab, 

of which the Boundary Commission had previously deprived 
them; but these did not include lands lately Colonised 
and. claimed by the Afghans. Thus, Ridgeway wrote that 

"The Amir has not lost a penny of revenue, a single subject 
or an acre of land which was occupied or cultivated by 

an Afghan subject."

On July 27th,, 1887, Ridgeway wrote to Salisbury, 

enclosing the original rrotocol containing the settlement 

of the North-Western frontier of Afghanistan! .

.k~vv-d.ing to the London Protocol of the 1uth September 

188b, the valley of Panjdeh was ceded to nussia. It was 

at that time supposed by the British and Russian Governments 

that the Saryks were confined to that Valley, wnile, in 

fact, those people had extended their cultivation into 

the side valleys of the Kushk and Kasham, where they had

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 63. (1887) t. 988.



opened canals and reclaimed a considerable amount of land. 

Their sheep, too, exclusively enjoyed the pastures between 

the Kushk and Murghab.

"When the joint Commissioners reached the district 

in question, and the true state of the case became known, 

the nussian Commissioner claimed that the oaryks should 

be left in possession of the lands. ihe letter of the 

London Protocol was, however, clearly opposed to this 

claim, and the Saryks were accordingly ousted......

-When the joint Commission reached the Oxus it was 

established that, if literal effect were given to the 

agreement of 1873, the district of Kham-i-ab, and perhaps 

nearly the whole Khoja salib district, would be severed 

from Afghanistan, ana that, moreover, it would be necessary 

to divide between the inhabitants of those districts and 

the Uzbeg inhabitants of Afghan Turkistan the pastures 

and wells which are enjoyed in common by both. Such a 

division would have been a difficult matter, attended by 

considerable hardship to both parties.

"It was after consideration of these facts that Her

Majesty’s Government authorised me to negotiate a settlement

according to which the Amir should restore to the Sariks 
most of the lands of which they had been deprived between
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the Kuslirn and Murghab, in exchange for the withdrawal 

of the Russian claims to all the districts at present

in the possession of the Afghans on the Oxus, and to

the wells and pastures necessary for the prosperity of 

the uzbegs of Afghan j.urkistan.

•■The settlement recorded in the enclosed .erotoc^l 

is the result of the negotiations conducted on this basis, 

it will be seen that hussia has merely claimed the lands 

and canals necessary for her 3ari£ subjects, ana that hara 

Tappeh, Chabil uukhter; j.orghekh - the only possible sites 

for a Cantonment within the lands once occupied Dy the 

oariks - have all been left within the Afghan frontier."1

oubjoinea was the following statement of Afghan 

losses and gains by this settlement.^

1. Pari, ĵ apers. ,ol.1X111 tt. ̂ 09-990

2 . IMu. t. 996.
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Restored by 
Afghans

Conceded by 
Russ ians

ne marks

No. of sq. miles 
of cultivation 64 2bt
No. of sq. miles 
of waste 818^ + ioii

+ of which 
only 14

No. of wells in 
waste 1 19

culturable

Population Nil. 13,000

Revenue Nil. £1 ,4(J0

Note:- The point of frontier nearest to nerat in 

lands now restorea by Afghans was, before 

the rectification, latitude 35 19’. The 

point nearest to Herat in some lands since 

the rectification is 35 9 !; consequently, 

Russia is 11^ miles nearer Herat, There 

were no Russian outposts on the former 

frontier, and probably will be none on the 

new frontier, as the Russian troops have 

been withdrawn from panjdeh and transferred 

to the uxus in the direction of Khoja Saleh,

(Sd.) W. hidgeway 

Colonel
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In a letter on August 1st 1887, the Viceroy officially

conveyed this news that the representatives of the British

and Russian Governments had come to an agreement regarding

the disputed portion of the Afghan North-West frontier,

from the Amir; and heartily congratulated him on the

termination of those protracted negotiations which had

done so much to consolidate his position and bind together

the interests of England and Afghanis tan. He wrote "I
am glad to be able to inform your Highness that, after

much difficulty and after long discussions in London and

dt. Peters burgh, the Russians have been induced to withdraw

their claim to Khamiab, and have accepted the views of

the British Commissioner in respect to this part of the

frontier. After leaving the right bank of the Murghab,

the boundary will remain as it is up to Lukchi - that

is to say up to pillar No. 65. Prom this point it will

run in a straight line to Kara xapa Khurd, which will

belong to Russia, while Kara Tapa Kalan will belong to

Afghanistan. Thence it will run to the existing boundary

between Bosagha and Khamiab, leaving the western and Eastern 
%

Khatawajri and Ali Kadun wells to Russia and Afghanistan 

respectively. The wells of Imam Nazar have been assigned
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to Russia insteaa of the Oikul wells, wnich are to be 

Afghan. Care has been taken to guara the existing water 

and pasturage rights of Bosagna and Khamiab." ̂

Further he adaeu that such a large extent of territory 

hau been secured for Afghanistan, without meeting the 

views of the Russians on other points; and opined that 

the settlement was very satisfactory.^

Replying to this letter on August 16th the Amir 

agreed to the terms of the settlement, and appreciated 

the advantage of having secured a defined frontier from 

the neri-Rud to the Oxus. At the same time he hoped 

that’the boundary 01 Afghanistan and Russia from m e  

Oxus as far as the border of tne Pamifr may also be 

d e m a r c a t e d . " 3  Further he requested a ‘Sanaa1 defining

the limits of his dominions, bearing the seal ana signatures 

of the Ministers of England ana Russia.

But,at that time* the British Government did not 

contemplate the conclusion of a convention with Russia 

in regard to the frontier from the heri-Rud to the Oxus,

1. P.S.D.E. from India, vol. 50. 1600.

2 .  i b i d .  M > .  1 6 0 0 - 1 .

3. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 51.fK 553-5.



since the demarcation had not been done throughout

up to Pamir, The government of India too* did not

desire to press the matter, and the question of the

extension of the demarcation was left for future consideration.1

The results of the aforesaid settlement may be 

regarded in various ways. in the first place it averted 

the possibility of an Anglo-Russian war. .secondly 

Afghanistan got a Northern boundary - though it was an 

artificial one, not recognisably based on geographical 

or ethnographical features, yet an agreed boundary which 

was better than none at all. Also this agreement paved 

the way for a clear and friendly understanding between 

the Afghans and the British. The Afghan change of feelings 

were manifested in their honourable reception of the 

returning British troops in a durbar at Kabul. Another 

result, of a more definite character, had been the securing 

by the British of vastly increased information concerning 

Afghanistan, its resources and peoples. British ourvey 

and intelligence officers had been all over the North of 

the country to the Oxus at Kilif, and beyond, as well

as all Eastern Khorason. The Heri-Rud Valley had been
L

1. ^espatch No. 142 of 1t>87. government of India to London.
Bated 1yth September 1887. vide.
r.S.B.E from India, vol. 51. 349-50.
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explored Northward and .eastward; so had the roads over 

Hindu hush. Every pass of the raropamisus had been 

explored, the military topography of Herat examined, its 

defences strengthened and all the country mapped from 

Paropamisus to Kandahar. information had been gained 

also concerning the Afghan tribes, their history, numoers, 

revenue, taxes, fighting strength, customs, manners, and 

occupations, besides which special persons were told off

for the stuuy of the uot̂ ony, natural history, and geologyU
of the country. opecimens likewise had been collected

and drawings and photographs taken.

iet small faith was put in the success of this

agreement by tne British authorities. ^ven before this

agreement was concluded the prime minister oaiisbury said

to nidgeway, “The demarcation is not worth the paper it 
is written on, but as you have begun, you had better finish

it, if you can. 1

Contrary to general expectation, the frontier laid 

down more than naif a century ago has been respected by 

all concerned, and has successful_y served the purpose 

for which it was intended.

Ridgewa.y to Durxand. Aug. 1887 (citedXdyke 
Life of Lurrand P. 148. ^



..he role placed by the Government of India in these 

was extremely delicate, difficult, ana unenviable. On 

one side they had. to argue vigorously to inauce the Lonaon 

Government to accept their views of India's interests, 

and on the other, they hau a duty to pacify the Amir and 

Keep him informed of all the steps. dince Afghanistan 

was not directly represented on the Commission, the Amir 

had to convey his views to the Commission through the 

Viceroy. And the negotiations with the Amir during this 

period, had by no means been easy. Ahe Afghan Agent 

Kazi Sad-ud-ain Khan had more than once attempted to 

influence Ridgeway on points of aemarcation, by unnecessarily 

restricting the movements of his party, and the Viceroy 

asKed the amir in pointed language to take such steps as 

would help the delimation work.^

Unfortunately, the Kazi was to the greatest possible 

degree in the confidence of the Amir, who was always 

inclined to take his side.

In May 1886, the Kazi refused to allow any English
th

officer to go beyond Bflkh, until the demarcation of the 

frontier from the Murghab to the Oxus was finished, and 

declined, without previous permission from the Amir, to

1. P.8.D.E from India. Vol. 47. t. 248.
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let Ridgeway establish a sanitorium in the hills about 

i&lkh.

To the viCeroy1s representation upon this matter, 

the Amir replied not by taking steps to prevent such 

useless restrictions but by defending the conduct of 

his official in defiant language.1 The unco-operative 

and unfriendly attitude of the Amir's naturally infuriated 

the Viceroy, and compelled him to address a Dlunt letter 

to the Amir.
Dufferin took particular objection to the language, 

in which the Amir 's defence of his official was couched.

lie wrote " ....  instead of co-operating heartily in a

settlement which is for your own advantage you allow 

yourself to be carried away by your groundless suspicions 

into unfriendly language and unfriendly acts. iou accuse 

Colonel Ridgeway, who has done more for you than any 

of your own officials, of making malicious statements; 

you uphold the proceeding of Kazi-Sad-uddin, who retains 

your Highness's favour by show of great zeal in defending 

your dignity, that is to say by continually thwarting the 

British Commissioner and impeding the satisfactory settlement 

of your frontier; and you even go so far as to write

1. ibid. 467-9. Dated 26.5.86.



woras of defiance, informing me that the Afghans are 

not afraid of the resentment of the .British Government .... 

It would be unfortunate if your language were taken as 

a real and deliberate indication of your feelings, for 

in that case the confidence of Her iVajesty fs uovernment 

in your goodwill would be seriously shaken."1 In the 

end he askea the Amir to use greater self control, in 

his own interests.

instances are also found when the Amir himself 

directly communicated with Ridgeway, expressing his 

disapproval of the Commissioner's proposals, sometimes 

in impolite language. Again it became the unpleasant 

duty of Dufferinv to address the Amir on such occasions, 

unce, in consequence of the Amir’s objection to the 

arrangement Ridgeway had made about xuaimena pastures belt, 

the Viceroy had to tell him unut "I earnestly trust that 

for your own sake, you will not now weaken his (Ridgeway’s) 

hands, and make a very difficult task hopeless, by objecting 

to such evidently advantageous arrangements, as he has 

recently proposed. If by such means four Highness brings 

aoout a breakdown of the joint demarcation neither Colonel 

Ridgeway nor the British government can be held responsible

1. P.o.D.B. from India. Vol. 47. 472-3.
Bated 19.6.8b.
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for any consequences which may ensue."1

Dufferin was appointed Viceroy of India at the end 

of 1884, before the conservatives had replaced the 

Liberals in London, .ooth Lytton ana Ripon had been 

appointed to replace their respective predecessors because 

of the difference of opinion between the Viceroy and 

London cabinet on Afghan policy. naturally they carried 

with them certain specific instructions regarding Afghan 

affairs. Dufferin’s appointment, however, was not the 

outcome of any difference in opinion on Afghan policy 

between the two governments. lherefore, he presumably 

carried no detailed instructions to effect any alteration 

in the policy of Ripon - and indeed he personally believed 

implicitly in the policy, which Kipon had so constantly 

pursued.

After eighteen months of residence in India, he wrote 

to nipon, "In all my private letters, whether addressed 

to your political opponents, or to your friends, I have 
invariably borne the most earnest and warm testimony to 

the ability, the industry, the conscientiousness and the 

noble and lofty spirit which characterized your control 

of affairs, as was evinced by every paper of yours that

1. P.3.D.E from Inaia. vol. 47. tt. 361-3.
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came under my eye. The only criticism that has ever 

occurred to me in reference to your proceedings has been 

that in rendering yourself so popular with the natives, 

you have made the position a little difficult for your 

successor."1 Earlier on 13th December 1884, he wrote to 

Kimberley in a private letter, "No Viceroy probably has 

ever left India amidst such general and genuine expressions

of goodwill on the part of the Indian population ....

I sincerely hope that ^ngland will give Ripon the good 

reception he deserves. No man has worked so laboriously 

or with a more single-mindeu purpose. My respect both 

for his capacity ana for his character nas greatly increased 

since I have studieu what ne has done and written.11̂ Thus 
we find that the task of nufferin was only to complete 

the work which Ripon hau started. *et he differed with 

Ripon on one major item o± detail - tnough not of policy 
- ana later developments proved him rignt. *he alteration 
he introduced contributed considerably towards a healthy 

and staDle friendship with tne ..mir. *kipon had throughout 

discouraged the ^mir from seeking on interview with him, 

tnough, at no stage had there been a direct denial. But 

he deliberately did not pick up the hints which the Amir
1. Lyall - Life of Dufferin. t. 76.
2. k.P. PC/D/22.



on several occasions dropped before the oritish Agent. 

Nevertheless, before Ripon left India, advised Dufferin 

to invite the Amir for an interview.1 Dufferin however 

soon after his arrival in India, invited the Amir to come 

to inaia for a friendly interchange of views.* The Amir 

readily accepted the Viceroy's invitation, ana crossed 

the border into India on the same day that his troops 

were attacked at Panjdeh by the Russians, and on March 

31st, 1883, he reached Rawal Pindi, where Dufferin was 

already waiting for him. Dul'ferin̂ f was a past-master 

in tactful courtesy and gratified his guest by the honours 

that were paid to him. Dufferin had the Duke of Connaught 

in his tent and the Amir was especially delighted at 

finding the Queen's son waiting to greet him.

In wider terms Dufferin^ made it his policy not to 

enter Afghan territory against the will of the people and 

to keep the Afghans with him through A baur-Rahman, in 

accordance with whose wishes the Afghan boundary was 

delimited. ouch a policy was the natural culmination 

of that which Ripon had so wisely founded.

fr.T K.P. PC/D/22a.
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE REVIVAL OP FORWARD POLICY 

Though the work of Dufferin and Ripon did much to 

repair the damage done by Lytton to Anglo-Afghan relations, 

and the delimitation of the boundary solved one major 

problem satisfactorily, the six years of quietude after 

1887 did not lead the Government of India to abandon its 

efforts to organi-e a strong North-West frontier for India.

The undercurrent of distrust shown by the Amir and 

his people continued. The occasional thwarting of the 

Boundary Commission’s activities was followed by a denial
D  ~ iof entry into Kafi(g£tan to Lockets mission. The Indian 

Government's suggestion that a telephone link should be 

established between Kabul and Peshawar- was ignored. 

Proclamations were issued so worded that they could arouse 

popular hostility against the British as well as the Russians 

against who they were ostensibly directed.

Moreover, there was renewed and widespread tribal 

revolt against the Amir which he was so little able to

quell that the had once more to appeal for British support
2in the form of arms. The insurgents in their turn 

petitioned the Queen of England against the Amir's tyranny

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 47. pp. 1013-7

2. Ibid. Vol. 50. p. 1417
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and over taxation, and tnough this was naturally ignored

the viceroy felt it necessary to write a frank hut friendly

letter to the Amir, on the 28th July 1887, advising him "to

make a serious effort for the conclusion of some amicable

arrangement with the disaffected tribes." Reports of

executions and imprisonment of leading men continued to

appear regularly in the jsorth-.'/est Frontier Diary, thougn

after repeated aavice from the Viceroy, the umir did adopt

a more lenient attitude to the less dangerous of his opponents.

Meanwhile the government oi India learnt in August

1887^ that ,xyub Khan, who after having been driven out

of Af gnanistan, naa taken refuge in Persia, had escaped 
from ^enran. in fact, the position oi the Afghan refugees

in Persia had occupied the attention of the British Government

for quite some time. xheir presence on the Afghan border

was objectionable, particularly when internal disorders

in Afghanistan were rampant. ihe Government of India

had determined to endeavour either to remove the whole

party and its leader Ayub Khan to India or break it up

by detaching some of its prominent leaders. before India

had taken either of these steps Ayub Khan himself showed

a dispostion to seek asylum in India.1 ihe government

1. Telegram from Nicolson, British Minister at xehran 
to the Viceroy. Dated 27.7.87. vide.
P.o.D.E. from India, vol. 52. i3. 855.



of India, consiaering the great advantages of having 

Ayub Khan and his followers under their control agreed 

to incur the expenses of Ayub's residence in India. x>ut 

before this decision could be communicated to Ayub, he 

escaped from Tehran and for some time^ his movements could 

not be traced with certainty. Finally in October, after 

he had failed to mobilise support among the Afghans he 

himself offered to come to terms through a Sirdar at leashed 

After long negotiations as to the amount of allowances 

and conditions of residence, in December Ayub Khan was 

granted asylum in India.1

it was in these circumstance that on 17th August f87 

the Government of india wrote to the runjab government 

"It appears to the uovernment of India that the time has 

arrived when it becomes of extreme importance that an 

effort be made to bring under our control, ana, if possible 

to organise, for purposes of defence against external 

aggression, the great belt of independent tribal territory 

which lies along our North-,/estern frontier, and which 

has hitherto Deen allowed to remain a formidable barrier

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 52. kk. 833 -910.
The government of India considered that Gen. 
Maclean*ffho negotiated with Ayub, exceeded his 
instructions which led to additional financial 
expenditure.
vide. i.bid. Vol. 53. P.547.
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against ourselves."! With Conservatives in power in 

Britain, who had supported Lytton to a great extent in 

his Forward Policy towards Afghanistan, a revival of that 

policy in certain parts was not unlikely or surprising.

in December 1888,. Lora Lansaowne replaced Dufferin 

as the Viceroy of India. It was he who revived the Forward 

Policy, for he failed to appreciate the difficult position 

in which the Amir was then placed. The position of Abdur 

Rahman, after his visit to India, continued to be of 

intense and critical difficulty. No doubt he was ruler 

of united Afghanistan and the strongest man in the country, 

but he did not have firm control over all the tribes, many 

of whom considered his authority an encroachment on their 

traditional right to raid ana were little inclined to 

obey the Amir, still less to pay taxes. moreover, Abdur 

rtahman was not in good health. in 1888 he became seriously 

ill and a rumour of his death spread far and wide. Ishak 

Khan, a cousin of the Amir, and then governor of Afghan 

Turkistan, jumped at this opportunity and claimed the throne. 

For some time^ he had been planning a serious rebellion.

The illness of the Amir and the rumour of his death presented

1. C.G.^vis - orth-West Frontier. 71. (Cited)
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a suitable opportunity ana he took up arms against A baur 

ttahman. Certainly in a battle at Walishan he was 

decisively beaten by the Amir‘s troops.

But the secret and political correspondence of the
{

Government of Inaia tnough it relator^the rebellion and

defeat of Ishak Khan, suggests that his participation

was not premeditated or planned. he was so trusted by 
the A m ir ,  that he ordered that his will, in case of his
death, should not be given out until ishak Khan had arrived 

at Kabul.!" The Amir had so little doubted Ishak Khan!s 

loyalty and expected the reoellion that when in the end 

of July he received the news of disquiet in Afghan Turkistan, 

he sent Ishak Khan a large supply of breâ d) loaning rifles 

and ammunition.^ Ishak Khan, on his part, had personally 

warned the Amir of the organisation of a rebellion, in 

which he had no part. he wrote ".... the people of 

Maimaraare preparing to raise a rebellion and the Russian 

troops have arrived at Charkarya, which is near to this 

place. The people of this ilaka (area) have intercourse 

with them ana are thinking of entering into a conspiracy 

with them. It was rumoured here that your Highness was

■* ...& Hal. Oorro& ..'
2. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 55. P. 943.
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-wa-o- dead. Your Highness should, in whatever state you 

are, hold Durbars to receive the Salams of the people, 

so that they may remain easy in their mind. If you do 

not come out to the Durbar within four days, there is 

a probability of a rising among the people.”!

The Amir% during the course of rebellion was so 

alarmed that he askea the British uovernment to help him 

not merely with arms and money, but to send their troops 

to occupy Landikotal, Kurram, and Chaman. ihe Viceroy, 

however, very discreetly took no notice of the request 

for troops, though arms and money were sent.^

The news of the rebellion seems to have created less

excitement in Kanoahar ana Herat than expected. Though

general feeling in the two provinces was favouraole to

the Siroar, in neither of tnem aid the tribes count themselves

whole neartedly in his favour, nor did the Afghan Colony

at Rawal Hindi where the refugees were living. xhough

they naturally followed the news of the rising with interest,

and Ayub Khan received a letter from Ishak Khan inciting

the tribesmen to rise against tne Amir, they remained

inactive.
SlrvoL

1 . 6 -  li BtKL-f j? . 5 2 5 .

2. P.S.D.H. from India. *ol. 55. I?. 946.
Viceroy to Secretary of State, jjated 12.11.88.



The outbreak of the reoellion was said, to have 

been both preceaeu ana followa by markea activity amongst 

the nussian frontier officials, but after ishaic Khan's 

defeat and flight, excitement subsiaeu ana the Amiris 

authority was effectually re-establisheu in his Northern 

provinces.1

other tribes such as tne XAazaras were in revolt against 

the authority of the ^mir. abour Rahman with ruthless 

determination quelled their rebellious. ultimately, 

by careiully Killing off all powerful or ambitious chiefs,

_ baur A<axiroun established himself more firmly on tne throne, 

though he was universally hatea»an unsuccessful attempt 

wab rnaae on his life on jeceiuDer i'bth when he was reviewing
atroops at Mazar -i-5harif - his grip was tightened. Durfana 

writes at this period: "The Amir is a troublesome and

unsatisfactory ally, ana there is no doubt he is thoroughly 

detested throughout the country, nis cruelties are horrible, 

ana one feels reluctant to support him in power, especially 

as he shows the utmost jealousy of ourselves. If it 

were not for the fact that his fall would throw everything 

into disorder ana give Russia an opening, I should not be

1 . Peshawar Diaries.
P.b.D.S* frnn Tnri-io irz-v-i c t

At the moment of the rising in xurkistan, several
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sorry to see him driven out of the country.” Howsoever 

we may condemn Abdur Rahman's ruthlessness, we cannot 

deny the fact that a time when Afghanistan was the scene 

of intrigue ana counter intrigue, Doth internal and external 

and his authority was far from established, he could scarcely 

have remained on the throne of Kabul without dealing strongly 

with the rebelling Sirdars.

it was most unfortunate that the new Viceroy, L w i 

Lansaowne, chose to re Duke the Ainir for the cruel manner 

in which he had dealt with the rebels in Afghan Turkistan.

”1 wish to point out to your Highness that such actions 

as these are calculated to produce a Dad impression, not 

only upon the Government of India but upon the Government 

and people of England."'These practices are abhorent
Tto the ideas of civilized nations."

"After the recent revolt in Turkistan, I can well 

understand that, it should have been necessary to punish 

in an examplary manner those who were implicated in it.

But this could have been done without barbarities as shocking 

to contemplate as those about which l am writing."^

1. P.3.D.E. from India. Vol. 58. 149-51.
Dated 1uth September '89.

2. Ibid. Vol. 58. t. 150.
Later on 5th February 1896, mlgin, writing to Kartington 
also agreed that the Amir resented Lansaowne's interference 
in his internal affairs very much ananever forgave that 
letter and this personal resentment affected the political
relations disadvantageously. (viae _ Hamiiton papers 
Vol. 2.P 471) _________
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The Amir, naturally, took an offence at what he considered, 

an unjustifiable interference in his internal administration.‘ 

Earlier, in July 1888, the Amir had suggested a mission 

to Kabul to discuss questions of the Northern frontier 

and other matters. a is invitation was occasioned in the

main by a violation of the Maimana irontier oy Saler 

Turkomans. xhe Amir had reportea this to the British, 

but the viceroy had replied that until the new arrangements 

were Drought into thorough working oraer, occasions of 

dispute would be likely to arise between Afghan ana Russian 

"border officials. ne therefore suggested that one or 

two .British officials should remain on the frontier for 

the time being. in view of the Amir's known jealousy 

of the presence of British officials in Afghanistan, tne 

Viceroy was not surprised when direct reply was maae. 

j.n fact he seems to have welcomed tne invitation to send 

a mission, ana his Council unanimously decided to accept 

the suggestion, of which the oecretary of State also 

approved.1

Sir M. ivur/ana, then Foreign Secretary of India, was

1. Amir to the viceroy. 5u.9.89. 
ibid. vol. ;>9. M .  5-b.
B.o.D.E. from India Vol. 55. I?.8.
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selected to head the mission and it was decided that 

he should leave Landi Kotal on 1st October for Kabul, 

though with the proviso that he should only proceed if 

Afghanistan was internally tranquil.1 Dufferin hoped 

that this mission would mark the beginning of yet closer 

friendship with the Amir. No danger to the mission was 

anticipated.

nut before the mission could proceed, Ishak Khan 

revolted suddenly against the authority of the Amir who 

was thereafter fully occupied in quelling the rebellion 

and setting his Northern provinces in order again. He 
therefore requested that, since his presence was required 

in Afghan Turkistan to reconstruct the adminstration there, 

the despatch of the mission be postponed.-^

The Indian authorities felt that this concealed a

decline in Abdur Rahman's friendliness and sincerity. 

Dur^and wrote in his diary. "The Kabul Mission has broken 

down, the Amir is going to balkh to arrange matters. I 

believe he was afraid of having us, lest we should ask

1. Ibid. t. 10. 28th August '88.

2. ibid. I?. 955. Dated 20th October '88. .
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too much."1

Other differences between the Amir ana the Viceroy 

adued. to the mistrust. unaer instructions from London,^ 

Dufferin had suggested several times to the Amir that 

a few British officers be placed at the Afghan frontiers, 

to prevent frontier trouble. xhis the Amir had constantly 

opposed. Dufferin wrote to the Secretary of State on 

4tn December 1888, that “we ao not think it would be 

desirable, even if it were possible to force them upon 

him; and under the circumstances, there is no immeaiate 

necessity for considering the conditions under which such 

an arrangement could be carried with effect.O Accordingly 

Duffering wisely respected the Amir's feelings anu did not 
press the matter.

But Lansdownex from tne very inception of his 

viceroyalt^insisted whenever he got an opportunity, that 

the Amir should accept tne British officers on his f r o n t i e r s . 4 

The second difference was auout tne construction 01 

a telegraph line from ^aoul to Peshawar. Ahe ^mir had

1. Sykes - ^ife of Dur/and. i?. 200.

2. 14th September 1886. Despatch No. 18.1668.
3. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 33. 1219 - 21.

faji
4. Ibid. vol. 36. P. 166..t. 1127.



resisted this demana too. Where bufferin had not insisted 

bansdowne viguuxously impressed upon the Amir the desirability 

of telegraphic communications with Afghanistan.

Again, when in the beginning of 1889 the Amir was 

re-establishing oraer in Afghan Turkistan, his movements 

were reported to have given the impression that he desired 

to provoke a collision with Russia. ̂ before the report 

was authenticated Lansdowne auaressea a communication 

to the Amir, asking him to be careful in his movements 

and to refrain from displaying any hostile sentiments 

against Russia. xhe whole tone of tne letter if not 

objectionable was not very polite either. in fact,

Lansdowne had adopted a way of writing to the Amir, which 

was in quite a contrast to Dufferin's and a man as sensitive 

as Abdur Rahman could hardly refrain from noticing it.

lansdowne also directly and bluntly asked the Amir 

for full particulars of his military strength. Â request 

prompted by the Amir's demands when ishak Khan rebelled).

"You can hardly expect the English people to consider

it reasonable that they should be bound to help an ally 

wno declines to give them an idea of his strength and 

resources
1. Ibid. Vol. 56. K  721.
2. xbid. Vol. 58. 151. 10.9.89.

oO far the Government of india had given the Amir
174 lacs of rupees, 74 guns with ammunition in proportion,
r5'°0 preach loading &na 1li ,5qq muzzle loading rifles ujvft 

. r <JV . He <xX&~c
J u L  CJL k K M jjkm.p I f  r w i iA .  a  a a x  1U



naturally, the Amir did not appreciate such interference 

m  his own affairs.

Thus we find that once again,, the distrust between 

the Amir and the Viceroy, oefore dying out completely, 

was revived. Therefore, the Amir tried to open direct 

communications with London and also announced his intention 

of visiting England. In a private court he said that 

"After thinking it over for a long time, l have come to 

the conclusion that the affairs of my Country will never 

be settled until I see the Q.ueen and Ministers of England.

± a in sure I cannot get satisfaction in India.... 1

At the end of December 1o91 the government of India 

heard from the ^ritish Agent at Kabul that yt. pyne who 

had been the Amir !s uhief Engineer from 1885, was leaving 

Kabul for England, and was the bearer of letters from the 

amir to the Marquis of Salisbury and oir John Gorst, Under

1. P.8.D.E. from india. Vol. 53. 1400. aabul Diary.
The Amir issued a proclaimation announcing his proposed 
visit to England asked the people to express their 
opinion on this. When the proclaimation was read out 
in Durbar, the idea was receiveu with expressions 
ol assent by the leading men present. ^Ibid t.1333)
Copy of prociaimation.
P.o.D.E from xndia. vol. b4. tlJ. 97-9b.
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Secretary lor India. ryne reached uaicutta in early 

January and lansdowne accorded him an interview on the 

8th. ryne was told witn the permission of tne Secretary 

of state that he could not be permitted to act as an 

i n t e r m e d i a r y  between the Amir and Her Majesty1 s Government.1

The Amir’s letter to Salisbury contained professions 

of his friendship towards the Hritish, complaints of the 

attitude of the aovernment of India and a  proposal to 
submit his grievances to the Cabinet and Parliament.2 

The other letter to Gorstx was merely a complimentary one.

ihe Government of India in a despatch on March 9th 

1892^ gave their own version of the Amir’s grievances 

and their view that "A public speech by the under Secretary 

of State for India,, in which a complimentary allusion 

was made to the Amir, gave the Amir an excuse for opening 

up direct correspondence with her Majesty’s Government.112 

With the authorisation of London v4 the viceroy,in 
a letter on 29th January *92, informed the Amir that Her

1. P.S.D.E from India. Vol. 65. 779.

2. Ibid. 795 - 801. The Amir to Salisbury. Undated.

3. Ibid. Pfe 773-5. Despatch ho. 35 of 1892.
4. Ibid. tfe 778-80
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Majesty’s government tuu ght that under the circumstances 

it was inexpedient that he shoulu visit England, and they 

would be gratified to learn that the Amir accepted the 

Viceroy’s invitation to come to India. At the same time, 

the Amir was informed that the Viceroy had every hope, 

that after he had conferred with him and settled the disputed 

points, his proposal to visit London, might be accepted.1

This attempt by the iimir to establish direct relationship

with London^ indicates his dislike of the Indian authorities,
:

but also proves that he had faith in the British Cabinet 

ana their policy. it wag not Anglo-Afghan friendship he 

resented, but the intermediaries who conducted it.^

1 . Ibid. 1%>. 781 - 2.

2. Later in 1895, the Amir was invited by the British
Government to visit London. Since he himself could
not leave Afghanistan at that time, his second son
Shahzad* Lftsuralla Khan visited England. Shahzada 
brought back three English Ladies including one Miss 
Hamilton, angfact which gave some trouble to[̂  Government 
of India. (Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1. i?. 197)
Shahzada at an interview with the Queen requested 
that a trustworthy representative of the Amir be 
stationed at London. ihe Government of India objected 
to the request ana hence it was not granted.
Vide. Hamilton Papers. Vol 1. of Private Telegrams i?.3.
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On the other hand the uovernment of India were 

receiving news which aadea to their growing suspicion

of the Amir.1 On February 4th 1890 he objected to the
r

opening of the Gomaju: pass by India ana indicated that he 

felt that the extention of the railway to Chaman was an 

encroachment on his rights. nis treatment of the British 

Agent at Kabul was far from satisfactory. in fact, he 

had always distrusted the Agent, had him watched, ana 

prevented him from communicating with the people. The 

Agent had been lodged in a very unsuitable building, and 

guarded almost as a prisoner* Persons visiting him had 

on more than one occasion been severely punished while 

the relatives of the Agent fell into disfavour. He even 

had the post of the agent intercepted. nis treatment 

of all the British Agents was so harsh that all of them 

begged to be relieved from the post.2 Lansdowne wrote 

a long despatch to London on 1bth August '92 giving his 

version of Afghan affairsj’’The present agent, Saraar 

Mohammad Afzal Khan, also reports that he is watched ana

1. See Trans-frontier journals and News letters.
Vide. P.S.L.S from India. Vol 60. J?. 35, 525 etc.

2. So far there had been three nritish Agents. Col.
Afzal Khan, Col. Ala-Ulla Khan and Sardar Mohamed 
Afzal khan, wno was then serving.

0



cut off from almost all sources of information. He has 

oeen practically forbidden to ride or walk on the public 

roads; the ^mir even objects to his naving any communications 

with the Englishmen ana other British subjects resident 

in Kabul, ana altogether the treatment accoraea to him 

is of a most improper character."1 The British cemeteries 

both at Kabul and Kanaahar were reported to have been 

desecrated. x±is language and demeanour towards the British 

in the presence of his subjects had repeatedly been most 

reprehensible.^ He had frequently inveighed against the 

British Government in public larbar, ana had on several 

occasions issued proclamations, which displayed hostility 

towards the British as much as towards Russia. His 

economic policy, by establishing numerous monopolies in 

his own interest, ana heavy taxation had ruineu the trade 

with India. The punishments wnich he had inflicted upon 

those who fell under his displeasure or suspicion had 

been of the severest nature. Writing to London, Lansdowne 

said "With the exception of his Uncle, Mohammaa Yusaf 

Khan, he has killed or banished almost every man of rank

1. P.S.D.B from India, vol. 67. 387.

2. Bee Kabul ivews-letters .
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and influence in the country ....... His wholesale

executions and the horrible methods m  which they are

often carried out, have made him greatly feared in

Af ghanis tan . 1

In the field of external relations, with which the

British Government were specially conerned, Lansdowne
V

found Abdur xahman's policy far from satisfactory. "In 

our opinion" he wrote to the Secretary of State "he has 

neither acted up to his engagement of 1880, nor treated 

us with confidence ana goodwill, which as his allies and 

supporters we had a right to expect at his hands."2 

In spite of the repeated requests addressed to him by the 

Government of India in 1885, 1886, 1888 and 1889, he 

steadily refused to allow British officers to be stationed 

on his Northern frontier.

x±e had refused to let the boundary Commission, which 

he had treated with extreme suspicion, explore the upper 

Oxus districts, ana indeed British officers were never 

permitted thoroughly to examine that part of his dominion.

1. P.o.D.E. from Inaia. vol. 67. 1?. 389. Dated 1bth August *92.
2. r.d.D.L. from Inaia. Vol 67 t . 390. Despatch 155 of 1o92.



in spite of repeated British warnings that under the 

agreement of 1873^ he had no right to hold territory to 

the Irvorth of that river* he had continued to do so. Also 

in his zeal to consolidate his kingdom* he made vigorous 

attempts to bring under his rule the territory of all the

independent tribes of the Afghan Indian border. He first 
turned his attention to Hajour. Ever since the annexation 

of the Punjab it haa been the policy of India to prevent 

the establishment of Afghan influence in Bajour and Swat.

Abdur Rahman from his accession persistantly laboured to 

establish his influence in this region; ana he met with 

a considerable measure of success. He began by incorporating 

do mar, ana in spite of a warning in 1883 issued by Ripon 

under instruction from London, the Amir did not aesist 

from interfering with Bajour. However, the internal revolts 

in his territory prevented the Amir from making further 

effective attempts for some yeai^ though he made constant 

efforts to win over the Bajour Khan. Having established 

himself firmly on the throne, he summoned Bajour ana Swat 

Khans to meet him while he was at Jalalabad in 1888. 

ihe strongest Chief in Bajour the Khan of Jandol offered 

these overtures of the Amir. But Abdur Rahman^ by playing



on the dissensions among the ĵ ajour Khans gained a considerable 

influence among them, ana occupiea Asmar. ±n spite of 

Indian representations he refused to vacate Asmarv on 

the ground that^ it formed part of lunar. But the (government 

of India regarded the territory-East of the Kunar river 

loosely included under the name of joajflur as independent 

for it had never been under eitner Kabul or Kunar. The 

acceptance of the Amir's suzerainty by the Khan of Kunar 

in 1b88 severely threatenea Bajaur ana the government of 

inaia warned the Amir that interference with .oajaur coula 

not be toleratea. The Amir repliea that he would not 
attack Bajour unless provoked but assertea the Afghan 
claim to Bajour. This warning was repeatea in the clearest 

terms early in 1892, when the Amir's movements towards 
Bajour ana his designs on that country and the neighoouring 

independent chiefships were frequently noticed in the 

trans-frontier journals ana in news letters.^ The Amir, 

however, neither defied nor accepted the British claim, 

but suggested that the matter be neld over until he was 

able ro discuss it in person with the Viceroy or with a 
British mission.^

1. P.S.D.E from India, vol. b6 fc. i>76.
Viceroy to the Amir. nated 29.1.92.

2. Ibia.W?. 579-80. Dated 25.2.92.
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Moreoever, the ^mir had not entirely given up his 

claim on Chitral which was rejected when he first made 

it in 1882.

At the same time he was endeavouring to acquire the 

Afridi country, though in 1883^ he haa accepoea that it 

was British territory.
ô the £outh of tne Afridi country lay the nurram 

Valley, ^fter the Afghan war in 188u, when the hurram 

was evacuated, ihe iuris oi Kurram, who haa aone goo a 

service to the ^ntisn during the wa , were promised 

independence and protection. ihe Amir had always felt 

this a sore point and he interfered with them as well.
The Amir also sent some Afghan officials to occupy 

Wan a , a Waziri district at the Western extremity of the 

Gomal, from where his officials tried to win over the Waziri 
head men and induce them to ask for the Amir!s protection. 

The Government of India warned the Amir that they did not 

admit his right to occupy Wana, though they did not press 

for its immediate evacuation, and they informed him that 

they had always regarded the Waziris as independent and 

maintained their right of dealing with them directly. 

Writing to London, the government of Inaia said, "we fear 
the information will be very unpalatable to him, for he
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objects to our having any dealings with the Waziris, 

and appears to claim the whole of Waziris tan as already 

included in his dominions ; hut it would "be impossible 

to admit such a clajn̂  which has no foundation in fact, 

or to allow this large tract of country to remain under
the domination of a Ruler as untrustworthy and ambitious 

His Highness'1.1

In May 1886 he had occupied Chageh and refused to 

give it up. dome correspondence passed between the 

British Commission and the Amir but the Amir persisted 

in claiming Chageh as part of Afghanistan, and in justifying 

the occupation. Since the Boundary Commission was then 

at work the Government of India allowed the matter to 

remain in abeyance but Lansdowne discussed the matter

;ember 1889 ana then decided to uproot

Major Ga if ora. was deputed to warn off the Afghans and 

complete their evacuation within three months. The Amir 

expressed surprise at this action, maintaining that Chageh 

had always belonged to Afghanistan. The Viceroy, thereupon

Afghans from Chageh.^ Accordingly a British Official,

1. P.S.D.E. from India.vol. 67. tfe 397-8.

d. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol 60. t. 830.
Viceroy to oecretary of State 7th July 1890



clarifed the whole situation in a letter to the Amir 

repeating ualuchistan1s claim to Chageh. The Amir merely 

acjonowledged this letter without attempting an answer.1

All these moves naturally constituted a serious 

position. In June 1 8 9 Dur/and wrote, We are getting 

very bad news all along the border, from the Black Mountain 

to the Waziri territory. ihe Amir is threatening Kurram, 

the Afridis are in a very shaky condition . .."^ All 

this happened in Southern Afghanistan because her Southern 

boundary was not fixed, and until this boundary was fixeu 

such disputes were not unnatural.

Though all these moves of the amir createu apprehensions 

in the minds of the xnoian authorities, yet it could not 

be said that he was courting the Russians or was being

inspired Dy them. Dur/and records in his diary "That 
he detests us I do not doubt, but l can see no evidence of 

his being in with ^ussia. I dare say he would go with 

her in case of war, for he thinks her stronger tnan England, 

but it seems to me that his game is at present to maintain 

his independence ana pose as the i-aashah of Afghanistan 

and Aing of xSlam."

1 . Ibid.
oyxes - .uife of Dur/ana t. 201.
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This view is fully supported by the following 

comment of Lansoowne ana his Council. "We do not mean

to suggest that the Amir has been false to his engagements 

to the extent of coming to an understanding with the 

iiussians against us; on the contrary, we believe that, 

whatever his communications with them may have been, he 

will endeavour, so long as it is possible, to hold aloof 

from them and maintain his indepenaence."1

While this situation was brewing in Afghanistan, 

the Indian Government had not djafiê  no thing to guard their 

frontier. ihey haa driven a railway tunnel through the 
Khojak range and extended the line to New Chaman, as well 

as making railway surveys in the neighbourhood of the 

Kabul river. xhey had opened up the passes of the North-West 

frontier and guarded them with local lives. The Government 

of India haa also been expanding existing garrisons to 

meet any threat, present or prospective, of a Russian 

invasion of Afghanistan in force, or of an attack intended 

to divert British strength form a Western theatre of war.

since the Commander in Chief, £0^. Roberts had 

impressed upon the uovernment of India tne inadequacy of

1. Lansaowne to Secretary of State. 1 bth august. 1892. 
P.8.D.E. from India. vol 67. 391.
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the Indian army and the dangers which woulu arise if 

Afghanistan were mvaued, the Government had asked London 

to promise reinforcements of British troops should India 

be seriously threatened.

.London gave assurances, but coupleu with a/warning 

that it might be impossible to spare many troops from 

Britain.

ihe Secretary of State also impressed on the uovernment 

of India that their plans for the defence of Inaia must 

be based on the force actually under their control, and 

that without consultation with nonaon, no forward line 

of policy should be laid down, which contemplated the 

necessity of reinforcements from England for its accomplishment!

The Indian couter-measures haa their effect upon 

the ever suspicious Amir, ana he was very anxious to discuss 

matters with the Government of India. Therefore in a 

letter of 3rd September 1890, he renewed his request that 

a British Mission should come to Kabul ana discuss problems 

with him in an open Durbar, and so to relay the foundations 

of a firm mutual friendship and remove misunderstanding.^

1. P.S.D.E. from India. vol 67.^. 773-r^

2. P.S.D.E. from India, vol. 61. 1023-4.
Amir to the Viceroy, jjatea 3.9.90.



Lansdowne, however, replied on 14th October, 1690 

that "the time has not yet come when a discussion in 

op>en Durbar could be undertaken with advantage"1 and 

suggested that "the deputation of the British Mission 

should not take place until your Highness and I have 

arrived at a preliminary understanding with regp.ru to 

the subject of discussion ana the nature of the settlement 

which might be effected."2 For that purpose,, he invited 

the Amir to come to India and discuss the matter personally 

with him.

what reasons actually led Lansaowne to turn down 
the Amir!s invitation, which had earlier been accepted 

by his predecessor, cannot be stated with certainty, 

nowever, the Amir declined the invitation to visit India 

on the score of continued indisposition ana his being 

much engaged with the military affairs of his kingdom, 

adding his regrets that the Viceroy did not consider that 

a Mission to him would be of any value.5

Once agpin on February 8th 1891 the Amir addressed 

the Viceroy on the desirability of a British Mission visiting 

him at Kabul. ne wrote that all the considerations he

1 . Ibid. t-. 102b .
2. Ibid.
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he previously urged in favour of it still held good,

that he haa given up his intended journey to Herat, where

his presence was urgently required, because of the doubts

and difficulties experienced by his peoples, which he

hoped the Mission would clear away, and he expressed a

strong hope that the mission would be allowed to visit

him in the ensuing Spring.1 He added that delay in the

matter would cause loss and harm. This time the Amir

did not mention anything aoout holding the discussion

in open Durbarrye*7 Lansdowne again turned down theA
offer, for the same reason that unless the deputation 

01 a mission was preceded by a preliminary discussion 

ana the subjects on which the talxs were to take place, 

settled, he could not depute nis officials or give them 

proper authority to represent the opinions of his Government.^ 

Once again on march 24th, [$91, the ^mir urged the 

Viceroy to send a mission to him* but again Lansdowne 

refused the request. All he was prepared to uo was to 

send to Kauul a high official empowered to state the views 

of the Indian Government, ascertain those of the Amir, ana 

report these to the Viceroy.3

1. ibid. vol. 62. if. b53-b.
2. ibid.(^A 85 (./Col. 62\ Dated. !T.3*91 •
3. ibid. Vol. 63. iJi>. 859-61.
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^aving oeerj denied the opportunity of visiting 

London, he invited the Viceroy on 25th February 1892 to 

be his guest in Kabul or Jallalabad^ to discuss matters, 

which he described as of great magnitude and importance, 

however, Lansoowne was preoccupied in the affairs of India 
and could not accept the invitation.1

These persistant refusals of the Viceroy annoyed 

the Amir considerably, because he suspected that the 

measures taken by the Government of India in the name 

of guarding their frontiers against foreign aggression, 

were designed in reality gradually to encroach upon . 

Afghan soil.

Meanwhile, the mutual mistrust between India and 

Afghanistan kept on increasing, consequently, Lansuowne 

on July 23rd *92, addressed a very firm communication 

to the Amir, describing briefly those actions of the Amir 

which had made the Indian authorities uneasy and restless; 

and asking him to receive the Commander-in-Chief, General 

Roberts at Jallalabad, not later than October 1892. ne 

added "If I do not hear from your Highness by the 1st of 

September that you are prepared to receive Lord Roberts,

1. Ibid. vol. 66. &  137-40.



I snail assume that my offer is not accepted and it will 

be w '

jjuv, mer you accept this offer or not, it will

be necessary to decide what territory does, and what does
)fnot form part of the kingdom of Afghanistan." After 

reminding the Amir of the seriousness of the situation, 

created by the Amir’s own deeds, he recalled India’s 

liberal support ana assistance in tne past years, which 

alone haa enabled the Amir to retain his position as 

Ruler of Afghanistan. In conclusion, he said, 11 In spite 

Of many acts Which have teen naturally regarded uy all 

who are observing your Highness's conduct as evidence 

of unfriendliness or discourtesy on your Highness's part, 

the government of India has continued to treat you as 

if you were its faithful ally. By offering to send His 

Excellency the Commander-in-Chief to confer with you, it 

now affords you an opportunity of having a voice in the

settlement of these questions...... If on the other hand

you do not avail yourself of the opportunity, we shall 

be compelled to act for ourselves ana to settle the frontier 

without consultation with your nighness."1

1. P.o.D.E. from India, vol. b7 •1^08-10.
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It was most unlikely that abaur Rahman could have 

received the victor of Kandahar, ana the organiser of 

the Kabul executions, at Kabul, without incurring the 

displeasure and exciting the resentment of his peoples.

But it was difficult to refuse to receive him on that 

ground. xherefore, in his reply on August 3rd he 

accepted the deputation or Roberts, and did not directly 

refuse to welcome him, out asked for the postponement 

of his mission^ on account of a Hazara rebellion.1

ihe Government of India had pressed for the October 

date, because Roberts was to leave for England in the 

following Rpring. If the Amir Knew of this, he may have 

hoped to save the situation by seeking a postponement.

in London, it should be noted the policy of the 

viceroy was not approved at this stage, and a brake was 

applied to his actions. in a telegram of 16th August, 

Lansdowne had suggested that a reply be sent to the Amir's 

letter of August 3rd, which, while expressing satisfaction 

at the ^.mir’s acceptance of Roberts’ selection, should 

refuse to allow the indefinite postponement of the mission 

and should point out that while Afghan troops occupied

Ghageh, Waziristan and Asmar against India’s advice, the 

1. .Ibid. Vol. 67. h  1093-5.
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mission coula not be delayed. The Secretary of Atate 

refused to sanction any such peremptory demand, pointing 

out that the Amir’s reply, though possibly evasive, was 

friendly in outward tone and form. He suggested therefore, 

that the Amir’s letter might be left unanswered, since 

the Government of India had already told him that they 

would act for themselves, if he did not accept the proposal.

But the viceroy replied the next oay that it was 

impossible to leave the amir’s letter unanswered, because 

if they were to take no notice of his reference to the 

Hazara rebellion as the reason for postponing the mission, 

and were then to act indepenoantly, he would certainly 

complain of unfair treatment. He added that in his opinion 

the Amir should not be permitted to evade the mission 

and yet to retain the points in dispute, using them as 

a basis for further encroachments.

xhree days later under pressure from India, the 

secretary of dtate authorised the viceroy to answer the 

Amir’s letter. ue advised however, that the Amir's 

attention should merely be drawn to the warning contained 

in the Viceroy’s letter of July 23rd. Adequate measures 

should also De taken to secure the frontiers of India,
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but should not be taken with a view to compelling the 

Amir to receive a mission at the present time.

xhe Government of inaia, wnile disagreeing with 

London, addressee a letter to the Amir as suggested, on 

29th august 1892.1 about a fortnight later, they ¥/rote 

in a despatch to the Secretary of State that "A letter 

on the lines we proposed would have pressed him strongly 

to receive the mission, and would have avoided specific 
threats, whilst the letter we nave despatched in accordance 

with your Lordship's instructions does not maae so strong 

a point of the reception oi the mission, out warns Kis 

Highness distinctly that, as it is to be indefinitely 

postponed, we shall be ouligeu to resort to early action.-2 

This firmness of attitude, however, compelled the 

amir to watch his step. jj a telegram on 2nd October 

the viceroy reported to London that the evacuation of 

uana uy the afghans had been completed, and to the 

satisfaction or tau V/azeris.^

1. Ibid. Vol. 67. bb 1096-8.

2. Ibid. vol. 67. f. 1090. Dated 13th September 1892.

3. Ibid. b. 1087.
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meanv/hile, the Government of Inaia had addressed 

a very long despatch to the Secretary of State for India, 

on 16th August 1892, reviewing the history of British 

relations with Afghanistan and examining the conduct of 

the Amir towards them upon different occasions. "Throughout 

the whole length of our border from Chitral to Western 

Baluchistan, the Amir has been forward and causing us 

serious embarrassment. His troops are in occupation 

of Agmar, whence they threaten the independence of Bajaur 

Chitral. nis emissaries are stirring up the Afridis. 

iha freebooter, Chikkai, who is generally regarded on 
the spot as the Amir's agent, is in possession of a large 

part of Kurram, the Amir has pushed forward into 'Waziristan 

and claims to exclude us from it. He is even tamperring
awith the Mando Kh^l of the Zhob district. And he is in

armed possession of Chageh."1 ciAJfaaL
They aigre-ed that since the Amir had frustrated all 

tneir attempts to arrive at an amicable settlement, by 

his obstinacy and evasion "the time has however now come 

when a definite settlement of these frontier questions 

can no longer be deferred."2 They stated their view

1. P.S.D.E from India. Vol. b7. t. 398.
2. ibid. jp. 399.
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that it was essential to the security of the British 

position in India, that they should maintain gooa relations 

with the independent tribes on their North-Western frontier 

through whose territory the main passes lea into Afghanistan. 

Therefore they proposed that direct relations with those 
tribes be maintained and any attempt by the Amir to establish 

his influence over them be resisted.

They expressed their conviction that the Amir hau 

deliberately disregarded their advice, was determined 

to assert his complete independence and to hold aioof 

from the British, ana aid not genuinely desire to come 

to terms. That is why Abaur Kahman haa shown no inclination

for a personal interview with Lansdowne, in spite of the 
repeated invitations from the Viceroy and the receipt 

of a letter from the prime Minister Salisbury, urging 

him to do so. They considered, the Amirfs insistance on 

receiving a British Mission at Kabul, as a measure, evidently 

less liKely to prove effectual! They aescribeu the 

proposed mission of Roberts as a final attempt to achieve 

a satisfactory understanding. And in the event of the 

Aiairfs persisting in his refusal to accept the mission, 

they proposed "to give a clear warning that we regard 
a certain line as the limit beyond whichhis supremacy



aoes not, and must not extend, ana to follow up this 

announcement by enforcing the withdrawal of any Afghan 

troops or officials whom we may find beyond the line thus 

laid down." ̂ They proposed that this line should be 

marked so as to exclude Asmar, chagen and Tfcna from 

Afghanis tan.

it is clear that Lansdowne !s patience with the Amir

was at an end and he was prepared to aavoc&e a much more

stubborn policy.

It was fortunate that only a uay before this despatch

wag prepared, the Liberals haa replaced the conservatives

in London and ivimberlV haa taxen over from Cross^ ther

oecretaryship of India. As stated in the preceding pages 

the India Secretary had put a oraxe on Lansaowne’s proposals. 

On November loth with the approval of Glaustone, the Prime

replied in detail to the Viceroyfs proposals.^ He advisea 

the Viceroy to honour the pledges given to the independent 

tribes or to the ^mir, yet to act with restraint ana pursue 

a policy of as little mterfera'nce as possible.

the xoreign Secretary^,

1. ibid. h  40!?. 
• S . JJ . Ji ,
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The London uovernment refused to accept India’s

contention that tne ^mir did not aesire a meeting with
<C

tne ^ritish official. ^fter all* ne na^ declared nis 

v;illingness to accept tne proposed mission ana from this
Vdeclaration he is not lixeiy to receue. It was possible 

that he hau auequate reasons for requesting postponement. 

Consequently they considered it inadvisable to resort 

to the unilateral delimitation of the frontier line, 

moreover, they thought that the demarcation would be 

extremely difficulty without the concurrence of the Amir.

In conclusion the Gecfetary of Jtate warned the Viceroy 

that "unless therefore, matters should be actually drifting 

in a very unfavourable direction, I am of opinion that 

the risk of permanently alienating the Amir ought to be 

very carefully weighed against the reasons that would 

induce you to act independently of him."1 And he asked 

him to consult London on the details of any action he 

might propose to take.

In the meantime, Lansdowne hau refused to forward 

the guns and arms which had been purchased by the Amir 

and which were lying at Karachi. Early in August^ the

fo1. P.S.D.E India. Vol. 1S. K  312.



Amir made inquiry about the cause of the guns detention 

and begged for their early despatch, as they were urgently 

needed. But Lansdowne replied that the guns would not 

be forwarded to Kabul until the correspondence then 

proceeding between the two countries regarding the frontier 

questions, came to a satisfactory conclusion.1

Abdur Rahman regretted this decision immensely and 

refused to say anything further.

oome members of the India Council did not approve of 

the high handed action of the viceroy, but Kimberley agreed 

that Lansdowne should be allowed to use his own discretion 

in the matter.^

On 11th January 1893, the Viceroy informed the Amir 

that the mission under Roberts could leave Peshawar at 

the end of the first week of March so as to be received 

by the Amir in the middle of the month. The Amir was 

also informed that if his reply was not received by 7th 

PeDruary, that he was prepared to welcome Roberts, it

would not be possible to send the mission.^

The Amir deputed Pyne, the English Superintendent 

of the Amir's workshops^ to convey his reply to India.

1. P.S.D.E. from India, vol. 68. W?. 492 - 7 .
ibid. Vol. 68. t. 489 . 
Ibid. Vol. 69. 596-605.
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rie carried a letter from the Amir, which was dated 17th

x

February ana Pyne reacne a Calcutta on 12 th March. The 

idea of a mission under Roberts was therefore dropped.

In this letter the Amir explained that he was unaole 

to receive the mission at that time because of the severety 

of the Winter and his own illness. Ke explained that 

the roads were blocked by snow, the representatives of 

the tribes coulu not gather, ana it was no use receiving 

the mission when the tribal chiefs were not present.1

Pyne remained in India for aoout tnree months and 

left Simla for Kabul on June 12th. He was evidently 

in the Amir’s favour ana confidence, therefore, the

Government of India tried to make use of him in an unofficial

way to clear away some of the suspicion from His Highness’s 

mind ana put matters on a more satisfactory footing.^

During his stay in Inaia^ he was accorded an interview 

by the viceroy and he Kept tne Amir informed of his 

proceedings. It appears from the ^mir’s letters to him, 

tnat Abdur Rahman approved of his actions.2

1. P.S.D.E. from India, vol 70. P.24.

2. r.S.D.E. from India, vol 70 tfc 1199^1200.
Dur/and to Bayley, SecHj. of Pol P ^ 3 e c t . dept. India office

5. Ibid. tfe 12v/3-15.
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he laia down very frankly before the Government of 

India the grievances of the amir. Apart from abdur 
Rahman’s intense dislike of Dur^no, the Foreign Secretary 
and the unsympathetic attitude of the viceroy towaras 
him, he haa been particularly annoyed by the rapid occupation 
by the Indian Government of the various districts, bordering 

Afghanistan, whose peoples formerly accepted Kabul's supremacy 
and more recently by the detention of his guns at Karachi.

On behalf of the Government of India Dur/ana explained 

to Pyne their grievances that the Amir haa frequently acted 

without consulting the Government of India, in matters 

affecting his external affairs ana had sought to establish 
his influence over the tribes immediately bordering on 

British territory, such as bajauris, Afridis, Orakzais,
Waziris and others with whom, the Indian Government always 

dealt direct being regarded as out of Afghan authority, 
lur^and supplied Pyne with a map, which while it did not 

give the exact Inao-Afghan frontier line that was what 
they hoped to settle in concert with the Amir - would 

give him an idea of what they regarded as the limits of 

the Afghan dominion.1

Pyne left for Kabul fully convinced and presumably

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 70.fr. 1217-9.



was successful in explaining to the Amir the reasonable 

and friendly attitude of India, for writing to ]jur/and from 

Kabul on 17th July, Pyne said that the Amir had agreed to 

abstain from interfering in Chitral 3ajour and Swat.1 Pour 

days later in another letter he said that he was convinced 

that the Aiuir desired to settle matters quietly to prevent 

any misunderstandings in future.

Meanwhile the Russian and British Governments were 

negotiating about the countries lying to the North-East of 

Afgnanistan. In the course of these negotiations, the 

Russian Government had commented strongly upon the Afghan 

occupation of certain territories lying beyond the Oxus.

As a result, the Secretary of State for India, on 1;>th July 

1893, suggested to the Viceroy that "we are of opinion 

that the time has come to prepare the Amir for the inevitable 

evacuation of Shigfyffian and Roshan;"^ and asked him to induce 

the Amir to receive at once a British officer, who would 

inform him of the negotiations with Russia. ±he British 

Government was in no case prepared to help the Amir maintain 

his occupation of the said districts, as it was contrary to

their agreement with Russia of 1873. The Russians were 

1 . Ibid. Vol. 71. K  1003.
2. Telegram. P.3D.il. i'rom Inuia. Vol.71. t. 629 .
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willing to give up Darwaz ana tne no-man's lana between 

WaAhan ana tne Chinese frontier.

ana Roshan, the British Government were willing, on tneir 

part, to make sucn concessions to him as the cession of

Chageh ana ŝina# , payment of compensation for New Charnan, 

and the release of tne guns at Karachi.

urgesu tne ^mir to receive a British officer to explain to 

him the claims of the Russians and ascertain his views on 

tnena. ^e assured that the officer so selectea would take 

wittt him no military escort and would be accompanied by only 

three or four British officers.

ihe Aiair^ readily welcomed the proposal ana requested 

that one of the renowned officials of India be sent to 

himv so that further matters might also be discussed.^

The success of pyne's mission apparently contributed 

considerably towards this ready acceptance of the proposal.

In consultation with London ̂ the viceroy had already 

selected dir Mortimer buy/randy the foreign Secretary of 

India for this task and he informed the Amir of his selection.

1. Ibid. vol. Y1 . tk 631-2. Bated 1st August *93.

r
if the amir agreed peaceably to retire from

0 consequently, the viceroy in a letter on 24th July



Abaur Rahman welcomed the choice, ana issuea orders for 

the necessary arrangements.1

aince no military escort was attached to the mission, 

the Amir undertook full responsibility for che protection 

of tne mission. ^ur/ana was accompanied Dy lour nritish 

and four Muslim officers. ^olonel E*i\. nllis was second 

in charge .
^he DuiYanu unosion left i^shawar in the middle of 

September 1893 ana was met on the frontier at Landi hhana, 

by Ghulam Haidar Khan, the Afghan toaimanaer-in-uhief, and 

an escort of cavalry who accompanied them throughout their 

march to Kabul.

The mission reached Kabul on October 2nd and was 

received with every honour. Throughout their journey 

the mission was accorded overwhelming hospitality, honour 

ana friendliness. in Dur^and's own words,,rthe hospitality

shown to us was almost embarrassing ..... 11 Three days

later they met the Amir in his uurbar at his country house, 

ihe Amir was most friendly ana coraial. it was only a 

ceremonial occasion, but during the next six weeks, numerous 

discussions on the matter at issue, followed.

j.he most important object of the mission - a question

1 . vol.72. 1p1 .



with which Russia was concerned - was to secure the surrender 

by the Amir of his claims in the trans-uxus districts of 
Roshan and Shignan. Dur/and pointed out to the Amir that 
the Russians were insisting on the literal fulfilment of 

the 1873 Agreement, which defined the North-Eastern limits 
of Afghanistan, ana the British oovernment considered 
itself bound by the terms of the Agreement. xhe terms 
included the withdrawal of the Amir from trans-Oxus uoshan 
and Rhignan, but gave them Ois-uxus Parwaz, then in possession 

of Bokhara. Though the Amir objected to being bound by any 

agreement made by his predecessor 3her Ali, denied the accuracy 
of the maps ana iais.ed other objections* he finally u^ v e  in 
with a fairly good grace, and consenteu to abandon all 
districts held by him to the i\orth of the Upper-uxus, on condition 
that he received in exchange all districts to the South of 

this part of the river.” 1 it may be pointed out that the 
final consent of the Amir to this demand must have been 

affected by the report that a body of 200 Russian troops, 

under Captain Vannovsky, an officer of the Pamir force, had 
entered Roshan. j.he march of the troops was, of course, 
successfully repelled oy the Afghans, but Bu/rand took this 
opportunity to "press upon the notice of the Amir the

1. Bur/and Report. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 73. ^  12.
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the inconvenience of his position "beyond the Oxus, which 

laid him open to the constant recurfance of incidents of the 

same kind."1 Dur/ana believed that this provocative 

measure was taken by the Russians to set the Amir against 

the mission but it had, fortunately, quite the opposite 

effect. naving thus settled the main question Dij/rand 

took up other matters. surprisingly, these discussions 

proved more difficult ana strenuous. ue desired the Amir 

to hold Wakhan in the interests of the British policy, which 

required a strip of Afghan territory between British and 

Russian Empire to avoid any direct frontier clashes, 

reasonably the Amir was quite reluctant to hold Wakhan, as 

after the surrender of Shighnan ana Roshan it was like a 
long arm, extended into a desert, which could be shorn off 
by the Russians whenever they pleased. He agreed only to

maintain a nominal Afghan suzranity in that district, but 
refused to hold it with troops. hurfand wrote that "Nothing 

that I could say would persuade him to ao it, and from his 

point of view he is right."^

In return for retaining Asmar ana the Valley above 

it as far as Chanak, the Amir agreed not to interfere in any 

way with Swat, Bajaur or Chitral. The British uovernment 

ceded the Birmal tract of the Wazir country to the Amir,

! . Ibid.
2. Ibid. ,ol. 75. lh 1b.



who, on his part, relinquished his claim to the rest 

of the Wazir territory ana agreed to retire from Jiageh.

The Amir freely g&ve up Wano, and with it his claims to 

the neighbouring plain of zarmelan, which was a position 

of some importance and did not belong to the waziris.

„ith reference to uit question of Chaman, the Amir withdrew 

his objection to the new British Cantoment in its neighbourhood, 

naving secured these concessions, Durrand agreed to increase 

the annual subsidy to the Amir from 11 to 18 lacs of rupees.

On 12th November 1891, an agreement was signed at 

Kabul, between Lurranu ana the Amir to this effect.1 

Afterwards, the Amir held a Durbar, the atmosphere of which 

was full of friendshipanu mutual confidence.

There is no doubt that the Durrand Mission was highly 

successful ana a great achievement in the interests of 

Indian external policy. it not only materially helped to 

end the long advance of Russia towards India, and removed 

a constant source of misunderstanding with her, but also 

revived and secured the confidence ana friendship of Abdur 

Rahman, which had lately grown very thin.

indeed, Durfana must be given a good deal of credit, 

for the diplomacy with which he gained all his points,

1. Ibid. vol. 73. fcfc 27-8.



without giving the Adir all that he hau been empowered

to grant him in exchange.1 He himself said that "the

concessions made  were well within the limits of

those authorised, except in the matter of Mirmal, and this

was 1 hope, much more than counter balanced by the gains

elsewhere. **2 3Ut the Amir too must share an equal amount

of credit. throughout the discussions, he remained

co-operative and reasonable ana displayed a keen desire

for understanding, Durrand recorded in his report, that

"I wish to record here my deliberate opinion that, though

madly jealous of his independence ana by nature very

suspicious, the Amir is at heart true to the British alliance

Yet, Pyne deserves special attention too. By his

consistent efforts, he had lessened the A m i r fs suspicions,

ana convinced him of the good will of tne British uovernment,

thus paving the way for this mission. He was extremely

helpful to Durrand while he was in Afghanistan. Dur/ana

wrote 11  I think that the Government of India is

inde>'etpa to him, more than anyone, for the change which

has come over the Amir's feelings towards u s .”4

1 . See Instructions^ to Durrand at tne beginning of Durrand 
report and Ibiu^P.7-9 ana refer to the preceding

2. Ibid. Vol. 75. K  15.
5. xbid. t. 15.
4. Ibid. i;. 1b.
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Afghan Bounaary Commission had settled the 

xMorthern boundary of Afghanistan from iulfikar iass to the 

Oxus, out Bast oi' Khamiao it still remained undecided 

and consequently created c o n s id e ra b le  iriction between 

the two great powers - ureat Britain and x\ussia. ^hey 

ana Afghanistan which held the Sarikol Valley to the 

Bast with a garrison at Tashkurgan were not the only powers 

involveu, ior China also laid claims to portions of tne 
Pamirs. it was aesiraole^ in the interests 01 tne maian

Empire, tnat tnis undefined territory between ohina and

Afghanistan oe aeu^arcateu.

ihe Russian movements in tire region of the Pamirs * 

mspirea the ^mir to request the uOvernment of maia to lay 
aown the boundary m  that region,in consultation with Russia.^ 

Earlier the Viceroy, on June 23rd 1890, had despatched a 
mission under Captain Younghusband to the Pamirs to examine 

all the country up to the Afghan ana Russian frontiers with 

a view to ascertaining the exact limits of Chinese authority; 

while Captain Younghusband was at work he heard that the 

Commandant of the Russian regiment at wkrgillan, Colonel 

Yanoff, with a party of 60 Infantry ana 40 Cavalry had left

1. P.8.D.E from Inuia. Vol 64, )?. 1305
Amir to lnaia. 17th October *91.
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Alai for the Pamirs on the same oay that he himself left 

Kashgar.

Colonel Yanoff crossed the Pamirs in August 1891, 

at Bo^ai aumbaz ana met uaptain Younghusbana. In spite 

of the Captain’s remonstrances, that he was not on Russian 

territory, ianoff civilly but firmly insisted upon 

lounghusband*s removing from Bozai-uumbaz to the iagh-uam-bash
Ĉ JKaJLPamir, ana aiu not even allow him to proceed to 

territory. Bozai Gumba^ lay in VaKhan territory, which was 
recognised as Afghan, under the agreement of 18/3. Nine 

days later^ xanoff arret'teu it. B&vidson,1 ana officer, who 

had joined Younghusbana at Kashgar ana was deputed to watch 
the movements of a portion of Yanoff*s party. At the same 
time Yanoff removed General Chang from oamatosh ana the 
xiussian took a way Chinese clay ana the stone bearing Chinese 
inscription.

xounghusband completed his mission in late 1891, ana

submitted his report to the uovernment of inaia in the month

of November.*-

He gave his opinion that the ^us^ians uesirea the Aamirs

1. He was escorted to Alai, from there to Kargilian,
from where he returned to ^ashgar anu joined the 
uaptain on October 4th.
r.o.B.E from Inuia. ,ol. b4. 1551-40.
Batea 18th November 1891.
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for hostile purposes, and that it was necessarily in the British

interests that "the Chinese should uphold their undoubtedly
1just clairad to the region, "

Yanoff1 s high handedness reached its height when he jr.
Co /UJ. t

ordered the massacre of a small Afghan force^vhich had always 
been a disputed territory between the Afghans and the Chinese. Thi 
masscre of the Afghans naturally made the Amir very bitter and 
he protested against this action of the Russians to the Government 
of India, and threatened to withdraw from Wakhan territory. This 

was exactly what the British did not want. All this led the British 
Government to press Russia not only to apologise for her official's 
misdeeds, but also to demarcate the undefined territory.

In August '93 Russia proposed to draw a line from 
the eastern point of Lake Victoria so as to leave Bonsai Gumbaz 

to her, and to continue it along the slopes of the Muztagh to the 
north of the valley of the Wakhijir. But this proposal did not find 
favour with the Government of India. After a prolonged diplomatic 
correspondence, a final settlement of the Pamir question was
arrived at in March '95, which laid down that the spheres of influence of ta

the

1* Ibid. p. 1538
2. P. P. Vol. 109(1895) p. 159-60. Dated 11. 3. 95.



two powers should be divided 'by a line which starting 

from a point near the eastern end of Lake victoria, should 

follow the crests of the mountain range running somewhat 

to the oouth of tne latitude of the lake as far as the 

Benaerski ana Orta mell Passes. i-rom there the line would 

run along the same range while it remained to the Couth of 

the latitude of the said lake. having reached that, it was 

to descend a spur of the range toward Kizil nobat on the 

xiksu river, if that locality was found not to be worth of 

the latitude of Laxe victoria, prolonging irom there in an 

fcasteriy direction to the Chinese frontier. ±f Kizil no bat 

was found to be to the worth of tne latitude of iame victoria, 

the line of demarcation was to be drawn to the nearest 

convenient point on the xksu river Couth of that latitude 

and thence prolonged as aioresaid.

ihe niver uxus formed the boundary between Afghanistan 

and Russia irum Bos^gna to iame victoria. xo maw the 

exact line the two Powers agreed to appoint a joint Commission. 

On 28th March the viceroy notified the amir of the conclusion 

of the Pamir Agreement and expressed his satisfaction over 

its terms. xhe Amir replied a fortnight later, expressing 

his own satisfaction at the agreement.1

1. P.S.D.B. PROM India vol. 79. Dated 11.4.95.
(Pages of this Volume unnumbered)
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Major General M. G. Gerard represented Britain1 on 

the Commission and General Pavolo Schveikovski, with M. 

Panafidine as his political adviser, represented Russia. 

Koldich and Col. Zaleski were their respective Chief 

Surveyor Officers. xhe Afghan representative, Siroar 

Ghularn Mohinden Khan, the uovernor of Baaakhshan, also 

attended, but was not provided with any credentials by the

Amir. Gerard in a telegram on 7th August reported this ana

saia the work of delimitation could be finished within a 

month if the question of Afghan commissioner were settled.^ 

holdich writes, "The work of the Pamir Boundary 

Commission formed the most remote, and, in some respects; 

thie most satisfactory, of the many phases of boundary 

demarcation to which the Kabul Agreement of 1693, gave rise. 

Here, amid the grassy valleys and glacier-freighted ridges 

of* the world's roof, a boundary was actually demarcated, 

mile by mile, which followed the terms of the agreement 

fairly closely; and here at last was laid to rest the ghost 

of years of apprehension as to possible invasion of India

from the extreme North.3

1 . It may be noted that Gerara was not directly appointed 
by Britain, but was appointed by Government of India, 
under instructions from Lonaon. ^Vide. P.S.D.B* from 
India.Vol. 80. Bnclos. to desp. No. 122.

2. Ibid. vol. 81. ^Pages unnumbered)
3. Holdich - The Indian Borderland, p. 284.
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In this way tne work of the Afghan .uoundary Commission 

was extenaea ana completed. .̂t is clear that the policy 

of Britain was to maintain a strong and friendly buffer 

state between her Indian Empire and Russia; and to see that 
the frontier line of such a buffer state - Afghanistan - 

were well-defined. Precisely, because of this policy 

Dur/and insisted in 1893 on the Amir holding V/akhan territory, 

if the Amir had refused to occupy that territory, yakhan 

would have fallen into the hands of Russia, if the British 

aid not occupy it themselves. In any case, the frontiers 

of the two great Empires would have come into direct contact.

xhe territory in question was important only from a 

strategic point of view, for at one part it was only eight 

miles wide. xhe Amir himself was not interested in this 

piece of land, for it was too distant and difficult a country 

for him to hold, ^ut the Indian authorities did not care 

about the Amir's desires; they wanted to secure their own 

safety. noldich writes, "Por years the danger of Russian 

intrigue and possible Russian advance from this direction 

had been preached in the military councils of India, not 

only by theoretical strategists who did not know the country, 

but by men whose energy and enterprise had carried them up 

into the wilderness to see for themselves ..." Therefore,



it was important for Inuia, not only to lay ciown a fixed 

and definite line limiting Russian dominion, but also to 

survey the territory thoroughly and gain adequate information, 

as to be a ole rightly to value this Northern approach.

The work which in prospect had seemed difficult in the 

event proved quite straight forward. xhe x>ntish party 

left ^ndia on the 2(jth June, 1695. xhe British aim Russian 

Commissions met on the z3ru ^uly, and on the 27th the Afghan 
representatives, under SOruar Ghulam Mohinduan Khan, arrived, 

though without official credentials. With only minor 

differences on details the work of delimiting the 90 miles 

of frontier from Lake Victoria in the creat Pamir to the 

Chinese frontier on the Bari Kol range proceeded smoothly.

In the second week of September final protocols were signed, 

and on the 11th a farewell dinner was given by the Russians 

to the British staff. xhe Russian Commissioner, expressed 

an earnest hope that "the agreement just concluded would 

be the beginning of more cordial relations between the two 

countries, and of a better understanding of mutual national 

aims and desires."1

The chief benefit of the demarcation from the Indian

point of view, was the placing of a narrow slice of Afghan 
territory all the way along, between Russia and her sphere

1. Report on the Pamir Boundary Commission, t. 25.



of influence, till it touched China, it was largely due 

to Amir’s acceptance of YYakhan.1 Besides, Inaia collected 

a rich information about that Northern approach, which was 

so much talked about in the military circles and none had 

a thorough and authentic knowledge of it. noldich writes 

w•.. that one of the lessons we learnt on the Pamirs was - 

that whatever may be the advantage of establishing political 

relations with the people who dwell in the secluded valleys 

ana gorges to the Couth, we may well afford to place the 

Pamirs themselves outside the pale of strategical consideration, 

lhis relief in itself was a great benefit of the Commission, 

in the opinion of Bykes, "The political results of this 

Commission were favourable to Russia, since sne had been 

permittee to annex the Pamirs (with the exception of the 

Taghdumbash Pamir, which was left to China) and had auvancea

her boundaries towards Af ghanistan 3 But gaining a piece

of territory in a mountainous region, should be considered 

a lesser gain than strengthening one’s own frontier.

The Afghan Boundary Commission ana the Pamir Commission 

-settled the boundary between Russia ana Afghanistan, and thus

1. The Amir was grantee an increase of Rs 30,000 per year
to do what was required to afford evidence that Wakhan 
was under the Afghan authority, (vide. P.S.D.E from 
India Vol. 91. P. 38b.)

2. Holdich - Indian Borderland.b . 313.

3* oykes - History of a-p v, i
y °i Afghanistan, vol. 2
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CHAPTER IX 

THE EUR#ARE LINS 

While the Pamir commission was busy, the question of 

settling the boundary line running from Wakhan to the Indian 

border led to the appointment of yet another Commission.

The Eur/and Agreement of 1893 prescribed that "The British 

Government thus agrees to His Highness the Amir retaining 

Asmar and the Valley above it, as far as Chanak, His 

Highness agrees on the other hand that he will at no time 

exercise interference in Swat, Bajaur or Chitral, including 

the Arnawai or Bashgal Valley. The British Government 

also agrees to leave to His Highness the Birmal tract && 

as shown in the detailed map already given to His Highness, 

who relinquishes his claim to the rest of the V/aziri 

Country and Bawar. His Highness also relinquishes his 

claim to Chageh," By another clause of the Agreement 

it was agreed that joint British and Afghan Commissioners 

should be appointed to demarcate the frontier line in 

detail, thereafter.

Consequently, the Goverrmient of India in a letter to 

the Amir on 22nd January 1894 suggested that it was desirable 

that the frontier as described in the Dur/and Agreement, should 

be demarcated conjointly by the representatives of both the
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Governments, as soon as possible.^

The Amir readily agreed to the suggestion, but requested 

that the commencement of the delimitation be postponed till 

the weather became more agreeable, since the prevailing 

Winter weather was likely to impose immense hardships on the 

representatives. further, he suggested that three joint 

commissions be appointed to delimit the frontier, for the 

proposed task was difficult and important ana beyona the 

capabilities of a single commission if he was to finish it 

within a reasonable period of time.^ The Government of 

India accepted the suggestion of dividing the work of 

demarcation between three joint Anglo-Afghan commissions, 

to start work almost simultaneously: the first was to work

on the boundary near the head of the Ahyber Pass: the

second on the boundary of the Kurram Valley and country

immediately to the oouth of it, ana the third on the frontier 

which marchea with the ^aluchistan Agency territories.^

The task of the Joint Commissions was, to arrive by mutual 

understanding at a boundary ?*rhich adhered with the greatest 

possible exactness to the line shown in the map attached

1. P.S.D.E. from India, vol. 73. k  1323..
Cunningham to the Amir.

2. P.3.D.E. from India Vol. 73.Sp. 1324
3. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol 73. t. 1319.

Despatch ^o. 35 of 1b94.



to the Dur/ana Agreement signed at Kabul on 12th November 

1893, having due regard to the existing local rights of 

villages adjoining the frontier.

xhe work of demarcation did not commence as briskly
/  \as the ^ritish desired. Captain Mcmo]Jiap;, representative 

on the jjaluch-Afghan Commission, reached Domandi on the 5th 

April^ 1894 but caroar ^ul Mohammad Khan, the Afghan 

Commissioner, aid not arrive until the 24th ^ay. Even 

after his arrival the ^aptain could not see him personally 

and the negotiations between them were carried on through 

Ahaiipha A.ur Mohammad, a subordinate agent of the Afghan 

uovernment. j.t was understood that the Amir hau instructed 

his representative^ not to meet the Britisn representative 

personally. ,

lhe delay was occasioned by considerable differences 

between the map the ^mir sujplieu as a guide to his 
representative ana that on wnich the Dur^anu Agreement haa 

been marked at Aabul. ihe Baroar refused to be guiaeu by 

any map except the one in his possession, oy v/hich he 

claimed as Afghan territory much that,was on the ^ritish 

side of the ^ur/and line.1 All the efforts of the captain

'i. mCivithan Report. x.S.D.S. from inaia *ol 73.^ 1u71-92
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failed to induce the dardar to meet him or to accept tne 

mne shown on the map illustrating the Kabul Agreement. 

Consequently the Viceroy addressee the Amir, on 1st august 

1894, requesting him to order his representative to adhere 

with the greatest possible exactness to the line shown in 

the map attached to the Du b  na Agreement of Kabul.1

finally the two representative met on 18th August and 

after an interview which lasted for three hours, they 

separated without coming to an agreement and McMahan wrote 

to the Government of India, that "The result of our meeting 

shows clearly that until His Highness the Amir sends the 

dardar a correct map and fresh instructions, it will be 

useless on my part to discuss the question of the boundary 

with dardar Gul Muhammad any further."^

India, appointed C.G.W. Hastings, officiating political 

officer in the Khyber, to carry out the demarcation from the 

dafed Koh to the Kabul River.

The commissions were to deal mainly with demarcation 

of the Afghan boundary from Chandak, the Southern extremity^ 

of Chitral, to the Kabul river, and incidentally with those 

for demarcating the boundary between the uritish Kurran

1. Ibid. vol. 75. K  1093.
2. P.S.D.E. from India Vol 77.K 33. Dated 21st Aug.'94.



territory and the Amir’s Khost jurisdiction.

it was expected that the Northern area ffiharTdalt-

Kr ~hn] ° ) would be most difficult for the boundary marked

on the Duifrand map cut in two the kohmand area between the
zlKabul river and Wageristan, and would bring under British 

influence the pastern section of the tribes which had 

hitherto owed allegiance to the Khan of Lalpura and received 

allowances from the Amir. accordingly the Indian Government 

consulted local British officials and the Punjab Government.

The Government of the Punjab could not understand the 

need to delimit the Mohmana boundary with such speed, for 

Dur/and had hoped that it might remain undemarcated except 

on paper. 1 The Government of India explained however, that 

the demarcation had been forced on them by the pertinacity 

of the Amir, who naa proposed three commissions in order 

to finish the work with despatch. The Government of 

India also attached importance to meeting the ximir’s views 

in this respect, because they feared that “any appearance 

of hesitation would engender suspicion, and tnus injure tne 

good understanding wnich at present exists between nis 

Highness and the British Government."2

1. P.S.D.^.from India. Vol. 74. K  2.
2. P.o.D.B. from India Vol. 74. £>. 31.
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The uovernment of Inuia therefore proposed to the Amir, 

on 20tn March, 1 that as soon as Hastings and the Afghan 

Commissions had completeu the settlement of the boundary 

from the oafeu Koh to the i\aoul river, the settlement of 

the boundary of the river, should be undertaken imrneuiately.

They proposed that Uany, Commissioner of the reshawar Division, 

should join tne camp of the Amir's Commissioner, tne Afgnans 

providing for his protection, whereupon the two commissioners 

snoula proceed up the Kunar Valley to chanuak and there 

begin the delimitation Southward, umar Khan of Bajour was 

to oe given notice beforenana, and invited to join the party 

and point out his boundary. ̂

ihe Government of India did not say anything to the 

Amir or to the tribes themselves about the allowances they 

were receiving from the Amir. They were willing however, 

to make good the loss to the tribes should the Amir decide 
to withdraw his payments, and to assure them that the change 

in their political relations would make no difference to 
their local self-government.3 The whole tenor of the

1. Ibid. Vol. 74. b. 33.

2. P.3.D.E. from India, vol. 74. t. 32.
3 . Ibid. vol. 74. H*. 31-2.
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correspondence between the government of India and the 

Government of Punjab*. seems to show that neither government 

would have wished to meddle with the Eastern Mohswamands, who 

had in recent yearsv given no trouble, had it not been for 

the Government of India's desires to keep their territory 

out of the amir's sphere of influence so as to maintain the 

tribes as a buffer between the ^mir and Bajour.

The Amir accepted the British proposal and nominated 

his Commander-in-Chief Gulam nyder^ as the Afghan Commissioner. 

Udney who by now had replaced Hastings as the representative 

on the Khyber Demarcation Commission also faced somewhat 

similar difficulties, and did not make any progress. On 

21st August* 1894, he met the xifghan Commissioner and saw 

him again the next day at oalalabad. No understanding 

could be arrived between the two commissioners, as the 

Afghan commissioner repudiated the map drawn at Kabul in 

1893 for the Dur^and Agreement which was produced by Udney, 

and insisted that his own version of the map was the true 

one.Udn0y reported to India that unless the Amir accepted 

the boundary shown on his map, there could be no further 

negotiations.̂  Accordingly, the uovernment of India recalled

1. Ibid. Vol. 73.\>t. 1293-4.
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Udnî y on 23th August *94.1

The Dur^and Agreement* had clearly laid down the 

broad boundary line, so that it was expected that the 

commission would have little to do except fill in the details 

of the line. "But it soon became clear" Holdich writes, 

"that, so far as this part of his responsibilities was 

concerned, the Amir had no intention whatever of adhering

to the text of the agreement ....... "2 However, for the

Amir it can be properly argued that the map drawn in 1893 

had been prepared in a hurry and was not without inaccuracies. 

And the Amir on 27th August complained that the British 

quibbles over detail were unduly delaying the demarcation 

and so causing unrest and anxiety.3

The viceroy replied to this on V3th September at some 

length, stating that the difficulties had arisen because 

the Afghan Commissioners were not supplied with the correct 
maps, and he warned the Amir of the grave consequences of 

failing so to do.4

1 . ibid.

2. i mdian Borderland p. 242 .

3. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 77.^. 37-8.

4. Ibid Vol. 7 7 . 3 9 - 4 1  .



In the meantime, the Amir haa furnishea his commissioner 

on the Baluch-Afghan commission with a true copy of the 

Durand Agreement map and the work on that side of the 

frontier, henceforth, proceeded satisfactorily, though 

not without difficulty. The Government of India, in the 

interests of agreement, made a concession to the Amir by 

including within Afghan limits the Paha Kotal (near Chaman) 

which by the Du^rand Agreement* was to have remained in 

British territory.

r>y the 16th February 1b93, the lndo-Afghan boundary

Westwards from Domanai to Chaman had been satisfactorily

settled. 1 Further demarcation between Chaman and Koh-i-

Malik-i-Siah was delayed, however, first by the late arrival

at Chaman of Mohammad Umar j\han, the official appointed by

the Amir to continue demarcation Westwards to the Persian

frontier, ana then by tne obstructive attitude of the Afghans

in respect of the boundary between the Kahwaja Amran and 
Chaman. ihough the Afghan official arrived at Kandahar

on February 3th 1893, he aid not join his Bnglish colleague 

until March 8th.

McMohan and his new Afghan colleague then carried the 

work of delimitation from Chaman to Ghwazha, a distance of

1. P.S.D.E. from India, vol. 78. i>. 1332.
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thirty miles, but by Afghan claims to tracts which on the 

Du/rand, map were on the Inuian siae of the line and which
f

in fact had for many years been treated as part of the p^shin 

uistrict. mcMohan coulu not accept these claims.1

It became clear that progress depenaea on reaching an 

agreement with the Amir. Therefore, the Viceroy took up 

the matter directly with the Amir, ana recalled McMohan on 
28th June. As a result of direct negotiations between 

the Viceroy and the ^mir, an agreement was arrived at 

though it was not entirely satisiactory. Once again the 

Government of India, in the interests of progress;agreed to 

a concession. On 23rd January, 189b, fhe viceroy wrote to 

the Amir, that "From friendship to Y our highness ± am 

desirous of meeting Your Highness's wishes , when it is 

possible lo ao so, and 1 have accordingly instructed Captain 

McMonai< ohat, if the demarcation and ratification of the 

whole of the remainder of the line of boundary from Chaman

to Koh-i-Malik Shah is, without delay completed ........

he may concede Iltaz karez to your Highness."2 The British 

mission reassembled in January 1896 and the work of delimitation 

recommenced. The last pillar was erected in June 1896 on

1. P.S.D.E. from India vol 81 (Pages unnumbered) 2PP -n̂ Q-n 
No. 144. lbth July '93 and enclosures.
P.S.D.E. from India, vol 88 (Pages unnumberedj 
Enclosure £¥&>* Desp. Ao. 149.



tne top of the Malik-Siah-Khoh mountain where the Persian 

borders meet. ihus after two years of constant endeavours 

the Afgnan-Bauh©.^ boundary line had been finally fixed. 

Originally it had been estimated that the demarcation of 

this 800 miles long frontier line to the Persian border, 
would take only four months, as most of the country was 

deserted. But because of the constant claims of the Amir, 

it took two years - from March 1894 to June 1896.
The demarcation of this section of the boundary was 

indeed a notable achievement, for it was carried through 

a country of barren hills ana mountain ranges and vast 
open plains, where in most cases the soil was uncultivated. 1 

On 14th October 1894 a new start was made in the xJiyber 

area when uhulam haider Khan, the Afghan Commissioner 

informed Udn^y that he had received a 'genuine map from the 

Amir, and requested him to resume the work of demarcation 

at Jalalabad.^

Consequently^ Udn/y travelled once again to oalalabad, 

arriving on 7th December !94 and was received by the Afghan 

Commissioner most cordially. C. Hastings was the

Assistant British commissioner and Holdich Chief Surveyor.

1. See McMohan Report.
vide. p.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 8 8 . (Pages unnumbered]

2. P.S.D.E. from India vol. 78. t. 121y.
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The British party was not hopeful of a settlement,

since they considered the attitude of the Amir obstructive

and unconciliatory. In spite of this gloomy outlook,

the udn^y Commission proceeaea earnestly with the work.

The West line of the Hinau Kush provea an obvious demarcation

line through the mountains, out further progress by the

Commission was stopped by the claim of the Amir to the

o^ashgal Valley. According to the ^ritish the ftmnawai or 
o^ashgal Valley formed part of Chitral state ana was thus
outsiae ^fghan influence. xhe .amir on the other hand 

maintained that it was a part of Kafirs tan, and the Amir 

not only claimed the .alley but the whole of Kafirstan.

At this stage, it appeared as if tne negotiations would 

break down, ^ut the Government of Inaia, after having 

carefully considered strategic values, decided to make a 

concession, rather than creak off the negotiations. 1 This 

was perhaps less of a concession or friendly gesture than 

a recognition of the defectiveness of the maps, and the 

possioility that the Amir's claim to Bashgal was tenable.

_he Government of xnaia themselves admitted that there were 

errors in the map, so therefore, while granting this concession 

to the Amir, they warned Udn^y not to let the Amir profit

1 . P .3.D.E.From India. Vol 78. tjfc 1302-5. Dated 13.2.95.
Government of India to udney.
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any more by the errors which were bouna to be found in 

the map.1 uanpy ana his party arrived at Landi Kotal 

on 21st April, ana succeeded in obtaining the signature of 

the Afghan Commissioner to a joint agreement, defining 

the whole boundary from the nindu Kush to the vicinity

of the Nawa Kotal.2 The agreed frontier line was 130
/miles long and it was only obtained by surrendering Asmar 

and the Bashgal valley of Kafirstan to the Amir. The 

Joint Commissioners were, however, unable to agree on the 

continuation of the line from Nawa hotal to the Safed Koh, 

oouth of the Khyber Pass, because the Amir’s agent made 

impossible demands to include the whole Mohamand territory. 

The Afghan representative persistantly claimed that it was 

the intention of the Du^rand Agreement of 1893, to leave 

the Mohmand tribe to Afghanistan, declined to recognise 

the line^drawn on the convention map, and insisted on its 
alteration^. 3

The firm stand by the Amirx made it impossible to carry

the work of demarcation any further. Therefore the 

Commission was disbanded ana nolaich, the Chief British

1 . Ibid. Vol. 76. g  1305.

2. P.8 .D.E. from India. Vol 80. (Pages unnumbered)
Bee enclosure -&etc Desp. ho. 111 of 1895.

3. P.3.D.E. from India, vol. 79. (pages unnumbered)
Telegram from uoney to ^ndia.No. 2lc.



Surveyor, was deputed to join the Parair Commission.

Writing to the Government of the Punjab, the uovernment 

of India said on June 6th 1895 that the "claims advanced 

rendered demarcation between Nawa Kotal and Khyber impossible."

Meanwhile demarcation continued elsewhere, and although 

the Amir had not yet confirmed the Wazi^stan section as it 

had been demarcated, yet the whole frontier had been finally 

demarcated except in regard to the link between Nawa Kotal 

and the South of the Khyber.

In this area the Amir had not respected the boundary
AJL

as provisionally traced in the Dur^fand Gorivont-itrrj of 1893.

His officials formentea disturDances on the Indian side of 

the line, and later, in April 1896,. the Amir’s General sent 

400 Khassadars or levi/s into Mitai and ordered the Khan of 

Nawagjai, who was unaer British protection to withdraw from 

certain villages in his possession. xhe Peshawar authorities 

at once wrote to the general requesting him to withdraw his 

troops. On the 2nd May, the viceroy himself wrote to the 

Amir, asking him to withdraw his men.

xhe Government of India were not prepared to give the 

Amir the Mohmana territory but the Amir refused to act upon
the Viceroy’s request.

Earlier, the Afghan-hurraTfc delimitation Commission had
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completea the frontier line on their side from Bikaram 

to Laram.1 „.B. Donald and Bhirinail Khan were the 

British ana Afghan commissioners respectively. ihe urawn 

frontier line adhered more or less closely to the v i^rdnd 

Agreement line, with minor deviations mostly in favour of 

tne Afghan side. These deviations were made witn a view 

of securiiib a watershed or other natural feature as the 

line of demarcation. Though the Afghan representative 

on this Commission too, worked under mistaken instructions 

and without a correct map to guide him, yet, the work was 

carried out and accomplished with cordiality and smoothly. 

Both Afghanistan ana India ratified the agreement in second 

quarter of 1895.^

Meanwnile, anotner commission, unaer Ju.W. King, had 

delimited the Afghan frontier, on the border of V/azirstan, 

in 1894-5. This was quite a difficult area to deal with, 

aowever, the work started in January 1895 at Domandi and the

frontier from that point to Khwaja Khidra at the head of

Birmal ana Shawal Valley was carried through under very

1. Ibid. Vol. 80 (Pages unnumbered)

2. ibid. Vol. 80. See enclosures of the despatch No. 114 -
pages unnumbered.



difficult conditions ana completed later. The commission

entered the Tochi Valley ana the demarcation Southwards was

finally completed in the late Spring.

ror quite some time the amir aid not ratify this

agreement ana refused to recognise it the demarcated

boundary. curing the disturbances on the frontier, the

line was more than once violated.'1

The Amir wrote to the Viceroy on 1bth May *96 that in

the D u r ^ a n d  Agreement there was no mention of Mitai or of

the Mohmand; and argued that it was because they had always

been under Afghan jurisdictions, that it had not been

considered necessary to mention them in the agreement.^

The Viceroy firmly disputed the /imir!s claim and asserted

in strong language that though no mention of the Mohmand

tribes was maae in the agreement, the frontier line in the
dohirc*

map clearly showed that India was entitled to receive villages
A

of the Mohmand territory.

The Indian covernment was very firm indeed in their 

stand to retain territory of Dawezai, Utmanzai, Halimzai and 

Tarakzai. Writing to London, they said that "under no

1. P.8 .D.E. fern India, vol 97. Des. No. 155.

2 . P.3.D.E. from India. ,ol. 87. vP&ges unnumbered)
5. ibid. 7th July 1896.



circumstances was it proposed to make any concessions 

in regard to the country inhabited by the four sections
...... i» 1

It may be mentioned here that the maps in the possession 

had been prepared in haste and the uovernment of India did 

not have a complete knowledge of Mohmand topography. Yet 

they insisted on retaining that part of the territory, purely 

on military grounds, for they desired to control both banks 

of the Kaoul river with an eye to constructing a Kabul valley 

railway at some future date.^

The Amir in his reply to the viceroy*s letter of july 

7th, insisted that since tne agreement was silent on the 

matter, the frontier line on the map was in error, and should 

be corrected by the commissioners on the spot.3 Equally 

firmly - indeed more so - tne viceroy refused to depart 

from his standard and warned the amir that unless he accepted 

the British point of view within one month the aemarcation 

of that part of the frontier would be abandoned and India 

would adhere strx^tly to the line laid down on the map, and

1. Ibid. Vol. 87. Des. No. 142.

2. Bee Des. No. 100. P.o.D.E. from India, vol 8 6 .

3. P.8 .D.B. from India Vol. 88 (Pages unnumbered)



would hold him responsible for Afghan trespass beyond 

it.1
As a result of this Communication the Amir’s attitude

softened and in his reply a fortnight later, he agreed to
act up to Durr and Agreement, but avoided specifying which

2villages he was willing to concede. This conciliatory,
though vague letter inspired the Govt, of India to grant
some villages to the Amir, which were on their side of the
line, and to ask him to arrange a meeting of the Commissioners
But in his reply the Amir claimed mitai .again, charged
Durr and with deception, and claimed the whole I.Iohmand territory

Consequently on Jan 2nd the Viceroy wrote bluntly that
his concessions held good up to the 31st Jan. 1897, and if
before that date he received an acceptance of this basis
for settlement and a Commissioner was named to meet the
British Commissioner, ’’all would be well. If no reply was
received the Concessions would be withdrawn, and the line

4on the Convention map would be regarded as final. "
The Amir realised the firmness and indignation of the 

Govt, of India and agreed to depute hds Commander-in-chief 
to meet Ud*viy and recommence the demarcation, but he requested 
that the British Commissioner should only move about within

1. Ibid. Vol 88 (dated 3rd Oct.1 8 9 6 )
2. Ibid. Vol 89 (dated 17th Oct. I8 9 6)
3. P.O.B.C. from India Vol. 89 (dated 12th Nov. 1 8 9 6)

4. Ibid. Vol 89 ( dated Jan.2nd 1397--- pages un-numbered)
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certain limits in the I'ohmand Districts,^" and later on
2Feb. 9tli declined to give his representative full authority.4" 

This attitude, again was by no means satisfactory and the 

Govt, of India decided that if the Amir did not withdraw 
from Ilitai and abstain from intrigue, his subsidy would be 

stopped, and the free import of arms be denied to him.J
The question now was whether to carry on the work of 

delimitation independently, if the Amir's co-operation was 
not forthcoming, or to leave the frontier undefined. The 
Viceroy alone preferred the continuation of the demarcation 
independently, for the Commgnder-in-chief and other members 

of Council were opposed to this course of action.^
The great danger in taking independent action was that

the Amir might repudiate the whole boundary line,- so far
agreed. Also, the line thus demarcated could not be maintained 
without military movements, which could result in an open 
clash and demolish all that had been achieved after the 

second Afghan war. To leave the boundary line undefined was 
euqally dangerous. This matter was indeed very grave, 
particularly when the Govt, of India was unable to make up 
their mind upon it. Consequently, they placed the full facts

1. Ibid Vol. 90 dated 13th Jan 1897

2. Ibid Vol. 91 Enclo. one to Desp. No 49

3. Ibid Vol. 90 Desp. No 24 dated 17th Feb. '97

4o Hamilton Tapers. Elgin to Hamilton 17.2.97 pp. 73-5.



"before the Secy, of State in a despatch on Feb. 17th 18S7, and

sought his guidance.'" Consultation with London was normal

practice - v/hat was unusual was the absence of any suggestion
or recommendation from the Indian Govt.

meanwhile on 12th Feb. '97 the Govt, of India had directed
Udny to open up communications with Gulam Haidar Khan, and
ascertain if he was prepared to meet him in order to discuss
the possibility of resuming the work of demarcation. Consequent!
Udwy met the Afghan Commissioner, at landi Khana on 11th March,

2but was unable to come to an arrangement v/ith him.

As a result* the UdUy mission was disbanded.
In a reply on 19th Larch, the Secy, of State stated that 

the demarcation of the boundary line south of Kabul was not 
an urgent problem, proposed the division of Kohmand tribes 
between the two countries and desired the Viceroy to require 
the Amir to evacuate Mitai.^ Accordingly the Viceroy, in 
a strictly worded letter to the Amir, stated that the Govt,
of India were willing to define the boundary through the
whole Kohmand territory by tribal divisions, and specify by 
common consultation the two spheres of influence, and once

4again asked the Amir to withdraw his Khassadars from Litai*

1. P. S.U.S. from India Vol. 90 D.N.24
2. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 92 See Desp. ITo 49 and Enclosures.

3. Ibid Vol. 91 p. 303
4. P.S.D.E. from India Vol 91 dated 2 6 .3.97



Before any reply to this communication had been received,

the Govt, of India heard that the Amir had recalled the

Khassadars from Litai 011 the 24-th April.
Earlier, at the end of 1896, the British Govt, had

concluded agreements with the Llohmand clans, over which they
had exclusive control. The representatives of these clans
met the commissioner of the Peshawar Division in ilov. ’96 and
accepted the position that they were to be henceforth under
the British Government. Thus, though the demarcation of this
section of frontier was not carried forward officially, yet
the spheres of influences were defined and the problem, at

least for the time being, solved. The clans which accepted
the political control of the British were afterwards known as
the ’’assured clans”.

The authorities in India seemed quite satisfied with
this arrangement. lierk, who negotiated with the Mohmand clans,
in his official report remarked that ”it can be safely relied
on so far as its immediate object i.e. that of detatching
the tribes from the Amir is concerned. The Governor of the
Punjab, Fitzpatrick, also considered it a 'perfectly sound

2piece of business’. Elgin himself, in a private letter to 
Hamilton said that the settlement was satisfactory and the 

actual placing of pillars could be left for the time being,
1. Hamilton Papers. Vol. p. 383
2. Ibid
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not only "because the task was extremely difficult without 
the Amir's help and co-operation, and in any case the absence 

of pillars was unnatural since their sites were well-known 

locally.~
One cannot fail to observe that though this arrangement 

was concluded with the tribes,occupying the disputed territory 
to the satisfaction of the British, yet the Govt, of India 
continued to press the Amir for his co-operation in the work 
of delimitation . This co-operation the Amir refused, and 
Elgin again proposed that the demarcation and erection of 
pillars should proceed by unilateral action, but again his

2Council and above all, the Commander-in-chief opposed him.
It was this disunity within the Govt, more than anything else, 

which led to Kerk's negotiated settlement being accepted.
While the Govt, of India was engaged in a diplomatic 

issle with the AmirK in an effort to settle the Indo-Afghan 
^oundafcy line, the British Political Agent for Dir* Swat and 
Chitral reported persistant efforts ther^,said to emanate 
from Kabul,* to arouse the Muslims against the British.
The Punjab Govt, also reported that the Amir's agents were

4trying to stir up trouble among the Orakzai and Khyber Afridis; 
who were friendly with the British.

1. Hamilton Papers. Vol. 3* PP* 65-6
2. Hamilton Papers Vol. 4. p 73

3•& 4. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 93 p* 719 and enclosures.



About the same time on IGtn June*. an attack was made 

at Maizar upon the escort of Gee, the Political officer in the 
Tochi Valley. Reports of disturbances were also received 
from Malakand. disquieting reports from Samana in August 
indicated that the Orakzais would join the Afridis, if they 
rose, and that the Afridis were assembling to attack Jamrud.^ 
The Indian Govt, were naturally disturbed by these reports 
and disturbances for their aim had always been to establish 
peace, and Eritish influence, among the border tribes. They 
had always sought to establish friendly relations with the 

so-called independent tribes living between the British India

interference with those tribes who were within the Amir’s 
sphere of influence. To the Punjab Govt, they explained 
that, ” the object of gradually extending our influence and 
control over these tribes is to prevent outrages within our 
own frontier, to put an end once for all to the punitive 
frontier expeditions which have been so common in the past, 
to obtain full control over the passes, which form the main 
line of communication with Afghanistan, and in the event of 
any military operations beyond the frontier, which may be 
occasioned by foreign aggression, to ensure not only that 
the tribes on our side of the border may be friendly, but

1. P.S.B.E. from India Vol. 94. See official telegrams.

f:rontier and the though refraining from
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that their aid may "be actively enlisted on the side of 
Government. 1,1 The pursual of this policy was based mainly

(i >on the following principles,v*that annexation was neither

necessary nor desired, (2 ) that so far as was possible the
independence of the tribes should not be interfered with and

(3 ) that by means of tribal allowances in payment for service
rendered, and by cordially supporting the legitimate influence
of the headmen, a friendly and resposible authority might
be established in each tribe, on which the Govt, of India
could rely for the preservation of j:>eace and order.

The Govt, of India suspected that the Amir was behind

all these troubles. London also took a serious view of the
situation and instructed the Viceroy that "if the Amir’s
disloyalty or participation should be established, the whole

2question of our relations must be considered....u 
However the Amir strongly denied any part in the uprisings and 
issued a public statement, denouncing the uprising. The 

suspicions of the Govt, of India led them to make a very 
careful examination of all evidence of the Amir’s complicity. 
This consisted in the main of the intelligence reports, 
regularly provided by Eritish Agents.

The Govt, of India did not take the uprisings on the 
Peshawar border very seriously. Elgin wrote to Hamilton 

on August 25th 1897 ”As to the risings on the Peshawar border

1. P. S.I.E. from India Vol. 89 dated 14.8.1396 (pages
un-nuinb er e d)

2. P.S.P.P. from India Vol 94 dated 21.3. ’97 See officialtelegrams
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we are now so strong in that neighbourhood that I cannot 
imagine the tribes being able to do much harm,” However 

all the frontier posts were strengthened as a precaution.
To deal with these uprisings the Govt, of India despatched 

several military expeditions..J Early ih January 1895, the 
Mahtar (ruler) of Chitral, Hizam-ul-Lulk, was murdered by 
an adherent of his younger brother Amir-ul-Kulk, v/ho after 
the as^as^-nation, promptly capture^ the Fort and proclaimed 
himself Lahtar. The Government of India attached considerable 
stategic importance to Chitral, retaining it therefore under 

the suzerainty of Kashmir and thus under Eritish influence.
So after the murder of the Mahtar, they deputed Sir George 
Robertson, the new Eritish Agent at Gilgit, to report on 
the situation. Meanwhile Lower Chitral had been lost to 
Umra Khan, the chief of Jandol in Eajour, who had aided 
Amir-ul-Mulk in the murder of his brother, and Sher Afzal, 
uncle of the Mahtar and a former aspirant to the throne.

Robertson with his officers was not besieged in Chitral fort,
f * ' - •‘ 1?..' ' „ ■' ? / ' A  ' ' V

and the Govt, of India despatched Sir RobertLow with Indian
kand Kashmiri forces to release Robertson and restore order.

This was achieved by the end of August, by when Umar Khan 
and Sher Afzal had been internee, the one in Kabul, the 

other in India.
1. Hamilton Papers Vol. 6 p 353

%

2. For a detailed account see ITorth-./est Frontier- C.C.Lavi/s 
and P.S.D.E. to and from India (1897-98) ^



vOn the 2nd September, Shuja-ul-Mulk, the Mehta's youngery
"brother was formally installed by his suz^a^n the Maharaja of
Kashmir, with the authority and approval of the Govt, of

India. The Mehta* was left in charge of internal affairs,
but as he was only a boy, a British Political Officer remained
in Chitral to assist and advise him. The Political Officer
was also charged with the control of external affairs.

Though the British Cabinet did not fully endorse the
Govt, of India's policy in Chitral, and attached less
strategic value to it, they did nothing more than to ask

the Indian Govt, to reconsider their decision.1
In I,lay 1897, Major Deane, the FoliticlJb Officer at

had reported that persistent efforts were being made to arouse
the Muslims in Bajaur, Swat and Dir. The Khan of Dir was

*
approached by the itdda Mull a, the KafwkdL Mull a and the Pal an 
Mulla, the leaders of the campaign, but he rejected a}} 
overtures, informed Deane, and promised to assert his power
against the spreading disaffection. But though the Khan 
did take steps against any uprising, on July 26th, a serious 
rebellion suddenly broke out in the Swat Valley., Accordingly 
to Deane, it was worked up by a mad Pakir, lately arrived in 
Swat, who had been preaching against his Govt and announcing 
that the British troops were to be turned out of the country

1. Pari. Papers Vol. 72 (1395-6) pp. 520-1
See pp 475-540 for the Chitral correspondence.



in eight days."1- On the following day the 31st Punjab
Infantry, with a Cavalry detachment, were sent out from 
Ivlalakand to engage the enemy and to open communications with 
Chakdarra. This move led to further risings, and the enemy 

attached both the Laiaka.id an 1 Chakdarra camps in increasing 
numbers* This outbreak drew into its vortex many neighbouring 
clans, with whom the Eritish had had no contact - those of 
the Upper Swat Valjey, the Bunervvals and their neighbours 
west of the Indus, where it emerges from the gorges of the 
I Jack mountain. Put the tribes of the Indus, Kohistan, the
-lack mountain itself and of the Gilgit agency did not join

the disturbance, and the Zhan of Dir remained perfectly
loyal to the Eritish. On the 31s^ reinforcements under 
Col. Reid reached kalakand and on the 2nd Aug. Erigadier-Genera] 
Meiklejohn retook Chakdarra, earlier captured by the rebels*
In spite of this British success, the rebellion grew. On 
Aug. 7th, the Adda Nulla descended the Gandab Valley to join 
the rebel forces in Swat, with some 5,000 men. Nine days 
later, an Afridi Lashkar, 10,COO strong attacked the Khyber 

posts from Lundi Kotal downwards, and the Orakzais commenced 
hostilities in the Samana district. The Eritish force in 
Peshawar had previously been strengthened and now a column

1 . P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 9§fTelegram 26.7.97. See
Enclosures to Desp. No 126



was moved out from Peshawar to Para to meet the rebels. On 

17th Aug., the Eritish officer on special duty in the Eurram 

telephoned that a large body of Lassudzais was advancing upon 

Para Chinar, and that two factions of the tribe hitherto 
in opposition had combined.1'

Since many men from Afghan territory had taken part in
pthe uprisings, the Viceroy asked the Amir to recall his 

subjects and to "prevent the repetition of so exceedingly 
grave an offence." The Amir was deeply pained at the tone 
of the communication, for he had already publicly expressed 

his displeasure at his subjects having joined the rebellion.-^
he emphatically denied that men of his regular army had
joined the rebels and assured the Viceroy that he personally 
would never engage in any act of hostility against the 
Eritish. A further exchange of diplomatic correspondence 
l* oil owed, as a result of which the Amir issued a public 
proclamation, denouncing the rebellion, and even sent forces 
to check the growth of the rebellion.^*

Ey the end of Aigust the tribes on the left bank of 
the Swat river had been settled, but the Adda Mulla continued 
to threaten Eir. Therefore, a force under Gen. Eindon Elood 

was despatched to advance by Sado and Nawajai into the

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 95 ( pages un-numbered) See 
Desp. No. 126 and enclosures.

2. 13th August.

3. Ibid Vol 95

4. Ibid Vol. 96, Desp. No. 143 & enclosures



ITohmand territory, while another force under Gen. Ellis 
advanced fron Peshawar to destroy the ilulla's power* to 

clear the Kohmand country, and to protect the friendly ITawab 

of Dir and Khan of Nawagai. The Bulla’s power was considerably 
weakened, when Deane announced to the tribes the Amir's 
public denunciation of the disturbance and his friendly 

letter to the Viceroy, which showed that the Amir's name was 

being wrongfully used by the ^dda Mulla. Ellis attacked 
the xidda Mulla's forces in the Bedmani Pass on 23rd September 
and completely dispursed it. The Mulla fled westwards 
towards the Shinv/ari country# The remaining Mohmands 

thereupon submittedand on October 11th a settlement was 
reached. They promised to maintain peace and Deane assured 
them that India had no desire to annex their territory.'

Thought the Zohat Pass Afridis remained loyal, the 

combined forces of the other sectors of Afridis and Orakzais 
presented a serious problem to the British. The relations 
of the British with the Afridis for the past sixteen years 
had been friendly, being based on tribal subsidies and 
payment for tribal services on the Khyber route. The Orakzais 
too had been peaceful for six years, since their punishment 
by the British for raiding in the Miranzai Valley. It was

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 97 Desp. No. 154 & enclosures.



not the difficulty of military operations against them which 

worried India, hut that of finding a new political settlement 
with them to replace the previous one, which had now crumbled. 
They wrote to London, that the unprovoked aggression of the 

Afridi and Orakzai was so subversive of India’s dominant 
position on the frontier, that nothing short of dictating 
terms in the heart of their country could meet the occasion.^ 

India had collected heavy reparation from the other 
defeated rebels, and to exact reparation from the Afridi and 
Orakzai tribes, they ordered Gen. Lockhart, with Udnfty as his 
chief Political Officer, into the Tirah. The Tirah expedition

ary Force commenced its advance in October.
Earlier, the Afridis and Orakzais had sent deputations 

to the Amir, but he refused to help and ordered their return.
lefore advancing into the Tirah, Gen Lotfkhartyd on the 

instructions of the Govt, of India, notified the Afridis and 
Orakzais of the determination of the Eritish Govt, to punish 
them for their revolt. On 16th October, both the tribes 
offered to come to terms, and the Amir of Afghanistan was 
informed that the tribes were ’’full of alarm and repentance, 
and wished to submit their apology.M The Amir offered to

negotiate, adding however that the tribes deserved to be 
2punished. Meanwhile the Terah Expeditionary Force had

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 96 Desp. Do 143
2. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 97 Enclosures to Desp. Do 158



advanced with rapidity. On 31st October Lockhart entered 

the Maidur Valley and a few days later, issued a proclamation 
asking the Afidis and Orakzais to submit and accept his 
terms. The Orakzais complied with the summons,^ but the 

Afidis carried on hostilities with determination, Lockhart 
continued his advance and by the middle of March *98, the 
Afridis too had submitted and had agreed to pay reparations. 
The Tirah Expeditionary Force having achieved its aim, was 
broken up on the 6th April 1898*

What was the cause of these disturbances on the ilorth- 

West Frontier ? The Gout, of India at first believed that 
they were inspired by the Amirv to demonstrate that the 
independent tribes were not well-disposed towards the British 
so that later^ he might claim authority over them. But 

they did not find any evidence to support their belief.
On the contrary, the Anir helped the British considerably 

during the process of quelling the disturbances. T<&®. Amir's 
complicity was finally disproved, when the defeated tribes 
surrendered their arms, and the:/ were found not to have 
been supplied by him.

At a distinguished gathering, after the break up of the

1. £ockhart report dated 3*2.98 P.S.D.E. from India Vol.100

2. P.S.D.E. from India Vol.103 , Enclosures to Desp.No 69 
Afridis formally accepted the British terms of Nov.4th, 
'98 ( Ibid Vol. 108) Viceroy's telegram dated 6th Nov.

'98
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expeditionary force, the Commander-in-chief expressed his 
warm appreciation of the Amir's conduct as follows: "Had
he tut raised his little finger, he could have set the 
whole country ablaze beyond the borderland already affected, 
but he held to his engagements with a high sense of honour 
and remained faithful to the pledges given to the British 
Raj."1

Thereafter the Indian authorities attributed the
uprisings to Muslim fanaticism against the British infidels
roused by calls for Jehad. Such calls had been made before
but they had never culminated in such a spontaneous uprising

all along the frontier. It would seem therefore that a
major cause was the resentment of the tribes against the
forward policy of India, and their fear that the demarcation
according to the Burrand Agreement would be the first step
towards annexation of their territory. On 27th June, at
Simla, in a meeting of the United Services Institution, at
which the Viceroy, his Council, and leading civil and military
officials were present, Thorbori the Financial Commissioner
of the Punjab, declared his belief that "the root causes
of the risings were due to the forward policjr of the

2Government..." It is interesting to note that his remark

1. The Times dated 29.6.98

2. The Times dated 29*6.98



was applauded by a large section of the audience.
Of course, uneasy feelings about the work of demarcation 

did furnish the Mullas with material for stirring up the 
alarm and fanatical religious jealousy of the tribes.~

The whole conduct of the India Government - the border 
delimitation, military operations and. the settlement with 
the tribes - was warmly approved of by the British Cabinet. 
The Secretary of State wrote to the Viceroy in Jan. 1 8 9 8,
"I desire... to express on the part of Her Majesty's Govt, 
their high approval of the manner in which Your Excellency's 

Government has met an arduous crisis, and of the success 
which has attended the various military operations conducted 
011 the North-West Frontier under conditions of extreme 
difficulty....

1. a minor irritation which may have played a part, was that 
the Govt, of India had lately enhanced the duty on Kohat 
salt from 8 annas to 2 Rupees for each Kohati maund.

2. P.3.I.E. from India Vol. 99 dated 28.1.98 Desp. No.l
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CHAPTER X 

THE V:ilKDRAWAL OF THE RESIDENCY 

Lower Burma, consisting of Pegu, TenasseriA^i and 

Arakan, was formed into a single province in 1862, with 

its capital at Rangoon. It was called British Burma.

The rest of the country - Upper Burma - until its annexation 

to British-India in 1886, was ruled by a Burmese King.

Trade treaties of 1862 and 1867 opened Upper Burma to trade.

The relations between Upper Burma and India in 1876 

were indeed commercial rather than political. The political 

relations of the Court of Ava with other foreign countries 

had not yet assumed the importance they were to acquire a 

few years later. What concerned the Government of India 

most in 1876 were the commercial relations, which were far 

from satisfactory, the treatment of British subjects in 

Burma, the settlement of pending territorial questions and 

the safety and status of the British Residency at Mandalay.

In the reign of King Mindon (1853 - 1878), relations with the 

British had considerably deteriorated. G.E. Harvey writes 

"Trade in Burma itself was hampered by Mindon, who not only 

enforced the usual royal monopolies but was also the largest 

dealer in all kinds of produce in his dominions."^ The 

diplomatic provisions of Yandabo had been rendered almost

1. Cambridge History of India. Vol. 6. p. 434.
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meaningless by the insistence of the king that the British 

Inaian Resident must remove his shoes anu Kneel in his 

presence, according to Burmese custom - a demand, which was 

deeply resented oy the British authorities. In 187b, the 

Viceroy protested that hitherto this demand might have been 

permissible, for the Burmese had not gone abroad - in fact 

until then the Resident complied with such custom - but now 

they had visited European courts and they had been received 

while retaining their heaa-aress, wearing shoes and sitting 

on a chair. But kinuon did not yield, ne is reported to 

have exclaimed "I did not fight to recover a province, but 

I will, sooner than yield on etiquette."1 Thereafter, no 

English Resident went to the palace, and diplomatic relations 

suffered. binee the Burmese considered this an essential 

part of the uourt ceremonials and perfectly respectable - 

it was poor diplomacy on Northbrook's part. Kipon did not 

commend this action of Northbrook, though he stood by it, 

once it was declared. "It seems absurd to run any risk of 

hampering our traae in consequence of a dispute about a 

matter in itself so paltry ..." He aaaea, "In India, .... 

natives are not allowed to wear native shoes in the presence 

of the Viceroy etc., but they are permitted to wear shoes

1. Ibid. fc>. 434.
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of another kind, . Coula not the king of Burma

object to the shoes on the same principle? Even Lytton, 

wno aavo-cating war with Burma , writing to Cranorook in a 

private letter on 28th February 1879, saia " .... The result 

of Northbrook's mistake, in raising the shoe question, has 

been to deprive our Resident of the last vestige of personal 

influence, and to render his position as humiliatory as it 
is powerless ana exposed to d a n g e r . 112

when King Mindon aieu in 1878, the jLndian authorites 

hopeu that tne relations with Burma might spontaneously 

improve. The reluctance of the late *.ing to sign any 

treaty recording territorial cessions to the ^ritish and 

his commercial policy oi extending monopolies were regarded 

by the ^ritish as personal idiosyncrasies. ..hey hoped that 

his successor, free from these prejudices, would be a better 

nersnn to deal with, iheir expectations soon proved vain.

taken, in regard to the existing state of Burmese affairs, 

even at the risk of using force. oohn Nisbet wrote, "It 

was plainly pointed out, in forwarding for approval the 

proposals of the uovernment of India, that there seemed

TIm .

time hcid

t this stage tne uovernment of India had felt that

come wnen definite decision ought to have been

1. R.P. Vol. 43611. \\ 286. Ripon to the Secretary of
State for India dated 31.12.1881.

2. L.P. 318/4. 134.
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absolutely no hope of any adequate settlement of pending 

questions unless a marked improvement in the position of 
the British Resident was to be insisted on. nis extremely 

unsatisfactory position was the primary obstacle to success 
in placing British relations with Upper Burma on a footing 

more consistent with the dignity of the government of India, 

anu more conducive to the protection and the development of 

the interests committed to their charge. But no steps 

could be taken by the uovernment of India to ensure proper 

treatement unless the British Cabinet were prepared to 

authorise armed force being used, if necessary, to secure 

compliance with the demands once it was decided to formulate 

and present them."1

In September 1878, when King Mindon was lying on his 

aeath-bea, the government of India, fearing that a war of 

succession would follow, ordered the Chief Commissioner of 

British Burma to take adequate measures to protect the British 

Residency at Mandalay ana British Subjects.^ The Burmese 

Government, on their part, apprehending British intervention 

or alarmed at the measures taken by the Chief Commissioner, 

moved their troops on their Southern frontier. Fortunately 

these movements, indicating mutual distrust, did not take

1. John Nisbet - Burma under British Rule. £. 3b.

2. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 20. &  621-30.
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a disastrous turn, since no internal dissensions followed 

the king!s death.

une of King Minaon!s thirty sons, ihibaw, succeeded to 

the throne without bloodshed. ihibaw was young, only 20 

years of age, but well educated. Lytton, however, would 

have preferred to see prince Byoaugyan succeed to the throne, 

since he was Doth popular with the Burmese and well disposed 

towards the British. He reported to Cranbrook that Thibaw 

was not even the son of king Mindon. 1

The Government of inoia considered Thibaw's accession 

to the Burmese throne- a favouraole opportunity for improving 

British relations with the Burmese. They Deiievea that 

the first step necessary was to strengthen the position 

ana influence of the British Resident at the Burmese Court

1. He wrote, The late King of uurma nad numerous wives,
and a high court functionary whose business was to enter
in an official register, every visit paid uy __is majesty 
to one or m e  other of these lauies . When it was 
announced to the late ^ing that the mother of the
present king naa presented His ^ajesty with a son, he 
consulted his register arm found by it that he had not 
visited the apartments of that laay some years previously." 
(Vide - L.P. 518/4. 1?. 135. Bated 27 .2 .79)
This provoked Royal wrath, to appease which it was 
represented to the king that the laoy had devoted her 
affections to Heaven, since the king neglected her, and 
as a result she was blessed in a manner which could 
not be decently resented by a religious monarch.
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ana, thus re-establish normal diplomatic relations, ihereafter 

it would he necessary to press other British grievances to 

a formal issue, and establish an adequate mode of dealing 

with such questions in future.

Writing to the secretary of btate, Cranbrook, on 

October 1/th 1878, Lytton said, " ... . the interests of our 

Government in that Country are mainly commercial, but they 

are of large ana growing importance; ana they are affected 

by the insecurity of life and property which still prevails 

at Mandalay, by the difficulty and delays which are opposed 

to applications for injuries or reuress, ana by the disregard, 

on the part of the late king of Burma, of existing treaties. 

Neither the grievances of aritish subjects in Upper Burma, 

not the evasion of public engagements, have hitherto been 

pressed to a formal issue with the Burmese government, and 

we believe that the time has come now for adopting a different 

mode of doling with such questions."1

Two incidents will illustrate the difficulties that 

arose. The ^ritish subjects at Mandalay were mal-treatea 
by Burmese officials and only after vigorous representations 

by the Resident were they released, and amends maae. ztgain

1. P.o.D.B. from India. Vol. 19. ^  1223-4.
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on the night 01 October 51st 1878 Burmese assaulted the 

commander of Irrawaddy aIo te(llj) Company1 s steamer 

"Yankeentoung ana forcibly auducted certain passengers at 

Meingyan.

^he nesiuent*s protest was ansv;ered by a claim that 
it was the captain’s refusal to obey the oruers of Burmese 

officials which haa provoked tne action. Eventually the 

Burmese uovernor of meingyan was removed from his post.1

The Turinese also consented to the ^ritisn request of 

appointing guarus of honour to the Residency, to which they 

had o ejected so i'ar/

Lytton, the champion of Afghan disintegration personally 
favoured outright annexation in the case of Burma, unly a 

few months after his assumption ox tne viceroyalty, he hau 

written to dalisoury ^October 25th, 1o7b) ”It is a great 

pity we aid not annex it Deiure annexation became unpopular."2

The London Government aid not share this extreme view, indeed
A LaJVO -tjJLin their despatch of October 17,|H78 they ap^uca "the utmost r

A
towards the new king."4

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 21. 1029. Dated 18.12.78.
Shaw to Lyall.

2. Ibid. Vol 21. 1050 (Burmese Foreign Minister to Shaw
Dated 24 .1 .79 .)

3. L.P. 318/1. K  563.
4. Pari. Papers, vol. 50. ( 1886) 286.
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ihe Government of Inaia in a despatch of March 7th 1879 

to the secretary of State commented, "There is strong reason 

to oelieve that it hau always been the deliberate intention, 

as it has undoubtedly been in political effect, of such 

delays (in granting rearess to injured British subjects and 

permission to appoint guards) to exhibit the King of Upper 

Burma to his own subjects as a sovereign strong enough to 

inflict indignity and damage upon British subjects without 

any fear of consequences injurious to himself .... we, 

therefore, submit to your Lordship our opinion that the time 

is now come when the undulgence of this spirit should be 

effectively checked.1,1 Further in the same despatch^ they 

proposed that tne position of the British Resident at the 
Court of nva must oe strengthened, and the treaty relations 

revised. They were confident that this course of action 

alone offered a satisfactory solution of the ^urmese affairs.
Meanwhile, the King of Burma. addressed two letters, one 

co the queen, and the other to Lord Salisuury, ostensibly 

to announce his accession to tne throne of Burma and professing 
friendly sentiments, but really to open direct correspondence 

with London. ^n the aavise of the Government of j.ndia, those 

letters were not even acknowledged.2

1. P.S.D.E from India. Vol. 21. 1063 .

c.. x.o.d.L. from India. *o 1. a 1 . ^
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Before the xnaian Government could take any decisive 

steps to solve their problemsT a further most awkward 

complication arose* King Thibaw in his bid to ensure his 

throne, massacred the late King's sons, daughters, wives 

and children - all possible pretenders, war.y persons were 

put to death, under circumstances of great barbarity. This 

ruthless massacre drew a forcible remonstrance from the 

British Resident.,, ohaw, under instructions from Lytton.

He warned the Burmese Government, "Should any further 

slaughter take place, the Resident would not be justified 

in keeping the British flag flying any longer there.1'1

It was clear that the Burmese Minister disapproved of 

these crimes, for which they were in no way responsible, but 

the real power had passed from their hands to a violent and 

reckless party at the Court. .uut they considered the 

British protest as an encroachment on Burma's sovereign rights 

and interference in her internal affairs.

Consequently the Chief Commissioner, Aitchison, 

recommended an immediate withdraw! of the Resident, saying

unsettled, The Government of India aid not agree. iheir 

then policy was to remain strictly on the defensive, avoiding

that this would secure the e of Thibaw, who was yet

1. P.q .D.E. from India, v'ol. 21. V. 1280.
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all unnecessary controversies that might create premature 

complications. Moreover^ they thought that the presence 

of the Resident at his post would protect British interests.1 

However they did empower ShaUJ to withdraw the Residency 

if his personal safety was threatened.

But while advocating patience the Government of India 

thought fit to reinforce the troops in Burma ostensibly 

to protect British subjects and the Residency, but in fact 

to increase British influence at Mandalay during this critical 

time. The troops were despatched from Calcutta and Madras 

to a camp established outside Mandalay, while the garrison 

of river forts was increased.

These military movements drew from the Burmese Foreign 

Minister* an urgent request^ for the withdrawal of the extra 

troops and vessels, as damaging to traae and confidence.

The British Government however, refused to discuss the 

matter on the ground that the troops were on British territory 

and so out of Burmese concern. At the same time, the 

British hinted that their writhdrawl would depend on the 

internal state of Upper Burma ana the behaviour of the King 

towards the British.^

1. Foreign decretary to the Chief Coinmissionv/21 .5.79.
P.d.D.B. from Inaia. Vol. 22. p. 25. * *

2. P.o.D.R. from India. Vol. 22. |>. 1611.
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The internal situation in Burma was indeed agitated 

and unstable. Neither the king nor the people of Burma 

were friendly to the British. The king was reported to 

have said in his Council that so far he had yielded to the 

British out of fear, but henceforth* he would neither hear 

or speak of proposals for accommodation with the British. 

Crowds openly abused the officials of the Residency. 

Fortunately the Burmese Foreign Minister proved very ready 

to accept the protest of the Resident against this treatment. 
Both the Resident and the Burmese ministers* displayed a 

marked restraint ana thus kept the situation from exploding.

Rarlier the Government of India, in a despatch to 

London of March 7th 1879, had enaeavourea to impress on the 

British Cabinet the necessity of early conveying to King 

Thibaw a clear exposition of their views and expectations 

with regard to a revision of treaty arrangements. On 

commercial relations* the Government of India demanded,

"either the treaty engagements of the British Government 

with Burma ought to be revised, or the King should be brought 

to deal with those engagements according to their manifest 
meaning and intention."1

Of the political questions^ the following were considered

1. Pari, papers. Vol. 50. (1886) b. 295 .
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by them to be most important. The first related to a 

recent encroachment by the Burmese on the British Arracan 

frontier. Inuia haci failed to inuuce the Burmese to 

remove their outpost from what was known British territory. 

Therefore they proposed to give formal notice that if the 

Burmese outposts were not remove a within a fixea perioa, it 

would be removed by force.

The second question was the disparity between the laws 

and official usages of British India ana those of Upper 

Burma, in relation to the British subjects under the Burmese 

jurisdiction, which had in the past years resulted in the 

illtreatment of the British subjects .

The third, of course, was the shoe question, which had 

virtually denied to the British Resident free access to King.

To solve these questions, the Government of India 

proposed that a sort of 1 ultimatum1 be presented to the King 

of Burma.

But the British Government decided that no change of

policy could with advantage be introduced at that moment.

The Secretary of State wrote to Lyttcn on April 3ro,\̂ 79

11 the grievances which we have tolerated from former

rulers of Burma have not been aggravated as yet by the 
present King and  no action has been taken on his part
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which calls for a distinct change of policy on ours .....

1 am of opinion that the time for such a decided intimation 

of policy as you contemplate would not be well-chosen while 

the young prince is in first excitement of the possession 

of unbridled power, and surrounded by the worst class of 

counsellors." Cranbrook, in fact, politely rebuked Lytton 

for such a suggestion. "Anything like an\Altimatum based 

upon former grievances would at the present juncture appear 

to ner tiajesty's Government highly unpolitac, and calculated 

to give the impression that your Excellency's Government are 

seeking hostilities rather than more friendly relations."1 

In fact Lytton* had all along favoured the annexation of 

Burma by the British. But the Cabinet in London^ did not 

think that the right moment had come to undertake such an 

action. Writing to Aitchison^ the Chief Commissioner 

of British Burma "we should risk, and perhaps forfeit the 

support which may be required from home for further action 

by and by, if we incurred any appearance of a desire to 

precipitate complications with the Burman Court. 1 know 

not whether I shall greatly shock you by the confidential 

avowal that few things woula better please me than a really

1. Pari, papers. Vol. 50. (1886) b 505
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good pretext and opportunity for annexing a large slice 

of Upper Burma."1

In a private letter, about two weeks later, Lytton 

pleadea with Cranbrook to convince his colleagues of the 

benefits which would accrue after the annexation of Upper 

Burma.2

We must rememberh in assessing this tolerant attitude 

of the British Cabinet that in November 1878 the Afghan war 
had commenced, ana the Zulu war in January 1879. Troops, 

therefore, could not be spared for a Burmese war at that 

time, for they were baaly needeu in bouth Africa and 
Afghanistan. a  Burmese war could wait< but not the others.

Besides, they were afraid of public opinion, which was 

already vehemently opposed to India's Afghan policy, cranbrook 

wrote to Lytton "I hope that we are not to have soon a small 

Burmese war on our hanas. *ou are evidently aware of the 

ill-effects which the announcement of another war would h a v e . . . ”3 

The Conservative Government, if not in principle opposed 

to the annexation of Burma, was most anxious that any war 

should be fought at some later aate - and be patently brought 

on by the Burmese aggression.

1. L.P. 518/4 t. 176. Bated 8th Larch 1879.
2. Ibid..I?. 189 - 200.
5. a .P. 516/4. No.24. Bated 25.3.79.
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Looking Lack now it is clearly fortunate for the 

British that the trouble with Burma aid not start in 1879.

It was not until the end of 1880 that both the Zulu ana Afghan 

wars came to an end, ana that not without taxing the British 

resources much more than expected. In the Zulu war the 

British troops sufferea a disaster at Isandhlwana and in 

the Afghan at Maiwand. Had Lytton *s rash policy towaras 

Burma been uncheckea by Lonaon, the British Government would 

not only have been involved in serious difficulty in Burma 

but in South Africa and Afghanistan too. D'roin the 

imperialist point of view a war with Burma in 1879 would
Anot have been profitable either. toisbefê  writes 11 .....

if war had then been wagea against Upper Burma, it would 
only have been for the purpose of deposing Thibaw and placing 

the Nyangyan Prince on the throne in his stead, whereas the 
ultimate annexation of Ava on 1st January 1886, completely 

settled all political and commercial grievances, ana adaea 

to the joritish Bmpire in India vast territories rich in 

material wealth, ana far richer still in future possibilities.”1 

Meanwhile anti-British feelings were rapidly growing 

in Burma. The British reinforced their forces in Burma

for their subjects1 protection, but this merely added to the 
existing mutual distrust, which culminated in military

l/A T
1. Nisbet - Burma under British Rule. p. 46.

A
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movements of the Burmese forces. Furthermore reports

were reaching India that members of the Burmese Royal

family were still being systematically ill-treatea.
T<_4. tOdlsd #U Jhile matters in Burma were still in a state of extreme 

tension, R.B. Shaw, the British Resiaent/suddenly died on 

15th June 1879, and his duties were taken over temporarily 

by Col. Horace Browne, Commissioner of Pegu, who was sent 

up to Mandalay. Shawfs sudden death removed a faithful 

practitioner of the policy of restraint at a time when 

Aitchison was emphatically reiterating that the relations 

with Burma were worsening to a degree that exposed the 

British to actual discreuit and was urging a stronger policy. 

Lytton was really for vra.r but was held in check by London. 

This he had explained to aitchison, but without curbing his 

persistent urgings. Indeed Lytton when reporting ohawfs 

death to Cranbrook makes his annoyance with aitchison clear I 

"He is a great loss to us at this moment for both King* 

Thibaw and Aitchison seem to be loosing their heads. I 

enclose copy of a letter just received by Lyall, from the 

latter, the tone of which appears to be highly improper and 

uncalled for. The communication from Mandalay, which seems 

to have inspired it, is a characteristic specimen of the
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sort of foolish pressure, 'which it should he the business 

of our Chief Commissioner at Rangoon to withstand and 

discourage." 1

This unexpecteu vacany in the office placed the question

of withdrawing the Resident before the Government of India

'under a new aspect1, and the opinions of Col, Browne and

the Chief Commissioner were invited, xho -Ghief - -Goam ,

on ttae-Ethor haftfl, aavo-cated a stronger puJJ^cy aitchison

gave his opinion that "no successor to Mr. Shaw should be

appointed unless, anu until, we receive from the Burmese

Government satisfactory assurances of a change of attitude

on their part and of their consent to a revision of our

general relations v/ith them". Because^ he thought that the

reappointment of a Resident at the present time would encourage

the Burmese in their ungracious behaviour and would be
(/interpretea by them as a complete condonation of the disregard 

they have shown to our remonstrances against the inhuman 

executions at Mandalay."2

Aitchison argued that the withdrawl of the Residency 

woula precipitate a aomestic crisis in Burma in which the 

king's power would collapse, making room for the British 

to return with enhanced prestige. ne held, however, that

1. L.P. 518/4. 476. jatea 16.6.79.

2. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 23. b. 99.
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if the withdrawal was not acceptable, then a successor 

to Shaw be appointee.
jsrowne agreed with Aitchison that a domestic crisis 

in Burma- could benefit British interests, and that the 
withdrawal of the Residency might lead to such a crisis.
But he was not absolutly sure that a crisis would follow 

withdrawal - and if it did not then the blow to British 

interests would be considerable. /riting to the Government 

of India on 10th July 1879, he saia n ... with regard to 

the policy of withdrawing the Residency from Manaalay, which 

Mr. Aitchison informs me he is desposea to recommend, I 

should say that if we could be certain that such a step 

would produce a domestic crisis, as I have very little aoubt 

myself it would do, it would be the best step which could 

be taken. But we must not leave out of our calculation 

the chance that the present Government might possibly be 

strong enough to get on without us, and if they were, we 

should merely be playing into their hanus by withdrawing 

from the position we now hold in the place - insignificant 

as such position is.!,1

Therefore he proposed that the Residency should not 

be withdrawn entirely. Instead^ some junior official

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 23. fc. 96.
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should be left in charge to act as an economical listening 

post until the crisis did occur.

The Government of India chose to reject both of 

Aitchison fs proposals! - to accredit another Resident v/oulu 

be to acquiesce in his derogatory treatment to withdraw 

the Residency might provoke that rupture which London had

1. it is interesting to note, that six years later, when 
Upper Burma ms being annexed, Aitchison, who was then 
in the Viceroy's Council, opposeci annexation. He 
wrote to Ripon in London, "I rejoice to see from the 
papers that you are opposed so strongly to the annexation 
of Upper Burma. Here the annexation mania is so strong 
that unless the Government is very firm, we may be hurried 
without due reflection into a most undesirable extension 
of our Inuian Dominions." He opposed annexation on 
the following grounds

1 . Shall demand a large army, which could not be 
afforded.

2. The country will not pay for next twenty years 
at least,

3. TATe don't know where we are going. The boundaries 
of Upper Burma are ill-defined A#

(Vide. h.P. Box 901. PC/D/30. Pared Lahore 23.II#85)



forbidden. Browne's midule course was adopted,1 and 

St. Barbe was appointed charge de .^ffaires^ to deal with 

the routine business with the .aurmese officials to which 

the Residency had by then be.n reduced. col. Browne, 

before leaving Burma on 29th ^ugust, purposely refrained 

from making any statement which could arouse the hostility 

of the Burmese Government. Ke merely told the Ministers 

that he was returning to his duties in Pegu and that a 

successor to Shaw would not for the present be appointed.

No notice was taken of his departure by the Burmese 

Government* and nothing unusual occurred at his departure.

It is interesting to find Browne, safely arrived in 

Rangoon, declaring that the officers he had left behind him 

in Mandalay at the Residency were, and long had been, in 

a position of serious ana increasing danger, for this quite 

contradicted his earlier statement, that the Residency, 

though powerless to do any good, or exercise any influence 

on the king, was itself not exposed to any violent danger, 

indeed it was this which had prompted the Government of India 

to leave St. rarbe in charge of the Residency. 7hat made 

Browne change his mind, after the return from Manoalay?

Lytton suspected that Browne had been worked upon by Aitchison

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 23. K  90.
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to make that statement. It was known that Aitchison had 

been advocating the policy of immediate war with Burma, 
whereas the Government of India, unaer pressure from London 
had decided on a policy of restraint, of which Aitchison 
had been informed. Lytton was himself convinced that there 
existed no serious danger to the Residency and he therefore, 
considered this communication of Browne's-and indirectly 
of Aitchonson's a 'disloyal1 ' un war ran table ' 'illogical' 

and a deliberate attempt to force the hands of the Government 

of India, whose policy, Aitchison had persistently opposed.1

Early in September 1879, Cavagn&ri, the British Envoy 

to Kabul, and his mission was. massacred by a furious Afghan 

mob and this news made the Government of India apprehensive 

for the safety of their representative in Upper Burma, where 

too the situation appeared to be explosive. Immediately 

the Chief Commissioner of British Burma was authorised by 

India to take any measures to protect British lives in 

Manoalay ana on September 9th a more explicit telegram was 

sent to him empowering him to withdraw the whole of the 

Mandalay Agency ana escort whenever he should deem this step 

advisable on account of insecurity at Lfiandalay. The Chief 

Commissioner, who had already advocated the withdrawl of the

1. L.P. 518/4.|>780. Lytton to Cranbrook.
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Agency, took advantage of this situation and authorised the 

the Charge d'Affaires, St. Barbe, to leave Mandalay at his 

discretion. St. Barbe, however;reported that he did not 

anticipate such oanger as to justify his withdrawal on that 

account alone. In the meantime the Government of India 

received a letter from Browne reporting that a grave situation 

existed in Burma ana that preparations were actually being 

maae for wiping out the Residency* 1 ^his auued to the existing 

apprehension of the Indian Government ana they finally 

decided to withdraw the Residency. This extreme measure 

was decided upon,, after careful consideration. The only 

possible alternative was to strengtnen the Resident's guard 

but it was believed that the despatch of any further 

reinforcements would provoke armed resistance by the Burmese 

and thus defeat their object.^ The British Cabinet approved 

the withdrawal. The Secretary of State wrote to the Viceroy 

on November 2oth "H.M. Government are of the opinion that 

in view of these events, ana in the additional light which 

was thrown upon the actual ana prospective state of affairs 

in Upper Burma by Col. Browne's letter at the 5th September 

written after his return to British territory, it would have

1. Browne to Lyall. Dated 5.9.79.
P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 23. 589-91 .

2. P.o.D.E. from India*' Dated 25.9.79. No.209.
vol. 23. h  579-84 .}
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been imprudent to permit Mr. 8t. Baroe to remain at the

Burmese Capital”.
Apart from considerations of the safety of the British 

Officials, the Indian Government did not view the withdrawal 

of the Agency with any reluctance, for the relations with 

Burma had lately been so unhappy that hardly any hope for 
improvement was left. How far this withdrawl was justified 

is a very open question. ot* Barbe !s letters, at that time 

were calm and aid not inaicate any justification for the 

serious alarm.1 Undoubtedly this step was taken in a 

state of panic caused by the murder of the British Envoy 

elsewhere. in fact, it woulu be nearer the truth to say 

that India was only waiting for an opportunity to effect 

the withdrawal, and the murder of Cavagnari proviaea that. 

Otherwise, in spite of the grave situation, the Residency 

Officials were not in any real danger. Harvey seems also 

of a similar opinion. ue writes, ”The residency, a 

collection of bamboo huts surrounded by a fence, was virtually 

blockaded and no Burrnan dared be seen entering. let the 

Government of India withdrew it in October 1879 only because 

reports that Thibaw contemplated exterminating it coincided 

with the outcry at Cavagnari's murder in Kabul."2 

1 . L.P. 518/4. K  822.
2. Cambridge. History of Inaia Vol. (>. p. 456.



CHAPTER XI 
THE PERIOD OF UNCERTAINTY 

The first move of the Burmese Government after the 

withdrawal of the Residency was to despatch an Envoy on 
23rd October with a letter and presents to the Viceroy.
Except for this, the withdrawal of the Residency does not 
seem to have affected Burmese life. Intrigues and con
spiracies still reigned in the Royal Palace and the military 
preparations and fortifications continued. On 13th November 
1879, an unprovoked assault was made by the Burmese subjects 
on the crew of the Indian Flotilla Steamer 1 Shive Kyo’ when 

that arrived at Mingyan in Upper Burma. The Government of 
India naturally took strong exception to this attack, for 
the Burmese Government was not only responsible for such 
acts according to the general usage of nations, but it was 
also bound by Treaty to afford protection to British subjects 
within Burmese territory. In a despatch to the Secretary of 
State on 14th January 1880, they very firmly suggested that 
unless reparation was made or the offenders punished, the 
treaties with Burma of 1862 and 1867 should be declared void. 
They were the less unwilling to so act as they considered 
the treaties more advantageous to Burma than to India. They 

wrote, "It does not appear to conduce either to the advantage 

of our own traders, or to the dignity of our Government that 
we should continue, at any sacrifice of our own interests to
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be bound by these obligations to a state, which in no 

way appreciates our liberality or reciprocates the good 

faith with which we have observed our engagements.”1

But once again, London advisea restraint and questioned 

the expediency of denouncing the treaties as propsed. They 

reserved their decision till the Burmese reply to the 

demand for redress was received.^

Accordingly, the Chief Commissioner was instructed to 

adaress a letter to the Burmese Foreign Minister, drawing 

the attention of the Burmese Government to the assault on 

the steamer, representing the incident as an infringement 

of treaty and requesting adequate redress and punishment of 
the offenders. On April 29th, the Burmese Minister replied 

that the case had been decided by the local magistrate, that 

both parties to the case had been satisfied and that it 
was not the custom, in cases thus settled to take further 

proceedings .5

The Government of India considered this reply unsatisfactory 

both in tone and substance and once again impressed upon 

the British Cabinet on June 1st, that the honour and interest

1. P.b.D.B. from India. Vol. 2 4 . 2 4 4 .

2. Bari. Papers. Vol. 50 (1856) 555.
5. P.B.D.B. from India. Vol. 25. £. 976-8.



of the British Government dem&naea a complete withdrawl 

from the treaty engagements with Upper Burma.1

In the meantime, the Burmese authorities had seized 

and detained the British mail steamer fYunanf at Sillehmyo 

on 26th May. This incident made the case of the Government 

of India stronger, but London still did not think it strong 

enough to justify a rupture of treaty relations.

It has already been stated that immediately after the 

withdrawal of the Residency from Mandalay, the Burmese King 

debpatched an Envoy to the Viceroy of Inuia, with presents 

and a letter. In it the king complained that the British 

Officers left the city "without any special reason, suddenly 

and precipitately," and expressed his deep desire to maintain 

friendly relations with the British Government.^ But the 

Envoy had no power to propose or conclude a treaty. The 

Chief Commissioner, submitted to Calcutta that no advantage 

would result from his reception.^

The Government of India agreed with him, and thought 

that their relations with Upper Burma, since the accession 

of Thibaw hau been such as to make the reception at Calcutta 

of the Burmese Envoy and the complimentary presents altogether

1. Ibid. vol. 25. Hi 967-8
2. Pari. Papers. Vol. 50 (1886) K  541.

a.
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inopportune, consequently, the Chief Commissioner was

instructed to holu the Burmese mission at Thayetmyo ana to

inform the Envoy that 11 the viceroy of Inuia has been

seriously dissatisfied with the position and treatment of

the British Resident at Manaalay, which have been altogether 
inconsistent with professions of friendship and with the

exchange of diplomatic courtesies. In such circumstances

 it appears at least incongruous and premature to send

to Calcutta a complimentary mission, or to assume that the

mission can be received in a friendly and honourable manner

in Calcutta by the Government of India, whose representative

has been treated with habitual discourtesy at Manaalay."1

Later on the Envoy was duly authorised by the King to

discuss preliminaries for a new treaty, but the proposals

he advanced were inadequate ana unacceptable to the Government

of India. Consequently he was informed that unless more

substantial overtures could be expected, his remaining at

Thayetmyo was inconvenient ana generally undesirable.

Btill the Envoy waited at Thayetmyo. He, having

been further authorised in ^pril 1880 to conclude a treaty,

aesireu to see the Chief Commissioner. Concurrently, the

Burmese Prime Minister also wrote to the Chief Commissioner

1. Ibid. Bated 18.11.79. ly ill to Aitchison.
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hoping that he would meet the Envoy without delay and
discuss the matters.1 But on April 12th the Chief

Coiamisoioner refused to meet him unless the Envoy submitted

specific, substantial ana acceptable proposals in advance.
unce agp.in the Burmese Envoy triea to pursuade the Chief 
Commissioner to reconsider his refusal, but aitchison,

having consulted the Government of India, refused to alter 
his decision. Thus the Burmese ^nvoy having waited for 
more than half a year failed to meet the Chief Commissioner, 
let alone the Viceroy. The disappointed Envoy, before 

leaving for Upper Burma sent a letter to the Chief Commissioner 
which was considered so improper both in tone and in matter 

that the Chief Commissioner declined to receive it.^

Thus we find that before Ripon assumed the Viceroyalty 
of India, the British Residency had been withdrawn without 
any substantial reasons and the Burmese Envoy had been 
repelled, without being received even by the Chief Commissioner.

One naturally asks why the Government of India did 
not themselves start negotiations? Why should they have 

excused themselves on technical grounds? The only reasonable 
explanation seems to be that Lytton*s Government wished to

1. P.o.D.E. from India. Vol. 25. t. 845.
2. Pari. Papers. Vol. 50 (1886) t. 574 .
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precipitate a show down. London always checked Calcutta 

in her aggressive designs, and unless Calcutta made the 

situation grave, London would not agree to her policy.

The second explanation for refusing to enter into negotiations 

with the Burmese Envoys, which aitchison gave to Ripon later 

on when he was recalled to Burma, was "that they (Envoys) 

had no power to offer any apology for the treatment of Mr. 

ohaw,"1 which in Aitchisonb opinion was a pre-requisite 

to any diplomatic intercourse.

Bo long as the Envoy haa neither adequate powers, nor 

any proposals to put forward except such as were inaamissable 

it could be considered prudent to keep him at a distance.

But the last overtures of the Envoy were of a somewhat 

different character, his powers were ample, and,it was very 

likely that the object was to offer more than merely to 

renew the former proposals, once rejected. The discussion 

could have possibly led to an agreement. If not, failure 

could scarcely have left the relations between the two 

Governments in a more unsatisfactory condition than they 

already were. The Government of India seem to have 

prejudged the issue.

Even the British Cabinet did not agree with the

1. R.P. Vol. 45610. t. 55. Ripon to Haitington.



government of India's way of repelling the Burmese Envoy.

In September the Secretary of jtate wrote to the Viceroy

that he "was ..... disposed to aoubt whether the absolute

rejection of the Burmese overtures, resulting in the return 

of the Embassy to its own country, was altogether judicious.111 

But considering the fact that the opinions of the local 

authorities were entitled to great weight he did not dissent 

from the course which had been adopted.

Earlier in April the Conservatives were replaced by 

Liberals with Gladstone as the Prime Minister in London, 

they were committed to the policy of peace. Therefore, when 

on June 1st, 1880, the Government of India, after Burmese 

assault on British ships, asked London to declare the treaty 

relations with Burma as void, London declined to do so, 

though they had no alternative action to suggest.

immediately after taking charge of the office, Ripon 

appointed Mr. Bernard, who had be.n officiating lately as 

Home Secretary to the Government of India, to succeed 

Aitchison in Burma. Ripon had complete confidence in 

Bernard's ability and considered his views on the subject 

very sound. He also directed the new Chief Commissioner 

"to ascertain, as far as he could, the views of those actually

1. P.o.D.E. wStfi India. Vol. 6. 342.
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interested in the traae with independent Burma upon the 

proposal to put an enu to our commercial treaties with a 

view to bring pressure to bear upon the king.”*1

Before recommending the abolition of treaties, Ripon 

desired to equip himself with the views of those who would 

directly suffer by such a decision. personally speaking, 

he was himself not in favour of this proposal for he 

considered this policy Mis founded upon a desire to improve 

our revenue at the expense of our trade - a short sighted 

policy.”^

Bernard's crwn proposal for weakening the existing 

deadlock was contained in a memorandum to the Indian Government 

"I think the air would be clearer, if we could announce in 

some precisely what we should require as preliminaries to 

discussion. If after such announcement the Ava Court makes 

advances, then I think the Chief Commissioner might be 

directed to receive them in such a way as to show the desire 

of the British Government for a renewal of friendly intercourse 

under reasonable conditiorB."^ In the same letter^ Bernard 

also emphasized that after sometime^ it would become necessary

1. R.P. 43610. 17. Ripon to Hartington.
2. Ibid.
3. P.d.D.E. from India Vol. 23. J5. 1731. Bated 11 .8.1880.
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to have at Manda]j§yj a representative of some sort.

The Government of Inaia agree a with Bernard that the 

first overtures for the revision of their relations must 

originate with Burma, "but did not approve of the suggested 

announcement. They considered the following points could 

form an acceptable basis for the opening of negotiations; 

that the British Resident should be properly received, that 

a new site for the Residency be allotted and allowed to be 

guarded by such British force as thought necessary, that the 

King should receive the Resident according to the European 

fashion, and that the Burmese Government should release 

the Royal prisoners and promise that cruel and unnecessary 

executions, such as had been made previously coiiLd not be 

repeated.1

It is to be remembered that Ripon was decidedly opposed 

to war with Burma and her annexation. Hence he had 

emphatically directed Bernard to pursue a peaceful policy.

Meanwhile in Burma the chief Commissioner's protest 

about the seizure of the "Yunan" at Minhla had evoked an 

explanation from the Burmese foreign Minister which was 

rejected as unsatisfactoryHe did, however, issue orders

1. P.o.D.E. from India. Vol 25 1755.

z . P.g .D.E. from India, vol. 25. fa* 1771-4 .
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to Burmese officials to afford special protection to 

British steamers.

The Government of India in a despatch on November 9th 

1880, agp.in urged London to authorise them to denounce the 

Commercial treaties of 1862 and 1867 with Burma, arguing 

that since their earlier requests for permission they had 

remonstrated with the Burmese Government as London had 

desired. The Burmese replies to the protests over the 

'Shavennye' and 'Yunan1 incidents had both been unsatisfactory 

and inadequate. In reply to this the Secretary of State 

expressed "the regret of Her Majesty's Government that, after 

full consideration, they feel unable at present to accord

their sanction to it ..... "1 The British Cabinet considered

that neither haa traue suffered so deeply nor hau the assault 
on the 'iunan* been of sufficient gravity to warrant any 

drastic step, while the effect of which must have been to 

destroy all prospect of improved relations with Burma.

Personally, Ripon does not seem to have been in 

agreement with the drastic step of withdrawal from the 

treaties but the Government of India had tv/ice before, in 

January and June, recommended the adoption of this measure 

and it was supported by Aitchison, who had a great knowledge

1. Sari. Papers. Vol 50 (1886) )?. 585. Sated 13th Jan. '81.
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of Burma, "In face of such an agreement of most competent 

opinion it is with great hesitation that I finu myself

records in a circular letter to his councillors his main 

obj ection that if the Burmese suffered from restricting 

trade, the British too would suffer. And if the measure 

aid not injure the trade much, the pressure on the Burmese 

Government, for which this step was primarily taken, would 

be insignificant. Moreover, he was afiaid that such a 

measure would make negotiations very difficult.

But the members of the Council did not agree with Ripon. 

They recorded that if proper redress to the •Yunan* outrage 
was not received, they "should again urge on the Home 

Government to sanction our proposal to inform the Burmese 

Government that it is our intention to withdraw from the 

Treaties ."2

Apart from these outrages against shipping, frequent 

Burmese raids on the Manipur frontier caused much alarm.
The Indian uovernment considered that Manipur had a claim 

for redress on Burma for the share taken by Burmese subjects 

in the raid and massacre. These raids ^Bernard

inclined to doubt the propriety of the step Ripon

1. R.P. 43624. k  230
2. R.p}143624. h  232
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to propose that a political officer with a survey party 

be deputed to demarcate the boundary between the two
4countries. Later on^ these reports became more frequent

and serious ana the uovernment of India feared that these

aggressions were made with the cognizance and encouragement

of the Mandalay Government. Lven conciliatory Ripon

became apprehensive of a breach. under those circumstances^

it became necessary for the protection of the State and for

checking incursions, to direct a detachment of Indian

Infantry to remain ready to advance to Manipur, if necessary.

At the same time^ they instructed the Chief Commissioner to

ascertain the views of the Burmese Government as speedily 
ana as accurately as possible on the subjects, they even agreed

to send a representative to Mandaley to discuss the matter,

if suitable treatment could be ensured to him.^ This

shows^ how important was the frontier question to them.

The Indian Authorities even hoped that the discussion of

the Manipur question might lead to the restoration of the
diplomatic relations.5

Meanwhile* the Burmese created certain monoplies in

trade which as a result seriously declined. In February

1. P.o.D.E. from India Vol. 25. |>. 740.
2. P.S.D.B. from India. Vol. 28. 645-6.

5. Manipur was one of the dependencies of Assam over
which the Burmese Government at the close of the war 
of 1824-5 renounced all claims by the trgaty ^

/Cntd.
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1881 representations v/ere made by the Chief Commissioner 

Foot Note 5. Page 53 Cntd.
Yandaboo. The boundary between Manipur and Burma was 
originally fixed at the Nengther river, a tributary of 
the Irrawaddy, but in 1854, it was rectified in favour of Burma by the transfer to that power of the Kobo Valley
West of the river, the boundary being defined as "The
Eastern foot of the chain of mountains which rise immediately
from the Western side of the plain of the Kobo Valley."

As compensation for the loss of territory the British 
Indian Government agreed to pay to the Raja of Manipur 
an annual sum of Rs. 6,000.
The conditions attached to the concession to Burma were 
that the Burmese Commissioners should "aferee to the 
boundaries which may be pointed out to them by the British 
Commissioners, ana will respect ana refrain from any 
interference, direct or inoirect, with the people residing 
on the Manipur side of those boundaries."

The boundary was shown on a nap, but not on the ground. 
as might have been expected from the nature of the Country 
border troubles were more or less constant. On various 
occasions the Political Officer in Manipur Col. Johnstone 
drew the attention of the Government of India to the 
unsatisfactory alignment of the frontier. On the 6th 
May 1881 when the difficulties had been accentuated by 
raids, he renewed his plea for the making of the frontier, 
adding that in his opinion the return of the Kobo Valley 
to Manipur offered the best solution. The Government 
of India having consulted the local authorities and 
obtained the approval of the oecretary of otate, decidea 
to demarcate the Kobo Valley frontier line next cold 
season, with or without Burmese co-operation. On the 
11th June 1881 the Chief Commissioner asked the Burmese 
Government to co-operate in the work of demarcation, 
which was shortly to be undertaken by India. The Burmese 
Minister observed in reply, that as the boundary between 
Manipur and Burma had been demarcated in 1854, no fresh 
demarcation was needed. (P.S.D.B.from India. Vol 50 
P. 895-925) On the 10th Beptember a letter sent to the 
Foreign Minister explaining why a precise demarcation

/Cntd
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against this measure, but the Foreign Minister of Burma

Foot Note 5. Page 55 Cntd.
had become necessary, and stating that the demarcation 
party would reach Bumjok, in the neighbourhood of the 
boundary at the end of November. The Ava Government 
was again invited to join the Commission. On 5rd 
October the Burmese Minister replied reiterating his 
vie?; that no demarcation was necessary but adding that 
11 If, notwithstanding this reply, the British Government 
will, on their part alone, make a demarcation, the Burmese 
cannot agree to, and abide by it." (Ibid. Vol.50. P.920 
Bated 5rd October 1881)

In spite of this the Indian Government went ahead, 
appointing Col. Johnstone to conduct this delicate 
operation.
Johnstone arrived from Bhilluy at Manipur on 4th November 
1881 and commenced his work immediately. The Commission 
had to contend not only with the natural difficulties 
of the country, but also with the obstructiveness and
hostility of the Sumjok people. But the Commission 
continueu the work with restraint and skill. By the 
first week of January 1882, the Commission had completed 
the demarcation ana came back to manipur on the 10th 
January. The defined boundary was described as "a line 
running from a point on the river Nummea, a few hundred 
yards Bouth of Koyal Thana, ana marked on both sides by 
stone cairns; thence East, skirting the spurs of the 
Malaya Hills to a point on the river called Teleyu, thence 
North, following the course of the said river and then 
running along the water line of a low ridge connecting 
the Malaya and Ungoching Range to the source of another 
stream, and then following the course of the said stream 
till it reaches the Nupunja river; thence along the 
Nupunja river to the point where it intersects the Kusom 
Range; from thence the ivusom Range forms the Eastern 
boundary." (Johnstone Report. P.3.D.E. from India. Vol 
54. P. 618)
Johnstone described this boundary as a good and clear 
one, and in strict accordance with the Treaty of 1854.
The Burma Government protested against the demarcation 
and calleu it a violation of their territory. They

/Cntd
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replied on April 26th that "nothing haa been aone to depress

Foot Note 5. l&ge 55 Cntd.
even threatened to pull the boundary pillar down.
(Ibid. p. 645. Dated 8.5.'82) Consequently, india 
warned Burma that the consequences of throwing down the 
boundary marks would be serious. Marks were not pulled 
Gown, but Burma was never reconciled to the defined 
boundary and complained repeateuly against it. Again 

February 1885, the Burmese Government wrote to say 
that havine sent skilled persons to examine the boundary 
they had ascertained that the boundary marks haa been 
advanced into the acknowledged territory of the King of 
A va. On May 8th 1884, they repeated their complaint 
and once again threatened to pull down the marks. This 
threat drew a very serious warning from the Government 
of India. (P.o.D.E. from India. Vol. 90. P. 1787)
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trade ana that nothing haa been aone inconsistent with 

the Treaty."
According to the Treaty of 1867 the creation of 

monopolies was prohibited, but in practice it did not stop 
altogether. King Mindon, during the last years of his 
reign occasionally granted the rights of monopoly. But 

the wording of the treaty was so obscure that some persons 

contended that monopolies were not forbidden under it, while 
others held that they were forbidden for only ten years.

Even Ripon wrote, "Our position under the Treaty of 1867

is not as clear as I could wish.....  I have carefully
considered the question and my view of it is that the 
establishment of monopolies, except in three articles, is 
prohibited. The Treaty is not well worded, but this appears 

to me to be the fair interpretation of it, and there is no 
doubt that this is what was intendea and understood by both 
parties."

It is only fair to point out that during the first two 

years of Thibaw's reign, there were no monopolies, trade was 
unrestricted, and the commerce between the two countries 
increasea greatly. But, as the diplomatic relations 

between the two countries deterioratea, the Burmese Government 
revived the old policy of monopolies. Moreover, the
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Burmese were not alone in breaking faith. By the treaty 

the King was permittee, to import arms into Burma through 

British territory, with the consent of the British 
authorities, and Col. Fytche, the British negotiator gave 

an undertaking, in writing, that such consent, when asked, 
would not be refused. Very soon after this agreement, 

the Burmese Government expressed a wish to import a large 

quantity of arms. Lytton's Government,however, refused 
their consent, in spite of having raised no objection to 
Col. T‘ytchefs written undertaking at the time it was given.
The Burmese Government naturally complained ever since that 

the British dia not keep faith with them.
In July 1881, the Chief Commissioner of British Burma 

received information that a cotton monopoly for Upper Burma 

had been granted to a Burmese in consideration of an annual 
payment to the Royal Exchequer, and that monopoly in the 

trade of salt and in cutch was to be sold shortly in the 
same manner. The Chief Commissioner regarded these monopolies 
as an infringement of the treaty and a calculated attempt 

to injure British-^urmese trace. He therefore proposed 

to the Government of India that a temperate remonstrance 
be sent to the Burmese Court.
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In the meantime, the various commercial organisations, 

the Chamber of Commerce and individual merchants had sent 
letters to the Chief Commissioner about the monopolies, 
requesting him to take the necessary measures to induce the 

Burmese Government to carry out the provisions of the existing 

treaties.
The Chief Commissioner forwarded these letters to the 

Government of India and gave their opinion that the revival 

of monopolies would injure trade and both peoples likewise.
He himself dismissed the various suggestions for inducing 

the abolition of the new monopolies - a diplomatic mission, 

withdrawal from the commercial treaties or force - there 
being little hope of a suitable reception of an embassy, 
obvious danger of retaliation, or in the third case, of war. 
His own proposal was that a remonstrance should be sent.

This would carry weight with some of the King's advisers; 
and strengthen the hands of the Minister of the Chinese 
merchants, and of others, who were protesting against the 
monopolies . He also observed that such a representation 
at this stage, would make it all the easier for a British 

Envoy at some future uate, to urge that in any future 

commercial treaty the establishment of such monopolies should 
be expressly ana distinctly barred.
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On September 10th 1881 v the Government of India, with 

the approval of the secretary of State x Hartington, authorised 

the Chief Commissioner* to address to the Burmese Court^ a 

representation on the lines of his letter.

Accordingly, Bernard, the Chief Commissioner wrote to 

the Burmese Foreign Minister.^ that the granting of monopolies 
was contrary to the terms of the treaty and did great harm 

to the trade between the two countries^ and to their property. 
He submitted "that the policy of granting such monopolies 

might advantageously be reconsidered; that it would be 

better that no more monopolies should be given; and it 
would be well if the monopolies already granted could be 
brought to an end as soon as may he possible." 1

The Burmese reply to the remonstrance was equivocal 
and unsatisfactory. Though the Chief Commissioner reported 
that two of the principal monopolies had fallen through, 

and that the only important monopoly remaining was that of 
cutch, shortly afterwards, intimation reached India of a 
renewed creation of monopolies.

The growing complications in Anglo-Burmese relationsx 

prompted Ripon to undertake a trip to Burma in order personally 
to examine the question on the spot. He arrived in Rangoon

1. P.S.3.3. from India, vol. 31 . 151-2. Dated 28.9.81.
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on December 20th 1881 ana was warmly received by the Burmese.

At this stage, it will perhaps, not be out of place, 
to enumerate the issues on which differences existed. The 

first was that of shoes, another wa^ of supplying arms to 

the Burmese Government and the third was that of the monopolies.

Ripon studied the situation very carefully and maae 
various interesting observations. He told the deputation 

of the principal merchants of Rangoon - Europeans, Burmese, 

Chinese etc. - that he "haa no belief in a policy of going 

to war to extend trade."1 Therefore, he suggested that 

"It is possible that the new remonstrance, though in drawing 
it up I have carefully avoided anything like a threat of 
hostilities may have some effect, as it will be connected 
with my visit to Burma, and will be, therefore held to have 
emanated in a special manner from the Viceroy personally."

On the question of shoes and supply of arms, he tried 
to understand the Burmese point of view ana showed his 
willingness to reach a compromise. He dia not consider 
that the terms of the treaties were clear enough to warrant 
a complete ban on monopolies. And, he wrote to Hartington,^

1. Ripon Papers. Vol. 43611. 284.

2. R.P. Vol. 43611 . 285. Ripon to Hartington.
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if the Burmese Government had Broken faith, the British 
had aone likewise, by refusing to allow Burma to import 

arms through British territory. Hence, he suggested that 
Burma shoula be allowed to import such arms as were necessary 

for the maintainance of her internal tranquility.

On the question of shoes, he did not see any point in 

the unrelenting British attitude. He thought a compromise 
on this issue desirable. "I am not, however, altogether 
without hope that it may be possible to invent some sort 
of compromise which might be acce -tea by both parties."1

The Secretary of State for India, agreed with the views 
of Ripon. he wrote to Ripon in a letter on January 26th 
1882, "I shall be very glad, if the opportunity shoula offer, 

of acting on the views expressed in your letter."^ With 
this despatch he enclosed a confidential memorandum by Sir 
0 Burne, of the Inaia Office, on the arms ana shoes questions, 
with which he generally concurrea. The memorandum runs 
"The Burmese Government is so stiff necked, and King Thibaw 
so audacious and untrustworthy that any concession to them 
on the points of ‘shoe* ana !arms* is extremely difficult.

But I am personally of opinion - an opinion which has been

1. R.P. Vol. 45611. 286. hipon to Kartington.
R.P. Vol. 45612. 8.



officially put forwara from the Department for some years

past - that we cannot expect a restoration of good relations

with Burma unless we are prepared to give some concession.
Hitherto the tone both of the British Burma and Indian

Governments has been "all take" ana "no give" . And only
a year ago we found it necessary to give the Government of

India a gentle reminder on this point (see Despatch No.2.

oecret, 15th January 1881, paragra )h 6) .....
As to the nature of the concessions which might be

made ^on the supposition that we first gain our point as to

the proper re-establishment of the British Agency at liandalay

ana enter once more into a revision of treaties), I am of
the following opinion

ohoe - The custom of the British Resident going into
the presence of the King with bare feet, on bendea knees,

and with his legs tucked behind him, was no doubt degrading.
But seeing that the king, priests, and people of Burma are
all united in opposing a change in a custom which had been
handed down from ages immemorial, I think it would have

been more polite if Lord Northbrook!s Government had, in
1876, proposed some mild substitute which would have appeased

Burmese sentiment, instead of insisting on the total
abolition of the custom. In this view I see some advantage
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in Lora Riponfs suggestion, or, at any rate, in some 

compromise which may enable a British Resiaent to approach 

to Icing, a matter which has been impossible, rightly or 
wrongly, since 1876.

Arms - On this point I think we have hardly acted in 

fairness to Burma from the first. Whatever may have been 

the folly of Pytche’s separate agreement of 1867, yet the 

fact remains that by reason of it he gainea the signature 
of the Commercial Treaty of that year, ana that for many 

years it remained disavowed. I think we owe Burma some 

mild reparation ......
In this view I personally agree with the Viceroy1 s 

opinion that we might give the king so many arms, and indeed 
guns also, as would appease his vanity and maintain internal 
tranquility."1

It is thus clear that the previous Governments of India 
did not realise the Burmese point of view and desired Burma 
to agree to the terms prescribed by them. Ripon, having 
realised this, desired a new approach to the problem.

1. R.P. Vol. 43612 . ^  9-10.
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After having examined, the issue on the spot in Rangoon,

and carefully consulted both merchants and officials, Ripon

instructed the Chief Commissioner, to address a fresh
remonstrance to the Burmese Court. The previous remonstrance
had failed to produce any evident effect; but in the meantime
events had moved rapidly at Idandalay. Owing to the ill-health
of the king, and the strife of the contending faction^

public business haa fallen into much confusion, and it was
believed that the older ana more experienced Ministers

dismayea at the course of events, would be not unwilling to

seize any suitable opportunity of using their influence, to
protect trade agpiinst injurious measures. Accordingly the

Chief Commissioner wrote in strong language to the Burmese

Foreign Minister on January 4th 1682, asking for the abolition
of the monopolies which had injured the trade considerably
and aaued that "he cannot but look upon the countenance

of a commercial policy such as has been adopted at Mandalay

during the last few months, as indication of a disregard
on the part of the Government of the king of ava of their

duties towards a Iriendly Government •11 ̂ Re ended with a

warning that if commercial realtions did not improve - or

worsened - the .Burmese Government would be held responsible 
for any consequent diminution in the friendship between the

1. P.o .B.a . from India. Vol. 31. 189.
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two countries. jis a result of this strong new remonstrance 

all monopolies were abolished on February 16th 1882.^ This 

decision was followed by a request from Burma that an Embassy, 

headed by Panjeet V/oon, a high official, be received by 
the Viceroy'. Ripon agreed to receive the Embassay. Bernard 

haa recommenaea that this intimation should be accompanied 
by reference to the concession which the Burmese would be 
expected to make, but Ripon, wisely decided against that 
course. The Rmbassrjpy reached Simla on April 30th 1882.
These two measures, under the circumstances, were considered 

by Hartington, as an indication of a change in Burmese 
policy.

t, . - A Ripon appointed the Foreign Secretary Grant ana the

Law Member Fitzpatrick, to act on behalf of the Government 
of Inaia. The Burmese representatives produced a ready-made 
treaty in forty-three articles . Many were held to be 
inadvisable in their present forms by the Indian Officials. 

Thus the Burmese wanted to establish two new monopolies - 

on palm - sugar and tea - in addition to those already allowed 
unaer the existing treaty, to impose a thirty per cent duty 
on spirits, ana & ten per cent duty on other imported goods 
such duties to be in addition to tolls. as to arms they 
asked for an unlimited right to import them. Nevertheless

1. p.d.ILL. from India. Vol. 31. P. 697.
Viceroy to the secretary of Gtate. 20.2.82.

j  \kJU, v.
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Ripon wrote to Hartington that “there are signs that they

(Burmese] will accept a compromise^ ana he was prepared

to accept the thirty per cent duty on spirits, though not
the general tax of ten per cent or the creation of new
monopolies. The shoe question was not mentioned in the

draft treaty, but the Burmese representatives, indicated

that they were prepared to arrange it.
One additional aernana maae by the Burmese Government

was for the privilege of sending an Envoy to London - a
privilege already enjoyed by the King of oiam. On this

last point the Government of India in a secret despatch
observed*“The question was treated by the Burmese as one
affecting their national dignity; ana there is some evidence
to shov; that this feeling had long existed among them, though
probably it would have never attained its present prominence
but for the recent increase of communication between Upper

Burma and European Powers, ana more particularly for the
admission of the Burmese Sovereign to commercial Treaties

%with Italy ana France".......

The Burmese Envoys were unrelenting in the beginning 
but after protracted negotiations, they agreed that the

1 . R.P. 43612. t. 115.

2. P.tS.D.P. from India. Vol. 33. t:i. 1515. Dateu 15th Sept.'82



British Resident should be received in full dress by the 

Burmeoe King, ana agreed to certain commercial concessions, 

nut the question of a Burmese right to have a dimplomatic 
agent in London still remained unsolved. rtipon aid not want 
to break off on this point, though he did not lime the idea 
very much.

Later* the Burmese representatives, under instructions 
from their Government, announced their willingness to give 
up their demand to be allowed to send a represent&ive direct 
to London, if the Treaty were drawn up in the name of the 

Queen.

The Government of India however, was not willing to let 
the whole treaty be arawn up in the queen's name. Therefore, 
at the suggestion of Grant, the Viceroy decided "to offer 
a short treaty with one or two general clauses about 

friendship etc. to be made in the Queen's name requiring 
them (Burmese) at the same time to sign a business treaty 

with the Government of India in all respects satisfactory 
to us.”1

This clearly indicates that the Viceroy v<ras willing to 

go as far as to conclude a satisfactory treaty with Burma.
Yet he was not all for appeasement. He wrote to the Secretary 
of State that if the Burmese Government refused to accept

1 . R.P. 43612. g  150.
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the suggestion of having two treaties - then, "The direct 

treaty with the Queen will be withdrawn and they will be 
informed that that part of our offer will not be renewed 

but that authority will be sent to Bernard to sign the other 
treaty (possibly with the retraction of one or two of the 
concessions, which we are now prepared to make to them), 

provided the king sends a properly accredited person to 

Rangoon for that purpose within say two months; after which
we shall regard the present negotiations as entirely terminated 
 .»1

Before the treaties could be signed the Burmese Government 

recalled their representatives ana they left Simla on 

august 31st 1882.^ i\o reasons for their recall were assigned. 
Perhaps the Burmese Authorities felt that the hands of the 
British Government were full in Egypt then, ana that, that 
was an opportunity to strike a harder bargain. Consequently 

Ripon Y/ithdrew the offer of a airect treaty with the Queen, 

leaving open the offer of the business treaty. ihe situation, 
meanwhile reraainea as before: Burma got no arms and the

British did not send a Resident. Eortunately, the wisdom 

of the Viceroy prevented him from reacting in any way. Moreover

1 . ±t.P. 43612. fc>. 173.

2. Bor the full details of the negotiations see
P.B.B.E. from Inuia. Vol. 33.(>$?. 1509-1630



though the negotiations haa enaea abruptly, they haa not 

been fruitless. Pilcher, the officer deputed by the Chief 
Commissioner to accompany the Burmese Embassy expressed a 

decided opinion, before he left Simla, that "although we 
have failed to conclude a treaty, the result of the mission, 

of the reception accorded to its members, and of the 
treatment which they have received, will be favourable to 

the maintenance of friendly relations with the Burmese 
Government'! 1

On December 21st 1882, the Chief Commissioner received 

from Mandalay two draft treaties, one between the King of 
Burma ana the Queen of Great Britain, the other betYfeen the 
King and the Viceroy of India. The terms of both the treaties 

were unacceptable to the British authorities. Hence, both 
the drafts were rejected.^

Approving the rejection of the araft treaties, the new 

Secretary of State for Inaia, Lord Kimberley wrote to Ripon, 

".... I telegraphed approving your rejection of the draft 
treaties. i have certainly no wish that you should quarrel 

with those barbarians, but I would take a firm tone with them, 
and conclude no treaty with them, which is not satisfactory.

1 . R.P. Vol. 43612. j?. 236.
2. P.o.I).H. from Inaia. Vol. 35.^. 541-3.
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It is neither polite nor dignified to have any dealings 
with a comparatively petty state such as Burma, except on 
the terms befitting our position.

1. R.P. Vol. 43613. p. 4. Dated 11th January 1883*



CHAPTER XII 
THE ANNEXATION OP UPPER BURMA 

The Burmese Mission to Europe
The rejection of the draft treaties increased Burmese 

hostility, and led the Court of Ava to despatch a mission 
consisting of four high officials to Europe, in May 1883 
ostensibly with the object of gathering information relating 
to industrial arts and sciences, but in reality for the 
purpose of seeking alliances with foreign Powers. The 
Burmese Minister duly informed the Chief Commissioner of the 
mission, and requested him to give tne mission any assistance 
they needed, while they Were in India on their way to Europe. 
The Chief Commissioner promised to do so, and even offered 
to the mission his hospitality.1

The Burmese Mission arrived in Paris in August 1883.
They were accompanied from Mandalay by a French man named 
M. de Trevebe. Plunkett, reporting their arrival to 
G-ranville, observed that the Burmese Mission "seemed to 
desire to renew, with some alterations apparently, the treaty 
which France had made with Burma, but which owing to the 
subsequent injudicious proceedings of M. de Rochechonart

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 36. pp. 1225-8
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had never yet been ratified." 1 He further remarked that 

so far as he knew, no political discussion haa taken place 

between the French officials ana the visiting Envoys.
Under instructions from Lonaon, Lyons, the British

^mbassaaor on hearing that the mission had been received 
by the French Presiaent, hastenea to announce to the French 
Government, in an interview with M. Challemel-Lacour on 

November 7th 1883, that "in consequence of its vicinity to 
British Inaia, and of its political relations with that Empire 
Burma occupiea a peculiar position with regaru to Her Majesty1s 

Government and one which gave them a special interest in all 
that concerned it,"^

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 50 (1886) !p. 386.
The Treaty of 1873 contained the usual trading
provisions and stipulations. ^fter its confirmation 
by the French assembly, King Mindon refused to ratify 
that treaty unless it was accompanied by a supplementary 
treaty giving facilities for the supply of arms, ana
stipulating for an offensive ana defensive alliance.
The French Minister aeclinea to undertake such
engagements, so the treaty remained unexecuted.

2 . Bari. Papers. Vol. 50. (1886) i>. 387.
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V/hile the mission was in Baris, the Secretary of

State for India, Kimberley advised the Foreign Office to

instruct the British Ambassador in Baris "to lose no

favourable opportunity of impressing upon the French

Government the objections which Her Majesty’s Government 
entertain to the conclusion of any agreement with the King

of Burma, containing stipulations beyond those of a purely 
commercial character."1 Indeeu the British Ambassador

never misseu any such opportunity of stating his views, 

un December 2 6th, M. Jules Ferry, the French Foreign 

Minister tola Lyons that the jsurraese mission had been in 
communication with the French Foreign Office, had submitted 

some commercial proposals, but as they had insuficient powers 

for the task, no progress had been maue and a fresh Envoy 

was awaited. It was not until the 5th April, 1884, practically 

eight months after their arrival ir» Paris - that the Burmese 

Envoys were received by M. Jules Fe^rry and, as a prelude 

to further negotiations, ratified the Franco-Burmese 

commercial treaty of 1873 hitherto unexecuted. The opening 

of negotiations naturally worried the British Ambassador 

and he saw M. Jules Ferry on April 10th to restate the 

British objections.

In response to Lyon’s representation the French Minister

1 . Ibid. 387 .
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assured him that any treaty concluded "between France and

Burma would be of a purely commercial or consular character.^

About six weeks later, the French Minister informed the

British Ambassador that the Franco-Burmese n ego tat ions

were likely to be brought to a satisfactory conclusion.

The Burmese were keen on a clause authorising a free passage

of arms through the French territory, but the French

Government were determined not to agree.^

On 28th June,* Kimberley, the Secretary of State for

India, brought to the notice of Granville, that article

3 of the Franco-Burmese Treaty of 1873, now ratified, provided 
for a reciprocal appointment of diplomatic agents by the

two Governments. He further intimated that the Government

of India entertained strong objections to diplomatic intercourse

between the Burmese Court and European Powers, and suggested

that Lyons should endeavour to obtain a promise from the 
*French that the functions of any agent, who might be appointed 

under the provisions of the Article just named should be of 
a commercial character only .*3 Instructions^ to this effect

1. ibid. 390.

2. Ibid. 391 .

3. Ibid. ]p. 396.



were issued to Lyons, who met the French Minister on 

July 11th demanded such a promise* Ferry observed that 
political and commercial functions could not be clearly 

separated from each other ana asked Mif there were any 

special treaty engagements "between Great Britain ana Burma 

which precluded the Burmese from entering into independent 

political relations with other powers."1 oince there was 

none Lyons could only lay stress on the Special1 circumstances 

in the political relations between Burma and Britain, which 

renaereu it objectionable that Burma should enter into 

political alliance with any other foreign Power.

Five aays later Lyons saw Ferry again ana this time the 

French Minister told him that "France aid not contemplate 

making any special political alliance with B u r m a . " 2

A treaty, which haa been so long in negotiation, having 

commenced in August 1883, was at long last signeu at Paris 
between the French Government ana the Burmese Bnvoys in

January 1884. This treaty was merely one of the common 

treaties stipulating for rights of residence, intercourse, 

commerce and so forth and it aid not contain any politcal

1. Ibid. t>. 397.

2. Ibid. h  399.
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or military stipulations• There was nothing in the 

clauses of the treaty to which any objection coula he taken, 

hut the British Ambassador feared that it was the beginning 

of a closer alliance between France ana Burma

After the conclusion of the treaty with France, the 

Burmese Bnvoys left for Italy, ostensibly to obtain certain 

modifications in their commercial treaty with Italy.^

It must be borne in mina that the Burmese overtures to 

the French Government, began almost immediately after the 

failure of the negotiations that took place at Simla in 1882, 

between Inaia and Burma. Moreoever though M. Ferry had 

more than once assured Lyons of the non political nature 

of the treaty, it must be viewed in the light of French 

designs in the Bast, and the state of British relations with 

Mandalay.

Cochin China was then a consolidated French possession.

The Tientsin treaty and French progress in Janguin and Annam 
were matters of recent history. In June 1884, the adminstration 

of the Kingdom of Camboaia, in which for years French 

influence had been at work, ana which since 1877 had been 

under its protectorate, was completely transferred to France.

*.
2. In Italy they contacted the uerman Ambassaaor and 

concluaed the usual commercial treaty with Germany.
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7/hether the French ultimately hoped to consolidate the 

whole area from the China border to the Gulf of Siam into 

an Indo-Chinese Umpire, their proceedings pointed to a 

desire to secure immediately a dominating influence throughout 

the Valley of the Lekon or Camboaia river. This influence 

was primarily sought, no uoubt, in the interest of commerce. 

The Mekon river was one of the natural highways for the 

trade of Yunnan ana Southern China, ana in its course tapped 

unopened regions believed to be highly fertile ana rich in 

natural resources. The mekon Valley between China and 

Siam was occupied by the semi independent Shan and Laos 

States bordering on Upper Burma. For the past few years, 

French explorers had been busy in that quarter, and one of 

the explorers Dr. Neis was saia to have made endeavours to 

detach the Laos population from their allegiance to Liam,

and induce them to accept a French protectorate. The 
authorities in Ĉ ljiin China had also tried to meaale with 

the affairs in Siam. The Siamese Government, feared the 

absorption of their country by the French.

Thus it is seen that the French were working on two 

lines. They were pushing-Jvorthwara along the Valley of 

Mekon, and they contemplated extending their influence
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Westwards from Tonguin ana Annam. A political agent at 

Mandalay v/oula occupy another post from which their power 

might conjointly be extended.

M. Perry, uuring the course of his conversations with 

Lyons at Paris, ha a several times mentioned Burma as a 

possible neighbour of Prance ana had admitted that it might 

be necessary to make treaty arrangements with regara to the 

frontier. The Government of Inaia was not sure what he 

actually meant by this remark, since at that time the 

frontiers of French possessions ana Burma were not coterminous.

Writing to Kimberley, the Government of India observed UM. 
Ferry1 s statement may be based merely on the idea of the 

existence of Annamite rights over the country lying to the 

West of the Gulf of Tonguin towaras the Upper course of the 

Mekon river. The Annam borders in this direction are not 

precisely defined. And France as representing Annam may 

regard herself on this account as a neighbour of Burma" ̂

But this statement, when French designs in the East are 
considered ?;as certainly capable of making the Government 

of India restless. Lyons had already given his opinion 

that the Franco-Burmese treaty would lead to some closer 

connection between the two countries than hitherto existed.

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 43. K 999.
Dated 24.3.1885 .
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Moreoever, the Government of India, feared that the presence 

of a French Agent at Mandalay would increase the difficulty 

of peaceably restoring the British position in Upper Burma, 

oince 1879, there had been no British Political Agent at 

the Court of Ava. In the absence of a British representative^ 

the French Agent could become the king’s adviser and referee 

in all correspondence with the British Government. If 

other European Powers no longer held aloof the presence of 

a British representative at the Court of Ava acquired a new 

importance. Writing to the Secretary of State on March 

24th 1885, the Government of Inaia * stated "The presence 

of a French Consular Agent at Manoalay is likely to increase 

our difficulties in dealing with the Court of Ava, and to 

prove antagonistic to British interests. In these 

circumstances, we are of opinion that something should 

if possible, be done to restore our influence at Mandalay.’’*

But they did not consider that the time was opportune for 

any active interference. The Secretary of State in a 

despatch on May 1st 1885 accepted India’s analysis of the 

Burmese situation and authorised them to take the necessary

1. P.S.D.E. from India, vol. 43.£>£. 1169-^6.
This despatch is signed by Dufferin alone, ^nd in 
the text both ’J ’ and ’we* terms have been used.
In its published version in the Pari. Papers Vol.50 
(1886; the ’I’ has been altered to ’we*.

2. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 43.^. 1172-3.
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steps to restore the British diplomatic influence at the 

Court of ava, whenever they considered it expedient.

If the external relations of Upper Burma were thus in 

a state of flux, the internal situation was clearly 
disorganised. In September 1884, an outbreak was organised 

in the Manoalay Jail by a few desperate convicts. After 

the outbreak was quelled, harmless prisoners and others 

inside the jail were indiscriminately massacred and executions 

continued for several oays. This incident pointed to the 

weakness of the Burmese adminstrations . Nearly half of 

the kingdom i.e. the greater number of the subject Shan 

States, was in open rebellion and had be n so for three 

years.2 Anarchy ana mis government prevailed in the country. 

Banas of decoits roamed about unchecked. ihe refugee Prince 

myngoon Myntha was intri£suing against the King xhibaw.^

The .British Merchan tile Community had all along been 

clamouring for strong action on the part of the Government 

of India against Burma in the interest of the British 

commerce. On 11th October 1884, at a meeting organised in

1. P.S.D.E. to India. Vol. 11. ^  18-22.

2. Por details see P.S.D.E. from India Vol.43. fcfc 647-673.
3. Myngoon Myntha was then aSpondichery. He had

approached the Indian Government for help, but his
overtures were refused. Por details see P.S.D.E. 
from India. Vol. 44. pfe 611-9.



Rangoon, by the European merchants, resolutions were 

adopted to the effect that misgovernment under the present 

King of Burma was bringing misery ana distress to the 

people of Upper Burma, that the tranquility and prosperity 

of British Burma was threatened and that the British 

Government should annex Upper Burma to the Indian Empire 

immediately or, if annexation was inexpedient, Thibaw 

should be removed from the throne and some other ruler be 

placed there under British protection. Later these 

resolutions were forwarded to the Chief Commissioner to be 

transmitted to the Government of India. ̂ They renewed 
their demand a few months later. Two days later, the 

Chamber of Commerce of Rangoon also made a representation

to the same effect.^ About a month later the Irrawaddy

Flotilla Company represented to the Chief Commissioner 

that their steamers were in danger of attack by robbers, 

coming in large numbers from Burmese territory. as a 

result British traue ana British lives were in danger. 

Therefore they urged the Chief Comiuissioner to adopt 

remonstrative measures.^

1 . P.3.D.E. from Inaia. Vol 43. ty. 1193-1221.

2. Ibid. k  1203-6
3. Ibid. Vol. 43. h  1211 .
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While forwarding these memorials to the Government 

of India, Bernard, the Chief Commissioner, admitted that 

a feeling of insecurity existed in Burma and that trade 

had been affected, but he observed that the accounts of 

misrule in Upper Burma were much exaggerated. He felt 

therefore, that there was no justification for the annexation 

of Burma. Indeed he contested the right of the British
x

Government to annex Burma observing*/ that the King of Burma 

had not transgressed the British frontiers, nor invaded 

that of Britain’s allies, nor maltreated British subjects 

nor broken treaties, nor haa he continued to commit massacres 

nor rejected British protests nor refused redress, which 

could justify annexation. Bven if aggression by the Ava 

Government, or any other circumstances, forced the Government 

of India into war, even then the Chief Commissioner would 

not advocate the annexation of the country or the conversion 

of U >per Burma into a protected state of the regular India 

type. All he recommended was that Thibaw should be displaced 

if necessary, ana that on his throne should be placed some 

other Prince of Alompra dynasty who would be more friendly 

to British interests and more amenable to British interests.”^

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 4 1 . 1 1 8 7 - 9 1 .
Bated 1bth October 1884.

2. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 41. j?. 1191.
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The Indian Government, also decided that the events which 

had occurred did not justify the active intervention by

Meanwhile a trench x̂ gent had taken up his position at 

Mandalay. in March 1885, it was reported by Bernard though 

with some aoubt that Thibaw hau granted the concession of 

certain ruby mines in his territory to a trench Company - 

Bouvillien & Co. - for three lacs ̂ a year. It was also 

reported in July that 25 million francs was to be raised, 

under French Government auspices, to found a bank, start a 

French steamer service on the Irrawady, exploit jew^l mines, 

and to establish a traue route from Upper Tonquim through 

the Bhan States, to Mandalay. Bernard aauea in forwarding 

this information to Inuia, "I conjecture that more than half 

of this is talk, ana that of the other half much will not 

come to pass at present. But, I believe this much, namely, 

that French agents are trying to establish themselves strongly 

at iandalay with a view to joining hands at some future 

time with French possessions on the Upper reaches of the 

Red River."2 on lay 1$th, 1885, the Times published a 

report that the Ring of Burma was preparea to reduce the 

import auty on the French goods to two-and-a-half per cent

1 . Presumably rupees - but the currency is not stated 
in the agreement.

the British in w e Burmese affairs

B. from Inaia
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while the uuty on English go^ds remained at five per cent.

Further reports were received from Mandalay that certain

French men were intriguing to enhance the French influence

on the court and in the country. Independently the

Secretary of State was informed by the London correspondent

of a trading company that the French Government had arranged

with Burma to construct a railway from Mandalay to the

frontier undertaking its construction and financings

£2,000,000 for this^ France was to provide 25,000,000

rupeesfor a bank, on which Burma would pay interest,

guaranteed by the joint Fran co-Burmese collection of Irrawaay

dues. A Burmese mission was to proceed to France to ratify

these arrangements.^

These reports were, of course, unconfirmed, but under

the circumstances t were highly discomforting for the

Government of India. They reviewed the entire Burmese

situation on August 2nd 1885, and unanimously decided that

the establishment by France of exclusive or dominant influence 
in Upper Burma would involve such serious consequences to 
their Burmese possessions and to India that it should be

prevented even at the risk of hostilities with Mandalay.

Provided that the reports were correct, they proposed that

the Burmese Government should be asked to receive a British

1. P.S.D.B. from Inaia Vol. 45* 211.
Secretary of State to Viceroy. 25.7.85.
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Resident, and they should submit all matters of their 

external relations to the aavice of the Resident. In the 

event of the Burmese Government refusing to accede to the 
request, they decided on measures of coercion. 1 A t the 

same time, they requested the London Cabinet to inform all 

the European Powers of the impossibility of their acquiescing 

in the establishment of dominant influence at the Court 
of Ava by any foreign power.

In his reply on the next day* lord Randolph Churchill 
asked the Indian Government to defer their communication to 

Burma, until Salisbury haa obtained information from the 
French Government, as to their policy in Burma.

In the meantime, a Burmese ambassador to Paris*, left 

Rangoon on 5th august. Before he left for France, he 

stated in conversation with the Becretary of the Chief 
Commissioner that discussions had taken place at Manualay 
in regard to the construction of a railway from the Toungoo 

frontier to Mandalay xhe proposal did not originate from 

the French Government but from a French merchant M. Trevelac 
at Mandalay. He admitted he was going to Paris to discuss 

the project and thrash out certain difficulties, which had 

arisen This report naturally nade the British Government

1. P.o.D.E. from India, vol 45. P. 215.
2. P.o.D.E. from India. Vol. 45. ^  221-2.
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very anxious and they immediately instructed their 

ambassador in Baris, to put the matter before the French 

Foreign Minister and obtain information about the policy 

which the French Consul at Mandalay was understood to be 

pursuing*

Earlier, the Prime Minister Salisbury had himself raised

this matter with the French Ambassador in London, who replied

that he knew nothing about the concessions and had heard

nothing of the kind, but promised to communicate with his
1

Government oh the matter.

Agp-in, on the 18th September, the British Ambassador 

a-t Paris in an interview with the French Foreign Minister 

raised the question ana requested him to take steps at once

to obviate the embarrassment which there was so much reason
2

to apprehend. Ten days later, the French Charge d!Affaires 

informed Salisbury that there was no truth whatever in the 

report that a convention had been drawn between France and 

Burma. This denial was emphasised later by the French 

Ambassador in London.

1. Pari. Papers vol. 50 (1886) p. 450 

^• Ibid p. 489



It may be noted here that the .oritish did not allege
1

that Burma and France had signed a convention. Their obvious 

aiffl was to get the French Govt to recognise Burma as in the 

sphere of British influence and to instruct their Consul at 

Mandalay not to encourage the king of Burma in a course of 

action calculated to cause harm to the British interests. The 

French Government very skilfully avoided giving any such 

assurance, which left the British Government unsatisfied and 

sceptical. This only worsened the already complicated 

situation.

Meanwhile, a very serious difference had arisen between 

the Ava Government and the Bombay-Burma Trading Corporation, 

in reference to the forest leases held by the Corporation in 

Upper Burma. This Company haa held the lease of forests for 

the last twenty years. On 19th October, *84, a new lease was
i

granted to the company. It was alleged that the Corporation

had bribed the Governor of Ningyan with Hs. 60,ooo. The

1. On March 2nd 1885, Granville admitted in Parliament that 
the present convention between Burma and France was 
only supplementary to the one signed in 1873, which 
remained unexecuted until then; and the convention
was purely commercial in character, (vide p a n .  Abates 

(Indian Extracts) year 1885, p. 1744.
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accusation was made by a former Governor, ana pressure was

being put on the Burmese employees of the Corporation to

testify against their employers. The Corporation, fearing
that they faced ruin and that it would be difficult to prove

their innocence in the face of intrigue, appealed to the
1

Chief Commissioner to intervene in the matter. Accordingly,

on April 22nd,) *85 the Chief Commissioner mde a representation

to the Burmese Foreign minister, asking him to enquire into

the matter and protect the commercial interests of the

Corporation. The Burmese Minister replied that nothing had

been done to prevent the Corporation working their forest

contract. He accused the Corporation of trumping up untrue

allegations, because they haa not -pdLid to the foresters their

legitimate wages. It was on this complaint of the foresters

that the authorities at Mandalay deputed an officer to

question the company's Agent, Andreino. To corroborate his

statement, ana to settle the matter promptly, the Burmese

Minister sent one of the plaintiffs to the Chief Commissioner

who was requested to call a representative of the Corporation
2

and obtain accurate and authentic information. The 

1 • P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 45 pp. 685-6 dated 20.4.'85 

• P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 45 pp. 686-7 dated 17th May '85



Corporation on being questioned, declared that they haa paid

the foresters in full ana that the foresters did not petition

of their own free-will. Many of the plaintiffs had been

dismissed by the Company a few months ago, and others were
1

coerced into petitioning.

Accordingly, on 17th June, the Chief Commissioner again

addressed the Foreign Minister of Burma on this subject. Ke

informed the Ava Government that he was assured by the

Corporation that all their foresters had been paid in full,

that acquittances haa been obtained from them, and could be

submitted if required. To this letter no reply was received,

but it was ascertained that the case had been decided by

the Burmese Ministers against them, and that a judgement had

been issued by which the Corporation were ordered to pay to

the Ava Government by way of duty and fine a sum of Rs. 23 lakhs,

and to the foresters, sums totalling Rs. 5 lakhs. These sums
2

were to be paid within four months in four instalments.

The Corporation stated that they believed the Burmese 

Government were encouraged to take this strong action by the 

French Consul at Mandalay, who was said to have offered to take

1. Ibid. p. 691 

2* Ibid (45) p. 730-1
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up the lease of the forests for French Merchants, if the 

contracts with the British corporation were cancelled.

As a result of these developments^ the Chief Commissioner, 

with the approval of the British Government on august 20th 

addressed a firm letter to the Burmese Government. a s 

protector of British interests he refused to acquiesce 

in either the summary cancellation of the Corporations 

leases or the summary infliction of such a ruinous fine.*1 

In the same letter, he demanded t.at the realization of the 

decree against the Corporation be suspended until the 

dispute had been fully investigated and adjusted. To 

investigate the matter, he suggested that an arbitrator with 

judicial experience be appointed by the Viceroy of India 

and his decision should be accepted by the Burmese Government, 
he added a warning that if his advice was disregarded, and 

extreme measures were applied in a summary way, then serious 

consequences would follow.

Before any reply was receivea,Burmese troops advanced 

towards the frontier and fired at the British rafts, 

nothwithstanding the Governor Nuigyan's orders, soldiers 

arrested some raftsmen. The Chief Commissioner naturally 

became apprehensive for the safety of British subjects.3

1. Ibid. Vol. 45.t. 534.

2. Ibid. vol. 45. h. 543.

3. Pari. Papers, vol. 50 (1866) 492.



Though the British Government remained opposed to any 

extreme measures, the merchantile community renewed and 

intensified its call for a war to protect commerce. Even 

the London Chamber of Commerce1 ana a deputation of British 

merchants., maae representation to the Secretary of State 

for India in favour of strong action against Upper Burma.^

The Rangoon Chamber of Commerce, again met the Chief 

Commissioner on September 24th 1885 ana urged him to take 

effective steps to protect their trade ana secure India*s 

influence in B u r m a .3

The Calcutta Chamber of Commerce too^ sent a telegram 

drawing the Viceroy1 s attention to the deteriorating trade 

in Burma. The Glasgow Chamber of Commerce and Manufacturers

1. On March 25th 1885 a deputation from the London 
Chamber of Commerce haa an interview with Kimberley 
at the India Office, to urge in the interest of the 
British trade in Burma, to take steps establishing 
more satisfactory relations with Upper Burma. The 
deputation was accompanied by Sir William M !Arthur, 
M.P. Samuel Morley, M.P. Orr-Ewing M.P. S.smith, M.P. 
and R. Fowler, m.P. The deputation urged on the 
Secretary of State to annex Burma. (Times,26th March 
1885. fc. 12)

2. P.S.D.E To India. Vol. 11. g  17.

5. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 45. K  961.
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aciaed their petition to the secretary of State for Indiq 

asking the British Government either to annex Burma or to 

declare it a British protectorate.

This pressure from the merchantile community and 

the fear of growing French influence helped the British 

Government to take a final decision, that if Burma offered 

any further provocation they would declare war against her 

ana annex the country. Writing to the oecretary of State, 

on October 5th 1885, the Government of India observed “There 

can ne no aoubt that this country is rapidly becoming a 

source of danger to us instead of merely an annoyance.

Owing to prolonged mis government, it has degenerated in power 

and resources, and is unable any longer to assert its

undisputed rights  or to resist the pressure and

temptation of French or other influences. The danger involved 

in this state of affairs is real ana we clearly recognize 

the expediency of putting an ena to it. If therefore 

King Thibaw should give us legitimate provocation, it would 

probably be for our interest to annex the country or take 

it under our protection ....”1

The Government of Indjadid not have to wait long for

the required provocation. In reply to the Chief Commissioner's

1. P.S.D.E. from India. Vol. 45. 896a.



letter of August 28th the Burmese Government emphatically

declined to suspend its action against the Bombay Burma

Corporation and to agree to the proposed arbitration of

the dispute by an officer appointed by the Viceroy.

Consequently on October 16th the Government of India

unanimously proposed to the Secretary of State that they must 
now insist upon an Envoy from India being received at

Manda]^ with free access to the King, without submitting

to Burmese customs, that the case of the Bombay-Burma

Corporation be settled by them without any further communication

to the Burmese Government, that the British Envoy be
permanently stationed at Mandalay and adequately protected,

that like the Amir of Afghanistan, the King of Burma be

required to submit his external relations to them and that

proper trade facilities be secured for British firms.1

The Secretary of State approved the terms of ultimatum

on the following aay, adding "I am strongly of opinion that

its despatch should be concurrent with movement of troops

and ships to Rangoon. If ultimatum is rejected, an

immediate advance on Mandalay ought to be maae.!|2

1. Pari. Papers. Vol. 50 (1886) t. 501.

2. Pari. Papers. Vol. 50. (1886) t>. 501.



accordingly, on Oct. 22 '85, the Chief Commissioner 

despatched the ultimatum to Burma, containing the above 

demands. He asked the Burmese Government to accept these 

demands unconditionally, adding that India would not consider 
any counter-proposals."

It was not expected that the King would listen to the 
counsels of the older ministers and submit to these terms 
unconditionally. Therefore, military preparations were 
started immediately and the Chief Commissioner took measures 
for the safety of the Europeans living in Upper Burma.
General Prendeigast was appointed to take charge of the 

operations and was invested with supreme political and 
military authority. Colonel Sladen v/as placed under him 
as Political Officer. In political matters Colonel Sladen 
was advised to contact the Foreign Department of the Govt, 
of India directly. Prendergast was instructed to occupy 
IZandalay, not to accept any offer of submission after he 
had crossed the frontier, and to dethrone Thibaw. He was 
also empowered to use his own discretion in matters of 

detail.^
On November 9, ihe Burmese reply to the ultimatum was 

received by the Chief Commissioner. They categorically 

announced that the case of the Bombay-Burma Corporation

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 45 pp. 1303-4
2. Instructions to Prendergast'' p. S.D.E. from India Vol. 45

PP. 1344-53



was finally closed and the negotiatidns had come to an end. 
as to the appointment of a British Envoy at the court of 
Ava, they said that as the last Envoy had left of his own 
accord, they had no objection to the re-establishment of 
a British Residency, if so desired. But they did not specify 
whether the Envoy would be required to submit himself to 
Burmese Customs. They maintained their sovereign rights

»

in their internal and external affairs and declined to
accept exclusive British advice in their external relations.^*

This sort of reply was not unexpected, but it was not

what the British Government desired. Being thus unsatisfied
they instructed Pendergast on November 13, 1885, to advance
upon Fandalay, and issue a proclamation, which they provided,
to the Burmese people, announcing the circumstances which
had led them to take that action.

Earlier, on 7th Fov. the King of Burma had issued a
proclamation to his subjects, declaring that the English
had violated Burmese national traditions, impaired their
religion and made impossible demands, and he appealed to his
people to help him in all possible ways in protecting their

2nation against certain aggression.^

The Government of India considered this proclamation, 

which followed immediately after the refusal to accept the 
1. P.S.D.E. from Indi Vol. 45 p^ 1569-70

Pari. Papers Vol. 50 (1886) p. 537



British terms by Burma, to be of an unmistakably hostile 

nature.
General Prendergast, having received the order, marched 

his force upon Llandalay at once. The Burmese resistance 
was very feeble, since the Burmese army was neither properly 
trained nor adequately equipped. The General proceeded 
along the Irrawaddy almost unopposed. On 28th Nov. '85,
King Thibaw surrendered to the General, and the conquest 
of Upper Burma was complete. The King was deported to India,
with his two Queens and some ladies of the Court.

Having conquered Upper Burma,^ the Government of India 

were faced with three alternatives as to the future 
administration of Burma. The first was to restrict their 
interference to the barest minimum by confining it to such 
precautionary measures as would do no more than prevent 
any foreign influence in Burma. The next alternative was 
to maintain Upper Burma as a fully Protected State, with a 
King of Burmese dynasty and Government of Burmese origin.

The last, was to declare Burma as a part of the Queen’s 
dominions and annex it outright.

The first alternative would have made Burma a ’buffer' 
state, like Afghanistan. A King of the ruling dynasty would 
have remained on the throne, independent in all matters of 

internal administration and subject only to British
supervision of external relations. In fact this would have



been the position, had Thibaw accepted the British terms.
But, on a closer examination, the Viceroy thought that this 
arrangement was not feasible. The Kingdom of Ava did not 
possess the ultimate power of resistance - as shown by the 
recent British expedition - which a buffer state ought to 

possess. Nor the artificial maintenance of her independence 
of the great line between Burmese possessions and China 
would have been wise, moreover, her weakness might have 
tempted China to assert over her the claims of Chinese 
suzerainty.1

Finally, if Burma was just maintained as a buffer state, 
the British Government would have had to honour all Burmese 
treaties with other countries - a situation both awkward 
and unprofitable, and liable to create many complication^, 

especially with China and France.
Under sudh circumstances, it was very doubtful whether 

a semi-protected state could safely be established on the 
boundary of the Indian Empire.

The second alternative v/as to turn Upper Burma into a
fully Protected State on the model of the princely States
in India. But such an arrangement depended on finding a
1. The Chinese Ambassador met Salisbury in London on 

23rd December, 1885, and desired the British Govt, 
to take inot account Chinese rights and privileges 

in Burma, while determining the fate of Burma.
(P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 46 p. 73)



Royal Prince in whom trust could he safely confined.
According to the Viceroy none of the adult Princes were men 

of any note or influence, or commanded any substantial 
following in the country.

The foregoing alternatives not affording a desirable 

solution of the question, the Government of India decided 
on outright annexation. This had the advantage of bringing 
to a legal end all Burma's treaties with other powers.

Dufferin, in a minute on February 17, '86,^ recorded
..."The decision no doubt imposes upon us serious obligations
and responsibilities, and is for a time certain to involve

a great increase of anxiety, and xoossibly considerable extra
expenditure. But no other course is really open to us,
and in the end I have no doubt we shall be repaid for any
temporary trouble and annoyance by increased security
within our own districts and upon our eastern frontiers,
as well as by the develop: ent of trade and of the general

2resources of the new Province."
In order to make all Burma's foreign treaties void, 

the Law officers of London advised the Government of India 
to issue a formal proclamation to the effect that Burma

\ ; 1 ' R - , - ,ri TL-
from then onwards formed part of the Queen's dominions. J

1. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 46 p. 1159
2. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 46 p. 1159
3. P.S.D.E. from India Vol. 46 p. 73
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To this end, on January 1st* 1886, the Viceroy 
formally proclaimed that Her Kajesty's Govt* had assumed 
the administration of the territories, which were formerly

deprecated the annexation of Upper Burma, and considered

In the literal Party itself^ opinion was divided. Ripon 
and Northbrook opposed it. Writing to Kimberley, Northbrook 
said., "I am much disturbed at the news from Burma, and I 
am afraid Aitchison was right and that we have made a

Whereas Kimberley himself had preferred, annexation,to French

On the question of the annexation the press in India 
appears to be sharply divided. The majority of the Anglo- 
Indian newspapers supported it whereas the Indian papers 
condemned it. The Calcutta Englishman considered that no
other course was open to the Government; the Indian Daily
News of Calcutta and the Pioneer of .Allahabad expressed

1. Pari. Papers Vol. 50 (1886) p. 546
2. Pari. Debates (Indian Extracts) Year 1886 p. 712

Bombay session , dated 28th, 29th and 30th December ’85.
3. K.P. Bax 901/PC/D/30. dated 6.5.'86.
4. On 29th Jan. 1885, Kimberley wrote to Dufferin: M..it 

seems to me impossible that we can allow the French to 
obtain a footing in Burma. Sooner than allow this, I
do not hesitate to say I would annex Upper Burma".
(Vide K.P. PC/D/226) '

governed by King Thibaw. ' The Indian National Congress

it an unfortunate decision. 2

mistake in not having set up so me native Government.

influence in Burma. ̂



similar views. The Lahore Civil and Military Gazette believed 
that the annexation would pay, and that Upper Burma needed 

a civilised Government. The Times of India of Bombay 
thought that the annexation was the best, if not the only 

remedy for long existing evils. The Bombay Gazette and 
the Madras Mail also supported the annexation.

On the other hand, the Calcutta Statesman described 

the annexation as an unjustifiable breach of international 
law. The purely Indian newspapers, with few exceptions, also 
condemned the step. The 'Bengali * deplored it as a blunder 
of the gravest magnitude. The 'Reis' and the 'Rayyet1 
suggested that "the war and the annexation were dictated by 

international jealousy and commercial and political greed 
and that in native opinion the annexation was a mistake."^
The Muslim Herald, however, congratulated the Queen on this 
rich addition to her dominions.

While the Times itself applauded the annexation in a 
somewhat non-committal manner. In an editorial comment it 
said, "The annexation of Upper Burma has been approved with
gratifying unanimty by all parties in this country......though
the confession is not altogether pleasant, it must be admitted

1. Times 11 Jan. 1886 p. 5



that affairs of this kind are largely judged by the event.
If annexation is well carried out, and at a small cost in
money and life, a great deal of carping criticism is avoided,
while the most necessary operation may he made to stink

" 1in the nostrils of the public by mismanagement.

1. Times dated 4.1.86 p.9*
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SO.ui.iii C oh o l i o S I o N S

In the period under review o..er£ **as a broad
Similarity i the position ^n tne North-Western ana 
master*-! frontiers of India, ieyona both Afghanistan 
and Burma, there.existed the spheres of influence of 
one or other European powers - a fact vvhich in „iie late-, 
part oi tne nineteenth century gave to the Nortn-Western
and Eastern frontiers of India a _ n Indian
external poixcy. Benxnd Afgnanistan this power was Russia, 
anu behind Burma it was France. Of the»e two European 
Powers, oritain was far more apprehexiSmVe of Russian 
udoxgun, recix or imagx^ed. -.he complex character of tne 
Afghan triues and their difficult geogr puical surrounamgs 
co%iiva-eu txxe t .sk oi securxii^ the safety of tne Indian 
xUnpire. Consequently, this problem featured largely in 
txxe political caxduidtioa o± both the Caxouttai ana Lonaon 
Goverrtuexits. The question of Afghaiiistan was as important 
i.x x^cal frontier policy in Imperial policy. The Burmese 
question uy comparison was tre^ced by the oritish as 
seconaary.

Howe vex, b̂  lo^o Inaia’s boruexo re strengtne-iea 
on m e  orth- est by establishing a friendly, delimiteu and
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_nu -pendent, A£gncixia.̂ taii, ana on -ne Eusu by annexation 
o~ Upper Burma, but in these developments there was an 
important difference in British policy. The Afghan policy 
haa emerged tiirough strategic considerations, the Burma 
policy largely trrcugh the need to protect commercial 
interests.

Such major fluctuations as took place in Indian
external policy in this period had their origin in changes
of government in London. For Afghanistan, for example,
the Conservatives advocated a forward policy as against
the broad policy of Containment1 of the Liberals. Believing
that tne main danger to Afghanistan was a Russian military
invasion, a part of Conservative opinion wanted to turn that
country into a strong military base. Others, like Lytton,
did not believe that Russia would be foolish enough to attempt
a military invasion, still less that such an invasion could
be formidable. To them, the danger was mainly political.
They were afraid that Russia would first try to obtain a
dominating political influence at the court of Kabul and
then use it to threaten the British position in India. There-

fellows
fore, Lytton and his IsiiiawEXE wished to employ military re
sources to achieve a political control of Afghanistan.

Among the Liberals also were to be found divided 
opinions. Lawrence and his school who were associated with



the liberals wished to leave Afghanistan alone and to 
maintain towards it an attitude of friendship but of 
perfect non-interference, and withdraw their frontier to 
tne Told Sind line*, below Pishin and Sibi. But others, 
like Ripon, wanted a really strong and united Afghani stan 
absolutely free in her internal affairs, ruled by a friendly 
Amir, who would be willing to submit to the control of 
external policy by the Government of India. As a measure 
of additional safety, a strong frontier was to be established 
on the Southern boundary of Afghanistan by retaining Pishin 
and Sibi. Most of the Liberal leaders attached value to 
a treaty with Russia over the disputed issues in Central 
Asia, but a few like Ripon, while disbelieving Russiafs 
public professions, advocated a clear-cut treaty with her, 
out of sheer necessity.

Party divisions were not so clear-cut on Burma, which 
was not considered a major problem, as a French military 
invasion from that quarter was never feared. The essential 
problem in this region was not the security of the Indian 
Empire against any foreign invasion, but the protection of 

British commercial interests in Burma. Northbrook, the 
advocate of the policy of containment in the North-West, was 
the Governor-Beneral who initiated a stronger policy towards 
Burma by refusing to allow the British Resident at the court
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of Ava to observe the Thumiliating' Burmese court customs.
To the annexation of Upper Burma, Ripon and Northbrook 
were opposed, yet their Liberal colleagues, Kimberley 
and Dufferin, favoured it. It is ironical that the Liberals 
who for strategic reasons advocated a British withdrawal 
from Afghanistan were led by the pressure of economic factors 
to annex Upper Burma.

On tne whole, we find the Government of India,whet|her 
tne Governor General of the da., Happened to be Liberal or 
Conservative, ratner stronger in its attitude on frontier 
policy than the London Government. An important factor 
making for this difference was the existence in England and 
the absence in India of tne power of public opinion. London 
and Calcutta can be seen from time to time reacting on one 
another in this context. British public opinion imposed 
tne deferment of the annexation of Burma for six years. On 
the other xlxd side, we may quote the Turkish mission to 
Kabul as an example of the Government of India forcing the 
hand of the British Government. However, both the London 
and the Calcutta governments seemed to lack a sympathetic 
appreciation of the internal proolems of the Afghans and the 
Burmese. Both overestimated the danger of Russian designs 
in the North-West ana of tne French in the East. Both tended 
to attribute to the internal disorders of Burma an anti-Bri
tish quality which cannot be decisively established.



Afghanistan, indeed, more than once "belied the hopes and fears 
of the British experts. Only a day after Cavagnari had telegraphed that 
all was well in Kabul, a terrible massacre followed. It had been the 
constant endeavour of all the British officials to see a friendly and 
pro-British Amir on the throne of Kabul, yet the man who gave Afghanistan 
stability and achieved friendship with the British cane straight from the 
Russian camp. No one expected the Russo-Afghan boundary to remain in 
force, yet it has long survived.

The machinery through which Indian external policy was formulated 

and put into execution was clumsy. The rough working of the machine was 
due to India’s dual position as part of British political structure and as 
a country with its own powerful government. The policy of India was thus 
affected both by imperial and local considerations. The broad outline 
of external policy was naturally determined by the British Cabindt, but the 
responsibility for its execution lay with the Government of Indid. Bec-ause 
the Government of India was primarily responsible for presenting up-to-date 
information on frontier matters and subsequently for carrying out policy, it 
influence on the determination of policy was bound to be strong. The wyy 
in which a reluctant British Cabinet had to accede to Ripon’s demand for f[ 

the retention of Pishin and Sibi illustrates the degree of influence the 
Government of India could command over such matters. However, the negotia

tions with Russia, France and other foreign countries such as Persia or 
Turkey were conducted through the Foreign Office in London. Naturally, 
close liaison and co-operation between the Foreign Office and India Office 

was necessary. Often this division was productive of complaints and counter
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complaints between these two departments. While the proposal of a treaty 
with Russia was being discussed, for example, Hartington got so annoyed at 
the indifference of the Foreign Office in matters concerning India that he 
took upon himself to circulate a memorandum on this issue to the members of 
the Cabinet.

The British Government operating on a chain of command from London 
to the ’man on the spot* succeeded in establishing bulwarks both on the s 
North-West and East which remained until the Japanese invasion of 1942.
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